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Appendix I 
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Chinese Sample 1 (Original) 
jlWi -¥ ŸĚŸĚI¥J ĠŸĚ
ÙȘŸJĚ ŊŊÞĴİŇŸĚ 1li;fi3f't: 
8 WJ: 1998 - 8 - 3 
, 
ĠWŨWŸĚ§ Í¥ŊJĲŅŒÜŸĠŸNŊPÙĴȚWŊĠÍØĦĚ 8J31 S, 
ĠÕÕĠÜĠŸŸŸŸŸĠÜPFŸĠHĚĻŸŸĚ
ŊŊÞĴŸŸĤŸÕÕŸŸŸŸĤĠŸĠŸÜŸŸŅ¥ŊŸŸĚ
ŸÜĦĚŸŸĠŸFŸİĠŸŸĻŸŅ¥ŊŸŸHĚŸŸŸĚ
ĠŸȚȚŨŸÜŨ¥ŊŸŸŸŸŸŸÜĠ£ŸHĚĻŸÜŸĚ
ÙËŸĠŸÙȚ§ŸŸĤQÍHĚ ĤĶWŸŸŸŸĚŊÒÍĤĠȚHŸJĚ
§)t, ŸĜÞĠŸŸŊŨŅĨÌÍȚJĠŠJŪŸǾĤÜĠĻŸĚE! cj: 
ŸĜȚŊŸĤ IXjem. 1: IX 19931f: J3 B"J jemN=: EE It*1l 00 
-=tMI¥J. ŸŸĠŸŸĠŸĦŸĠÜĠŸŸŸŸŲĪÑĚ
i'i 00 ŮŰẄŸŸĚ9i;fl:l3500i'i ŸŸGŎJȚWȚỲÍĠĻÙŨŊFĤÍĤ
N ŸĚ}]r!i xJ\1. ŸĚWŨŨÍÍÙŃŸĚŸĚ*, #-ŸĚJlI 1 0 TJ i'i ŊȚŸHĚ 15t1::tc 
ĻĲÍȚŨŊŸÕÕĚÍÍĬĲĲÍĤÍĲJŸŶŖŲËÙWȚÑŸĔĜŲ¥ĦĚ ŊÎÍŸȚȚÙĜŊGGŨ ŸÔȚ£ÙHĚ
ŸŸHĚĠŸHĚŸŸHĚŸŸŸĠŸĠHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚ
JWȚȚŐŸĚŸĚ00 ĠŸĠŸĚ9i ŸŸÍŸȚȚÍĚŸĦĚ
ŸĠĚĢŸÙŨŨŁŸĠĚ ŸĠĢŸÜŸŸŸŸĲÌŸĚŸĚfA. , .I\, .I!.!! 1)(.. 7I' T Ji'lJ • .l3.. tA .I\.lZ!! 1)(.. 7I' ŸĚfPJ ŸĚ / 0 
ŸHĞŊJHĚ mi:1:19931fjeJ2tI'1<]90 % ÍĲJŸĠĦĚ ŸWȚŸĻKŖȚËĴWŸĚ
ĠŸŸPŊJŸŸŸŅ¥ŊĦĚÚŤŸÔŸĠŸŅ¥ŊĠĠŸŸHĚŸĚ
T ĞĠŸĚŸĚJfl tJJ;ffi-ŸÚȚȚÙĦÙÍĠŸHĚ ŸĚili ŲỲȚŸĚA RA. \ ȚȚÙĦÑŅŸĚ
ŸŸÓHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÕÕŮŰĴȚŨJŨŸHĚ ŸUŎŸŸÜHĚ
;1tr.::li: A FTI.! 1- HŸĚ[.:.x. w .I\, I .. :":.r.. ËŊŸĚ• 
ŸŸ HĚ ÚŤŸÜŸŸŸWŨŸŸŸǾŸĦŸŬĚÜŸŸŸĚ
ĠÚŤŴĴĜŅGGŨŅGȚŨŸĴÚŸŊȚÛFWẄŊŎĦĹŸÛÍÙİĚJi 27 R ÙĠỲÚYJĬWŸĞĦWŲŨŊŶÚÙŐWĚ #if 
*ilihlft ĒNËŸĦĚ ÌŸŸŸÜ»ĚŸÙŨŨUŸHĚ ŸÓĠŸĚ
ÔŸŸŸĚĒŸŸŸŸŸ»ĦĚŸŸŸFHĚĠŸŸŸÜŸŸHĚ
ÚŤŸŸWŲĚĒŸŸŸÜ»ĚŸÙŨŨUŸHĚ ÔŸŸŸŸŎŸŸĚ
ŊŸŊŊUĖỲWĦĚ 29 S ÍŸŸĴȚŨỲÞĤĽĤẄŊŸŸJŸŸÍÍŨĚXht* jtHIJHSt § ÍÍWŲỲŸĚ
ÜWWŸŸǾPŸNNŸFŸÓĠÚŤŊÎÍĚĒŸNNĦĚ ÌŸ»ŸĚ
ŸĖȚȚÜĦĚÕÕŸŪŨŨŸĦÜNNŸŸHĚĠŸHĚ ŸŸĦĚŸÕÕHĚ
B * ŸËŖŨĚ*;fI:l 00 ŸWŃŸÙŊŶŊÑŊGŸĚlli:700 ŸĚẄŸĚŸĚllUfiJJX:. ŸĚ-fllfJ 
ȚŸ JWÑŸŸŲ¥ÙİĚJi 2913 ŸȚȚÙĨWWŸĠÚŤŸÌĚiE § EE ȚŨŸÙȚÍȚÚĤĦĚ
ÚŤŸŸHĚ ĠÜŸ£ŸŸŸĠȚȚÙĠÚŤŸŸ§NNĦĚÌÙNŸHĚ
ŸĚŸȚȚÙĚŸŨGȚËÍËUĪĜĦȚĠÚŤÜȚWĚttl i¥1i1(jgrk. ÕÕẄŸŸĚIII ĴȚŅJŨ ŸŸĖŨŪWĚ
ÜÜÔŸŸŸÓĠÚŤŸŸȚÜÜŸŸŸPÜHĚŸŸŸĚ
" ŮÑŸĚ(1<]" " I:iJ !) __ ÑŸĪWĜWŲĚ . iIt V'H :Jf 2t fLHi ,g, ŸĚ
ĠĲŸŸÓĠÚŤŸŸȚŸŸPÍȚÚĤHĚĠŸȚȚÙŸŸŸĠŸÓĚ
* ŅŊÑËÑŸÙŨȚŊĦĚ
ŸĚ00 9 ŲŲÙŬŸŸĚm fmJ$l*l xficilfi5L j!7!f:*:i2t ŸĚff 16 % 
89 t:1: ŸĚȚWŸĚfn 13 % t8 ÙWŸĚf-? .c.' f:f lEI ÖIŸĚẄŸĹŊĚ91. J! ŸĚT ,Itt 'ffi" 
ÓĠŸÙŨŨȚȚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĠĦĚŸ§ÓŸŸĦĚŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŸĦŸŸŃŸŸFĚ
ĦŸŸĠŸŬĚ ĠŸÜŸŅŸŸŸŸŸĦĚ ŸŸFŸŅÞÚŤJÙÎWĚ
ŸĚJJX: j)J (Ig • 
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Chinese Sample 1 (Original) 
ĠŸĦĠŸŸŸŸĠȚÙHĚŸĠŸĦĻŸŸŸŸHĚFŸĚ
ĨWĠĠĠÍØĠŸŸŅËŊŸŸĠ±ŸĮKŊŊȚȚŸŊĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 1 (First Analyst) 
ĞÙŅËŅȚĤ¥ŸŸȚĮĠJÙÎGÙĴĚ
12*: ,QX7G!£ ÍȚÙȚJĮWGŸĚ
B M: 1998 - 8 - 3 
D UI JŸWŒÜŸĚĠÙȚȚÙŸŅŒËJPĚ
RESTATEMENT 
D UII bX:91 I'fJ ŸĚIl5I I 
EVIDENCE 
ŸŸĠŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸØŸŸŸŸJĚ
§7t, ĦÙËĜÞĠJÙÎÍŊȚJĦÙŨŨĨÌG¥ĠŠŪĴȚŒÜŸĻŸĚ§ c-:E 
WŸȚŊŸŸĤÙÞĠÙRWĦĚ LiX1993'¥5]j ĻŸĠÜŸŨÙÚŨWŸÙȚÕÕĚ
ŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĠŸŸŸŸÜŬŬĠŸĠŸÜŸŸŲĪŸĚ
ŸĚIf.! pq x! ŸĚVi t113 ĪÌÌŸĚŸĚ1&)t ȚWĖJĦÍĠĻŸŅŊĚFĤŸĚ
19: ŸĚXŸĚxm ŸĚff1lliU1f ŸĚ>$, J-f ifR.ill 1 0 TJ ŸĚIt: ,=?, 1* gc 
Am jilj1:lfJ 1169 ÍĤȚŊWŸQĪŸWÑŸWWŲŲĤ ĦĚ ÙRWŸĠ§ĜŅŸÙÑÑHĚ
ŸNHĚŸŸHĚŸŸHĚŸŸÜŸŸĠHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚ
ŸÍǾȚJĚEE Llil ĠÙŨÙIȚĤŸĚDl1!;; ŸȚĞĜĚÙÚŸĚtr . 
o U III J!:91 ĜŸŊĚ}"iUtI II 
EVIDENCE 
DUIV ŊËJPĜŊỲŊŊŸŔ§ŨŅŅĚ
EVIDENCE 
ŸŸ HĚ ĠŸÜŸÕÕŸWŨŸŸŸŸȚŅÍĦŸĦĚ ÜŸŸŸĚ
* * m (19 lEd ŸËŸĚJ{)C ir xm ŸĚ[J-17 Ji 27 B u fZ:&: ŸÚWŲĚflJj ist * 
ĠŸŸŸĚŸ§NNĦĚ ÌŸŸŸÜŪĚŸÙŨŨȚÙŸHĚ ŸŸĠĠĚ
15l: ŸĚit tlj "R:t ĜŅŸĚȚIŸĚim n • j1i fl}j .if ÙŐŸHĚ * JZf ŸĚȚŸĚGŸŸĚiBi 15K. 
*Jlt£tE ŸĚ,f1l'V- ŸÜĦŪĚ l' .ilt1i(I(j, j9:11 htFlilf ŔŸ ĪWȚŨÚĚ
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Chinese Sample 1 (First Analyst) 
ŸÑÍŊŸÚÑÏĦĚ 29 s ÌÌŸÙŅŅĠÙWẄĦŴĦŸȚÚMĿŸĠŸŸÙĪWĚ §1Wfm 
ŸWWŸŸȚȚPŸŸŸFŸŸĠJÛŸĚĒŸŸĦĚÌŸ»ŸĚ
PŸPŸĦĚŸŸŅŅĠÙWÜŸŸŸŸŸHĚĠŸHĚ ŸŬŬHĚ ŸÕÕHĚ
ŐĠŸŬŬŸŸŬŬŸÜŸŸŸÜŬŸÜŸÓÜŸĦĚII*itoo 
ĠŸŸĠŸŨ¥ŪĚJ3 29 S ĠÍŊŘẄÍŸĠJÛYÌĚŸĚ§ ŸĚŸÙĤ¥ŸĦĚ
*m6, ĠŸŸŸĠŸŸĠÍŊŘĠĠÜŸ§ŸĦĚÌŸŸHĚ
ŒȚÙĠŸŸËȚÙŸËÛẄLWĠĠÜȚWWȚJŨÙĤ¥ÍÙWŸŸÕÕẄĦŴĦŸŸŸŸŸŸŊȚȚĚ
ÜŸÜŸÓŸŸĠĠÜŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŴŸHĚŎŸŸĚ
ĒŮÑŸŸ»Ě ĒÖŊŸWWŸŸĒĦĚÙŅNŸĢŅİȚŸWFÍȚŊŸGŸĚ
ĠĦŸŸŸĦJÛŸŸŸŠŸPŸHĚĔĠŸŸŸĠĠŸŸĚ
ĦŸȚŸÍÙŎŊŊĦĚ
DUV ŪĦÞĴPŁKŊŅĠŸŅŒĚ
EVIDENCE 
ŸĚ00 § ȚĦWẄĦŴĦŸĚ111 fm Ŋ¥ȚŸŊĚxiic1!fi5t J! iX:km ŸJȚȚĚ16 % 
ŸÍĞŔŊŸÑŸȚŅŨÍĨĚ% ŸÙWĴĞŨŸŊÒŘŨȚÕÕIËÍȚẄÜŸÓHĚ ĦÙËŠØGŅGŸŊWÍWĚ
ŸJÛÜĠȚÙÕÕŸẄÜŸŸŸĦŸŸÜĦĚ Ÿ§ŸŸŸHĚÕÕŸĚ
ŸŸẄÜĦÜŸÔŨȚŸŸŸŸẄÜŸÓĠØŸĠŸŨȚŃŸŸFĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸĦĚ ĠÜÜŸŅŸŸŸŸĚ•. ÜŸŸĦÙËŸJÛŸĚ
ŸŸJŲŶŊNËŦĦĚ
DUVI ĠYŪĦÞĴJĲŊŨÍJJĤȚÏĠŸŊĖĚ
EVALUATION 
ĠÓŸĠŸŸŸŸŸUHĚŸŸŸŸĻŸŸȚWŸHĚ ŸŸĚ
5i: WŸĚ!ilFiHi:k m Ug IN ŸIŃȚŨĚi? ĜŅŸĚft,fIJ . 
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Chinese Sample 1 (Second Analyst) 
)IID! -Sf ŸĚJ!: (8 * m 
12 i!f: JJX:::rc ŸĚ m-ifB ȚGŸĚ
B jtij: 1998 - 8 - 3 
DB The Cambodian election is a successful event 
DUI The Cambodian election is a successful event 
RESTATEMENT 
DUll Reason why it is a success 
EVIDENCE 
Dum Reason why it is a success 
EVIDENCE 
DUIV Reason why it is a success 
EVIDENCE 
ŸĤHĚĠŸȚȚŨŸŸŸŨÙŸŸŸǾŸŸŸĦĚÜŸŸŸĚ
ĠĠŸĜŊŸÕÕŸŸŨȚĠÙĴĤẄŸŸÍÍŨİĚYI 27 11 ŠȚËRŨÒŸŶWÑÍŊÚĚÙŸWĚ * 
ĠŸŸŸĚĒŸŸĦĚÌŸŸŸÜ»ĚŸÙŨŨÑŸHĚ ŸŸĠFĚ
ÍĞWŸÙWÚÙŨÚĚ ĒŎ£ĜŅỲŊȚIŊŸĜȚN»Ě . ŊÍŲŔŨŊÚÚȚÙŐWĠÙFŸÍĻÔȚȚĦĤĴÚÙŸWĚ
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Chinese Sample 1 (Second Analyst) 
ĠŸŸŸĚĒŸŸŸÜĒŸĠȚÙÕÕHĚFŸ£ŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸÓŊĖỲÏĶĦĚ 29 B ÍËŅÍËȚȚÙÍȚĠÍȚẄĦŴĦŸȚȚÙŊRĦÎWŸŮŲȚŸŊÑŊWĚ 13 WJ{tP. 
ŅMŸŸŸȚȚÓÜŸŸFŸÓĠĠŸĚĒŸŸĦĚÌŸ»ŸĚ
ŸŸPŸĦĚÍËŅŸŸÍȚŸŸÕÕŸŸŸHĚ ĠŸHĚ ŸŅËŅHĚ ŸŅËŅHĚ
13 ĠŸÕÕĠȚÕÕÕŸŸÙŨÚŊÑŅĲÙŨÙJİÌÌŸÞĞWŸĲÑŨŨŸĦĚ ÍȚŸÍȚÕÕĚ
ĠŸŸĠÍĜŸİĚJj 29 8 ĠŸŸŸŊĔĠĠŸÌĚ1£ § EE f8iSJZffI. 
ĠŸ§HĚĠŸÜŸĠŃŸĠŸĠĠŸŸ§NNHĚÌÍ£ŸHĚ
ŸĠŸŸÙȚËĦÍËÛẄÙȚĠĠŸWŃWŘÚÙŐŊRỲÙÙȚĮŸÕÕẄŊWŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŊȚȚĚ
ÜŸŸŸŸÜÓĦĠŸŸŸÜĦŸŸȚĮPŸHĚŎŸŸĚ
ĒÖŊÍ§ŸĒĚ ĒÖŊWĴĦĦỲÚŸŸȚĮĒĦĚ ĪÍNŒ·WŨÚȚŸWŨÑŸHŸĦŸĚ
ŸĦĠŸÓĠĠŸŸŸŸŸPȚȚŨHĚĠŸŸŸŸŸĠŸÓĚ
ĦŸÍÚWŸ£ŅŶŊĚ. 
DUV Reason why it is a success 
EVIDENCE 
ŸĚI!I § ȚȚĿẄÜŸËŊÍĚfmWIj] Mic:1!fiJl., l! İÛĠŸĚŸJȚȚĚ16 % 
ȚĮÍÙŸĚft5fO 13 % ȚĮÙWŸĚrp JL'1i I!I ŸËŃÞĦŴĦŸĚffL ŊËŸĚØGŸGȚȚÙĚ
ÓĠŸÙŨŨȚÙŨËŨŸẄÜĦȚÕŸĦŸŸŸĦĚŸÍĨŸŸŸHĚ ŅËŅŸĚ
ÍȚĠÍȚŸĦÕÕŸŸJȚȚŸŸŅËŅŸŸŸŸĠØŸĠŸŸŃŸÜFĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸĦĚĠŸÜŸŅŸŸŸŸŸĦĚÜŸÜŸŸĠŸĚ
:!f:: fiX J}] D9 • 
DUVI Praise and evaluation 
EVALUATION 
ĠÓŸĠŸŸŊŶŖŸĦȚÙHĚŸĠŸÜĻŎŸŸŸHĚÙŨÙŸĚ
X t#* ĠÙÙŸYĜȚKŊĚŅŸĚŸËŸW±ĚŸĜŅKÚĚJtt;ffj. 
254 
Chmese Sample 2 (Original) 
lIffWi £1i &\391 FJrl-
S WI: 1998 - 8 - 4 
ŸŸĪŸĚ'f'l3], WNȚŪŸ§PÜÚŖŬŸŸ±WȚWŸŸÚĜŸŸȚŸËŊŅŅŐÒĚ
>1" ŸĚZ 1JimiW$ A. $#f ft}j ŊŸĚ, Jt( *$ A $1Jf ŸJJŨȚHĜĚ, ŊJWŸÍÙĚ
ŸŸHYŸHĚŸĚA.btm. ÍȚĪŸÙWHĚ ŸŸĪÌŬŬŸŲĮŖĖĻĖÍŊȚĚ
ŨÜŊĴĪȚÍŊỲ±JWŸÍÍWWĴŞĠÓȚWËÙȚŨHĚ ÍÎÌÌŸĚĻWNĦFGȚGŸŸHĚ ȚŨŸÚĚ
ÍÌŊŊÙWĮĒŊĖĻȚŨŊÚŸÕÕÍŊȚŸÙŨŨŸȚŅŊŸĦĚ
1Z5I!JI& ij ŨŸȚŅŊŸŸĘŊĮĒŊJÜÚĜÍWÍWJĚ ÍŒŅHŸHÜĖÖ€WWJWŲĚil, 
Ö€WŸŸŸȚȚHĚ ĦŸŸŸĦUĠŸĦŸŸŸHĚĤŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸĖĻĖÍŊȚŸŸŸŸĦĮĒŊĦĔĦĚŸÓÙŨÙĤŸŎHĚŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸĻŸŸŸŸŸĪŸËŊŅŸĦȚȚÙHĚĖĻĖÜŸŸĦŸĦŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĦŸȚŅŊŸŸÜŸĦŸĦĚÍȚĪȚÍŊŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸÚJÚĨŸŸÙWŸŸÙÙHĚ JÍÙÍĬĮŸĖĻŸĨĨYJĦŸĦËŨÑȚȚHĚ ȚŪŸĚ
ŊĪĤŸŸŅŨŸŎÙŎĦŊËŸŅGȚĦŊĦȚÏÍȚÏĬĚĖŸĦĚ ŸĚĻWŸŸŊÑŎỲÙÙÙWHĚ
ĦŸŸĻĖÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĻŸŸĦĚŸÜĤȚWŸŸŸĚ
ŸHŊË®ŸŠȚȚŸŸŸĚĒŸÓŸ»HĚPŸĚĒŸÙŨŨŸŸĚ
ŸȚȚÙ»Ě ÙŨŨJÍĤØŎĒŊŸŸĖĦĚ
GȚGŸĻŸŸŸÜŸĠŸĖĻŨÙÜÓŊËŸĦȚȚÜŸĠŸHĚ
i*3& 5Ctfft 'f' IliJ W£JHxt ŨŨW ŸȘŒÚŸĪȚȚÙĹËËĠŸĴȚÕĚ/f-g(, ŸĚ* fll ŸĚ
P£ÜÙPŊWŸŸËŎHĚ ÚȚĠŊFÍȚŸẄWJWÓȚËJHĚ ŸÙŎĦŸȚPĦŸĖFŊȚWŸĚ
:&1:. ȚȚĦŨÖÙŸȚŨŸWWËĦẄWŨÙWŨHWÙŨÙĤ Jff-fTtrZp3. 7 R 25 S, ŸĠĚ
ĽŸŸŸÜŸNŸŸŸŸŸHĚŠĦȚŅŊŸĖĻÜĦŸŸŸĖĚ
ft; tflitZTVJ, ŸÕÕĚŮŦİİÍĤŸŅÍĠWNÙĪŅŸJŨÍWŊŅÛÙWŲWŊĚȚÖŸĚ
ŸŸĠÓŸŸWWŸŸHĚÓȚŅŊŸŸĻŸĨYJŸŸĚ•• ĔŸŸĚ
5ltir.!!tft: is(; tE r:p [}il JȚȚŸÑŸŊŊŅÑĤØÙĪŨÒOHĚ El ÚŸĦWWȚËĦŲOHȚŪĚĖÍĖȚŸHĚ
#[!Lffr }JIIl&:, h[J)rj(, ŸŲÚŊŸŔËÑŎHĚ ÏĨĤPĻ±HȚÙÍÙŸĻĚ
WŨÕÕĘŸĠUŲ§ŸWWŸÜŸHĚŸÜŸŸŸĠȚŅŊŸŸÓĚ
{JfHp ÍŸĚA ŸŸĚŸŊĴȚĚrc J5t ft::I 3z- ) LkM: ŎGŸĚ3( ŸHĚ Flrl-ŸĚIt zit, 
ŸŸŸĠŸÕÕŸÓŸĠĻÓŸŸĔŸÜĴĚŸĠÜHĚŪŸĚ
ŸĻŸŸÜŸŸŸŸĻȚÙÙŨÙŸŁŮŦOŸŸĞĚŸŸĠĖŸĚ
ĦFFĖĻŸĨYJÜŸŸĖŸĦĚŸFŸŸĻŸŸHĚŸĪŸŸĚ
ŸĠHĚŸŸÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸPÏĨĤŸŸĠŸŸĠŨŨWĖŸĚ
NiJf1*" 1'f. 
ÙŨÙĤŸŸĻĻŸĠHĚ ȚŅŊŸ§PĻ±ŸŸŸŸŸŸĠĠŸĚ
ŸŸĔĞĚŸŸŸŸĦŸŸȚÙÜȚÙŸHĚĠŸĠŸŸŸÜŸ®Ě$ft. ȚŅŊŸÜĶÚĜ§ĻĻŸÜŸĦŸŸŚŸŸŸŸŸŸŎĚ
ŸĞĚ Ÿ®ĖĔŸŸŸĦ§ŸŸŸĦĚȚŅŊŸĦÚĜŸĦŸĔÜŸĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸÜŸP£ŸŸŨWHĚŸĦĖĻĮĒŊŦŸŦĜŸĦĚŸŸĚ
iW}, ȚÖŸŸGWĲTŨŅ¥ŅĻĴȘWŸĻĒŊ§JŶÙĠHĚ ŸŸĖŅÜĖŊŊŅŊIŇŅŨØĦĚ
:fflit'rii6L r, ȚŨŊŊNHŸŊŊWŸĚtt WWWŸĚrtf7}j 15 S ÙNĻŸĴĪĦĚ
ŸWNŸÜŸŸ£ŸŸŸÛÜŸŲŤĠŸŸĞĚȚŅŊŸĪŎŸŸĻĻŸĚ
£ŸŸĤĠŸŸĠŸHĚŸĚĒĖŸÜŸÛŠŸĻÙŨŨŸĖĚ
{!f:" . {mfc:& ĒȚÖŸÙËFĞȚŸȚȚÙÍŸŔȚĦTĻŸĒĚ ÙŊÙJWŲĤĽĦWWȚËĦŔŸĚ
ŸǾUȚÙŸĞĚŸFŸFÓŸÛŸŸĠĦŸĦĚŸŲŸȚȚÙŸĚ
ÙPÍŸŸĚm 1:, WȚJÙÙNŊŊJŸŸỲGŅJIŇŒØĤJF ÍJĦ ȚȚÍÍÜĤWŬȘÙŨŨHĚ fPJiZ 
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Chinese Sample 2 (Original) 
ÕÕŸĦŸŸĻÓŸŸĖĔŸÜÓŸHĚĦŸŸŸÔŎĦĚ
ŸŸ£ŸŸĦĔŸŸÜŸŸŸŸŸĤŸĦŸŸŸĦĚ
ŸĠHĚĤĽÕÕĠŸŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŸŸŸŸPŸŸŸĚ
ĦŸHĚŸŸĠĠPŸŸUÜŸHĚŃŸŸŸŸĠHĚŎŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸĖĻĖȚȚŨŸĻŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 2 (First Analyst) 
ËȚȚŸŸÍØŸŘȚȚŨŃŊĖĚ
ÙȘŸJĚ JÛÚȚȚÙŸĚ
S M: 1998 - 8 - 4 
, 
DB ÕÕŸŨŨŸĦÜÜŸĖFĖĻĚ
DUI ȚŮŸŸÍJĦGÓĦHĚ ĖĻŸÞŨĚ
BACKGROUND 
ÏĤŸĪŊĨĚ9=t1ij, Í££ŅÍŸ§PÜÍŊŬJÙWŸ±WȚWŸŸJJÛŸŊÓŊHÖŊŅŅĪÒĚ
ŸŸŸĠÜŸĖĻĖÜĦÜHĚŸĠĖĻĖÜŸŸHĚŸĦŁĚ
ŸÎHŸŸHĚ4-A11::lli. 115tJtit, JȚWȚȚĪÌÌÌŸŲNÙŊĖĻĖȚÍȚĚ
ĦÜĴȚÕWWĶWȚŊWÚȚWŸĴȚÕŸŸHĚ ÍÎÌÌŸĻWNŸŸĲĶWŸŸHĚ ŸŊŸĚ
10 If itut$ A;fO ȚÑŸĚfJf ŸÙŨŨĚW; £ÍÍŸĦĚ
DUll ĖĻĴȚŲWĖĻËŠŸJÕGÍÙÍÚĚ "1=HIHJHt<] 
ŸÜĒĚt'J<J:it!* 
BACKGROUND 
ŸĚŸĚ8L iJ I j@ fl1 ŸÙŨĞȘPŊĚI¥J ŸJJÛĚŸÍWJĚ MIT .t:, ŸÌŸĚ11ft tE T E1 , 
ŸŸŸÜȚȚHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸHĚĤŸFŸÑFĚ
PŸŸĻĖÜŸŸĦŸŠŸĖĔĦĚŸÓÙŨÙĤŸŊĨHĚ ŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸĻŸŸŸŸŸĪŸŸFŸȚȚÙHĚ ŸĻĖÜŸȚWĦŸŠŸĚ
ĦŸŸĚȚŨJŸŨĚJj -ŸWWŸĦĚŸĚ±WÓŸÑŸŨŪĚŸĨŸĚrEI. m ŸĚ')t. 115 ffl ŊŸĚlE 5J..l=j 
ŸJNŸĨĚȚHĜŸÛỲĴŸÓŨŊŨÙHĚ ff1684j ÙŸĻËŁĨYĒĦŸÍÙĠHĚ £iJJt. 
J} ĤŸŸŚ§ÚŊỲĚÙŸŨËWȚĚ(It ĠÍGĤÚJŸĚ460 $ 1m. :ff A ĴȚŸŸNŅĦ ŸŎĚ1ttit, 
ĦŸŸĻŸÜŸÛŸȚWŸŸŸŸĻŸŸĦĚŸÜĤŸŸŸĖĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸŸŸȚȚŸŸŌĚĒŸŸŸĒHĚ®ŸĚĒŸȚȚÙŸŸĚ
ŸĚÍŸÍĒĚ ill1T FIt ŸŸŲȚȚ ĦĚ
DUIIl ŸŨÔŸŊȚŸŸȚȚŊŊȚËĦJĖĻŸŊŌĚ1If(t<J*1't 
ELABORA TION 
ĲĶWŸĻŎŸŸÜŸĠŸĠĻŨÙŲŪÓŸĔŠŁĠŸŸŸHĚ
a*5J..tm. ĲĶWÕÕŸŊȚÍÞÍŸĠŸĪ£ĹËËĠŸȚȚÍŸŸHĚ ŸĠȚÖŊŨJËĦĚ
ŸÜÓŸŸŸHĚĔĠŸȚȚŸÜŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸĠĖĔŅ¥ŊĚ
11:1:. ÕÕŸĴŃȚ±ŸÜẄÍŸÍÍJŨŨÙĤŊWĴÖȚĠŸĘĦĚ 7 f] 25 S, ŸĠĚ
ŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸĠŸŸHĚÜŸŸŸĖĻĦÓŸĠŅ¥ŊĖĚ
{tt; Í£ŊËWŸÑWŲHĚ ŸĚ00 ŲĠŊİİŸÌGŊÍĠÍ£WȚŨŘŨJŨÍWÍỲĻÙWŨŪŊĚ£ŮŸĚ
ŸŸJJÛŸŸŸWWŸŸHĚÓŸŸĖĻŸĨYĒŸŸĦĖĔŸȚȚÙĚ
5£?!!tti)(; Í£ŸÕÕŴŪÑŸŊŶŲÑØÙŨFŅOHĚ NÍWŸĦWWȚËĦÍÎMȚŪĖŸŸHĚ
*00, WTJm:l1t, ÍŊMŸJJÛHĚ ŸÕÕŸÕÕĠHĚŸPĻ±ȚȚÍĖĻĚ
WŨŲŪŸÜĦȚWŲĨŸWWŸÜŸHĚŸÜŸŸŸĠŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸÍĹÍŸĻÍJĖPWŲĴGYJĚFŸĨQJĚĞÒŊÙ ẀWŸỲNJHĚ ŃȚŸIŇŨGWGKJĚut, 
Q¥ P-} -;pf =*:11 dff tJ} WJ '5l: * )\.u ŸĚlE 1lt ':t rn; ŸÑÍYĚill, !{k {i-
BJJ A ŸÞĚŸĚm ŸĚ(Jf.J );t 15 Am: lli tE S p,jfC '§" 1fi , ¥.f iff;] ŸĚf/J ŊŸĚ
ŲWFFÍŸĻŸŸĚȚWJÙŨŨŸUŨŊWĖȚGÚJĦĚ l!fSz/1 ŸĚĻÓŨŸHĚ § 5)i fL1:: 
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Chinese Sample 2 (First Analyst) 
ŸĠHĚĠŸÓŸŸŸŸŸŸÙŨÙŸŸŸĠĠŸŸĠŸĦŸĚ
WÙÙŊȚȚŸȚÏĶĦĚ
DUIV ȚŮŸŸŸĤWŁŠŸĦĠĜŊỲŊËȚŸȚÙŊŦĚ
ELABORATION 
ŸĤŸŸÓŸĠHĚĖŸŸŸĻ±®ĦŸŸŸŸĠĠŸĚ
®ŸĦHĚŸŸŠĚ•• ŸŸŸĦȚÙŸHĚĔŸĠŸŸŸÜŸ®Ě$#. ĖŸÜĶĠĦŸĠÙŨŨŸĦ¥ŸĦŸŸŸŸĦŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ Ÿ®ĦĔŸÛŸĦŸŸŸŸĦĚĖŸŸĠŸĦŸĠÙŨŨŸĚ
ŸŸNŸĦÜŸŸÜŸŸHĚĘĦŸĻŸŦŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĚ
i}.3j, ĖŸŸŊWĲĜŸŊ€ÙĻȚÙÙŨŨŨ¥ŊȚŸŲÍȚHĚ ŸŸĖĘÍŸÍŊŔŊŸÖŊĦĚ
DUV ȚŮŸHŸHŸŸQNÙËŸĖȚWJÙŃĤŨȚȚŸÍJĚ
VOLITIONAL RESULT 
WNŸŊŲŸĬĹĒŃHĚ ȚŪŸIŦHŸĠWŸWŸŸŸȚWNİŊĨÍĪĚB IEj:-t*0. 
ŸWNŸŸÜŸŸĖŸŸŸÜŸȚWĠŸĠHĚĖŸĪŊĨŸFŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸĤĠŸŸPŸHĚŸĚǾĖŸŨŨÙŸŸĦŸĻÜŸĦĚ
#". ŸȚWŸĚǾĖŸŸÜ®ŸÕÕĻŸĒŠĦĤ®ŸŸĚ
ŸĦUȚÙŸHĚŸFŸÑÓŸŸŅ¥ŊŸĦĠĔĦĚŸĒŃŸÜŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸHĚ§ŸŸŸĦĔŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŴĠÜHĚĖŸĚ
ÕÕŸÜŸŸĻÓŸŸĖĔȚWÜŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸÔŸĦĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸĖĔŸŸÙŨŨŸŸŸŸŸĤŸĦŸŸŸĦĚ
DUVI ĤĦ®ŅÔĠŸĠȚŮŲŸŸWŊ·ŨĤỲŸĻĚ
RESTATEMENT 
iliJ*, ĤŸŸĠMĒŊŸÑWJȚĞÑĪŶGŨȚĞOȚIŨĞŨËĦȚȚĚj:JJttffJilZiE ȚŸĚ
ĖŸHĚŸ¥ĠĠPŸŸUÜŸHĚŃŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸȚWǾŸĚ
ŸĚŊWȚËĦÍŸĚA '$fJf ĜŅIŸĚĻŸĚŸŸĴȚÙÍĚÙWÑÙJȚÞŸ ĦĚ
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Chmese Sample 2 (Second Analyst) 
ËȚȚŸ ÍÚÓĤØÙŊĬŘĨŴŃŸĚ
ĤËÎŸJĚ ŸÙŨŨËŸĚ
8 M: 1998 - 8 - 4 
, 
DB The International community against prosecution 
ethnic <:hjnese jn Indonesia 
OUI Ethnic Chinese were robbed 
BACKGROUND 
ÏGĤŸĚ5 fj cp 13] , tE fp ŸĚ§ tJ5:flE1Jo ŸĚŸĚ±WËWGFŸĚJĠŊŊỲŨĦĴȚŸÓTĪÒĚ
ŸŸRĠŸŸŸĻŸÜŸÜHĚŸĠŸĻŸÜŸŸHĚŸĦȚWĚ
ŸŸRĨŅHĚŸĚĻŸÜĦĚÜŸÙWHĚ ĴŊJWÍȚĪÌÌÌĖŲŁŊŸĻŸÜĚ
ÍȚĦÍÜȚÕWNŸĤÙŨWWȚËĴĠUȚŪÙGȚWŸHĚ 1200$ ĻWNŸFȘŮŸŸHĚ ŸŸŸĚ
10]J it I¥J i# Afn ,," 00 m ŸŸĚŸĚEn ŸĦĚ
DUll Ethnic Chinese women were raped 
BACKGROUND 
!& PŸŨŐŨĨÍĚŸĚNŪŊŸĚi&fiD ŬŸJŲŪJĚ* 11: it: fitr ,g, ŸĚ$ * t-f -r fl , 
ĠŸŸÜẀHĚÕÕŸŸWWŸŸĠŸĦȘŮȚŸHĚ ĤŸÔŸŸŸĚ
ŸĖŸĻĖÜŸŸĦŸŠŅ¥ŊĦĔĦĚ ÓÓŸĤŸȚÚHĚŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸĻŸŸŸŸŸĪȚÚŸFŸȚȚÙHĚĖĻŸÜŸŸĦŸŠŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÜÜĦĠĦĚŸȚŮŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸĚ=E ft:) 9: ŸĚ{r1;; ŸÚĠHĚ :fi 168 ŸĚÍŸĚA ȚWĨŸĚ1Jt531!ff, En ŸĚ
ŊÍĤŸŸŨÑŊWÙŸŸWĠĜŅĒŊĖÍÏȚȚÏĬÌĖ®ĦĚ 1f ĻWÞŸ§ÚŎÍŅĪÙWHĚ
ŸŸĖĻĖÜŸÛŸŸŸŸŸȚĻŸÛĦĚ ŸÜĤȚWŸŸŸĚ
ŸHŸŸŸŸUŸŸŸĚ«ŸŸŸŪHĚPŸĚ«ȚȚÜŸŸĚ
ŸĚIJJ n ill ft ĜÚỲÑŸĚ'-fJI . 
Dum The international community is against such 
violence 
ELABORA TION 
ȘŮÕÕĻŸȚÕŸÜŸĠŅ¥ŊŸĻWŨȚȚÙÓŸĔŸȚWĠŸŸŸHĚ
ŸŸŸŸĦĚȘŮŬŬŠÜÓŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŸŸŸHĚŸĠȚŮŸĚ
ŠÜŬŬŸŸŸHĚĔĠĠȚȚŸÜŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸĖĦĔŅ¥ŊĚ
£ŸĦĚŅËŅŨĖŃȚÙŸŨŨÙẄÍŸ£WŘÚĤŊWWŸĠRŸĦĚ 713258, ŸĠĚ
®ŸŸŸÜŸNŸŸĠŸŸHĚŠŸȚŮŸŸĻĦÜŸŸŸĦĚ
14; WNŸRŴŊHĚ II; 00 ŮŰİİŸŸÍĠWNWȚŸÙŸŸÙŨŲWŊĚNŪŊŸĚ
WWŸĠŸŸŸÜFŸHĚÓȚŮŸĖĻŸŸŸŸŸĖĔŸȚȚÙĚ
ŸŨÙŨĚ?!!tJL is(; 1£ cp [£.) ff m t#jJIH-T a IK, tJ ÍŸŸËÙŨŨĦÍOĚfIl $1$ t€, 
ŸÕÕHĚ ŸŸŸHĚŸĠĠHĚŸŸŸÜĠHĚ§WA±fIl$A 
WŨŲŪŸ€ĠȚWŲ§ŸÜFÜŸHĚŸÜŸŸŸĠȚŮ£ŸŸĚ
PWŮÍŸĻŸÙȚÖŸĴȚHŌJĚ&ft3Y: ĞÒÓŅĜŊŸŸŸHĚ ŃȚWȚHŸŸRẂWĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸÕÕŸÓŸĠĻŸŸOŸŸÜĴĚMmm, ŸŸĚ
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Chinese Sample 2 (Second Analyst) 
ÕÕĻŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĻȚÙŸŸŁŸNŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŠFFĖĻŸŸĦŸĦĖĔĦĚŸÜŸŸĻĚ•• , ŸĪŸŸĚ
ŸĠHĚŸŸŸŸĦŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĠĠŸŸĠŸĖŸĚ
ÔÙŊŃÍŸȚÏĶĦĚ
, 
DUlY Indonesians are also against such violence 
ELABORATION 
DUV The president promises action 
VOLITIONAL RESULT 
WNŊŨWGŸŅWĜ£ŲHĚ ȚŪŸHŸHÜŸĚŨJŸŨJŸŸŸØWNİĚŸĚ15 B ŨNĻŸŸĦĚ
ŸWNŸÜÜŸÜŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸĪŸŸŸÓŸĚ
ŸŸŸĤĠŸŸĠŸHĚŸĚ«ŸŸÜŸŸȚÙŸĻÜŸĦĚ
fIt" . ft1t::& «ȚŨŨŸÙËFŊȚȚȚÌÍWÕÕĚĻŸĒĚÙÚȚŸĤ®±ÍŅËĦÍŨĚ
ŸĦUȚÙŸHĚŸŸŸŎÓŸŸŸŸŠĖĔĦĚŸŲŸÜŸĚ
Ÿ§ŸÜŸHĚŸŸŸŸĦĔŸŸ£ŸĦĚŸÓĠÜHĚŸŸĚ
ÕÕŸŸŸŸĻÓŸŸĠĔŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸĖĔŸŸÜŸŸŸŸŸĤŸŸŸŸŸĦĚ
DUVI A number of countries put pressure on Indonesia 
to protect ethnic Chinese in the country 
RESTATEMENT 
ili*, Ĥ®ÜĠŸPŸÙŨŨÜŸĠĖ£ŸĠŸĽĽŨNÜĚ
ĖŸHĚŸĤÍËĠŨȚLŨĦWŊŊŸÍȚÚŖȚȚJWIŊŸHĚ ŃŅŸŸĖRŸHĚŸȚÙŸÍŊĒĚ
3 Jt!?ft A ft1Jf fj{J A ĪWËŊÙĦŸĚf1l ŸŸÍÞŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 3 (Original) 
/¥jiIEf07g]Jt 
ÙȘŸJĚ ĠĴWŸĚ -=Em 
B M: 1998 - 8 - 5 
7 Jj 31 B, ŊŊÍËŊĴȚĨİĜŨ¥ŊŨ¥ŊÙŅNŅĮŊŸẄĘÍWÍŅĠÓŸĤWŊĖ§Ŋ®ŸÙĪĜĚ
WNȚÏȚȚÙÚÍȚȚȚÙŸHĚ ŸÙĞŇÙĦJÙJÍÍ¥ŊĚ «ȚÏȚȚÙÚÍȚÍ§Ÿ»ĚŸĖŲÎÌÌÍĚ
1F }tiL ' /¥j iIE § EB 'ff.l ŸĚIK' , 20021F Z lWtEl¥J 51Y.Jtf!.1K m 00 
ŸÜŸŸÜŸŸŸÎ§ŸĦĚŸŴŸŸHĚŸŸȚÕŁ£ŸPŸĚ
ÕÕŸŅŎŸÖWNŸŸÙVĜŅ¥ŊJŎJÍWĠŸŊWŦŅOŸŸẄÚĜHĚ ŨÙÍȚŨȚŸĖŊĚ
ÜØĦŸŸŁȚÕŸÏÜHĚÜŸĠĦŸĦŸŸÜŸĦĚ/¥j51Y.& 
ÕÕĠŸŸŅ¥ŊŸÓŸŸŁŸŸĘŸ§ĠF£HĚĠŸŸŸŸĠĚ
ÓŸÜHĚŸÍWŲ£ŸŨ¥ŊÜÓĔŸŸPHĚŸŸŴŸĦÜŸĚ
ȚŸĦĚ
Í¥ŊĪÍQĦÍOŸŸÍWŸÓŅ¥ŊĠŸŸĤŸŸÙŨÙŸŸŸHĚ ŸŸĠĚ
FŸŸÕÕWNŸÜHĚWŨŸHĚ ĴWŸȚÕŸŸWWĔŸŸŸÜŸĚ
ŸÍWĦĚ ŸÓŸŸŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŸĠHĚŸĽŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ȚȚŨÜWNĦŸŸŸŬŬĠŅ¥ŊŸĦŸHĚ Ü®ŸĠYŸŸŸŸĚ
FŬŬŸÜHĚĦŸĻŸŸȚȚŨĠŸĦĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸȚWÓĠĚ
Í¥ŊÍȚŸŅ¥ŊĦĚ ŸŸHĚŸŸŸÜŸŸĤŸȚÕŸŸÕÕŸŸŸĦĚ
ÍŸĠÙŸĴȚŸHĚ WNŊŨÍWĠŸŊŸŊÙİĿŅ¥ŊŸĠŸHĚ Ŋ¥ÒÙŨWÑŦỲXŸJĜ£ÎÌÌÎȚŃĚ
RŨPŸŸÜŸŸÜŸ§ŸHĚÜŸŦĤŸĻŸŸÍWÓŸŸ§Ě
NŁÜŸŨOĦĚ WNŸŸ§ŸŸÕÕŸHĚŸÜHĚŸÍWŸŸWWȚȚĚ
fur ut 1'* J$!E ŸĚlIt!N. 
ĖŁŸŅ¥ŊŸŊWŦŅOŸŸŸĠÕÕHĚ ŸŸÜŸŨ¥ŊÜŸŸÜŬŬ ĦĚ
ŸÕÕÓĠŸŸŅ¥ŊŸŸŸPŸÜŸŸŸÓȚȚĦĚŸPŸŸÙŨŨŸĚ
ŸĠHĚ fPE ĠĻĻŸŨÜHĚ WĔĪŊŅŊŌŸÏĶĚJj ŸÕÕWŸŸÙŨŨÍĤŲWÙKÙĻŸĚ
Fr3 , I¥J ŸŊWŨËĦŨÎKÚXHŖĚŸĚŸWNPŊĚÜŸĚ?i.Um ŊĬŸÍĦĚ WI 'JQ %-ŸĚHi ffJ M lLttft 
I Lytrr 'trr , 't ÍȚŨÎĴWÜJWŸĚyjHf'-] ŸĚjJ i1'!}iIJ=f tJt, 1£ ŸẀĚz;iS( -* JILt 
ĻĻÜŸŸŸÜŸÜŸŸŸĻÜŸHĚȚȚÙŸWÙKŸÜŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸĻŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĖŁŸŸĠĠŸĚ
ŸŸWNÜŸPŸŸŸŸPPŅÓŸÓŸĦĚ
ŸÙVĜĻĻŲĻŖHĚ ȚŪŁŸÕÕHŸHŊÙŨŨĠÍÙĚr ŸŪŠĦĚ ŊËẄĴȚŦŨŨĜŊŸŨŸĚfd 
ĪŊÚŸĠŸŸŸŸ®ŸŸŸŸŅ¥ŊŸŸFŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚŸĚ
ĘÑȚȚ ŸĤÑĲJÍȚŸÑÑȚȚÖŊŸŊĲWĤWWŸĠĦĚ j1f B, ÓĪÓWĠŸŸÙØÖĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŬŬŸÜÜÓŸÓÍȚŸŅŎŸŸĠĠĦĚŸŸȚȚŨFŸĚ
ŸŸĦĚĖŁŸÕÕ§ĖŸŸŸŸĠŸĦĠÜŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸĚ
ŸÚĜHĚ ŸŰŸŸŬŬŸŸĦŸHĚŸŸŸŸÜŸĠWWĦĚŸŸFĚ
ŸÜŸ§ŬŬŸŸÜHĚŸŸÕÕŸŨÙĘŸŸŸĦĚĖŁŸÕÕĽŸĚ
ÜŸÜŸŸȚWȚȚHĚŸÜŸÜŸÜĦŸÕÕĠŸĻŸŸŸHĚŸĚ
ÜŸŸŸŬŬÜŸŸÜHĚÜĠŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ÍŸŸŸŸĦĚ
26\ 
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MISSI G 
I 
ORIGI AL 
Chinese Sample 3 (First Analyst) 
ŸŸÜŸHĚĖŁŸÕÕŸÜĠŁØŸŸHĚŸŸĦPŸÕÕŸĚ
ĪŸŸĠŸŸŸŸPŸŸŸŸŸŸĠ£ŸŸĦŸĦŸHĚŸĚ
ŸŸĔŸŸĠŸȚȚPŸŸWŨŸĠĦĚfiB, ŸŸȚWĠŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŬŬŸÜĦŸŸŸU¥ŸŸĠĠĠHĚŸŸȚȚŨŸŸĚ
ŸĻĦĚĖŁŸÕÕ§ŸŸŸĦŸĠĚ•• ĠŸÔŸŸŸHĚŸŸĚ
w*, ĦŸŸŸÕÕŸŸĦŸHĚŸŨÙŸŸĦŸĠŸĦĚŸŸFĚ
ŸÜŸŸŬŬŸĦÜHĚFŸÕÕŸŨÙŸŸŸŸĦĚĖŁŸÕÕŸŸĚ
ÜŦŸŸŸĦȚȚHĚŸŸŸÜŸÜŸŸPĠĠĻŸŸĦHĚŸĚ
ÜÜŸŸŬŬŸŸŸŸĚÜĠŸŸHĚŸŸPŸŸÓŸĦŸĚ
ÍŸŸŸŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 3 (Second Analyst) 
ȚȚÙŖNȚŨŨŸJŅÍWĚ
ÙÎŸJĚ ĠÞŸĚ .£WJ 
B WJ: 1998 - 8 - 5 
, 
DB The stability of SE Asia and India-Pakistan 
relation 
DUI The conflicts in the region 
BACKGROUND 
7 J3 31 B, ŊŊÚȚŊŘȚĨÚĜŅ¥ŊÜŖNŨĮJŸÙȚȚWŸÓŸĢËÙŅÙŨ§ŊŊÜVĴÙĞĜĚ
ŸŸȚȚÙĦȚȚÙĦHĚ Ÿ«ĦŸŸ«ŸȚȚÙĚ•• Ÿ»ÜĖŸÎÌÌĚ
ŸŊWÍÒĚ 'ffi]E § m PÙŸŅOGĚ , ÎÌÌÎŸRÍPJW£ŸŐŅNŊFŅOÜJȚËŅMĚ
ŸŸŸŸÜĦÓÜŸ§ŸĦĚŸPŸ§HĚŸŸŸŁŸŸȚȚÙŸĚ
ÕÕŸŸŸJW£ŸĦ«ŸŸĠĠŸŊFŅOĚ•• ŸĠHĚŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ȚȚŨİŸŸŸÑŸŸÏÜHĚŸŸĠĦẄŸŸŸÜŲĦĚȚȚÙŖNŸĚ
ŬŬĠŸŸŸŸÜȚŨŨŸŁŸŸĘŸ§ĠF£HĚĠŸŸŖNŸĠĚ
ŸŸÜHĚÙȚȚWŸŸŸŸÜÓĠŸŸȚȚÙHĚȚȚÙŸPŸĦÜŸĚ
ȚŸĦĚ
DUII The need for stability 
BACKGROUND 
ÜŸŨĮJŸÙȚȚWŸÓŸĠŸŸĤŸŸÙŨÙŸÓŸHĚŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸÕÕȚȚŸÜHĚWWŸHĚ ÞŸȚŨŨŸŸWWĠŸŸŸȚȚŨŸĚ
ifft. ÜŸŸŸŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŸĠĦĚŸ®ŸŸÕÕĚ
ŸŸÜÜŸĦŸŸŸÕÕŸŸŸĦÛHĚŸPŸĠRŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŬŬŸÜHĚĦŸĻŸŸÜĠŸĦĚŸFŸŸÙȚŸŸȚŊŘȚŸÍPÙŨŨĚ
ŸŪŸŸĦĚȚŠŸHĚ ŸŸŸÜŸŸĤŸŸŸŸÕÕŸŸŸĦĚ
m_Nm, ŸŸŸĠŸŸÚĜŸÜĠŸĦĚȚȚÙŖNŪĦŸÎÌÌÎŸĚ
RŸŸĦÜŸŸÜ¥§ŸĚĦŸŸĤŸĻŸÙȚȚWĦŸŸĚ
ŤŸÜŸŸĦĚȚWĠÜĠŸŸÜŸHĚŸÜHĚŸŸŸŸWWȚȚŸĚ
ȚŊŘȚȚŸWȚĪŊËŸŸŸĦĚ
DUln Conflicts hamper development 
ELABORA TION 
ŸŁŸȚȚÙŖNŊFŨĮJŸŸŸĠÕÕHĚ ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŴŸĦĚ
ŸÕÕÓĠŸŨĮJŸȚŨŨŸŸĦŸÜŸŸŸĦȚȚĦĚŸŴŸŸÜŸĚ
ŸĠĦĚŸŁĠPŃȚŨŨÙHĚ ŸÚŊŅŊŸŸŸĪŊĨĚŸŸŸẀÚŨÑØĠĠÙÙŘŸĚ
g, ÜŖNŊFŨĮJŸĦĠŸŸĦŸŸŸĦĚÜŸŸŸÜÕÕÓŸĚ
,tX>L.'1tP ,1tP. 'B ȚŨŨŸÜÑ£ĚÜĶŸĚŸĚjJ :i!tJJ TtJe, ÙNŸŪŸÙĪĜĚ
ĠÜŸĻĻÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĻŸŸHĚ£ŸĦÙÙŘĦĚ
ŸŠFŸŸĻŸ««ȚWHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŁŸŸĚ
ĠĠŸŸĜ£W£ĴȚ§ŸPŊŊ£ÛŸẀŨWÙŊWȚȚȚÙÓŸÙPĠĦĚ
264 
Chinese Sample 3 (Second Analyst) 
DUN India and Pakistan should try to solve their 
problems 
INTERPRETATION 
ŸŸÓŸHĚĖŁŸÕÕŸŸĠȚȚØŸŸHĚŸŸĦ®ŸÕÕŸĚ
ĪŸŸĠŸŸŸŸPŸŸŸŸŸŸ£ŸÞŸŸŸŸHĚ{a 
ŸŸĠÔJȚÙŸŸGÍȚȚŪŊŸŔĲÑÚJŊWWŸĦĚ lli B, ẄÙȚ£ȚWĠĹŊŘŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŬŬŠŸĦŸĦŸŸŸŸŸŸĠĠHĚŸŸÜÔĦĚ
ŸĻĦĚĖŁŸÕÕ§ŸŸŸĦŸĠŸĦĠŸŸŸ£ÓHĚŸĦĚ
w*, ĦŸȚWŸŸJȚÙŸĦŸHĚŁŸĦȚWĦŸĠŸĦĚŸŸŸĚ
R:: 1¥.i iIE ŸÕÕĚB<J!!m, iE.R:: 00 ŸĠ±ŸŁKŊĚU'1 F . $ B rw rE ill w: 
Ÿ®ÙŨŨJȚÙŁKŊŸȚȚHĚ ŸŸŸȚȚÙŸÜŸȚŨÕÕĠŸŸŸŸŸĦĚŸĚ
ŸÓŸŸÕÕÜŸŸȚȚÙHĚÜĠŸŸHĚŸŸ®ȚŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸHŸŸÜWĚ
265 
Chinese Sample 4 (Original) 
ŸĚŸȚÙWÜŁKŊĚŸ¥ÙÍÍÙĚ5iti 
ic*: ttBlf 
EI M: 1998 - 8 - 7 
ÍĲĲĮÙŮJÞĴȚWŨWPŸẂŲĠÙŊWŸÍGĖĦYÙŮHĚ ĠŐŅŃĦŸÓȚÙWÜĚ
§ m ŲWÙŊJȚWŊĜŸHĚ tel! T f3 İŇŁKŊŸǾŨĦŸĦĚ ÍŅWİŸHĚ ŸŸŴŲĚ
ŸÍÓWĠÓŶĤÙÑÙĶWŊØHĚ ËÙÙN§ŸỲĤÙWÔŸÍJWŸȚȚÙÙÜŸŊHĚ ỲŁŊËŸĚ
ÍJWÙQŘŊWŸŸŸŲŮĚYŸJÑŐŸÍĦŅJĦŅŨŊYŸHĚ ĻÍȚŖÙŊWÍËŸĤĦĚ
ŸÜŸÜŲŮŁKŊWÔĠWWWWŸŸŸŸ¥ÙÍŸŸHĚĠĠȚȚÙÙŸŸĚ
WŤĤŸŸŸŸÜĦĚİŸŸHĚŸÕÕÕÕĠŸŸŸŸŸŸŲŲŸĚ
ĠŸŊŐŅŃĦÙĨWJĚ ĒJŠJÞŨŸGÍŅŸWÔŸYŲŠŖŁKŊŸȚŸỲȚĒHĚ ŸŸØĚ
ŸĚtN:X;f SIF. İĢWŅËŸĚẂŲȚÙWÜŸĚ¥ÙÍŸĚB<J m JL'. 
EP$= «ĞĿYJŨȚŸ»ĚĮŸĚĘȚŨÚËȚØȚŃĠÍJŨŊŊȚỲWŊWÛŸŸŁKŊĤŸÞĚ
ŸHŸŸ«ŸŸŸĦŸŸ»ĦĚŪŊŊȚỲŸĔŸŁKŊ«NŅĠŅŨŊŸĚ
ŸŸ»ŁKŊȚŃĠYĤHĚŸŸWÔŸŸŸŸĦŸHĚŸNŅĠŸÜĚ
ŸŸŸĪĜGŸŸŁKŊȚWŸĠYĚ-. 
ÍJŨŊŊȚỲŸŸHĚ ŸWÔŸÜŸŸŸÓŸĦŸØĖĦHĚĦŸØĚ
ŸŸĖŸŸŸFĴĚÞŸŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŃŬŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ĦÞŸŸØĦŸŁKŊĚ•• ; ŸÕÕŁKŊÓĶŨGŸĦŸŲŲŸÓĚ
nOOm¥i1tltW, ØŸŸẀÜÓŸŸŸŸŁKŊŸŨŨÙHĚŲŲĠŸŸĚ
ĦØÜŸŸÜŸŸÍÓWŸŐHĚ§ŸŸŸẀȚÙWÜÓŸŸŸĠŅĚ
ŸĦØOŁŸŸŸŸŁŸÜŸĚ•. ŪŸŲŤÜÓĦŸŸȚŃŸĚ
ĤWŨWŸȘŸÕÕÏÍŲẀĻĚrp 00 ŁKŊŸŊWĦĚ
ÞŸŸŸHĚŸŸÜ«ŸŸŸ»ÛŸŸĠØĠŸŸŁKŊẄĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸ«ŸWÔŲŲŸŸŸŸŸÜŲŮÜŸØŸŸŸŸĹ»ĞĿĚ
ĦŸHĚŅŸŸÍÓWŸÜŁKŊŸŸŸŸWÔHĚŸWÔĻŁKŊŸŸĦȚWĚ
ŊÙËJŲŲĦŘÍNWȚÑÍŊŨŅȚȚŸŪÜĚ ĒĞȚŇŸÍȚȚËŊĻŨ¥ŊȚØĠĒĚ : )fG:x;f ŅŊŘŸŸŸĚ
ŸWÔĠÜȚÙŪĠHĚŸŃŬŸN§ŸŸŸÓŸŸŸŸȚȚÙÙĦÜŸŁKŊĚ
Ÿ¥ĠÕÕĤNŨĠŸŲŮÕÕŸȚÙŪĠHĚĦŃŬĠŸŸĒŸÏȚÙĚ
ŸĒÜŸŸŴŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸĤŸŸẀŸHĚĠŸŸŸĚ
ŁKŊŸÜŸWWŸÕÕŁKŊŸÜŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĒŸÏȚÙŸĒŃŬHĚ
ŸŸÜĠĦÜĒĦŸĒHĚÓȚȚÙÙŸĒÜŸĦŸŸWÔĠĒŸÜĚ
ĠŸŨËWŨJĠÜØĚĒŸȚȚĠĒĚ. 
ŨJŸŸĞȘÓŸŸĖŸÜŸȚȚÙÙÔŸŸĦŸŸĦHĚŸÓŸŸĚ
ĔȚȚÙÙŸŸHĚ ÜŸŸŸĦĚỲŁŅŨŊŸŸŸŁKŊŸHĚ ŸŸŸĞĿÍÙŸØĚ
EI ỲȚWŸÕÕĚŮŦĔŸȚȚŊĤŸĠ±ŸGŸŸHĚ ĤŸŸÙŊJŸÕÕÜŊÒGŁKŊĚ
Ġ±ŸĦŸŸĦĚ
NĠŸŸHĚWŨWŴĦĠŁKŊÜĠŬŬŸÕÕŸÜĦŸȚȚÙÙWŨWPĚ
ĦĠŁKŊŸŸWÔŁĠŸÜŸŸŸŸHĚŊËŸÜŸŸŸȚȚŊĦĚŸŸĚ
ŸĚŸĠŁĠŸŸŸȚȚŊŸŸÕÕÜŸĖŸPHĚĦŸĠŸĦHĚ
ŸİŇŸÚŔÔÖŸŸŅŸİŇŸĪÌĚEI ]G. 
ŸŸŸŸŸØĤŨGŸŸÜÓŁKŊŸ¥JĚŸŸWÔŲŤŸŸŸĚ
ŸȚǾËÍWFÙÍŊŲŮÕÕŁĲŸŊŸŠĴȚHĚ ŲJŮÕÕŸØWJĦÍĽŊĠĦĚ "mtii" 8<J 
ÜĻŸHĚĤŦŸİŇÜŸHĚĠÕÕÜ§ŸÎÌÌÌĖŸŸİŇŸĦĚ
ŸĖŸÍWWWŸİŇĦĚ ŨŅWŸŸFGÙŊŨŸŸȚȚÙŅŸŸÓÙËŊWHĚ ĠŸĨFŸJİŇĚ
ĠÍĤWŸİŇŸİŦŸŸŸÓËŎŸŸŁKŊĲĶWŊÒGĦĚ ØŸHĚŸŸŸȚȚÙĤŸYHĚ
ŸȚȚŸŊŨĠŸĲÙÙÚÚĖĦĚ
266 
Chinese Sample 4 (Original) 
ŊJŸŸĚ-i'i&¥flHE WŅÑÙÑÙŸĴȚǾŸÙŊWĚ {13 -tl?.$ ttl 1f 1l5I, 
GWÍŅÍȚĤWŸŸĤȚÖŸWŪŊHĚ ŤÖWWŨŸĤĤWĤĲÞŊÒĤWĤWÜĚŐÚŸŊPWȚŨĒŸĚ
WGŊĲŸÙÙWÙŊJŅJĦĚ ŸJĜ£ÍȚĚĻWËÙŨÙ±ÜŸŊÒŘŶŖËRÙŊWĚ ŊJŸȚÖĔŸÙŰJĚ
ŸŸÜÍŸÜÜŁKŊÙWȚËĦWŨŊÒGŶŖËĦĚ
ŸŊJŸŸÜWWŨŸŸJĚJĜ£ŸŸŸÜŸHĚŸŸŪŸŸŸŪĚ
RȚŁÚŸŨŎŸŸŲȘŸŸİŠȚÙÙÚŲŪŸȚŸÍȚHGĚȚȚÙÚỲŸȚȚŸĠËŊŨǾŸȚȚWJP­
ŸĚ•• ŸŲŪŸĦĴĚȚȚŸÕÕŸĦŸŸÜŸŸŸÜĠŸŸĦŸĚ
Brni1tJfiIJ{., ŸÏÍŐŸÜHĚ ŸÍRŘĪÍ®Ÿ¥ÙȚFĪȚWÙHĚ ŨÙËTŸĤWŨĹĦȚĹĚ
ŸŶĴW§ĚŁŲŪŸŸÜĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 4 (First Analyst) 
ŸÙÙŨẀȘŲJÜŸĚŸ¥ÙŨGFĚ5ip. 
ie*: ltBii 13 M: 1998 - 8 - 7 
DB ŸÓŸÜĦĠĠÕÕĽŸĘWWĚ
Dill ÍĲĲĮŸÍÙWJŴŸÜŸŸWUĚ
CIRCUMSTANCE 
ÍĲĲĮŸÞÍWŨWĚJPĤWŸŸĠÙŊWŸÍGŸĦĚZ %, ĠĪÍNŸŲĦÓËȚÍWÜĚ
§ ȚȚŨŊÙÙŊJŨWËŨŸHĚ ÜŸØĚ13 İŇŸĲËWỲŎÍWŨŨUĦĚ ŨŨWŸŸHĚ ỲŸŸŴŲĚ
ŸÓŸŸĤŸĶŸHĚFŸŸPÕÕŸŸŸPȚȚÙŸHĚỲŠŸŸĚ
ŸŨOŊWŊËŸŸĲĶWRĲWÙÍËŸŨÍJÖŊRŸHĚ A1Ili.#,?!/F-. 
MŸĚ ŸÜŸŸWWWWŸĠŠŸÒŸŸŠĚ
INTERPRET A nON 
ŸÜȚÍWÜĲĶWŸŬŬĠWWWWŸŸŸŸ¥ÙŨŸŸHĚĠŸPŸŸĚ
ÜĤĔŸȚWĦŸĚÜŸHĚŸÕÕŸĠĚ•• ŸŸĦŸŸĠĚjcflJ51Ei.#,: ĒÍËȚĠŸÙŊŨ®ÕÕĠRŲĮŖŸIŃỲŸÍȚĒHĚ *JIl.T 
ŸȚȚÙŨẄÍĪÍNÜÙWŸÜȚÍWÜŸĔJŅŸŸÜŊÒĒĚ
Dum a ĠĜŊĿÚÍÙĦŸWŎËȚĚ
ELABORATION 
ÍĨĠ«ŸŸĔŸ»ĮŸĘŸŸØŸĠNŸĦĠŸŸĤĦŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸ«ŸĪÍNŸĦŸŸ»ĦĚNŸŸŸŸŸ«ŅĨĠÖŊŸĚ
ŸIŃ»ŸŸŸYĤHĚÓŸÕÕŸŸŸŸĦŸHĚŸÍĨĠŸÜĚ
ŸŸŸĪȘWPŸŸȚWĠĴWȚYĚ-. 
NŸŎŸHĚŸŬŬŸÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸ ·ŲĖĦHĚ.§T 
ŸŸĦŸWWŸFĴĚÞŸŸŸÜŸŸŸHĚŸŃŬŸŸWWŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸÞŸŸØŸŸŸŸŸĴĚŸŬŬŸÜŸÍGŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŪÕÕŸĔJŅWŨWJPĤHĚ ØŸŸẀÜĻĻŸŸŸŸŸĠÜHĚŸĠŸŸĚ
ĦİŸŸŸÜŸŸĦŸĦHĚ§PŸŸÔȚÍWÜÓŸŸŰĠĪÍNĚ
YŸȚŸŁŸŸŸŸĖŸÜŸĠĦĚNŸŲŤÜĻĻŸŸŸŸÒĚ
ĤWŨWŸŇŸŅËŅÏPĻĲĶWŅNŸŸŊWĚ. 
DUIV ȚŨŨÜŁĲŨÙŸWŎÜĚ
ELABORA nON 
ẄŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸ«ŸŸĠ»ÒĻŸĠØŸŸŸŸÞĚ
., ŁŸ«ŸÕÕŸĪÍNŸŸÓȚÍWÜĲĶWÜĦŲŸŸÓŸĹ»ŸĚ
ŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸÜŸŸȚÙ£ĠÕÕHĚŸÕÕĻŸŸĚ•• ft 
ŸŸÙŅNÜŅŊŊÜŊĠÙŊÙŨÙJĚ ĒĞWŸȚȚŨŅÒĻĦŨ¥ŊWŲĖĤĒĚ : ĞWẄȚIŊŘÕÕŸŊȚȚŅĚ
ŸÕÕĠŸȚÙŲŲĖĤHĚ ŸŸÓŸŊȚȚŅŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŴĦÜŸŸĚ
ŸŸĠÕÕĤŅĨĠŸĲĶWÕÕŸȚÙŲŲĠHĚĦŃŬŸŸŸĒŸÏȚÙĚ
ŸĒÜŸŸŸŸHĚŸĲĶWŸŸŸŸĤŸŸWŨŸHĚĠŸŸÓĚ
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Chinese Sample 4 (First Analyst) 
ŸŸÜŸWWŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĒŸÏÑŸĒÜHĚ
ŸŸŸŸĦÜĒĦŸĒHĚÓPŸĒĠŸĦĠŸŸĠĒŸÜĚjeNJ3tJ:1&ffl=f ĒŸȚȚŸĒĚ. 
DUV 111i ĤȚŨŲÍÙŸĜŊỲŊWŨŸÍPWŅĚ
ELABORATION 
ÛŸŸŸŸŸŸĖŸĚ•• PŎŸŸĦŸŸĦHĚŸŸŸŸĚ
ȚȚPŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸĦĚỲŠŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚÛŸŸŸÍÙŸİĚ
13 ỲȚWŸŸŅĠŨȚȚŸŸĤĠŨWJȚ±ŸȚŎŸHĚ ĤĠŨWŸŨÙJŸÕÕÜGÒGȚWKŊĚ
Ġ±ŸÍȚŸĦĚ
ŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸȚÙĠŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸPŸŸĚ
ĦĠŸŸŸÕÕŅĨĠŸÜŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸFŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸĠŅĨĠŸŸŸŸŸŸÕÕŸŸĦŸŚHĚĦŸŸĚ•• , 
ŸİŇŸĒŊÒĚep ÜYŸĚ1 ŸŸŸĪÌĚ13 7G. 
ŸŸŸŸŸİĤŸŸŸŸĦȚWKŊŸĖJĚŸŸŸŲŤŸŸ¥Ě
ŊÓĦWÙŨÛ¥ŅÚŰJHÕÕŸŸŊŸŠWHĚ ŰJHÍNŸØŸĽŨĠĦĚ "7f!tB" ŸĚ
m,@-ijt, - !!W\7GTiim, ŰJHÕÕŸĠŸÎÌÌÌĖÍŨŸİŇȚŎŸĚ
ŸĖŸÔȘŔWİŇĦĚŨŨWĠŸÍĬGØŊŅŸŸŸŸÓÓÜHĚ ÚȚŸĨFŦẄİŇĚ
ŸÍWŸİŇŸŸŸŸŸÙWÙÍĠĠŸŰJĒÒGĦĚØŸHĚĖŸÏŊËŸŸHĚ
ŸȚĤŅŸĚĪŨĠŸŸÙÚÚĖĦĚ
ŊJŸŸŸŸĖÜÓĦ£ÔÜŸŸÜHĚĽŸĠÙŨÙŸŸHĚ
ŸÙŨŨȚWĠĦĤĠŨWĦŸHĚ ŸÙŨÙĦĤŸŸĻŸŪŸŸİŇȚȚÙŸĦĚ
ŸŸWÙUĦĦĚĦŸŸĻĦPĚ•• ŸŸRŸĚŊJŸĠŅWĠŨWŸŸĚ
Ÿ£ỲŸÑŸĚŸWÜŸĦŸĦŨŊÒGŸĦĚ
DUVI ŸÓŸÜŸŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŠŸẄŸĚ
REST A TEMENT 
ŸŸŸŸÜÙŨÙŸŸĚŸŸÓŸÜŰJĒĚ ŸŸŸŸÜŸŸĚ
RŸÜĨŠŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÜȚȚHĚPÜȚȚŸĠŸŸÜŸĚ
ŸĚ•• ŸŸŸŸĴĚȚȚÓÕÕĠŸŸŸÜŸÓ¥ÜŸŸŸĦŸĚ
ŁŸŸŸŅĻHĚŸŸŸÜHĚŸÍĬGØŊŅŸŸŸFJPHĚ ŅȚWŸÙNĦŸĚ
fBlk§ ŤĦŸŸ£ÜĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 4 (Second Analyst) 
ŸÍÓËWȘŲJÜNŊKŊŸŲŠFŸĚ
icif: jtliR 
B M: 1998 - 8 - 7 
DB Finagcial crisis leads to suspiciag betweeg 
cougtries 
DUI The financial crisis of 1998 
CIRCUMSTANCE 
ÍŸĮŸŸŸŴŸÜĠŸŸŸĖĦŸŸHĚĠŸŸÓŸÜĚ
§ ÜŲÖŊJȚWĦŸHĚ ŨŨÙŸĚT B JtjB<J9!ffil1ith. ÍŅWİGŸHĚ ĤÜŸŴŲĚ
ŸŸĘŸĤŸĶŸHĚŸŸŸŸŬŬŸŸŸŴÜŸHĚÍĦŐŸŸĚ
ŸŠŸĦŸVŸYŸŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚĻÜŸŸŸĤĦĚ
DUll Financial crisis has led to suspician 
INTERPRETATION 
ŸÜŸÜŸŁKŊŸŸWWWWŸŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚĠĠŴPŸĚ
PĤŸŸȚWĦÜĦĚİŪŸHĚŸŸÕÕĠĚ•• ŸŸ¥ŸŸĦĚ
ĠŸŊŐŅNĦÙŸJĚ ĒĶŠJŸŸÙŊŨŸÕÕŸŸŲĮŊŁKŊŸȚŸȚȚĒHĚ ŸŒÜØĚ
ĪWG€ÕÕẄȚŸÚȚÑŸÜŸÜŸŲȚJWŸŁKŊÜHÒGĦĚ
Dum Anti US sentiments in Japan 
ELABORA nON 
ŁĠ«ŸŸĔŸ»ĮŸŸŸŸØĠŸNŸŸĠŸŸĤĦŸĚ
., ĦŸ«ŠŸŸĦŸŸ»ĦĚŸŸŸŸŸŸ«ŁĠŸŸĚ
ŸŸ»NŊKŊĠÙȚŸĤHĚŸĦÕÕŸŸŸŸĦŸHĚŸNĠŸÜĚ
ŸŸ±ŚJĞĜJWŴÜŅ¥ŊÍĤWŸÙȚŸĚ-. 
ŸŸŸŸHĚĪWG€ÕÕŸÜŸŸŸŸ®ĦŸØĖŸHĚĦŸØĚ
ŸŸĦŸŸŸÜĴĚÞŸŸPŸŸŸŸHĚŸŃŬŸŸWWŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸÞŸŸØŸŸŅ¥ŊŸÜĴĚĪWG€ÕÕŁKŊŸĶŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŬŬÜŸŸŴHĚŸŸŸÓÜÓŸŸŚŸŅ¥ŊĠPHĚŸĠŐŅNĦŸĚ
ŸØÜŸŸÜ®ŸĦŸVHĚ§ŸŸŸÓŸÜÓŸĦŸĠŸĚ
YŸØŸNŸŸNŊKŊŸĖŸÜŸĠĦĚŸŴĤŲŤÜÓŸŸŸĠÒĚ
ĤWŨWËĿŸÕÕȚPĻĲĶWÕÕŁKŊŸŊWĦĚ
DUlY Anti US sentiments in Russia 
ELABORA nON 
ẄŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸ«ŸŸĠ»ÒĻŸĠØŸŸŸŁKŊẄĚ
., ŸŸ«ŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŸÜĲĶWŸŸØŸŸŸŸĹ»ŸĚ
ĦŸĚŸŸŸÓŸÜNŊKŊŸĔŸŸÕÕHĚŸÕÕĻNŊKŊŸĚ•• a 
ŸŸŸÙȚWŨÚŊÜȚŸŸĚĒĞWŸŸŊĻNŊKŊŪĠĒĚ: ĞWẄȚIŊŘŸ®ŸĚ
ŸŸŸĠȚȚŪĠHĚŸŃŬÓŸŸŸŸĦŸŸŸŸŴĦÜŸÍ¥ŊĚ
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Chinese Sample 4 (Second Analyst) 
ŸŸĠÕÕĤŁĠ®ŸÕÕĠȚÙŪĠHĚĦŸŸŸŸĒŸÏȚÙĚ
ŸĒŸŸŸPŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸÓĤŸŸẀŸHĚĠŸŸÜĚ
ŸŸÜŸWWĦŸŸŸÜŸŸŸĚ•. ŸĦĒŸÏȚÙŸĒŸHĚ
ŸÕÕȚWWŸȚỲŸĚ"tll\b" , lAffiHt ĒȚÙŸŊÍŅMJĠȚÚỲŊÕÕĠĒĚ WNŸŸĚ
*Wll.t.{t(mf ĒŸÍȚĠĒĚ. 
DUV The existence of anti US sentiments 
ELABORATION 
OUVI Financial crisis and relations between countries 
RESTATEMENT 
ŸĦWĦŸŸÜÜÓŸJĚWNŸĦŸÜŸHĚŸŸŸ®ÜŸŸĚ
YŸÜŴŠŸŸŠÜŸŸŸÜȚÙHĚÕÕÜȚÙĠĠŸŸĽPĚ
ŸĚ•• ŸŸŠŸĴĚȚÙÓÕÕŸŸŸŸÜŸĮ¥ÜŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ÎŅ¥ŊŠŸŅŊWHĚ ŸŸÍŊŸHĚ ŸFGÙŊŨÚȚŌŸÜFĪËĞGËHĚ JÜJŸÙÖĦĦȚĹĚ
m:lk t3 2 (j<Jgm. 
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Chinese Sample 5 (Original) 
ŅPŊÓ¥G£ÚĜÍJŸĖĚ
ÙŤŸJĚ Em 
8 M: 1998 - 8 - 8 
jlJ)fE, IPŊÓFŸÙĖĚÚĜŸHĚ ÍÙÜŸŊĠŸÓŸŅŁŖJŅWÙĚ
ŸĠÙŊÓŊWŸŸĦĚ § 7 J3 6 ĮŸHĚĠŸŊĠÍĻJŨWĖŸĒỲŊÑȚJĦJÜĚ
±ŸŅPŊPĖŸȚȚÙŸŸŸĦĚNŸŠŸÙŨÙÜHĚŸFĠŸĠĚ
ŸÓŸŸŸŸĚĠŸĠŸŸĦŸHĚŸŸŸĦĦĚFÜŸĦĚ
lfRmHt€!JiP;tcJm, ÙÍÙÍĲFŸĦĚ ÍPŊŸŸĤÔŊĨWŸĪĠHĚ i71J§ ØŅPŊŸĚ
00 ŸĚ00 ÍĨĖĠ±ŸĮŸŊĠWWĦĚ
ÍĻÜJÜ±ŸŸÜJÜ±ŸÙŨÙÙŨÙŸĠŸĠĖŸHĚŸĠŸŸĻĚ
ŨPŊJŨWĖŊÜŅOŸĤẄĚĒŴĦŸĒĚ. ȚÙŁỲŪŊWŨÚŶŁËKŸĠĦĚ :ltw;j1'-
JÍŲŲŁŖŸŸHĚ ĠŸŸĪŅWŲȚÙĦŮȚĦŸËŊÙÖWŪŊPHĚ ŸŸPŸĠWÒÍŃŸĦĚ
ÍĻPỲȚȚĪŸĒỲĪŶÙŨÙÜȚȚKŊĠŸŊĠĖŸHĚ r7 J3 11 8 ŸĻĹËÜŐŊNJȚŅŨĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸŸŸĦŸHĚŸŸŸÓŸŸŸŸÜŸÓHĚ#fl B 
TJÙ®ËŸŸĒĨW±ŊŨĦĚ ÜŸŊĠŸŸȚȚNÙËWHĚ y8J3 2 8 ŸĪÍŸŸŸŸĒĚ
ŸŸĦĚFĠŨȚŎÓŸĖÜĚ•. WWŸĠĦȚȚKŊĠĠĦĤŸŸÍŃĚ
ŸHĚ ÙŨÙŸWWÜĠĦĖŸĠŸĦĚ8J348, ĠŸĠŸŸȚŸĚ
iajlHIUIi: ff<J.tij t£ ŸĚŸĻĚWi 1F tf ŨŊŊŸĒĦĚ
ŸŸ§ÓHĚĠŸĠŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŁŸFĠŸÓȚȚKŊŸŸĚ
ŊÜŸŸÖĶĠŸĤȚWŸHĚAm. ŸŸŸŸŃÜÜĴWȘĦĚŸŸĚ
ŅWÍŃŸĤÍÙHĚ WŸŸŊĠÜWỲŸŸĴȚŨŸĠĦĖŸĮÌÌĖĚA. 100m 
±B51. ÎŐÌÜŸĖĦĚĤŸÍWĨØÜŮĞGĦFĠÚWȚĦ£ŅŊÙWÑĦĚ J!j; 
ŃŸȚȚKŊŸHĚ IPŊJŨWĦŸŅOĦĠŸÜĦĚFĠĦÓÜŸĦŸ­
ŸŪÜŸÜŸŁÕÕŸŸŸĠŸŸŸȚȚÙUHĚŸŸĠĦĚm. E 
ĶÍGĤŪŸȚȚKŊŸÙŨÙŸȚȚÙŸÜ±ĦĚ ŸÍŃŸŸŸĠŸŸĠJÜŸĚ
XĠŸĦŸŸŸŸŸĦĚŸÍJŸŸŪÜŸÜŸŸĠĦĚEm. 
ȚȚKŊŸŅĹŊÚŸŸŁŸŪŮŲÖŊHĚ ĦÙŨÙŁKŖĦWWŨĹŪÙĞŨŎNĦWĴFŮŦĪÌÌÜȚWŸĦĚ
ŸŸĚ•• A±Rj;, ĠŸĠŸŸŸŸMŸǾÑŸ¥ŸŸĚ
J±ŸÍĶȚGĶJJĚ ĤŸŸËÚJÍÙWŲŲWNŸŸÚĴŊWJĠĦĚ § sJ3 3 B l=]x11J 
ŸĦFĦŦHĚĠŸĦFÍĶȚĦĠŸǾŸŠŲŸŸÙŨÙÜHĚPŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸĠȚWŸÍGĤŊĨŸÜĦĚĶŸȚWŸĠŸĒĦŪĦĚ
fT" . FWŲĒĒĒŃĤÍGĤJÙÜÍŊĴW·WWȚÜĦŸŅWĖJÙÜŸŊ§ÙGŲȚŸŸŸHĚ
ĠŸŸŸŠÙËWHĚŸĤÜŸŸŸŸHĚĦŮȚĦŸĒĒĒŃĤŸ§ŸĦĚ ŸŸĚ
FĠĦÓÜŸŸUĦĚŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĤÍGĤŸŸŸŸŐẀȚȚKŊĚ
ĒŸŅŅŊŖŸĒĚ , ŸŁĪŨJÙÍŊFĠŸÓŸŊĨWŨŨJȚPĦĦĚ 8J3 4 B, 
ŸŸÍŃĦŸŸĴWȘŸŸŸŸHĚFĠĦÓȚȚĦŸŸĦÚĴĚ•• 
ŸĖŸŸĦĚ ŸŸĦŁĚĒĒĒŃŸFĠŅŅĠÓŨÙWŸÍĻŅËGĖJȚŅŨÍŃŌĻJŨWŸĚ
ŸĦĚ ŸĦŸŸŸNÓŸŸWŪŊŸÍŊĠŸHĚQA •• ŸŪĠŸĚ
ËÓŸŸŨŨÙÚŊĦĚ
§1itr, ĠŸĠŸȚWĦŸŲWNĦŸŸŸŪÜŸÜŸHĚŸŸĚ
ŸÍȚȚŨÙŶŠÑŸÍÙŊȚJŸŸĠĦĚ ĠŸŊŸŮ§WŊ®ËŸĚA ŸĚŸÍŃĠȚȚÙ HĚ
ĒŸĦŸŸÍĶȚŸŸŸWWŸÓŪ¥ĻŪĦĚFĠŸÜŸŸŸĚ
ŸŪÜŸŸŸÜĦHĚŸŸȚWŸŸÓŸĦĽĦĚŸŸŸŸHĚ
FĠŸÜŸĠȚȚÙŸÜȚÙFŸHĚŸŸĴWȘŸHĚ ŸȚŲĠŸĦĒĦĚ
ÜŸŸJŨWŸȚȚKŊĚ•• ". ŸŸŸŸŸŅPŊŸŸŁÜȚȚŨÓŸŸĚ
ȚŁŸŪĖJỲ£ÍŊĚ§ c.8<] § WŸŸFŲWNĚ•. 
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ĤŸŸŸÕÕŸŁŸŸŸŸĠŸŸŸĚ.• ŸŸŸŸŠÜŸĚ
ŸŸŁȚĮŸĪŐŸŸŸĠŸÙŨÙŸŸHĚŸĠŸPŸŸĦȚÙĚ
ŸHĚĠĦŸŸĠĠĒĤŸŸŸÜĦĠĦŸŸŸŸŸĒĦĚ
ŸŠHĚŸŸÜŸĦŸÜHĚŸÜŸŸÞŸŸŸŸŸȚWŸĦĚ
ŸŸŎŸHĚ§ĖŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸÕÕŸŨŨŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸÜŴŸHĚŸĦFŸŁŸŸĦŸŸĖĦŸŸNŸĚ
ŸŸĦĚ
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ÚŲŪȚŸÑŸŊRĦŸŸ¥Ě
icti": ŅĦŸĚ
13 M: 1998 - 8 - 8 
00 ÜŸÓŸFÜŸĦĠĲWŲ«Ě
Dill ŪĠÜŸĠŸFŸŸĠŸÜYŸŸŸĠŸÜŸŸĚ
BACKGROUND 
ŸĠHĚŸŠFŸ¥ŊRĦŦHĚFŸŸĚ•• ÓRŸĦĚ
ŸĠŸÜŸŸĦĚ§ 7 ŸĚ613 g, ŊWȚŨŨĦŞŘJȚWĖÍËȚỲĞWNËŸĚ
±ŸŸPĖŸȚȚÙĦFŸĦĚŸĦŸŸÙŨÙĠHĚŸFĠŸĠĚ
ĦÓŸŸŸŸĦĚĠŸĦŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸĦĦĚFĠŸĦĚ
ÍŨĠÓŸËȚŲŅÙŸŊWȚĹHĚ 11119&ill. ŸŸŸĤȚŅŶŊÚŔŸĪÙNHĚ iJ[g ØŸŸĚ
ŸŸÕÕŸĠ±ŸĜŊỲŊŸȚȚĦĚ
DUll WŨWŨŨŊQ£ĖŸIŃŸHËWPÙØÙĽĦÙŨWĚ
ELABORATION 
ÓNËŠ±ŸÜNËŸ±ŸÙŨÙĠŸĠŸĠĖŸHĚŸŸ¥ĠĻĚ
ŸÚWÜÑWËĹŨOĜŊỲŊĤĨWĚĒÜWŸĒĚ. ỲWÓȚŨĞWŸŸŸĒĠĦĚ ÚWŸÍĤ
ÍŲŲŬŊŊWËŸHĚ ĠÍŸŸŸĠŃŬĤŨŨÑ¥ËȚŲŅÙŲŬŊPHĚ ŸĒŃPFĠWÒŸŸĦĚ
ÓÍÜĖŸĚ.. ỲĹWÙŨÙĠŠŦĠĠÙŊŸŅĖŅŎHĚ r7 J3 11 a ŸĻİË£ŐŅÖĦÍȚȚĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸÓÍŲĦŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÜÙŨÙŸÓHĚ#rl 13 
ĿÙĽÙŨŸŸĒŸŊÚWĚ ĠȚŨŪŨÑŸŸÜÙŨŨHĚ ØĮŸĚ2 a ŸQŨŸŸȚÙÑŸĒĚ
ŸÜĦĚFĠÍŨĠÓŸĖŸÜĦĚWWŸŸĦĜŊỲŊĠĠŸĤŸŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸWŨĠĠŸĖŸĠĚ•. ĮŸÏÍĨHĚ ĠŸĠŸŸŸFĚ
Jl!l ilJ m:tt (8 fil (£ "F ŸĻĚWi ŸĚtf ÍŒŊŊŸGĦĚ
Dum ĦŸ§ȚWHĚWŨWŸĦŸŸ£ŸŸŸŠŸFŸŸÓĚ
ŸÚŊĠŸĚ
ELABORATION 
ĦŸ§ŸHĚĠŸÜŸŸŸŸŸŊWËŸŤŸFĠŸÜŸŸŸĚ
ŊWȚĹŸŸQŸĠYĤȚWŸHĚAm. ŸŸŸŸŃŅÜŸĦĚWWŸĚ
WWŊŊŘŸĚ-1jt, ĠĦȚÙŊĠĴXŊWȚ¥ÙWWŨŴŲWĹȚŸŸĖÍŎĮÌÌŸĚA. 100m 
ȚȚÙŸĦĚ ŸŬÜ¥ĠĦĚĤŸŸŸÜŸŸĠĦŌÜŸẀĦĚŸŸĚ
ŃŸĜŊỲŊŸHĚ ŸÚWĖŊWȚĹŨOJĻŨĠŸÜHĚ FÚŸĦÓÜJŸÜHŸ­
ŸŸŸŸ£ŸŤÜŸÜŸĦĜŊỲŊŸŸȚȚÙUHĚŸŸĠĦĚm. 1m 
ŸÍĤÍŲŸŸŸŸŸȚȚÙŸĖ±ĦĚŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŸĠŸŸĚ
ØĠŸĦĜŊỲŊŸŸYĒŃĦĚŸŸŸŸŸÜŸÜŸŸĠĦĚPŸŸĚ
ŸĚŸĚI?Jj ŸŸĚe ŦŸĚÍØŪŸHĚ ii:ili: (J{J ±WËĹÍŲŸĦĲŊÞĚpg 500 ÜĦȚWŸĦĚ
D UIV tlt flHIIJl1ftJ l'J9 DR ŸĚ
INTERPRET A TION 
ŸQŸŸĻ±ǾŸHĚĠŸĠŸŸŸŸPŸŸŸŸ¥ŸŸĚ
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±¥1f-: ĤJŨËJÙWWJFĤÜÑŨÏÙŸÍÙŊŊWJİWĦĚ § 513 38 ŸẄÍÍÙĚ
ŸŸĚ•• €, ĠŸĠŸŸĦŸ¥ĦŸŸȚŸŸÙŨÙĠHĚPŸĚ
ŸJÙWWJFŸŸĠŸŸŸÍĨRŸĦĚĶŸŸŸĠŸĒĦŸĦĚ
1'1" . 4ij 1TF ĤŸËWWËĦJŪĚjIG,tt f :gt 19] ÍÎGȚËWWËĦŸĚJ§ I1J 1Hit ŸHĚ
ĠŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸĤPŸĠŸŸHĚŸŸØĤŸ§ŸĦĚŸŸĚ
FĠŸÓÜPŸUHĚŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĤŸŸŸŸĦFŨŨŸĚ
ĒŸŲÙÙŊŸĒĚ , ŸNĦŸ¥ŅÚFWÍȚŸÓÚŘ§GÚÍȚÜWËWĦĚ 8J3 413, 
ŸĦŸĚ•• ŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚFĠŸÓȚȚĦŸĖĦÍÙŊĚ•• 
JF:$PJ1?-. ŅŞĖŸŸNĦĚT ÍĹĤŁǾŸÍȚĠÓŊŨWŸŞŘŸÍȚȚŸŸŸWŨÙŸĚ
ŸĦĚ ÜĦŸŸŸŁÓŸŸŸÓJŪJÙWWJFHĚŸĚ•• ŅŞŸÜŸĚ
ÜŸŸŅȚÚŊĦĚ
DUV ŸÍÙJW£ÙȚWÍÛĚr-mJitB<JlI.'& 
INTERPRETATION 
§ŸHĚĠŸĠŸŸĦŸŸĠÜŸŸŸÜŸ£ŸHĚŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸĚ•• ŸŸĦÍÛĦĚĠŸĚ•• ŸŸŸĻŸŅŞŸŸŸHĚ
ĒŸFŶẄÙŎĦŃŊȚŸĴÕWŊÑÒǾŅÒÙ¥ŊẄÍĒÚŊŸĻĒĚ . FĠŅŅĠÓWȚËĦŸŸĚ
ŅŞŸÜŸ£ŸĠĦHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĦŸĦĚŸŸŸŸHĚ
FĠĦÓŸŸŸŸŸȚÙFJFHĚŸĽŸĦHĚŸŨŨĠŸĦĒĦĚ
ŨNŠŸÍȚJŸWJÙWWŸŸÜJĒĚ . ŸŸŨĨJŸİĜIȚŅÙŊŸŸWÜÍŔŸŸȚȚÙẄÍĤȚĤMHĚ
ȚŨĨŸÍÙŸŸŸĚ§ ci¥J § fIFfJHIUl*. 
DUVI UWĖỲĲËÖŲÙŊÙËŊĦÜŸŸĠĚ
VOLITIONAL RESULT 
ĤĽŸŸÕÕŸŁÓŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ.• ŸŸŸŸŠŸŸĚ
WT:f:f3 E. f8J3 5 8 ŸĠȚÙŊĠŸÙŨÙǾÍÍŊȚHĚ ŸĠŊWŸĚŨŨJŸĖÍØĚ
ŸHĚ ĔĦŸŸĠĠĒĤPŸŸÜŸĠÜŸŸPŸŸĒĦĚ
ŸŁHĚĠŸĠÜĦŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŅ¥ŊŁŸĦĚ
ŸŸŎŸHĚ§ÓŸŸŸŅ¥ŊŸŸŸŸHĚŸÕÕŸŨŨŸŸĠÜŨ¥ŊĚ
ŸŸÍÙŸPÜPŸHĚŸŠFŸŠŸŸĦŸŅ¥ŊŸĦŸÜŸŸĚ
8iiJR. 
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ŅȚȚÙȚÓÍGŸÞÍJĦŨFĖĚ
ÙŇŸJĚ .:Em 
s WI: 1998 - 8 - 8 
DB The conflicts between Taleban and anti-Taleban 
forces 
DUI Recent fightings between Taleban and 
anti-Taleban forces 
BACKGROUND 
ili*, ŸĦFŨFĖÞŦHĚFĠŸĠĦÓRŸĦĚ
ŸĠŸŊÓŨŸŨFĦĚ § 7 Ji 13 g, ĠŸŊŊÚȚÍĻŸWĖÍŅȚÙGȚĞÑŤĦĖĚ
±ŸŸNĖŸȚȚÙĦÜŸĦĚŁĦŸŸÜĠHĚŸFĠŸĠĚ
•• ŸŸÜŸĦĚĠŸŊÚȚŸŸŸŸHĚŸŨFŸĦĦĚFĠŸĠĚ
•• ŸŅŶÙÚÙŸËWŨËĦHĚ :P:P9&i!!. ŸȚÙÙÚŸȚŨŶŊĦWŸĪĠHĚ ĪÍÚ§ØŸŸĚ
ÕÕŸÕÕŸȚ±ŸŨ¥ŊĠŁJĦĚ
DUll Taleban forces are advancing 
ELABORATION 
ÍĻŸĦ±ŸŸŸĖ±ŸÜĠŨ¥ŊĠŸĠĖŸHĚŸŸŸŸĻĚ
ŸŸWĖËWŨËĦŲOŨ¥ŊĤĨWĚĒPŸĒĚ0 ȚÍÑÍÍŨİWŸÜÍŨȚŲĠĦĚ ŸWŸÍGĚ
ŸŸÙŨŨŸHĚ ĠŸŸĠÜÔŸŅŶÙÚÙŸĽHĚŸŸĖWWŸŸŸŸĦĚ
ÓNĖÍŸȚȚȚÙWȚÚĠŅ¥ŊWĹȚĪȚÍŊĠĖŸHØİĚAIlS :91A7tlEiIE;{fJ 
ŸGHĚ ȚŸ£JÚẄÍŸŸŨÙËHĚ ŸŊĜŲĦWŨŸȚÑŸŸGŸȚȚȚJÙŨȚŦHŸHĚ 3fr12 s 
ŊĪŸÚĞȚÙŸÍŸŲŸÜĦĚ WĹȚĴȚŅŊĔÑËWŸÍÙÙŨWĚ r8112 S ŸĪÍŊĴÍȘŸÍÔŸGĚ
ŸŸĦĚFÜŌÓŸĖÜĚ•. ŸŸĠŸŸĠĠȚWĤĔŸŸĚ
ij, ŊÍŨŸĴȚÍÔŲĠŸĖŸĠÔ«ĦĚ 8114 S, t?f5f1JEfrrJLif& 
ŸĚtlJ nUJt ĜŊĒŊGÔŸĚ(£ ŸĚŊŸWŊŘĚŸĚŸĚȚŦĤÍȚŊŊŸGĦĚ
Dum Fighting has weakened anti-Taleban forces 
ELABORATION 
ĦŸ§ŸHĚĠŸĠŸŸ£ŸŨ¥ŊŸŸŁŸFĠŸÓŨ¥ŊŸŸĚ
ËWŨËĦŸŸŸĤĠRĤȚWŸHĚAm. ŸŸŸŸŃŸÜŸŬĚŸĔĚ
ÙWŊŊŸÙÚĚ-{9:, ĠĘÙŊĠŶŖĞWȚÍĤŸJȚ±Ÿ±ŸŊĖWÙŊÑŎĮÌÌŸĚA. 100m 
:l:B51. ÎĪÌÜŸĖĦĚĤŸŨŅȚWWŊǾJŊŨÛĠJŅJŸŅÙNWŸĦĚ J!jg 
ŃŸŨ¥ŊŸHĚ ŨPŊJȚWȚȚŨÑŨȚÎŲOÜJĠŸÜĦĚ FWŸĦÓÍWŸÍWËHŲÎĤ­
ŸŸÜŸÜŸŁÕÕŸĠŸĠŨ¥ŊŨŅĠȚȚÙUHĚŸŸĠĦĚ*. E 
ĶÍGŸŸŸŸÙŨÙŸȚȚÙŸŸ±ĦĚŸŸȚŦĤŸŸĠŸŸĠĖŸĚ
ŲĠŸĠŸŸŸYŸĦĚŸŸŲŲŸŪÜŸÜŸŸĠĦĚŸŸĦĚ
ŸĚŸĚ® ŸŸĚB ȚŸĚtTUjUJ, :Ii III (]{J itf! ŸĚŸŎNŨŊÙWĚŸĚ500 £.ft 15 . 
DUIV Reasons for Taleban victory 
INTERPRET A TION 
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ŸŸŸĦĻ±ŎŸHĚĠŸĦŸŸŸŸŸŸÑĦÜŸĠŸĚ
±ŸJȚȚĶJĚ ĤŸĠŸŲŲÑWĠĖÞŸŊWJİWĦĚ § 5Jj 313 !=jxtIJ ®* •• ŸHĚ ĠŸĠÜJȚȚĦŸŸĦŸŸŸŸŸÙŨÙĠHĚPŸĚ
ŸĠŸŸŸĠŸŸŸĻŸŸĦĚĶŸŸÓĠŸĒĦŸĦĚ
1T" . ÏÙÚJŨŊØĤŸJWŅȚËĦJŪÚW·WWŲÜĦȚÙŨŅŸŊÜŸŸŨȚŊȚŸŸŸHĚ
ĠŸŸŸŸĠHĚŸĤŴÜĠŸŸHĚÔŸŲĤŸ§ŸĦĚĤŸĚ
FÜŸÓÜPŸUHĚŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĤŸŸĖŸĦŠẀŸĚ
ĒŸȚÙÙŖŸĒĚ , ŸŁŸ¥WŊŊÚŊŸŨŨĠÓŸŨŨŅŸĦĚ SA413, 
ŸĦŸĦŸŸŸŸŸŸĠHĚFĠŨŨĠÓȚȚĦŸŸĦŸĚ•• 
ÏĶĦŅÙŊŸĦĚ QĴŸĦŁĚØŸFĠŨŨĠÓȚWWŸŨĻŸỲÚĨŸŸĦJŅWŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸĦŸŸŸNŸŸŸŸŸJŪŸŸHĚŸĦÓXĴŪ£ŸĚ
£İȘŸNȚĦÚŊĦĚ
DUV Preparations for the next round of conflicts 
ELABORATION 
§ŸHĚĠŸĠWWŸŸŸÜŸĠŸŸŪŸŸŸŸHĚŸFĚ
ŸŸŸĦÜÏĶ®ĦĠĦĚĠŸĠĚ•• ŸŸĻŸŸŸĠŸHĚ
ĒŸŸŸŸJȚȚŸŸŸWWŸŸŸÏĶĻĒĦĚFĠŸÓŸŸŸĚ
ŸŪÜŸ£İȘĠÜHĚŸŸŸÞŸŸŸĦŸĦĚŸFŸFHĚ
FÜŸŸŸĠŸŸĠȚȚFŸHĚŸĽŸŸHĚŸǾĠŸĠĒĦĚ
ŸĻŸÍȚJÚWǾËŸÜŸĒĚ. ŸŸŸŸİĜŅPŊÓŸŨŅÑŸĴȚ§ŸĤ¥MHĚ
ȚĮŸŸÜŸIĤŊĚ§ ci¥J §WŸŨŎȚFĜȚ£ÍÛĦĚ
DUVI Fighting threatens the stability of the region 
ELABORA TION 
ĤŸĦÜŊŊÙÍÌÌĘNĦẄÍÍPŊŸÜĠŸŸÍĜĦĚ ÍȚWŸŴŲŸĚŸWWŊŖŨÚJŎJĚ
NrtfiE. -y8)1 5 H ŲWŊÚŸȚWŊŨŊŅŸWŁŨÖȚŨŶȚHĚ ŸĠÞŸĚJl::4=$ff 
ŸHĚ ĔŸŸŸĠĠĒĤPŸŸÜŸĠĦŸŸPŨĜŸĒĦĚ
ŸĮHĚĠŸĠŸĦŸFHĚŸŸŸŸÞŸŨPŊÜŸŸȚȚŸĦĚ
ŸŸŎŸHĚ§ŸŅPŊŸŸŸŸŸŪŲWŊHĚ ŸŸŸWŨŸÓŸÜŨ¥ŊĚ
ŸŸUŸŸÜPŸHĚŸĦFŸŁŸŸĦŸŸĖĦŸÜŸŸĚ
fflfiJk. 
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£ĤŸĚ11,= ŸŊJÚĜĚ1t (fl :13 - mf 
i2:ir: ÚWŸĚ
S M: 1998 - 8 - 11 
ȚŸŸÍHĶŸŊJÚĜÍWŸĠȚȚÑŇŃŬĠÓĜȚŨĤȚÖWŨWPĤWWŊÜŸHĚ WŸĞĨǾŸĚ
İȚĲĜĞÏGJȚŸȚWŸŸŸĠŅĴŊŃŬHĚ ŃȚÙÙŸĚ ĒŸÍGŸÍËĒHĚ ĒŸÍGÜĚ
Ÿ»ĜȚŨŸŸĦŪĦHĚŸÜŸĦÍWŸŸȚWŁŸŸŸĚ
İȚĲÌŸȚWHĚ tit W-ŸĚm r:p ill lJ\l. 7 .:::: IX tt3t:* ŸĚŸĚ1f£k iYJt%, m 
ĤİÞŸÍĲĲÎŸÕÕŸŸÜPȚĠĠĠŸŸHĚÍËÍŨËŸŸŠẄÍȚÑÍŊȚÜĴĚ
ÜĶİÞŸÍĲĲÏŸĴŅĴÙŸĜȚŨŸÍŨËȚŊŊȚŸÙWÙÜŊŊWĴĚ ÜĤŅÞĲËǾŸŸŸĚ
ĘÙJFĜȚŨĠÙŅWŸÙÓÜJÜĦĚ
ĶŸŸĦÙQŊĦŸŸŸPĦŸŸNŸŸŸŸŸÜŸŸÍWĚ
:!lUi, ŸŊŊŨÚŸĚ00 ŸŸÙWÙPȚĚ*7ftit W-m: IE r*HfJ ŸŸÚÚŦĴȚŖĦĚ Ffi 
ÜĒŸÜŸŊJÚĜÍW»ĜȚŨĤÍGÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÕÕŸĦŸŸĦĚ
*. ŸĦHĚĻŸĦŸĜȚŨÜŸŸĦŎHĚPÜĻÍWŸŲŤŸŸŸĚ
ÍWŸȚWŸŸĠHĚŸŸŸÓĦŸĦĻPŸÑ£HĚŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸĦHĚĻŸŸĦŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĠŸWWŸŸŸŸPÙQŊĤŸHĚ
ĨŸŊPŸĠŨ¥ŊW£ŸŸȚŨÚPÙQŊHĚ WŸÚŊŨÚŸĤ®ÔÜĦĠĠÍȚŨÙĚ§ 
ŸĠÜÓŸŸŸWWŸĦĚİȚŸŸÕÕŸNŸĦŸŸŸĜȚŨÜŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸŸÓŸĦŨ¥ŊĠĠŸŸŸŁŸÙŨŨHĚĻŸÜŸŸÓŨ¥ŊĚ
ĦŸŸĦĚŸŸĠŸĢ¥ŲŤĜȚŨGJJJJİÞŸĮŸĦŸĻÜŎĠŸĚ
ŸĚjff ŸĚJ;jHt I'J{J :13 - ITff • 
lNili:, a * «titW-» Jj flJ8}3 ĘȚŨŊÍȚŸÕÕȚŸÜŸÖŊÚ±ȚŊÚĦÏŸĚ
ĜȚŨĤĦŸĦŠŸ«ŸĦÍWĦĠŸŸŸĦĻŸŠŸŸĚ
1M» , FËŅÚĜØÙŨȚĖĻẄÍŸÜŸŊĠÍWĜŊĲÜŸËJÚFŶÙËWĚ
ŸŸŎŸHĚŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÓŸHĚJĠĦŸŸHĚ
ŸŠŸÜŸĠHĚPŸÙŨÙŸØĠĠŸÓŸŸŨ¥Ŋ§ĦŸÜĚ
w*. ŸŸŸÜŸŊJÚĜÍWHĚ ŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ•• ŲJŮÍWÓŸ­
ŸHĚ ŸĻŸŸŸŬŬŸŸÜŸŸÜŸŸWWŸVŸĦŸŸHĚ
ŸŸŸİȚŸŸĦWWŸÓŸŸŸĦŸŸŨ¥ŊĦĚĻŸŸŸȚWŸĜȚŨĚ
ȚĠGŲWŨWŨŸŸĦĚ
ŸŸŸŎŸHĚŸĦÍWŸŸĠŸŸŲŤŸŸŸÓĦÜŸĚ
®*, ŎĠŸŸŸŸŸĦŸŸHĚPWÙWPĤŸŸŸÓĦŸŸŸĚ
ÙŨŨŸŸŸFŸHĚŸŸPŨ¥ŊŦŸŸĔĦĠĜŸŸĦĚŸĦĞHĚ
ĻŸŸĠĜĻĜȚŨŸŸĞHĚWWŸĦĠĜŸŸĦĚWWŸŸ¥ĞŸĚ
ŸŸŸĠĜŸŸŸÌŸĦĚÍȚŸĚ.• ŸĞŸŸŸŸÓĦĠŲĚ
ĠŸŸĠŸĦŸĦĚŸŅĴŊŸHĚ PŦŸÓĠĠŸŸŸĠŸİĚ
ŸÍŊŲŸĦÍWĲJWŸĲÍĦĚŬŬÜJŸWWĦĚ
ŅWWİGŸHĚ a * «X2:lft{» 8Jj ĘȚŨŊŸĚ7 a ĠȚŃŸÍĪŊÚÚWŸĚ
ĠŌŸ«ŸŸŸĦŸŸ»HĚŅWWĻŸ«ŠĠŸŅĴŊŸŸ»Ũ¥ŊĚ
ȚŃŸŸĤHĚŸŁĠŸŸŸŸÜŸŸȚWĠĻŸĦĚŸŸǾŸHĚ
ŸŸŸÓÜJÜŸŸÕÕŸȚŃ£HĚ§ŸŸŸÓŸÜÓŸŸŸĚ
ĠŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĖŸŸŸĠHĚŸÓŸŸŸÜ§ÓĚ
ȚȚNŸŃŸŸÜHĚĔĠPİȚŸŸŪÕÕŸŸWŨWPĤĦĚ
ŸŸŸŅĴŊŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚỲŁŸQÜŸŅĴŊÓŲJŮĠÙŨÙNŸÜĚ
ŸĦÍWJWŨŴŲJŮĤ®ŸĠĠŅËŊŸŅ¥ĦŊŸŸĠ±ŸŊÒGŸĦĚ
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ŸĚÙŊHĶŸJŤÚĜĚitB9 31-00 
ÙÎŸJĚ ŸŠŦĚ
a M: 1998 - 8 - 11 
DB ÓŴŸŸŸŸŸÜĠŸĽÑĚ
DUI fl Hu ÙŨÙŊ£ŸŨÍȚŸŸỲWĚ
BACKGROUND 
ŸĔȚŸŊWÍWŸĠWŨŅŊŇŊŁŸĻĻŁĲĤȚÏËWŨWPGŅÙŊJŨŸHĚ ÍŸŸŨÚJŨFĚ
JȚNĲÌŸỲĤWŸŸŸĠŸŊŁHĚ ŊQȚÙŸĚ ĒŸÍĤŸŦ»HĚ ĒŸÍĤÜĚ
ŸĒĚŁĲŸŸĦŪĦHĚŸĔȚŸŸÙWŁĲĖȚWŸŸŸŸĦĚ
DUll ĲÌŸȚWÙŨÙŊŊĦĚ7 ĶȚÞŸĠŁĲŸŨÓWȚŤJÜĚ
BACKGROUND 
JȚNŸŸŸHĚ WŨWPŸÜŸÙŨÙĦİĶŸŸĠŁĲŸÓŸŐHĚ• 
ĤĜŊYŸÍĲĲĚŸÕÕŸÔÜIĬGȚĠȚØÖŲWŲŸŸHĚ İËŸŸŸŸÍȚÑÍÚȚȚȚÙĴĚ
ĦĶŸ£ÍÌÌÏ¥ĦŸŁĲĦPĦŸÓŸÜĴĚĦŸŸÜŸŸŸĚ
ÍÙŸŁGĤŊĠÙŅNĦŸÍÓËŸÜĦĚ
Dum ŸŸŸŸÜĦŸÜŸŸỲWĦĠŁĲĚ
ELABORA TION 
ĶŸŸŸŸĦŸŸŸŸĦŸJŨFŐŸŸŸŁĲŸÜŸĦÙWĚ
iltW, ÍŸŸŨÚ£ȚȚÙŅĚŸIŃŸŸPWĠJȚNWŨWŊÑGÙÍÌÌĚpq ÍŨGĤŊŸĘÙŊŸŸĦĚ JYf 
ÜĒŸÜŸŸÍW»ĚŁĲĤÍĤŸŸŮŰĨŸŸŸŸÕÕĚ•• ŸŸPWĚ
*. ŸŸĦĚĻŸÜŸŅŨGĤŊŸŸŸŚŰHĚȚȚÙÜŦÍWŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ÍWŸWWŁĲŸĠHĚ ÜŸŸĚ•• ŸĦŦPŸŸÜHĚŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸĦĚĻŸRĦŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĠŁĲȚWÜŸŸŸPŸĤŸHĚ
ŸÓŸĠŸȚWŸŸŸPŸHĚŸÓŸĤŸÔÜŸĠĠŸP§Ě
ŸĠŸĻĻŸŸŨŨGĤŊWWÜĦĚ JȚNŸĦȚȚÙŅĠŠŸĦŸŸŸŸÜŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸÓŸĦRĦŁĲŸŲWŲUŸŸŎŸÙŨÙHĚĻŸȚȚÙŸŸÓŸĚ
iiRtf-j]. ĽŸÙŊRĦÍÒĚĢŸÍĤWŸĦĶĦİÞŸŸRĲŊĦŸĻÍȚŨÓĦÙŎŸŊĚ
Ÿ¥ȚWŸŶWÍWŁĲŸĤPĦĚ
DUN ŸÜŸŸỲWĦŰİĦPŸŸÜŸŸŸŠĚ
ELABORATION 
fiili, S * «tltW» J] flJ8J] ĘȚŨŊŸŸÕÕŲÎÜŸWW±ȚĤÏȚĲËĚ
ŁĲĤŸẄĦŸŸ«ŸŸÍWŸĠŸŸŸŸĻŸŠȚWŸĚ
Ÿ»HĚFĦİPĖĻŸŸĔȚŸJŤÚĜÙWŁĲÜŸŸFÜĦĚ
ẄĦŸŸHĚŸŸŸÜŁĲŸŸŸŸŸUÓĦHĚĠĦŸȚWHĚ
ŸĦŸÓŲĠHĚPÑÙŨÙĦİĠĠŸĻĻŸȚWŁĲŸĦÔÜĚ
ŸĠĦĚŸŸŸÜŸJŤÚĜÍWHĚ ŸŸŸŸŸŸÓŸŸÙWÓŸ­
ŸHĚ ŸŸŸŸĦŬŬŸŠÜŁĲŸÜŠŸWWUŠŸĦŸŸHĚ
WWŸŸJȚNŸŸŸWWŸÓŸĔŸĦŸŸŁĲHĚĻŸŸŸWWÜŁĲĚ
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ÍĠÙWŊÍŊŸŨĖĦĚ
DUV ŸŸŸĦŸÜPŎĚ•• ŸĬŸŸĦŸĦÓĦĚ
ELABORATION 
ŸĦŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸĦĠŸŸŲŤŸŸŸÓĦÜŸĚ
ŸĠHĚŎŸŸŸŸŸŸĦŸŸHĚPÙŨÙPŸĦŸÓĚ•• ŸȚWĚ
ÙŨŨŸŸŸŎĖHĚŸÜŴŸŸŸŸĔÜĠĜŸŸĚ.•• ), 
ĻŪŸĠĜĻŸŸŸĞHĚWŨŸŸĠĜĘŪĦĚWŨŸÍĠ¥ĞŸĚ
ŸŸĦĠĜŸŸŸÌŸĦĚŸŸĚ.• ŸĞŸŸŸŸĚ•• *r 
ĠŸŸĠŸĦĖĦĚŸŸŸHĚĔĦŸÓÜĠŸŸŸĦŸØĚ
ŸĚÜŸŸĚ1t tp 8<J fft i1ff m: ŸÍÍÍĦĚ
DWI ŸÜŸŸŸŸÓŸÜYŬŬĦĠWŨŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚ
ELABORATION 
ŊŨWİŸHĚ B* «>cZ;{it:J\» ĮŎĘȚŨÚŸØŁĠȚWĘNPĤŸĚ
ĠŸŸĮĲĚ«ŸŐŅNŸ·ÑĦŸÙWĞŶĚ, JItA£ « ŁĠŸŸÙŊŨĦŸ»ĚŸĚ
ft*z-, £ĮĠŸĦŸŸÜĦŸȚWĠĻŸĦĚNŸŸŸHĚ
ŐŅNŸŸŁŸÜŸŸÕÕŸȚWŸHĚ §Ÿ£ŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸĚ
ĠŐŅNĦŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĖŸÜŸĠHĚ•• ŸŬŬŸÜ§ŸĚ
ȚȚŲŲŸŃŸŸÜHĚĔŸPȚWŸŸŸÙÍȚȚŸŸÜŴĦĚ
NŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚỲŠŸQŨŨÙŸŸÓWŮŸŨŨÙȚWŸŸĚ
ŸÖÚĜÍWÙJWPŲJŮĤŸŸỲŨŮÙŨÙŸŸÍGŨĲŸȚÏWJȚ±ŸŊÒGŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 6 (Second Analyst) 
ŸÑȚŸŊĨÚĜÍWŅ¥ŊŸĤÕÕĚ
i21f: }tall 
13 M: 1998 - 8 - 11 
DB The problems wjth globlisatjon 
DUI Economic globlisation 
BACKGROUND 
ŸŒȚŸŊĨÚĜÍWŸĠWŨW§ĿŪÙĠÓŅ¥ŊĤȚÖWŨWPGŸŸŸHĚ ŸŊŊŨÚŸĚ
Í±ĲÌÍȚÍŸŸŞŸŸĠŨĴĻŃŬHĚ ŊQȚÙŸĚ ĒŴĦÙĤÙGŸŦĒĦĚ "w.i-i'm 
ŸĒŅ¥ŊŸŸĦŪĦHĚŸÜŸŸÍWŅ¥ŊŸŸŁŸŸŸĦĚ
DUll The three financial crises 
ELABORATION 
t£901fft tltWf2rJr4t ÙŨÙŸĚT GJJJJİÞŸĠŅ¥ŊĨWŲÓËŸŊİĘHĚ ŸĚ
-lX:li:: 19921f00 ŸŸÍĲŊŊÒËĮWĠỲWJȚWĠĨËȚŸĦĚ ĔGĴJŸŸŸŅŃÞŸGÑŸȚȚÙĴĚ
ÜĶŨÞŸÍŸÏ¥ĦŸŨ¥ŊÜPĦŸŲÓËŸŸĚŸĶİÞŸŸŸÍȚĚ
ÍÙ£ĜȚŊĠŸÍȚŲJÓŐËÓJÜĦĚ
Dum The crises are brought about by globlisation 
ELABORATION 
ĤŨÞŸÓŸFŸŸŸŸĦŸŸŁŸŸŸĜȚŊŸÜŸŸŸĚ
ill W, t¥ JJIJ ŸĚ00 ŸŸĚ1fr: 1M! QȚÎWŸĚt£ tit W m: 00 pg l¥J ŸĚfiJ Jg Z9J. JYf 
ŸẀŸÜŸŸÍWĒŅ¥ŊĤĤÙGŸŸŮŦŸĦŸŸŸÕÕŸĦŸÓĦĚ
*. ŸËĮWĦĚ ĻÜŸŸŸŸŸŸĦŸHĚ®ÜŦŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ÍWŸŸŨ¥ŊŸĠHĚ ŸŸŸÓĦŸĦŦPŸŸÜHĚŸŸĠŸĚ
ŸËĮWĦĚ ĻÜŸŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĠŨ¥ŊWWÜŸŸŸ®ŸĤŸHĚ
ÍȚŲJÓWQWĠŅ¥ŖGŸÜŸȚWÑȚȚŨŸHĚ ŸŊÙŅŊŸĤ®WÙÜĦĠĠJȚȚPĚ§ 
ŸĠŸŸŸŸŸWWÜĦĚÍ±ŸĻĻÕÕĠŅĨŸĦŸŸŸŨ¥ŊŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸÓŸÓŸĦĜȚŊŸĠUŸŸŁŸÙŨÙHĚĻJȚȚȚȚÙŸÜÓŨ¥ŊĚ
ŸJÙĴJȚĤUĦĚ ŸÙŸÙŊÒUŊĚĢŸÍWŨ¥ŊĶĜÞJFŸÙĲŊŸŸĻȚȚŊÙĻÙŎÙËŊĚ
ŸÜŸȚĠÍWŸŸĤÕÕĦĚ
DUIV Globlisation striped some of the power 
governments have over their economy 
ELABORATION 
ŸÙŨÙJHĚ 13 * «tltW» A flJ8A ĘȚŨŊÍȚŸŸWÎÜŸȚȚ±ȚÏÙËĚ
Ũ¥ŊĤŸẄŸŸŸ«ŸŸŸËĮWĠ£ŸŸŸĻŸŅĨŸŸĚ
m», FŸØPĖĻÓŸÜŸŸÍWŸÜĦŸFĻĦĚ
ẄĦÙĻŸHĚ ŸŸŸÜŨ¥ŊW¥ŸŸŸŸUÓŸHĚĠĦŸŸHĚ
ŸÓŸŊŊǾWWĠHĚ ®ÍÙÙŨÙŸĚT ŸĠŸĴËMÜȚWŊŸŨ¥Ŋ§ŸWÙÜĚ
.*. ÜŲŸÜŸŸÍWHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÏWŸŸŸ­
ŸHĚ ŸŸŸŸŸŬŬĠŸŸŨ¥ŊŸÜŸŸWWUŨĨŸĦŸŸHĚ
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WWŸŸŸŸŸŸWWŸĦŸŸŸVŸŸŸĦĚĻŸĦŸWWÜŸĚ
ŸÙWŊWŊŸȚĖ ĦĚ
DUV Globlisation means money becomes more 
important than wealtb 
ELABORATION 
ĔŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸĦĠŸŸÜŸWÙŸÓĦÜŸĚ
®*, ŪĠŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚPÜPŸĦŸÓŠŸŸŸĚ
ÙŨŨŸŸŸĦŸHĚŸÜŴŸŸŸŸĔĦĠĜŸŸĚ.•• ), 
ĻŪŸĠĜĻŸŸÜĞHĚWÙŸĦĠĜŸŸĦĚWÙŸŸĠĞŸĚ
ŸŸĦĠĜŸŸŸÌŸĦĚŸŸĚ.• ÜĞŸŸŸŸĚ•• *r 
ĠŸŸĠŸĦŸĦĚŸŸŸHĚĔĦŸÓĦĠŸŸŸŸŸİĚ
ŸĚÜŸĚŸĚŸĚq:t ŸĚfJJ.lIff fe: ŸGÍÍJĦĚ
DUVI Social problems brought about by globlisation 
ELABORATION 
lity./-, S * «X"Z:wfJc» 8A ĦŸȚËŊŸĚ7 S ĠȚŃŸĴŬHĠÍÚĴĚ
ĠŸŸWŊKŊĚ «ȚȚŲŸŲÑŨÜŸÙŸ»Ě, ŊÍWĻŸĚ« S ĠŸŸÙŸŸ»ĚŸĚ
ȚŃŸRĤHĚŸŐĠŸŸŸŸÓÜŸŸĠĻŸĦĚNŸŸŸHĚ
ŸŸŸÓŸÜŸŸÕÕŸȚŃ£HĚ§Ÿ£ŸŸȚŤJÜÓŸĦŸĚ
ĠŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĖŸÜŸĠHĚŸÓŸÕÕŸÜ§ÓĚ
ȚȚŸWŊKŊŃÜȚŤJÜHĚ ĠÙŨŨŸŸŸŸŪŨŅȚȚÜŸÜPĦĚ
NŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚỲŁŸQÜŸŸÓŰJWŸÙŨÙȚȚŸÜĚ
ŸÖÚĜÍWẀŸŲŮĤŊËWĦŸȚŲÖĠŸĠĜŊKŊŸŸĠ±ŸGÒGŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 7 (Original) 
$ ŸĚ1!1{OJ IV. ŊŨWŸĚ
ÙȘŸJĚ ĪĠŸĚ
B M: 1998 - 8 - 13 
ili*, ŸŸŅGÍĒŊĖŸÍËÍĤĤÙGŸĞÒJÙWËĹŸÍŨŶHĚ JȚȚÍŸÓŸĻĻĦĦGĚ
WĦ£ÙWŸĦĚ 8Ji II B, :i1! - mWf30# ŅŸŊÔJŸÍȚJWËŦÍȚWÜÜȚŨÍȚĚ
ȚWĠŊWȚȚŸHĚ ÜJŸŠWŸQÎĪÌĖHŸHĚ1Il}5Pj,8462.85,gi&ft, 
WĜJĤHŲẀĤĤÙGĨWŸĚŁĒŃŸQÍŨÎHŸĦĚ
ÙŨŨŸÓĠŸĠŸŸŸȚWŸĦHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸÓĠĦŠŸĚ
ŸŸĦĚŸÙŨŨŸŊÔJÜÍȚȚWĖHĚ ŸŸÓÜŸŤÍFĦHĚH*_ 
ŲŸĦĚŸŊÍWŨȚWPŸŸŨŨÙŸ£HĚ B İŇÞÍŸİŇŸÙŔÍȚWÜJȚŸĒŃŸÙŊÚĚ
147.64 B İŇĞWĦŸÍŸİŇHĚ ŸŸĚ ÍȚJĠÙÙGÑŸİÚĜŒĦĚ
7 Ji 178, gJIg"JJN:ilfili ĤŅȚȚÙPȚÜŸŸĚŸÙŊÚĲĨĨİĦĲİHŸĜȚÚĞŊŊĚ
ŸÜJŸTŊŸĦĚ ĦŸÍĬŘŲFĦŸHĚ ŊËŸŊÔJÜŨGÍĒŊÜĦŴĦĚ ŸŶĪŅGÍĒŊŅİĤÙGĚ
ĨWŸĚB, ÙŨÙÜŸĖĴÚȚÑJÙÙŅŨĚ% • 
ĠŸFŴŸĠŸŸÓŅŒĦŸĦĖĖÜĹŊËŸÜŸŸŬŬŸŸĚ
ŸŪŸÜĴŅQĠŐŅNÚÙJFJŸĤŸŸÙÍWŸÜHĚX Ÿ·WŠGWJẄÍŸÕÕŸÜĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸŸĚPÓĖĖÍËÍĠŸĠFHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŊÔJÙŨȚĚ
ff7j(5t, 1titMHlT 15 %, ŸŨŒĦÙ£ĴŲĤJŸİŸĠŨGÍĒŊÙWÚŸËǾWȚWÜĚ. 
• ŸŸHĚĠŸŸĦŸÜŁŸŸÕÕŸÜŸŸØŸŸŸŸĦĚ
ËŸŸŸÕÕŮŦÍJĦŸHŸHÜŸĠĨĦĮĘĚZ}5, ÏĤŸŸĤĠŊWÞŸŸĚ
5.5 %, ĤŠŊŸĶĠŊȚŸŸĠÍĦÏĘĦĚŸŬŬȚ£ÜŸĠŸŊŸŨÚŨÙŸĚ
ÍGÍĒŊŸŸŸŸ£ŨŨÙȘTŸHĚ ŠĿĠŸĦĚJÙÙŸHĚ ŸÕÕFŸŸĚ
SIEitHI'1"J W C t5JttiH=t HŸHPŨŅ¥ŊĨÌĚ%. ÍŠŸHĚ ĠŸŸŲÓWŸÜÙÙĚ
JFJĤŸĖĠHĚ ŸŸÕÕŸĤŸÕÕĠĠŸŸQÓŸÕÕŅGÍĒŊŸĿHĚ
JŊÍĤÚŊÙÙÙÞÍŊMĠQẄÍŸŸWŊĲŨŨÙĚc. ŸŊËĔGŅȚFŲHĚ ŸŸĦ®ĠĚ
ŸŸŸÙŨȚŸĜȚÚŸÕÕÌÜŸŸŸŨŨÙŸÍJĦŸHĚŸĠŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸĠĠĠĦŲŸĚ.• ŸŸFŸŸHĚÌŸĜȚÚŸŸÍȚWÜŸŸĚ
ỲȚŸŊȘĦĚ
ŸŸHĚĠŸŸÓŸÜĠŸĠȚÙŃŸHĚŸŸŸŸĤFŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸĦĚ ŁĠŸŸÜȚȚÓŊWÜȚȚĠŸŸÜĤÙGŸÜŸĦÜHĚ
ŸŸŁİŇŸŸŸÜHĚŸĠŸĠŸŊWŸÕÕŸŸŸȚȚÙŸŸŸȚWĚ
flPm. ŸŅŨĠĚ8 ĠJÙȚŸĠŨŨÙĚŸŸHĚ 8 İŇẄÍŸİŇŠĒŊQŔÍȚWĞÚŊWÍFĚ
ŅŊŊȚÙŸŸŸÍĪÌJĚ 1 8<1**, JÙŨWȚĜÙÚŸỲNĠŸÙŖŨÜÑŨNTÙỲȚŨŒȚĦĚ
Jruat, ĠŸĨÒİĽWŤJÜẄÍŸÕÕÙÎŨÍȚŸĖĖÍËÍŅGÍĒŊÍŲŸPWŸŸÍŊĨŖĚ
Ij\-aJ-r . 
§ŸŸÕÕÓÙŨȚÚȚÑÜŸÔHĚŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ. • n 
ŸĠŸŸŸŸŸÜĔŸÜĦŸŸŸŸĦÓŸŸĠPȚȚÙHĚŸĚ
ŸŅŸŸŸĦÜHĚĠŸÓĦŸĦĠÜŸŸŸĦÓŸŸŸĦĚ
ŸŅŒĦHĚ ŸĻĪWŸHĚŸĔŸŸŸÙŨŨŸÓÙŨȚȚÙĠŸŲÓŸĚ•• 
;L'%, 1ZS11-J/N:ilfl¥Jlkat ĒŸȚWŸŨNĒĚĤŠŊŨŒĦÙŸËÑŎĦÍWŎŸĨÌÍȚȚŸĚ
JNilf*Wim:A"JlIW. 
ŸŸÜŸŊÔJÜŨŒĦŨÛĦŸŸÕÕŸÜĜȚÚĠĠŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸĦŸŸŸŸŸŸĠŴŊWŸĠŸŸĠŸŸĦŸÜŸŁĠŸĚ
ÜŸÓŸŸĦĚŸŸÓŸŸÜŸŸŸŸÏĤĠĦĚŸŸŊËĤÙGŸĘĚ
ȚÎÍÙȚĠÕÕIŇĤŠŊĒŸŸĚ "ttt!YH1EM-" Y. 
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Chinese Sample 7 (First Analyst) 
ĖŸÜȚÕŊŸĦWÙĚ
ic1lf: ŸĠŸĚ
B M: 1998 - 8 - 13 
Dill ŪĠŸÕÕĖĖŸĤŸŸŸĦĠĚ
ELABORA nON 
iliJIE, ŸÕÕŅ¥ŊĖŸÜĤĤWĤĲŊŊĞÒJWWËËÍËÍÏHĚ ĠÍŸŊÔJŸĻŊÒGĚ
tltl. 8131113, ll! - ȚȚȚÙPØĨÌĔŅŸŊÔJŸȚJWĪĞÍȚŲŸȚNÑFİȚĚ
1l8"Jtffm, ÜJĖŎWŸØÎĪÌĖHŸHĚ ÜJŃŬŸĮÏĬÎĦĮĪHŸËFÍŨHĚ
WWŨPĤĤWĤĨĜŸĚÍĨŸŸØŨÍÎHŸĦĚ
DOO ĖŸŸĦÓŸŸŅŸĦĠĚ••• ĠŸĚ
INTERPRET A nON 
ÜŸŸÜŸĠŸŸŸŸŸĦHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÜĦÓŸĚ
ŸŸĦĚȚWÜŸŸÜİȚŨŨȚÙHĚ ŸŸŊÔJÜŸŁËFȚWHĚH._ 
ŸŸĦĚWWŊŊŅŊŸŸȚŤÑJȚÚĚĜŅGŸÚËHĚ B JŊŇẄLWŸJŊŇNȚŊQĿÍȚŲÙÔJȚÒ£ŸÓÙŨÚĚ
147.64 B JŊŇĖÎĦŸÍŸJŊŇHĚ EIJ81f*:taf(£7,/(f. 
Will ĦŸŸŸĚ•• ŸĦĠŸĚ•• 
INTERPRETATION 
7 A 17 B, ŸŨŨŸŸŊÔÜÙÑĚ- ȚȚȚÙÔŲÍWÑFŸĚŸÙÍŊĲĨĨİĦĲİHŸȚŊKŊŊŊŖĚ
ŸÙŨŨÓŊTŅËĦĚ ËŸÙÙÚŸÍĬGȚŸȚWŸHĚ ŊËÚËËÔJÜĜȚŊŸŊWPĦĚ lltJ§"8"J17-t-
ẄŸĚf3, ÙÙÑÜŸŸĖÓÓÙĦẀŨŨĚ%. 
DUN ĖĖÜÜĦŸŸŸŅŸŸŸŸÜĚ
INTERPRETATION 
ĠŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸŸŸĖŸÜĹŊËŸŸŸŸÕÕŸŸĚ
ŸĚroc l.§.,L' * i1E:I5i:6t ff;ff - m ŸĚÓ«ÛŸÜHĚ x ŸĚ'11ft: x'f ŸĚŸĚWŸĚVf 
ŸŸŸĠĦŸĦĚPÓĖŸÜĠŸĠŸHĚPĖŸĠŸŸÓÜĚ
liJK)t, ȚÙŐŨWŸỲÚŔØĚ15 %, NÍȚŸWŸŸŸŸĒĠŅ¥ŊG®ŊŸŸËŸĠĚ. 
• ŸŸHĚĠŸŸĦŸÜŁÓŸÕÕŸÜŸŸØŸŸŸŸĦĚ
ŸĠFȚŸĚŸŸŸHŦHỲÚŔÜĠĨĦĮĚ% ;GJ§", ŸÍȚŸĤĠŅŨŊRĦŸŸĚ
5.5 %, ÍŨŊŸĤĶĠŊĨWỲĞŨÜĠÍĦÏĘĦĚ ŸÕÕŸÜ±WÙĠȚĽG®ŊÙWŸĚ
Í¥ŊŸŸŸŸŸÙŨÙŌŸŸHĚĠŌŸŸĦĚM*, ŸÕÕĦFȚÓĚ
ŸŸÑŨ¥ŊÙŨÙĚQ ŸŊWÙŨÙĚQ ,g, Wi fJ<J 30 % • {13j!, ĠŐȚŨÙĦŸŸȚWWÜJWÙĚ
£-&f$*, ŐȚŨÙĦŸÕÕĠĤŸPĠĠĦŸØÓŸÕÕŅ¥ŊĠŌHĚ
ŸĤŸPŊRĦŸĠØÓŸÕÕĮĒŊÙŨÙŌĦĚȚWŊËĔŸŸŸHĚŸŸĠĚ
ŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸÌÜŸŸŸȚȚÙŸŸŸHĚŸĠŸĦŸŸĚ
ŸĠĠĠÜŸŸĚ. • ŸŸŸŸŸHĚÌŸŸÓÓÍȚŲŸŸŸĚ
ŨȚŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 7 (First Analyst) 
DUV ffl N.B!;ff ŸÍWŁĲĚJiJ em 
INTERPRETATION 
ỲŁŸHĚ ĠŸŸÓŸÜÜŸŸŸŃŸHĚŸŸŸŸĤŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸĦĚŁĠŸŸŸŸŸŸĦȚÙŸŸŸĦŸŸÜŸĦŸHĚ
ŸŸNŸŠŸŸÜHĚÓĠŸĠŸŸŸŸĠŸŸȚȚÙĦŸŸŸĚ
ŸĠĦĚŸĠNĠŸŸĠÙŨÙŠĦHĚŁŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĦÜĚ
ÖŅĒŸŸŸÍĪÌJĚ 11¥J**, ŨRWȚȚÙÚŸWNĠÜĹÙŊŨŸŸW£ỲŨŸĦĚ
mist, ĠŸŸŸŸÜÞÍŸȚȚÙŖȚŸÙȚÙŸĖŸÜWĮŸĖĦŸŮŨÜĚ
IJ\ PIT. 
DUVI IN-m ȚŤĴWŊÑȚJÍŸŸĚŸĚ00 ÍĨWJȚŨÙȚŸĚ
INTERPRETATION 
§ŸŸŬŬFÜÜÜŸŸHĚŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŅÜĦŸĦĚan 
ĦĠŸÓŸŸĖÓĔŸŸ£ŸÜŸŸŸŸŸŸĠŴŸHĚŸĚ
ŸŅĖŸWWĦÜHĚŸŸFĦÔĦĠŸŸŸŸĦÓÔŸŸĦĚ
ŸŸHĚŸĻĠŸHĚÓĠÜŸÓÜŸFÜŸĠŸŸŸŸĚ•• 
-L.'%, ffiJ19&-mI¥JN:a1" §ŸŸÚȚĒĚÖŅWHŸÙŅËËŸŸŎȚÚĨÌÍȚȚĤŤĴĚ
ŅÔJÜĠÓÙŨŨ¥ŊŸŸĦĚ
own ŸŬŬŸÜŸŸĤÜŁĲŸĚ•• ŸŸĠŅŸŸŁĲŸĦĚ
INTERPRETATION 
ŸŸÜŸÑĤÜŸFĦŸŸÜŸÜŨ¥ŊĠĠŸŴHĚŸŸŸĠĚ
ÜŸŸŸÍĲŸWNĠĠȚWŸŸĠŸŸĠŸŸĦŸÜŸŁĠŸĚ
ÜŸŴŸĦĦĚWNŸÓŸŸÜŸŸŸWĮŸŸHĚŸȚȚÙŖŸŸŸĘĚ
ŸİȚÙĠÕÕŸÖŊȚÚŸŸĚĒWŨWİÑŸŸÜĒĚ T. 
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Chinese Sample 7 (Second Analyst) 
ĖŸÜȚWÙŊŸŊŨWÙŨĚ
ÙȘŸJĚ ĪÙNŸĚ
13 WJ: 1998 - 8 - 13 
DB Wall Street crisis 
DUI Details on Wall Street crisis 
ELABORA nON 
JlI*, ŸÍNŸĖŸÜĤĤWĤŸĞÒJËWËËWÙÍÏHĚ ÚȚÍŸŊŊÙJŸĻĻJĒĚ
WŸŸĦĚ 8}i 1113, l1! - ÜPØĨÌȚWWŅŸŊŊÙJŸŸŸȚȚŅGŸÜŸİȚĚ
ft8JtlIf1§, ÜJĖŠÍŸØÎĪÌĖŶŸŘHĚ ÜJŃŬŸĮÏĬÎĦĮĪHŦWFȚWHĚ
ŸWÙPĤĤWĤĨŨJJŸĚ13 ŲŸĚT I12,g. 
Dun The crisis is caused by sharp fall in the stock 
market 
INTERPRETATION 
ȚȚÙŸÓPŸĠŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸÓÜĦŸŸĚ
ŸŸĦĚŸÜŸŸÜİȚȚWÙPHĚŸŸÑÜŸŤWFȚWHĚH •• 
ŲŸĦĚŸŸĦŸÜÙŨÙŸŸHĚ ÍĨŸŸŸŸŸŸȚȚŅGĦŸŲŸŸĚ
147.6413 ŸĪĹĦŸĚ1 ŸŸHĚŸŸĮÍȚĠŨWÙȚŸŞĦÛĚŸĦĚ
Dum Shares go down as well as up 
INTERPRET A TJON 
7 Jl17 f3, ȚÑŸĒŊŊŊÙJØȚȚÜĚ- ÜPØÜŸŸĚŸWÍŊĲĨĨİĦĲİHŦŸĞŊŖĚ
ÍJÙFŸŸŸĦĚ ÙĴŸFŘŸĦŸHĚ ŸÍFŊÔØȚȚĜĮŸŊÓĖĦĚ lftFon917-t-
ẄŸĚ£3, ÙŲÑŸŸŸĖÓÓÙÙÍÍĚ %. 
DUlY Wan Street crisis is cause by Asian crisis 
INTERPRETATION 
ĠŸFPÓØȚȚŸŸȚWÙŊŸŸŸĖŸÜĹŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŲŨÍÙËŊÒGĠŸÙÙŸŸĤŸŸÙÓȚÙWȚŊÒĚ X ŸGWNŸẄĴȚŸŸŸÜĚ
ŸŸŸĠĦŸĚŸÓĖŸÜĠŸĠÜHĚŸĖŸĠŸŸÓØȚȚĚ
:ff1.k7t, 1tiitMHfIT 15 %, ȚŊȚŸŲ£ŸŸŸŸĠŸŸŊĹGËŸĚ?fPm . 
• ŸŸHĚĠŸŸÓȚÙWÜŁŸŸÕÕŸÜŸŸİŸŸŸŸĦĚ
ŸŸŸÍȚÜŨŨĠŊŸŸHŸHÍȚÙŸĠĨĦĮĚ% zl§, ŸŨJŮŸĤĠÍWÞĪÍÙÚWĚ
5.5 %, ÍŨŊŸĶĠŊWĤFŸĠÍĦÏĘĦĚ ŸÕÕŲ£ÜŸĠŸHG®ŊŨËŸĚ
ŸŸ¥ŸŸŸÙŨÙMŸŸHĚĠMŸŸĦĚŨÙŸHĚ ŸÕÕFŸŸĚ
ŸŲWÑŅ¥ŊĚili D ŸËWÙŨÙĚD HŸHPÙŸĨÌĚ%. ỲÍĨŸHĚ ĠŸÙÒÓȚÙWWŊÍŊÙĚ
ŸĤÍȚŸĠHĚŸŸÕÕĠĤŸÕÕĠĠŸŸØÓŸÕÕŸĠMHĚ
ŸĤŸÕÕÞŸĠØŸŸÕÕŸÙŨÙMĦĚŸŸȚWWÓÔŲHĚe@* 
ŸŸŸÜŸŸŸÕÕÌŸŸŸŸȚȚÙŸŸŸHĚŸĠŸŁŸŸĚ
ŸĠĠĠÜŲŸĚ.• ŸŸŸŸŸHĚÌŸŸÓŸŅMÜŸŸĚ
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Chinese Sample 7 (Second Analyst) 
DUV It can get worse 
INTERPRET A TION 
ȚŠŸHĚ ĠŸŸÓŸÜĠŸĘŸŃŸHĚŸŸŸĠĤŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸĦĚŁĠŸŸÔŸÓŸĦȚW¥Ü®ĦŸŸÜŸĦÜHĚ
ŸŸŁŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸĠŸĠŸŸŸÕÕĠŸŸȚȚŨŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸĠĦĚŸĠŁĠŸŸĠÙŨÙŸĦHĚ ŁŸÓĠŸŸŸȚȚÙĦĠĚ
ŅŨŊȚÙŸŸŸÍĪÌJĚ ÍŸĠJÛHĚ ĠȚȚÙŊŸW£ĠŸÙŊŨŸŸGŨÍJWȚÑŸĦĚ
Jftiat, ĠŸŸÙWÙȚŤJÜẄĴÚĠÕÕÙG£Ü®ĖĹŃÍËŊŸŨŨŸŸŊWŸŸÍÜĚ
IJ\ IlJT. 
DUVI The crisis is good for the US in some ways 
INTERPRETATION 
§ĖĠŬŬȚWÜÜÜŸŸHĚŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸĦŸĚ. • n 
•• ŸÜŸŸŸÜĔŸÜ£ŸÔŸĦŸÓŸŸŸPŸHĚŸĚ
ŸĦŸŸŸĦÜHĚĠŸÑĦÜŸŸÜŸŸŸŸÓŸŸŸĦĚ
ŸŸHĚŸĻĠŸHĚÜĔŸŸÓÜŸÓÜÙŨÙĠŸŸŸŸŰŰĚ
GÒGŸGĚ ŸÚŦŊÔJÜNĮŎŁÍĚ"§ ftm=iE" ÍŨŊŸŸŸŸÜĨÌÍȚȚWĚHm* M m: ŎGŸĚlIffit 
DUVII US economy depends on Asia 
INTERPRET A TION 
ŸŸÜŸÑÜŸFĦŸĠŬŬŸÜŸĠĠŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸĚ
ÜĦŁŸŸŸW£ĠĠȚWŸŸĠŸŸĠŸŸĦŸÜŸŁĠŸĚ
ÙĠŸŌȚẀŊÍÙWŸĦĚ WNŸÓËŎĠÍÍŸWȚŲŸŸÍĤWĜȚŊÏĤĠHĚ ŸÕÕŊËŸŸĘĚ
r£i1f*OO/FllJfm£ ĒWWWİGÑJŊŸŸĒĚ T. 
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Chinese Sample 8 (Original) 
:tt1 ȚŸȚȚĚŸĚ :Jt (n] ** 
lC1i: ŸĠŅÔŊŒWĚ
aWl: 1998- 8-14 
ŸȚWJĮŶŖĚ12 a:f! « rp a WÙWJËŨWȚÕŸÚÛȚŨĦÚŶĞĚ ŸÙØÎÌÜȚWJĦĚ
«ŲŮŁWÙWJËŨWȚÕŸŸŸŶĞJȚËĦ«ŲŮŁĦŸĘŸŶĞRŸHĚÜŸĚ
rp B ŸĚŨËŨŸŶŨĮŅĦŊĚX -{J} ŸĲŨǾĞŤĚf4=. ẄĴȚŸĚ- JJJ ŸGŅÙĞŤĚf4=8I.J:m: 
JËŨWŸŸHĚ ŸŸJȚËÕÕĦÓĠHĚĻŸŸĦHĚĠÜŸŎHĚ:Jt(n]* 
*. 20$ft:*, rp B ŸŨËŊĠĠJĜJNŸÍȚWĦĚ ŸÜĦĚ)eft. AlJi 
ŸWWŸŸŸŸŸŸĠŸØĠŸŸ£ŸĦĚJĜJNŸŸÒHĚ ŸŬŬĚ
®ËŸĻÍÒÙÚÚŸJĲËŸĦĚ ÍĲĲÎŸHĚ JĜJNŸŸŲŮĚB ŪŸÙNĤÜÍWÎŬÜŸĚ
ŸHĚ WWŸŸŸŸŤŸŸØŠĠHĚŁĠŸWŸĠŸJĜJNŸĚ
ĤŸŸĖĦĚŸŸHĚŲŮŁŸÕÕĻŸŸŸØÍÒPĦĚŲŮŁŸÕÕĚ
ŸŸĻŸĤÜJĜJNŸŸÕÕŸŸŸĮŅĦŊŸŸĦŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ĮŅĦŊŸFŎŸŸŸŸĦŸĦĚŸĽĦŸUŸĦŸ®ŸĠØŸÕÕĚ
ĠĠĮKÚ£ŸĦĚ JĜJNŸŸÜĚL, rp B ȚWJȚỲŸPËŁŊÑŸĬÌÌÍRŸİŇĚ
**. B 2$:x;f$ B İŇŸŸŁŊWȚŨÚŨĦĚ 7HZ B 7G. rp B ŸĔȚĚ
ŸŸŸÜØŸÕÕŸÜŸŸŶŨHĚŲŮŁŸÕÕĠĠĮŅĦŊŸŸŸŸĚ
T F I!Fl ŸĚŸŲŨĦÚĚMŸĪËÙŨĠÙWÍȚÖĚh. 
iJJ:fflfii11f, rp ŁŸÕÕĠĠȚŊËHŊŸŸŸĔŸŸĤŲŮŊÒŊÞŨŊŅIĲWĚ Jlift: 
* ŸĚ00 fB] ill ŃŊÍŨÙŸĚj: ŸĚ1'0] n!:f! JJJ ŸĚiA ÙŎȚÕŖŸHĚ i:l ŸĚfO] n!fO ®i 
±ŸŸĦĚÓȚȚŨŸ®ŸFŸŸŸŸŁŸĻØJJWĔHĚŸŁJĜJNŸĚ
ÕÕŸŸĻRŸŸŊŒWØŸĚ•. ŸŸHĚŸŸÜHĚŲŮŁŸÕÕJĜJNĚ
ŪŸÙNĤÜÍWŎĦŸŸHĚŸ®ŸŁĦÜŸØĦŸĦĚŸŸHĚŸĚ
ŊŊŊÍJŅŌŖŸŲŮĚB ŅŅĠŸŮŲŠĞÑŊWĚ "B ĠÚÚÕÕŨÙŨÙŸĚB ĠÕÕÓŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸŲŮÕÕĻŸŸŊŒWŸĠȚȚŨŸĮŅĦŊĦȚȚHĚĠÜŸŸŸĚ
FŸĦĚĒÓȚWŸŸŠHĚ ŁĠŸÜJĜJNŸŸŸŸŲŮŸÜĒŸĠĚ
ŸŸŸĚ•• " ŲŮŬŬŠÜĠŸÙJŨŸŸŲŮĖĻŸŸ®ÜŸŸĠĚ
*'JIY'1-$:5tEJ<JJi.:f:}i. « rp B WÙWJËŨWĪȚWŊĨȚĴŎŸŅĦÚŶĞĚ 9lU1ifijiA ĒĦŸĚ
ŃŸŸŸŨËŊȚÕŸŸJËŨWĠĠĮŅĦŊŸŸHĚ ĦŸĘŸŸŸŸĮŅĦŊFŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŃÜŸŰĦĚÓŸÕÕŸJĜJNĮŅĦŊ®Ù±ŸŠĚ ŸÚÚŸŸĻĚ
JĜJNŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸØĒÓĦÚJWWHĚŸŸĠ£ĒŸĚ
ŸȚÙĦĚ ŎŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĽŸŸHĚŲŮŁĠĠŸŸĚ•• 
JWWŸĦĚ
AffJii:W':flJ, B ÎĖJWWȚȚÙIŊGŸËŘĤĶÜJŊŨÙJĜJNÕÕŸŸŸÙȚŲŮĠĚ
ŸHJĜJNÓŁÎĖJÙŨŸŸ«ŸŚȚÙŸ®ÜŸÜÍȚWĒŸŪËÒHĚŸĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸÙŨÙŸŸĒĠÜŸŸFŸ®ÜĦĒŸŸŸHĚ.iA 
ĒŸŲŸȚÕŖFŊÙWŲŮŸĻRŲŁŖĮŅĦŊŅŌŖŸĒĚ ĮŅĦŊŸÍŶÙĦĚ ŸŸŸŸİĿŸĚ
ŸẄWŲŮĚB ĠĠŅ¥ŊŲẀËĠŸŸŸȚŨŊÜŸWŃȚȚŨĦĚ
ŲŮŁŸÕÕĦŸŸHĚŸÕÕŎŸŴÜŸĦ£ŸØÜĠŸȚWHĚ
ŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŁŸJĜJNŸWÙWJËŨWĠĠŸŁÜŸŬĚŸŁĠŸŸĚ
IJ,m.lm - ÜJŊŨÙJĜJNÓËŅŸÜ®ÙĚrp JYTm ill ĮŅĦŊÍÍŸŸHĚ " B *® rp ŸĚ
ŸŸÓŸĠŸŸĮŅĦŊĦŸ®ĦŸÜŸÜȚȚĮŅĦŊÕÕĠHĚŸŸŸĠĚ
¥ŁŸŸŸŸŸŸŬŬĠĮŅĦŊŸŠĚĒJĜJNŸŸŸÕÕŸŸŸŲŮHĚ
ĻÜÜŸŸŸŸŸĦFȚÙȚȚŨŲŮŁŸÕÕŸĠĦĚ
ŸŸHĚŸŬŬĦJĜJNŸĠĔÜŸŸŸ«ŲŮŁ®ŸWÙWJËŨWŸŸŶĞĚ
288 
Chinese Sample 8 (Original) 
ŸŸÎÌŸ¥ĦĚÎŸŸŸŸ§ŸŸĦŸĦŸŸŸŸĠŸĚ
ŸŨŊŨŨÚHĚ ĔŸJŊĦŨŨWÜYWŨŊŸÕÕJÛ¥ŸŸÜWĦĚ ŸĚS ŸÕÕĤĴWỲÍȚİÚĜHĚ
ĤŸÖŊÓHĚŨÙŨȚÍŸĻĜȚŊJLȘÍWĨWWWŊNÚJĦĚ ĞTŅŨPŸŲŨWNŸÍĮĚ
ÙŨÙÎĨWŸĜȚŊŸŸHĚ ŸÕÕPŸĠŸÙŨÙŸHĚŸŸÜȚȚTŸŎĚ
m, ŸŸŸŪHĚŸŸÕÕJÛ¥£ŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 8 (First Analyst) 
ÍWÍŸŸŸĚ fErPJ** 
iclr: ĪĠÕÕŸĚ
BAA: 1998-8-14 
DB 'P 8]JJi1!J:¥2£D<lu-tijEt* 
DUI ŸFȚJÑJJĚ{( * a ŸŸŨŪŸĠŸ»ĚŸÙØÎŬȚȚŨŅFȚJĚ
CIRCUMSTANCE 
ÍĤŸĮŊÙĚ12 B ŸĚ« 9=t 8 ŸÓŸȚŸŸŸĞŶĚŸÙØÎŬHȚȚŨÚÍȚJĦĚ
«ŸĮŸŸŸŸŸŸ»ŸŸ«ŸĮŸŸŸŸ»RŸHĚÜŸĚ
ĲĶWĮŸÌÌŸŸŸÞĤȚȚÙŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĤȚȚÙŸWWŸŸŸĦĚ
ÍȚȚŸȘŸHĚ ĖŨŸÔJJĽŨI®ËJẀĒĠHĚ ŊŦHŸŸŸHĚ ŸÍŸȚȚŸHĚ )trPJ* 
*. 
DUll ŴFȚJĠĠĮŸŸŸŸŸÕÕŸØĠŸŸŸĦĚ
ELABORA nON 
ÎÌŸŸĠHĚ 9=t B ŸÌÌĠĠĴĜ£ÙËFÍ€ŨHĚ ŸŸXWŲHĚ ŸÍWHĚ AIn 
ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÜĠŸØĠ£ŸŸŸĦĚ;(£i!&fflk, ŸÕÕĚ
ŸĦÓĚFff ĻŨÒÙŊÙŸŸĦĚ 1992fp, ĴĜ£ŦȘŸĲĶWĚB fiS3(:.lE'Rt1t20,ffljfp 
H>j", ÍÍÍȚŸŊŦHŸÙWĦÙŊÙŲǾŊØĚF3 *, 8 ĠŠĻWŸJŎŸÜĴĜ£ŸĚ
ĤỲŸÙÍŊÍŸĦĚ £ip, 9=t B PĦÚÕÕŊŦHŊŨÍËŸŊÜĚI§.iJi. rp 8 ŸÕÕĚ
ŸŸĻŸĔĴĜ£§ŸÕÕŸŸŸŸĘŸĦŸÕÕŸFŸŸŸÌĚ
ŸŸŠŸŸŸĨĜJŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĦŸUŸÜŸŸŸĠŲŸŸĚ
ĠĠŸŸŸĦĚĴĜ£ŸÜŸHĚ ŸŁ¥ÓŠĦŤŸĦĽŸŨŸŸĚ
*12.. ŃĨĠẄHWÙŸIĨŊŇÍŊWĠÞŁJÙWÙ¥ŨÚÍĦĚ ĬİŊȚŨŃĨŸĦĚ ŸŨJÍŲÎÙĠĚ
ŸPŸÙŨÙŲŸŸŸÜŸŸŸHĚŸĮŸŸĠĠŸŸŸĠŸĚ
r ,f{l1fj !'-) ŸŸŸŅGÍGŸŸÍÙËĠŸĚQrjJ. 
Dum 20 ŸȚĠĠĚa **J:11 i1fiil/M! 
ELABORATION 
ȚŊŊJÜŲÙWŸHĚ rp /3 ŴĤȚȚŸĠĠȚȚKŊÎĴWŊŸ ·WWÒŶȚÍŸĤŅIŅŊWŊÞŅĦŊŅŅĲËĦĚ ÙŨÙJỲŸĚ
ĠŸŸŸÙŨÙŸŸŸŸŸĦŸȚȚÙŸŎÜŸĦHĚŸŸŸŠŸŸĚ
±ŸŠĦĚÜȚȚŨŸĽŸŠŸŸÜŸŁŸĻŲŸŸHĚŸNĴĜ£ŸĚ
ÕÕŸŸĻYŸŸŸŲŸĚ•. ÜŸHĚŸŸÜHĚŸŁPĦÚÕÕĴĜ£Ě
ŪŸŸGŎWŸÑŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŠÜŸŸ ·ØĦŸĦĚŸŸHĚŸĚ
JJj ŸĚfOJ N! rp B If* ŸĚJxi I'IA ÙŸHĚ " 8 * j] iIff ffli ŸĚB * OO:li -ii: 
ŸȚŸĦŸŸÕÕĻŸÜŸÜĠŸŸŸĦȚȚHĚĠŸŸŸŸĚ
FŸĦĚĒÓŸŸŸŠHĚĮĠĦÜĴĜ£ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĒŸĠĚ
ŸÜŸĦÜ»ŸÕÕÙËFÜŸȚŸŸŸŸĖĻŸŸŸÕÕŸŸĠĚ
ĠÍÚĜÍŸĤĖİWĜŸŖĚŚŸWȚŲĦÍĦĚ {( r:p S ŨÙÓĔŊĤ¥ĤŸŸŸĞŶĚJilIJfifijiA ĒŸÙWĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÓĠĠŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸĽȚŃÜÜŸĦĚÓŸÕÕŸŸŸŸ±ŸŠHĚŸŸŸŸĻĚ
ȚWŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŲẀŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸĠŸĒŸĽĚ
ȚȚŲŸĦĚ R ŸŸÍŊŨ·JJȚÍÌÍŅŘȚŊËĽ£ÙÚỲËŊŨŅŊĦĚ rp R ĠĠŊÙẄŸŊŅŅMŨŸȚŲĦŅĚ
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Chinese Sample 8 (First Analyst) 
DUIV flftIlllt£*.Jil]:!J:.1I: ŸĚŸĚJL JM 
ELABORA TION 
ĻȚȚŊŠJŸȚŨŊĦĚ S ĠWWĴȚ§IŊŘŸŨŊĶĦÙŨÙW£ÕÕÏĹŸÜŨĶÚŨĠĚ
ŸHĚ {EMS *:i1"*1't9 ĒȚĦȚŸÍÙĒÍŦȚÕÜŸŸĔŨĒĚ ȚÙÙŖŸŨÒWĦĚ ŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸÙŨÙŸŸĒŸŸŸŸFŸŸÜĦĒȚȚĲŸŸHĚĦŸĚ
ĒŸÍŸȚÙÙŖŊŨËŸWJŮĚŸĻYŲĮŖŨGŊKŊŲÙÙŖ»ËĒĚ l'J<JiL:I:}i. ŸĔŸŸİŇŸĚ
*xq-I=jlS ĠĠȚĮȚWŸŸŊŨŨŸ¥ŅÑÙŸȚWȚȚŨĦĚ
DW ŸNĠ¥ŸŸŸŸŸØŸPŸŸĚ
EVALUATION 
ŅĶÚŨŐŸŸĦŸŸĦĚÜŬŬŸÜŸÜ§ĦŸŸØÜĠŸŸĦĚ
ÜÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŁŸỲNȚĮŸŐŸĠŸŁÜŸĦĚŸŐĠŸȚȚÙĚ
IÚŘẂĴȚŨÜĶJÜJJÙŨÙJĜ£ȚÙȚȚÙJŸŸĽËWJŮĚEJTm ill ȚĮÚÚŸWĖHĚ " S *fO t:p 00 
ȚWŸÞÍŸĠŸŸNĮĦŸŸĦŸŸŸĦȚȚŨGŊKŊŸĦHĚŸŸŸĠĚ
¥ŁŸŸŸŸŸŸÕÕĠȚĮŸŁĦĚĒỲNŸŸȚĮÌÌŸŸŸWJŮHĚ
A ij] J1l i*b\J!¥f (tJi@i JJrfi f.J t:p S WJ 00 **. 
DUVI ŸŃŬŸĚa ÜYĨWȚȚǾŸÚŊÙÑJĤŸŨWŊŨŨĠŸĚ
RESTATEMENT 
ŸŸHĚÜŬŬĦŸŸŸŸĘŸŲŤŸ«ŨĶÚŨVŸŸŸŸŸŸ»Ě
ŦGŸÎÌŊPŊŸĦĚ ŸTŸŅ¥ŊŸŸĚ§ ĜȚŊÚËÜŸĦŸŸŲŸŅGŊKŊŸJŲÜĚ
ŸŸHĚĔŸŸÜŸPŊŸĠŸŸŸĚ•. ŅĶÚŨŐPŊÕÕĤŸĦĠHĚ
ĤŸŮÍÓHĚÍȚȚÙȚŸŎĜĨĞĜÍWĨĜŨÍŊNĲJĦĚ ĻȚȚÍŸĴȚȚŨĤŅÙŨJĜ£WȚŊØŅŁĚ
ÙŨÙÎŸŸŅ¥ŊŸŸHĚ ÜŸĦŞŘĠŸÙŨŨŸHĚȚȚŨŸÜȚÙĦŸĦĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸŸUHĚŸÜŬŬĠĠŸŸŸŸŅ¥ŊŸÜĦĚ
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Chinese Sample S (Second Analyst) 
ŸȚŖ§ȚȚŸĚ 5ErPJ** 
1C*: ĪĠÕÕŸĚ
Et M: 1998 - 8 - 14 
DB The current state of Sino-Japanese relationship 
DUl 20th anniversary of Sino-Japanese peace 
agreement 
CIRCUMSTANCE 
4'1fSJj 12 Et £ « r:p B ÙÙŸȚŌȚŸŸŅĦŖĞŶĚŸÙØÎÌPŊŸĦĚ
«ŲJŮŁÙÙÓȚŌŸŸŸĞŶŸĦ«ŲJŮŁŸŸŸÕÕ»RÜHĚÜŸĚ
ŲJŮNWŸÕÕŸŸŸÞĤȚȚÙŸÜŸĔĦĚŸŸĤȚȚÙŸWWŸĔŸĦĚ
ÓŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸĦÓŸHĚÏŸŸŸHĚĠÜŸŸHĚŸŲÖŊĠĚ
*. 
Dun Improvement in the realtion diring the past 20 
years 
ELABORA TION 
ÎÌŸÍȚĠHĚ r:p B ŸÕÕĠĠWNŸ¥ȚJÍHĚ ŸȚŊȚHĚ ŸÍĤWHĚ Aln 
ŸWWŸŸŸŸŸPĠÜØĠŸŸŸŸĦĚWNŸ¥ȚJÍŸHĚ ŸÕÕĚ
ĽËŸĚĻŨÙÙÚÚŸŸĦĚ ÍĲĲÎŸHĚ WNŸŸŲJŮĚB ŸẄÙNÍÙWÍWÎÌȚȚŨÚŸĚ
at, ÙǾŸŸIŦHĤWÑȘÙÚÚŲŬŖØĚB *, Et ĠŅQÑĶŸŸWWËĦWNIÖŊĚ
ĤŸŸŸĦĚŸŸHĚ ŲJŮŁŸÕÕÏÜŸĦØŨÙŸĦĚ ŲJŮNWŸÕÕĚ
®i Jff A ŸŸĚ-me tE ŸĚfP llil ŸĴŃÏĹÙĞĜĚA"J:i"m it JlJt ŸĚ00 ŸĚl:k.:tt [Pj * JL \ 
ŸŸŠÑŸĠŸŸŸŸĦĚŸ®ÜŸŸĦÜŸȚŌŸĠØŸÕÕĚ
**(J<]l1:J&. tEf2r* J:, r:p B ÍȚPÙ£PÙŁŸÙǾWĬÌĚÍŨŸŸĚ
*-*-. B *M$ Et ]GiltmxB ŸÙŨŊĚ1. 6li {ll3 ]G. r:p 13 ŸÎÜĚ
ÙŲŸŸĠØŸÕÕŸÜŸŸŸHĚŲJŮNWŸÕÕĠĠŸŸŸŸŸĚ
. r Fl ElJj ŸĚŸĚŸȚĦŊĚWŊGŸĚs! *-:t. -UP- fJ • 
Dum The problems during th past 20 years 
ELABORA nON 
JËÙÚJŊŨÙŸŸHĚ r:p 13 ŸÕÕĠĠŸŸÑ€ĤW£GĠŸŃĤŅÚŊŊWŊÞŨĞŅŅMËĦĚ JlI1f 
ĠÜŨŨÙŨŸŨŨÙĦŸŸŸŸŠŸÜŸŎŸŸŠĚŸŸÓŁȚŌĽËĚ
±MB. ÓÜŸ®ÓŁŸŸŸŸŁŸĻØŸĔHĚŸŁWNÓĚ
ÕÕ®ÙŸĻRŸŸŸ·ØŸĚ•. ŸŸHĚŸŸŸHĚŲJŮÍĨŸÕÕWNĚ
ŪẄÙNĔÍWŨJÛĦĦŸŸHĚŸĽÓŁĦŸŸ ·ØĦŸĦĚŸŸHĚM 
ffi!£fCJBr:p ÍĨŨÙĠŸŸȚËÙÚÙŊÙHĚ " Et ĠÚŊÜȚÜÙŸĚ13 ĠÕÕÓŸĚ
ŸŸŸĦŸŲJŮŬŬĻŸĠŸÜĠŸŸŸÓȚȚHĚĠÜŸŸŸĚ
FŸĦĚĒÓŸŸŸŠHĚNWĠŠŸWNŨÙĠÙWŸÕÕŲJŮĠÜĒŸĠĚ
ŸĦȚŌŸŸĒĚŲJŮŬŬŠÜĠŲŸŸŸŲJŮĖĻŸJWWȚŌÕÕŸŸĠĚ
WŸȚŊŸĤĖĠŁĒŊĨGYŶÜĦĚ « r:p Et ÙÙÓȚŌĢŸŸȚĦŊ»Ě9WlifftR ĒŸÙWĚ
ŸŸŸŸÕÕŸȚÙÙÓĠĠŸŸŸHĚŸÙŲŃŸŸĠŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸÜŸŃÜĦŸĦĚÓÜÕÕŸWNŸ®Ù±ÓŸĚŸÚŊĽËŸĻĚ
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Chinese Sample 8 (Second Analyst) 
ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸFŸŸØĒĚ•• ŸWWHĚ ŸŸĠŸĒŸŸĚ
M. ŌŸŸŸŸŸĦŸŸĽŸŸHĚŸŁŸ¥ĦŸĚ•• 
:&Jf€. 
DUIV New Japanese PM has made compramises 
ELABORATION 
ĻÍŅŨŲ£ŸŊÍŊHĚ EJ Ġ§ĴȚ§IŊŘŸËĴĶÜJŨŨÙJWNŨNŸŸŸÍŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸŁĠÓŸŸĒŸĦȚÙŸ®ÜŸÜŸĒŸĦŸHĦĚ
ŸŸŸŸWŨÙŨÙŸÕÕĒĠŸŸŸFŸ®ÜĦĒŸŸŸHĚĦŸĚ
ĒŸŸŸŁŸŸŸĻRŸŸŸŁĒŸŸŸĦĚŸŸĠŸŸŎĚ
ŸẄÍŰJHĚB Ÿ¥ŸỲÙËĠJFŊȚ€ŸŊÍÑWĴIŊȚŨJÜĦĚ
DUV Sino-Japanese relation and world stability 
EVALUATION 
ŸŁŸÕÕĦŸ§HĚŸŸŎÜŸĘŸĦJFŸØÜĠŸŸĚ
ŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŁŸWNŸŸŸŸ¥ŸMĦŸĦĚŸŁĠ§ȚȚÙĚ
ŅŊŘŸÜĤĶÍȚŨŨŨÙJWNÓËËJÙËWŸ®ËĚq:, ŊĲȚŸĚttl ŸŸŸWŃHĚ " EJ *® q:, LN 
ŸŸŸŸĠĠŸŸĦŸ®ĦŸÜŸĦȚȚŸÕÕĦHĚŸŸŸŸĚ
ĠŁŸFFŸŸŸŬŬĦŸŸŠĚĒWNŸŸŸÜŸŸÜŸHĚ
ĻÜĽŸÓŸWŃŸĦŸPĠŸŁŸÕÕŸĠĦĚ
DUVI Should work hard for the future 
RESTATEMENT 
ŸŸHĚŸÕÕĖWNŸŸŸĘŸÎÎ«ŰJHŁ®ȚŸŸŸŸ»Ě
ĦŸÎÌŸŸĦĚÎÎŸ§Ÿ§ŸŸĦŸĦŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸHĚĠŸŸĦĴIŊŸŸŸ¥ŸJFĚ•. ŰJHŁŸÕÕĤŸĦĠHĚ
ĤŸÖŊȚȚȚĴWHĚ ŸQÍŸĻŸẄŸŸÍ±ÍŨÙĲÎĦĚĻȚŪŲĦÍŐØU·ŸŸĚft:;fii iii 
ǾÑȘẄWŨĜȚỲŊŠWŸŨÚHĚ ŸÕÕŸÍĪÓĠŶNÚWǾÎĜHĚ ŸÍŊẀȚĴTŲŸŸŸJĤŸĚ
m, ŸŸŸUHĚŸŸÕÕŸĠJFŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 9 (Original) ¥Hi rrm;t. ŸĚ{PI at 7 
ic;[f: iq:*1ft 
8M: 1998- 8- 18 
ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĹÜŸŸŸŸŸHĚÜŸÙŨŨŸÕÕĠĚ
ŸŸŤŸHĚŸŸŸĠŸŸŸÜĦĚĠØÜŸŸĖŸFŸŸŸĚ
i£ ÍŊŊŸĚxtErz: . 
ŸŸŸŸŸÓHĚÜŸÜŸŌŸŸŸŸPÓŸÕÕĦĚŸÜØĚ
ÍĲÎÍÍȚŸÍĲÏÌĚÍȚÍŨWŸJÙÍŸŸŸŸĒŊHĚ ŊÙPĦŊNĦÜŸGĤÍŸÍNĚ «ŸŅȚÙŖĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸĒHĚŌŸŸWWŸŬŬŬŬÜŸŸŌŸÜŸŸĦÜŸĚ
ĠŸŸŸĻĻȚÙĦĚMŸĦHĚÜĦŸŸĖŸFŸŸŸŠĚ
ŸŸÓŸŸŸHĚÜŸÜŸŸİPÓHĚŸŸŸHĚŸŸĚ
ŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸȚȚÙŸ±ĖŸŸȚȚÙŸĪŸŸŸŸWWŨNŸĦĚŸĚ
ĖŇŸPÓŸÕÕĦẀŸŸŸŸŸÜÜĦĚÜ¥ÑÙŸĖĦFŸŁĚ
£!fii&: 1£ ill . 
ÙŨÙŸÍȚĠHĚ ŸĦŸŸȚWŸİĠÓŸNŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸĦĚ
ŸŸÜŴŸŬŬHĚŸÜŸŸŸŪŸHĚŸĦŸŸŸŸ±ĖŸĚ
ŸÜŸŸŸŸŬŬŸHĚŸŸŸŸĠĠŸŸŸĠȚWŸŸŸŸĚ
ĤŸȚȚÙŸHĚ ŸẀĠŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŸĠŬŬŸÜĦĚŸŸHĚŸĚ
19! fWPiHII 7HJ ŸĚ7*1* ŸĚ&fOJ BlW. ŸŸĚ!l:hu JEt tJJ. 
«ÜŸŸŸŸŸŸĒŸŸŁĴWĦŸŸŸŲYJŸHĚŸŸŸØĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸÜŸĠŸŸŸŅȚÙŖĦĚŸŸĔĦŸĠĦŸŸȚȚÙĚ
£ĠŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸĠHĚŸŸŬŬÜŸĠŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸĖŠĦĚŸĠÜŸĦŎŊNŸĦHĚŸĠÓ«ÕÕŸĦŸĚ
ŸŸŸ»ĦŊNHĚÜŸÕÕĠŸŸŸŸÙŨÙȚÙĠÓHĚĠŸ«ŸĦĚ
ŸÜŦĒĦĚŸÜŸHĚĠŁŸŸŸĦĚw., ŴŸŬŬŸÜŸÜĚ
ŸĜŨŸĠÓŨŸŸŅJJŸIÚŘHĚ ŸÏJĦŸÜJÜŸÚĴGĦĚ ŸËÍWȚÍȚĹȚȚŨJJNĪĠŸĔÙŊĚ
ŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸÜŸŸÜÜHĚŸŸĽŸĪÌÌŸŸHĚ•• 
ĽŸŸĠŸĦĚ±ŸŸŸȚȚÙŸØ«Ě•• ĒŸ«ŸĦĒRŸHĚ
ŶWÚJÓŸŸĦĚ
ÜŸŸŸĖĦŸŸŸĚ•• ŸŸĦØŸĤŸŸŸPŸĠÕÕĚ
ÚÒŸĚT §*l&iJliJ. ĤŸŅŨŨÙŸĠÍĪŸÌÖŊŸŸØĚŸÙGÑÚÕÕĠĚ
ŸŅØ§ĦÔŸŸĠĠŸŸĦĚÜŸŸŸŸŸŸĦFÜYÜŸĚ
w*, ÓŸÜĦŸŴĦŸŸŸŸWWŸŸŸİĦĚĤĨÌÌŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸĤŸĦŸŸŸŁŸŊNĠȚWĠŬŬÜPŸÍĪŸHĚŸĠĚiJ I j§ Jjlj 00 i¥J :Jf i5L 
ŸŸĤŴĦŸHĚȚȚÙĦÙŨŨŸŬŬĠÜŸŁÙŊØĚ••• ŸŸŁĚ
ŸŸŸĦĚÓĦÙŨÙŸ£ĦŸŸĠŸHĚŸŸŸŸÜŸŎŸĦĚ
ĤŸŸĔËȚÙŨŨŊĖĪŸÕÕĠĤŸŎÍŦHĚ ŸŸİĠÍĠŸFȚÕŊÜÜYNŁĚ
m.r{}WOO**fWflk:, ŸȚWÙŰJŸŸÜŸÕÕŸẀWÍĤŲØİWŒĦĚ Ÿ­
ŸŸŁŸÍŦĪÌÌŸŸŸĚŸŸÜŸĠŸŸŸŸŸŸĘŸŸ­
ÔŸQȚŸŸĦĚ
ĶŸŸŸŸÓŸŸŸŸĠŸȚWŸĦŠĦĚŸÍȚİŪŸHĚ NŁŸĚ
ffi:1ifFill-JEi1tf;, 1ft, ÚŲŲÙŊŸŸŸŸĚİŸWŨĠÜŸŸŸĖĦŸĚ
89tJjiE. mlfliI- ±IlliJZI8JtE*JjUut1-r İŸĞŨŨŸŸǾHĚ JŊȚŸŸŸĚ
ĤŊNẀWŸĦĚ
ŸĠŸĠŸÍÙÕÕŸÜŸĠPØWWHĚĠŸĠŸĔŸHĚx. 
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Chinese Sample 9 (Original) 
ŨÙȚŲŸŸŸHĚÜŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸÓŸŸĠŸ®WWŸÓŸĚ
ŅŅŊŖŸŸĚÙŨÙŸĠŸ£ŸÖŊȚŨŨÙŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 9 (First Analyst) 
ŸĚWLz. ŸȚÙŊŊNŊWĚT 
1.2*: iq:*#t 
8M: 1998-8-18 
Dill ÜŸŬŬŸŸÜŸ±ŸŸŸŸĚ
RESTATEMENT 
ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĹÕÕŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸÕÕĠĚ
ŸŸŁĻHĚŸŸŸĠŸŸŸĠĦĚĠØŸŸŸŸŸFŸŸŸĚ
-tJ!:03 1& xtf= . 
DUll 1;11itr&1f fli] I! 
BACKGROUND 
ŸŸĖĦNŊWÓHĚÜŸÜPŎŸĖŸŸPÓŸŸĦĚŸÜØĚ
] 921 ŸŸÍĲÏÌĚÍȚŸĴGŅĤÙJWŸŸĠHŸȚĦŊHĚ ĠĦÜŊNÍNŲŪŊŸŊĴÙÚÕÕĚ ĒŸŅÖŖĚ
PŸŸŸŸĒHĚŎŸĻWWŸÕÕÕÕĦŸĻĻŎŸŸŸŸÍNŸĚ
ĠŸŸŸĻĻȚÙĦĚŸNŊWĦHĚ ÍNŸŸŸĦŸFŸŸÓŠĚ
DU III ll!:(£:fl ruJ If! 
BACKGROUND 
ŸĦȚÙŸŸ§HĚÜŸÜŸŸØPÓĚ.• ŸŸĦĚŸĦĚ
ŸŸĦĚŸŸŸPŲÜŸ±ŴĤŸPŲȚȚÙŸĪŸŸŸŸŸÕÕĠĦĚ00 
ŸŸŸŸÓŸŸŸŲŲŸŸŸŸÔŸÜĦĚÜŸŸĦŸFŸŁĚ
ill ffif i&: t't ill . 
DUN ĦJĜ£ÜĦŸĦÓŸĦŸ±ŸRĦŸŸŸĚ
ELABORA TION 
ÙŨÙŸŸĠHĚ ÜŸŸŸŸŸØĖĦŸNŸĦĚĠÍFŸĚ••. 
l:l! tBJ yff j¥ 1} WI, ffl:J1rHlJiiJ ŸȚȚÙŨĦĚ P€I ŸĚŸŴŲJËÙĨĚ*11 ±w: ŸĚ
ŴŲȚȚÙŸŸŸŨÙÕÕĠĦĚ ŸŸŸŸĠĠŸŸŸĠŸŸĖĪŸĚ
ĤŸȚȚÙĦHĚ ŸÙJWĠŸŸŸĚ•• ĠŸŸĠŬŬŸÜĦĚŸŸHĚ• 
ŸȚȚŨËÑÛJÜŸWQŸŸŸŸFȚŌÚŸÒŸÍŸ£ÍŊMŊȚËĤPĦĚ
DUV ±ŸŲẀŊŨPÙÙȚŊŦŴÙÍĚ
ELABORATION 
ĒÜŲŪŊŸĦȚȚŸŸ»ŸŸŁRŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸØĚ
ŸŸĦŸĚ•• ŸĠŸŸŸŸĦĚÓ¥ŸÜŸĠŮŸŸȚȚÙĚ
±ĠÜŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸĠĦĚÓŸÕÕÙŨŨĦĠŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ÓĦŸŸĖĚ•. ŸĠÜŸĦŎŸŸŸHĚŸĠĦ«ÕÕŸŲŪŊŸĚ
ŸÌŸ»ĦŊNHĚÜŸŸĠÜŸÜŸĠȚÙĠŸHĚĖŸĒŸŸĚ
ŸÜŸĒĦĚŸŸŸĦĚĠŁÍFŸŸĦĚwm. ŴŸŬŬŸÜĦÜĚ
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Chinese Sample 9 (First Analyst) 
Ŋ¥ŁĲJÛÍPŸĚltfX/J\, ŲÜŸĚŸŨWWŁȚÞQĦĚ 1ZSl1lt1ti!.1fJ±51Hl!tHJ 
ŸŸHĚWÑŊŸŸÌŸŸŸŸŸÜHĚŅWÑŊŸŠĪÌÌŸŸHĚ•• 
ŸŸŸĠŸĦĚ±ŴŸŸÜȚŲŸ«Ě•• ĒŸĒŸĦĒŸŸHĚ
ŸWŸĖŸĦĚ
DUVI 1E ŸĚrn:J N!t'J<J!i ŸȚ£Ě
ELABORATION 
ÜŸĦŸĖĦŸŸŸĚ•• ŸŸĦŸŸĤŸŸŸÑUJÛÕÕĚ
rz:1:T§:klJ&sIJJ. Ĥ®ÑUJÛĴŰŲÜÌÙMŸŸŲȚŊŨŨWÑŊŸŸĚ
ŸŅØ§ŸŸĦŸĠĠŸŸĦĚÜŸĦŸŸŸŸŸÜŸYŸŸĚ
_*, ÜŸÜĦŸĖŸÜŸŸŸWWWŁĠŸŊĦĚĤ®ŸŠŸĚ
ŸŸŸĤ•• ŸŸÜȚÙŸŸĠŸĠŸÜŸŸNŲÜHĚŸĠĚ
ŐŅ®ÚŊŲÚŸŁĲĠÙŐŨĦĦĚ
DUVII mJli l'J<J ŸĚJltIf N. 
ELABORA TION 
ŸŸĤŴĦŸHĚÜŸÜŴŸŸÜĦŸŊŊŸŸŸÓŸÓŠĚ
ŸŸŸĦĚÓĦŸŸŸŸŸŸĠĦHĚŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸĦĚ
ĤŸÜĦÙŨŨŸĪŸŸŸĤĦŸŸHĚÜŸŸŸĠÜŸŠŸŸĚ
ŨNŲŸŨŸÑ¥ÕÕŸÕŨNÓŸHĚ ŸȚWÙŰJŸŃÜĦŸÕÕŸĠÍĤŲØÍËQĦĚ J!-
ẄŴĦHŁŁŊ£İŦĪŸŸŸÙŊWĚ ŸŸÍÙŊŨWĠŸŸŊŨŨŸĖŊWÍȚŠŸŲĦŮĤ
4l}:;(f ŊQȚÍĠŸĦĚ
ĶŸĠŸŸÓŸŊŨŨŸŸĠŸWWŸĦŌĦĚŸĦİĻŸHĚŸŸĚ
ÜUȚWŨŨÙĤŸÙŨÙŒHĚ 1ft. ÚÜŊPŊŅÔŸJËÓĚØŸWŨĠÜĦĔŅŊŸWĖŸŊWWĚ
ŸŸŸĦĚÜŸĦĚ±ŸYŸŸĠŸĠȚÙØŸŊŨŨŸŸHĚĠŸÜĚ
ĤÙNÙŨŨŸĦĚ
DUVIII ÚGÑŸĚrn:J »! (19 ÙWŸĚ
INTERPRETATION 
ŸĠÍȚĠŸŸŴŸŪŸĠŸØWWHĚĠĠĠŸŸŸHĚŸŸĚ
ŸŨÙŸŸŸHĚŸŸHĚŸ§UŸĘŸŸŸŸĠĠŴWWŸĦŸĚ
IQ] a 89 tB 1m * ŸĚJi!: /f-PJ Flli l¥J. 
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Chinese Sample 9 (Second Analyst) 
1HJ Wi Z itfrlJ I1t T 
12*: iq:*#1 
13M: 1998-8-18 
DB The definitional dispute over Caspian Sea 
DOl The definitional dispute over Caspian Sea 
RESTATEMENT 
ÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĹŸŸŸŸŸÜĚ£ŸÜŸŬŬĠĚ
ÙWŸŁĻHĚŸŸŸĠĘŸŸĠĦĚŸØŸŸŸŸŸPŸŸŸĚ
tE. {]J r& Xl rc . 
DUll No problems before 
ELABORATION 
ŸŸĖŇŸÓHĚÜĦÜŸŎŸĖĦŸPÓŸÕÕĦĚŸÜØĚ
ÍĲÎÍÏĶŸĚ1940 ÍȚŸËÙẀPÙŸŸŸĒŊHĚ ŸŊŨËĦŸ£ŸJÍŊPÙÕÕĚ «ŸÍŲÍŊĚ
PŸŸŸŸĒHĚŎŸŸWWŸÕÕÕÕĦŸŸŎŸÜŸŸ£ŸĚ
ĠŸŸŸÓȚWĦĚÜŸĦHĚ£ŸŸŸŸĦFŸŸŸŠĚ
Dum The current situation 
BACKGROUND 
ĖŸÜŸŸ€HĚÜŸÙŨŨŸŸØPÓĦĚŸŸŸĦĚŸĦĚ
ŪŸĦĚŸŸ£ŸȚȚÙŸ±PŸŸȚȚÙŸĪŸŸŸŸWWÕÕĠĦĚŸĚ
ĖŸŸPÓÜÕÕŸŲŲŸŸŸŸŴŸÜĦĚ£ŸŸŸĦPŸÜĚ
IfOYr ŸĚt't ill . 
DUlY The problem is intensified by the discouvery of oil . 
BACKGROUND 
ÙŨÙŸ¥ĠHĚ ÜŸĦŸŸĦØĖĦŸNŸĦĚŸŸŸĚ••. 
Hll'HJ yS- i¥ ŸĚŅŸÒĚ ŸŊÚIŊŸŲŴŲĚŸȚȚŸĦĚŸĚŸĚ1lWT±B fi1 ±Jf!l 
PŲ±ŁŸŸŸŸÕÕĠHĚŸŸŸŲŲĠĠŸŸŸĠŸŸĖŸŸĚ
ĤŸȚȚÙŸHĚ ŸẀĠŸŸŸŸÜĠŸŸĠŸŸÜĦĚŸŸHĚŸĚ
ŸÓŸ£ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŠŸÜŸŸŸŴĦĚ
DUV Details of the dispute 
ELABORATION 
«ŸŸŸŸŸ£ÓĒŸŸÜYÜŸŸŲȘŸHĚŸŸŲŲØĚ
Ÿ®ŸŸŸĦŸĠŸŸŸŅŲÍŊĦĚŲŴŲŠŪŸŸĠŸŸŸȚȚÙĚ
ŸĠŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸĠĦĚŲŴŲŸŬŬÜŸĠŸŸŸÓŸĚ
ŸŐŸŸĠĚ•. ŸĠÜŸĦŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸÜ«ŸŸŸĒĚ
ŸŸŸ»ŸŸHĚÜŸŸŸŸŸÜŸÙŨŨȚWĠŸHĚŸŸ«ŸŸĚ
ŸÜŸ»ĦĚŸŸŲŴŲĦĚ ĠŁŸŸŸĦĚŸĚ•. PÓŸŲŲÜĦÜĚ
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Chinese Sample 9 (Second Analyst) 
Ŋ¥ÍGĮJJÛÓŲŸĚWWŸIŊŘHĚ QNŨŨÏJĦȚÙWJŨJÙ£ĦŸQĦĚ E§lltfmfI13:31E£yijJ 
ŸŸHĚŚŸŸÌŸŸŸŸÜÜHĚ£ŸĽŠĪÌÌŸŸHĚ•• 
ŸŸŸĠŸĦĚ±ĖŸŸŸŸŸĒŸĦŸŸĒŸĦĒŸÕÕHĚ
ÙÒËÚÚĖŸĦĚ
DUVI The problem is difficult to solve 
INTERPRET A nON 
ÜŸŸŸĖĦŸŸÏJĦĚ•• ŸŸĦŸŸĤŸŸŅGĮPŸJJÛÕÕĚ
;n::£ 7 §::k!&sIJJ. ĤĽPŸĠĤNŸÌÖŊŸŸĚT !f!}BJOO* 
ŸŲŲ§ŦŸĦŸĠĠŸŸĦĚÜŸŸŸŅGĮŸŸŸÜŸŸÜŸĚ
.ft, ÜŸ£ŸŸĖŸFŅGĮĦŸWWFŸŸȚĦĚĤŸŲẀĠŸĚ
ȚȚŨŸŸĤŸĦŸŸŸȚÙŸŸĠŸĠÜÜPŸŞÓHĚŸĠĚ
LJ I ŸĚJlIJ 00 fI{J :1f i5C 
DUVII Recent development 
ELABORA nON 
DUVIII Solutions 
INTERPRET A TION 
ŸĠŸĠĠUÕÕŸŨŨÙŸĠPŸWWHĚĠĦŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸĚ
ŸŨŨŸŸŸHĚŸŸHĚŸĠŸÙÒŸŸÓÜÙŨÙĠŸPŸŸȚÙŸĚ
rUJ JMi ĻŸĚttl ŅŸȚÑȚĚŸĚŸĚŸÖŊĚtru S<J. 
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Chinese Sample 10 (Original) 
ĤỲŸĠĚJill 8<J ÜŸËHȚŊÚŸĚ
ÙÎŸJĚ * '7: yI 
S W]: 1998 - 8 - 19 
8)114B, ŸŸĠŪŊŸHŸÜĖŸÙNJĦJŘÌĴȚȚŨİŸŊȚȚŸŨŨÙŸİĚ
ĤŸRŸĮKŊĽŸŸ¥ŸŸHĚŸŸĦŪFŸŸŸÜȚÙĠĠWWĚ
l¥Jt&¥, ÍWÍĠŨWŸĞŨWŲŲẀŃŊȚĠÍȚHĚ WNÍJȚȚÙŨÙÚŨŸNJJÛŨÙŪÙŅËŊĚ
ŸĦŸĦĚŸFŸŸŸĴȚȚŨŸHĚŸŸFŸŸĦĒŸŸĦŪTŸĚ
ÖŊĠŸĠŸŊŶŨNÜŸÍWŸŊŊŔMĲĤWÞÜJĠMĲÍNŸĒHĚ ĒŁŸİĤŊÜĚ
JJÛŸŶŅNŸŸŸŸŸŨ¥ŊŸÜŸĠŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŨ¥ŊŅĠŸĚ
ŸŸWNÜPÜŸŸŸĻŸĦUŨ¥ŊŸŸÜĻÎÍŸŸĦŸŸĚ
liill" . 
ŸỲĪWÜŸĦWŸŸŨ¥ŊĴȚWŅÒG£JĚ ŊĻÎÌÌÌŸİĻĚ1 Ł®ŸWÑÙNŨÕĘĚ
l¥Jm.@, ŸĦŲŤĠŸŠÜŸŸŨ¥ŊŸŸŸŸFĦĚÓFŸÕÕĚ
ŸÍŸÙÑWWĚ ŸŸHĚJLtiJmJ@!- ŸȚȚȚȚÙŸHĚ ŸİÛŸQŸŸŊÙŸĚ
*, ŸŸÓĠ£ŸÜŸWNŸĮKŊŸŸŃŊȚŸĦ£ŸÜĠŸŸĦĚ
ŸŸŸŸÎÜŸŤÓŸŨ¥ŊŸĻŸÍJĖŸŸŸŸȚȚŨŸŸŸŸŦĚ
ŸŴŸÜHĚŸŸŲŤŸŁÙŨŨŸŸŨ¥ŊÜ£ÜPÜHĚŸŸFHĚŸĚ
ŨÓËẄŸFŸÍÌŸŅŎŖWÍKWŸWĚ JltFo, ĦŪÙFÜŸIŃJÖŶŸŸÍĢÍÙFĚ
Jfftkff)(. 
ŸŸȚȚÙÜÜŸŸŸĻÙŨŨŸĠŸHĚȚWÞŸŸĦŸŸŸĻĚ
ŸŊŅŸĻÍȚŖȚȚŊÍJÜȚȚJËȚŨÒĚ ȚŃÚŦĠÑŸHĚ FWFŸŸŨŅŨŊŠWÍŊÑȚÍĚT 
iJbXm ÙWŸŅŊJĚ I!Pt-ĻŊĲȚÍŸF®ŸÙNŸŶĻĚ§ ÍŨWŲŨÙŦŸWFĻĪÏÌÌÜŸĚ
ÜŔPÚ¥ÍÚĬÌÌÌİËŊËŸĴĚ ®UE&:$iE.JA20% ŸŸÙÍŊŅİĘĦĚ ŨWWİGŸHĚ
JiJf i!tm&$:(£34 % - 43 % Z fa) ffJ ŸŸŸÙÍŊĨÌĚ% ŸŸĚŸHĚ tEJiJtJ::: 1 
ÙŸHĚ ỲȚŸĻWNÎŖŊ¥ÍÚĪŖŊYȚŠĞŁŦĮÍĚ% ŁĲŲŮŸŸĻŸÓŃŊȚÍŸFĚ
ŸĠĔŊ·IŃÚWJŲŨẀĨÌĚ%; ÞÍĤĶȚŸIÚŘHĚ ÚWĴŊWŸĞWĤWÙŊJŸĦŎŸĚĤŸĚA 
ŅȚŃŸĠŸŸŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸĦĚŸŸŸĤĦĠŸŸŸŸĚ
Affl1JU40 - ĪÌŸŸĴĚ ŸJWĴŸĻÒŨŸÙŨŨĔŸÍWWŸÏŸĤÑİŶŨĦĜHĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸÜMĲŸÜĦŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸĴĚÞÍŸŸŸȚÙŸŸĚ
ÍȚŲĦÙŸĨÌĚ% (lg;ffl.45(lillfO; ŸỲWŸFŊĻĨĬĚ% ŸŨȚWÙÙŨŊĨÌĚ%, # 
1&ifJl/{IjaJ&; Ẅ·ŊŸËFŲŤHĚ IŊŘỲWŸWÙŨÙŨŨĚŮŲÚWŶẀ£Ë£ŲŲĦĲĶŅȚŊŊĜŸĚ
45l f¥J 1A GȚŶȚFȚȚÙŸÙŨŨFĚÍWŸŸĦĚ
ÙŸĠȚÙŊĪÍŨĹŸÍÙĜWĤŊÜÙFÍÚŶŨŊÕĿ£ŸĘŪÞĴØĨÌŸȚŸHĚ ŊWJŸŸŸĚ
ŸĠÜĠĖÑĦŸŸŸHĚŸĦÜŸŸŸŸVŸŸVŸÜĴĚ
m45l iE./F03f, ¥ĔÍŸŸŸÜÙFŸŖÙHĚ i&ADi. ffij JWŊŸËĦËÍWÍŊŨŅHĚ
Jdll9( ŸĚŸĚT ŸĚ3$ ĻKŊŸĚjJ , rF JJX: ÍWKȚȚȚÙŸİÍȚĚŁGŸĚIL':0!; ȚĔĦ ŅËŸĚ
ŸŲĦÑĚS inl!fa/J\, ĦŪȚWŨŸȚÔÍŅŸĚĻŊWPĿŸÍȚŸŸŸIŃÍĠĦĚ
PŸĤŸĦŸŸŸŸĦŸŸŸŸÜŸÜPÕÕİHĚŸŸŸĚ
::k::kiJPXy ill mtffi ifu1; fIfiJ-r ĖJŊŊŨŊŊỲ£ŸXĦȚWŨĚill lJ ŲŸWÑĚ1=1; tii 
ŸØÕÕĠŸŸĻŸŸHĚŸŠWŸŸĦØĦŪŸĠȚȚŨŸÓŸĚ
**. ŸĠHĚ•• ÜŸWŨŸŸŸĠHĚĦŸŸŞŸŸĠŸĚ
ÍNŸĻŸJŨĤWŨËHǾÒHĚ WJĨÍÍÍŊŨËWËŸŬȘĲŶĚŸŸWYJȚÙŁĚi5 HȚȚÙHWJȚWŸŅÙŸĪÌĚ%, T 
UHc ÜŸĚi575 %, lNlttJl1@d:J.J 00 ŸŸĻĚŸȚȚÙĚŶŸJŸĚĦŸĴJĚ.;n' , :1! 
¥ŊWŎJJŊŦȚWŸÙËJĖŸŊŸHŊŅÍŸŸỲÞÜŸȚȚŃRÍĤŊĚĒĠGÙÜŸŇȚŊGŸĒĚ , 
ĒËȚÌĨȚŠŸĒĦĚ ĒÍĤȚYËÙŨËĦŸĒĚ ÜŸĖĒËŊŶŊWĦĚ ĲŅŨŅPÙWĦUŸŸĴÙ ĴŸĚ
ŸŸÍŦĚ ĒÍȚÙÙÙWTÍŸĒĚ ŅŊ£ŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 10 (First Analyst) 
ĤỲĪWĠŊÜŁĒŊFÙFÍŊŸĚ
i2:tf: :$¥lI 
13 M: 1998 - 8 - 19 
DB 1!1&¥f#.i&Jltm 
DUI ÜJŨÙŨŨÙĘŨWÙÙFFÍÙŸĚ
RESTATEMENT 
ĮŸĚ1413, ŸÍȚĠŪHŸHŶŨŸĖŸŨNŊWÌÍÍŊØŸŎŨŸYĴMØĚ
ĤŸYŸŸÜŸŸ¥ÍŊŸHĚŸŸÍȚĠŪÜŸŸŸŸȚÙĦĠȚÙĚ
B"Ji!j:¥, ÚWÙĠŸŸĞŅŨŨPNŃȚĠJȚȚHĚ ÙNŸÕÕĪÍ®§ĠŨÙŮĜŪŊĚ
ŸĦŸĦĚŸFŸŶŨĦŸŸĚŸŸFÙFÍŊŸĒŸŸĦŪŸŸĚ
ŸŸĠŸĠŸÚÙŅNÜŨFÍWWŊŅŨŅQĤŊĤĹÞÜJĠȚŊKŊÜŸĒHĚ "B:m1g1l 
ĠŸÙŅNŸŸŸŸŸŅQĤŊŸÜŸĠŸŸHĚŸŸÜŸŸȚŊKŊŅĠŸĚ
&/fIliE1itW ÜJŨJÜĦĦĦWŊËŊŨĦŸÏŮĤÚŨŨGÚŸŸŸĠĻÎÍÍÙWŸŸŊNŸĚ
lilfJ" • 
DUll ŸFÍÙĦŸĻŸŸPĤȚWŸĦÍÙŸFĚ
ELABORATION 
ĦÙËỲĪÙȚŎĦĹÚJÍŊŸŅÙŸŸŊÒHJĴËÙJJJĚ ŞŘÎÌÌÌŸİŸĚ113®:mlftiElO% 
B"Jmmm, ŸŸŲŤŸÍŊŸŸÔŸŁĒŊŸĔŸŸÜĦĚŸÜÜŬŬĚ
ŸŸÍWŨËHĚ ŸÍȚHĚ JLlii:mU®i, ŸŸÜŸHĚŸİÚĜŸXŸŸŸĚ
*, ŸŸÓĠ£ŸĚ•• ÙNŸŁĒŊÞŸŸJȚȚŚ£IȚŅŨĦĠŸŸĚ. 
ĦÙËŸĦŸÎİĖŤĠŸŁĒŊŸĻŸŸĖÜŸŸŸȚȚŨŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸÜŸÜHĚŸĠŲŤŸŁÜWÙNŨFŸÜŸÜŸÜHĚĖŸFHĚŸĚ
ȚÓŨẄŸÜŸŨÕȚGWÍŲȚȚŊȚŸÜĦĚ lIt§, ŅȚĠŪŸŊȚŊŸIȚȚŅŶŸÏĨĤÍÍÙŸĚ
Iff r& jf(,(. 
Dum ÙFFÍÙŸĜWKŊŊŸȚĠŸŸĚ- ȚWŸĦÍÙŸFĚ
ELABORA TION 
ŸŸÜĦFŸŸŸĻÜŨ¥ŊĠŸHĚȚWÞŸŸĦŸŸŸĻĚ
ÓĤÜĻÍÙÍĮŸÍJĦÜÍŪÜHĚ ĠJŊŦĠÑŸHĚ ÜWËÚJÍŊŸŅÖŊŁWÜÙŨÙĚT 
ŸFÙWŸWŨJĚ ŸÖÍĤĻŊQȚÙŸF®WÙNŸŞŘĚ§ ŪWŲĜŊĲÍŃŸĻĪÏÌÌŸŸĚ
ÍÓŸÚǾĬÌÌÌŸŸĴĚ®tiEm$iE}A20% ŸŸȚŅŊŅİĘĦĚ ŨŅWŸŸHĚ
miftf£m${£34 % - 43 % Zr8J ŁĒŊĖŸȚŸÚĨÕĚ% ŸĚŸHĚ W£ŊŸŸJĴËÙJJĚ
ÙŸHĚ ÍŃŸĻÙNÎİŊŸŊĪİŊRŲŎŖÍ¥ŊĮÍĚ% ȚȚŊŸŸŸĻĠŊŊËNŃȚÍŸFĚ
m$:m::r-ifIii:t30 %; xifr3z:/J\, ÚWÞŸĞWĤŁĨJŸĚp.:ff ĤŸĚA 
ŅĠŸĠÓŸØŸĖŸFŅFŸŸĚ. ĦÙËŸŸĤŸĠÓŅQĤŊŸŸĚ
ĻŸÍŊMÏÌĚ- ĪÌŸŸĴĚ JÜŸŸĻŸÙŨËÍĠÍÙ£ÜJŸÏŸVĹWHŸHĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸÜŨ¥ŊŸFĦŅŨHĚŸŸŸŸŸĴĚŸŸŸŸȚȚŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸĤȚĤĨÌĘĚ89t5tI&§lf[]; ŸỲNJŸŸŞŘĨĬĘĚ-riWJfIJ30%, # 
Ÿ¥ŸŨŨŠÙÓȚĪWĚ Ẅ·ÚĴFËFŸHĚ IŊŘÍÍJŸȚŪĚill Q ŲŊWŔJĜ£ŸȚĶGÖŨWWÙNĚ
ŸĚI¥J ÙŸĚGÜÔŸĚ-f-ill m 1Xl{ ŸĦĚ
302 
Chinese Sample 10 (First Analyst) 
DUIV ŠÍWFŠFÍÙŸĜÚĜŊMÙWȚËŐŨĚ
VOLITIONAL CAUSE 
ŸJJÛŸŊĚĦÙŨŨÙĦŸÍØNȚŊȚĪŒFÙWŅŊĚŊWĦJNŸĘĚŸØĨÌÍȚJÍĤWHĚ ÚWŸŸŸĚ
ŸÜÜĠĖÑĦŪĦŸHĚŸĦĠŸĦŸŸŸĠŸŸŸFĴĚ
ÜŸŸŸÌŸHĚĠŸĦŸÜŸĚ•• , ŸĻFPĠŸŸŸHĚ
ĻȚȚÍĴÛŸŸØĖÚWNȚŊRĲŊÚŊHĚ ŸŸŸŸŸĹŊȚNȚŊŊÒGÍŊĴĚ ÜŸÍĜĚ
t!1illi 13 ŸŸIŊŘHĚ ÍŅĠŪŸÏŨĤŲÑWNŸĚA?tWC. ŲĦ ŸŸŨ J ỲȚWŨËGXJĴŲŸȚĠ ŬĚ
PŸĤŸ¥ÍÙĦŸŸĦŸŸŸÜFŸŸÜŸİHĚĦÜŸĚ
ĠĠŸŸŸFŸŸĴĚŸŸØĦŸŸŸŸÙŨÙŠŲÎÙŨÙŠĴĚŸĚ
ŸİÌÌĠŸŸĻŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸĦİÍŅĠŪŸŸȚȚŨŸÓĦĚ
ŸĠŬĚŸĠHĚŸĦÜŦWŨŸŸŸĠHĚĦŸŸŸŸĦĠĦĚ
ÜJŸŸJŅJPĦỲẂJHĚ § ĴŲẀŸŪȚŨĠŸŸȚĶÜŁĚŸHŸHȚĶÍÍÙŅ¥ŊĪÌĘHĚ ŸĚ
ŸŲŤŸŸŸŸĘHĚŸŸŸŸĦŸÕÕŸŸĻNȚŊŸŸĠÜŬĚII 
ĦŸŸȚŲŸĦŸĦŸÜŸŸŸÜŸĦRŸ«ŸŲŪŸÓĒĦĚ
Ē£ÌĤŨÚRĤŤŸĒHĚ ĒŸŊÙȚŸŸĒĚFŸÙWŅŊŊWĦĚ £ŸÙȚÙĤŤĠŸÚWĚ
ȚȚŃŸĚ«¥-aa-tt(fJ" Ÿ¥ĦĚ
DUV ÏȚPĜŊĜŊFŸĚ
VOLITIONAL RESULT 
ÜĖĦŸŸŨ¥ŊÜŠÍÙŸĦŸŅŸPHĚŸĦPĦĚŸŸPŸĚ
ŸŸŸĦŲŸŸŸHĚŸĦŸGØWNȚÙŸHĚŸŸ®ØĦŸĠÜĚ
ȚÍMŸŊËȚŲŸ ĦĚ ÍÍÓȚÍÍĻŸĠŸŸĠŸÌĤŨÚRĤHĚ ËNŸŸŊØÍŲŨĦĻHĚ ĒȚÍ Ħ JȚWŸĚ
¥ŸJJȚØ ÙĻÜÜĴĚĲËÍȚĻÜŊÒGŸĠ¥ŎŸÜŸŸŸȚŨŸŸĦĚfr. 
ÍĲĲĨŸĜȚŊJJÛŸÍĶÚJŨHĚ ŅȚĠŸÍWĦŸĠŊÜJŅJPĦÜÙŨÙĚ7 ÑÙWW¥ŸĚÚHŸ·WŸŸŸĚ
ŸÙĹÍŸĽËHĚ ÍØȚỲ±İÜŸHĚ fElW, WNJJÛŸŲŮŸJŨWĦĚ ŸİÞÍȚŸŸĚ
HJĴWHÙŊȚŸĚTftt · -'" _' .1, +M4Y'iJll .I-k "1' ŸĤŲJJGÏĚ !I , c ŪĦŸĚ ŸŸŸHŅŅÌĚ01 ÏỲG ŊŰŸĦŸĚ
"j:"":D(.JlA J ĦẀĻŪJĴK£ŸĚ , 'T'"J"tlJ:Y.d ll' ;;; 'i'; 'c 1"I -.Jc'J 10, 7Tvr':l1L 
ŸĠJJȚŸ±ȚPÍŊMĴĚ ÍŸŖẀW¥ĻŸŸŊȚÍŇĤÙŸĦJ·Ù ·ÙÙWĦÙŸĻĤ JJÚWÍÜĠŸŸÜ»ÑÙHĚ ŸĚ
ÜŸÚŨŨWÙÙËÙŸĤ®ĚĻĜWŸŸÜŊÒGŨÍŎĦĚ
DUVI J£:tEi&&l1f1JT HŸŊÜĠŨGËWÜJŪGWĚ
PURPOSE 
ŸØŸȚŮŨÕŸĚỲĪȚÙËŸWWÍFÍȚÖŊȚÜĤŦĴỲȚȚŸŨÙŨÙĠŨÎÍHĚ ŸÍŅWĚ
ŸÙĤŤŸŨÙĔŊĤÜŸĦŸŁÍÌĴỲȚȚŠĨÜĹŸÍŊŸŸŸJŊÙĴŊỲÞŸŸĴỲĦǾÖ¥ŨĚ
19:A::klZt I'J<J JŨWÙJJÛŸŸĦĚm ŸŸĚ1£1* JL' ŸĚŸĚ±ŨWŊĦŸĚŅŅŸĚ• ii/;, u:; ÞŸĦĚ
ŁËŨÍŊŸÞÍŸJJÛŸŊĦÙŨŨÙĦĻŸ£ÚŦÌȚẄWŸĪȚŸĴỲĜŸŸ ŸŸ·JJĦ·J ĴĚ.. JĦGĤÙ J· Ÿ Ÿ·Ě
ŸHĚ ŸȚȚÙÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÍĲJŸŸŸŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 10 (Second Analyst) 
ĤỲĠĠŊŨŨÙĮĲFÙÍÚJÍÙŸĚ
ÙȘŸJĚ ĠŸǾĚ
8 M: 1998 - 8 - 19 
DB Australia makes changes to its tax regime 
DUI Australia government announced new tax regime 
RESTATEMENT 
ĮŸĚ148, ŸÍŅĠŸŊŸĨŅÜĖŸÙNŸÌÍÍŨØŠŊȚȚŸPŸØĚ
ĤŸŸŸŸFŸŠ¥ÍÙŸHĚŸŸŸŪFŸÓŸĠȚÙĠĠWWĚ
aq i1!£if , ŊWŸŊĨWȚŨŨŶŊWWPNŊȚĠJȚŨHĚ Ù£ŸÕÕGÍŅŸ§ĠŸŪÙǾŊĚ
ŸĦŸĦĚŸŸĻŸŸŸŸĚŸŸFŠÍÙŸĒŸŸŸŪŸŸĚ
WJŊĠŸĠȚÙŊÙŅNFÍFÙUŸȚŊWWGŊĲĤÍÞŨWÙĠŨGŅŰÜÚŸĒHĚ ĒGWJŸÍŦŸĚ
ĠŸŸŸŸŸ§ŸŸŸÜŸĠŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸĖŸŅĠŸĚ
ffi>fll rrtit W m 1m...t ŸĚJ!. ŸËŊWĚj] !'B;$ ŸJÙÍĦWĻÎÍĚWÙWŸŸĴJNĚ¥ 
Wtfj" • 
DUll Details of the changes 
ELABORATION 
Dum New reductions 
ELABORA TION 
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Chinese Sample 10 (Second Analyst) 
DUIV Reasons for the changes 
VOLITIONAL CAUSE 
DUV Reactions 
VOLITIONAL RESULT 
DUVl The purpose is to hdp Ĵ JÒ · Ÿ Ë· JĒĚ
PURPOSE 
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Chinese Sample 11 (Original) 
ŸĚS m x;f jIt yfH ȚŸĚÚŸĚfD .. ® 1ft 11 
iib fJ{i £ 
1998 - 8 - 20 
1&JlI. S İŇŸPŸŸPŲÍŊMÙŊĦĚ 8)111 S ĤŊĦŊŔŸWǾÍÏİĦĬÏĚ
S :fC5tl ŸJȚĿĦĚ ȚÙŶŦǾĮÍȚİŅÑŊŦŸỲŸĦŸĦĚ ŸŨŨWŨÖŨȚŨĤWHĚ S ĠŸÓĶĚ
GWŸŨŸŲĮŎÜŊŸĠŸŸÜFGŅŸĚ ǾĠŸŸUÒÞŸŸŸŸĚ1 HŊŸŅĚJ 11 TlJ 1 !)l.;:-.,rJT11lC. r:::l1'A ,/'J. I=l o<-p>_.,1.1! 'X..t.: J ÍGȚËĠÍŨĤHŘJŸĚ
ŸŸĦĚÜ£ȚȚÙŸŃÜĦĚŸŸHĚ ŁẄȚWŸŸŸŸŁĠŸÜĚ
ŸJWÏĬŸÍŚĚrlitM-:::z.. fi?t71 .. ,J 1HJ m ---r • 
ŸĠŸŸÓÜÜŸĠŸĦŸĘŸŸHĚŁĞŇŸĠŸÜŁĚ
ĦŁĦÞJİJŊĤ GŅGĢĪWȚŊWŸÑŸŲŌŖŸĦĚ ŸĞÒGŅĒŊÚĠHĚ EST 87Ii!nZfi§L 
iJ I ŸĚ* 5.lE ŸĚIfJ ŁŸĚllit Iff tl:\1]R. - ŸĚY... - ŸĚl¥J r B:j(, :iffl11f tl:\1]R. -
ŸÞĤŸŸŸŸĦĚÓŸŸĚŸĠŸŸĻĤŸÜŸȚÙŸHĚ-
ȚÖÜJŊJŊŊŸÜHĚ ỲŁĦȚŸĚB ŸŴĴÚŸJĜ£ĪÍŸØŊŅJĘJŪÜȚĴȚȚŸŸJİŇȚÜÍŦĚ
11. ttfto. 6J117B. ŸŁWŊŶÙŅŸŃȚNŨËŸŸŲĿÜWŊÍŸŊWŲŸØĤȚŨŘÚĚ
ĮŸȚŸWŶÑŸĠŪĚ ·t9&, 7 jJ 30 S, S ĠĴȚȚÙÑJĠŸ·ĠĤŦGŁQȚĘĤĠĚ
ŸĚĒŸØÙŒWĒĚ jt'YCTfj:l:2UFn, /JJGYC$-T-=f)Jd42.35SJG3t. 
ÍŸĚĞŨŸÓĜŸĚ143.66 B ŖÒĪŇŨŸİÒHĚ iA ÙŊŸŐĴŸG§ÍŊÚGÚŸĚD 5l*$ftJ.J 
-# "JL':0I-tfVl" , ÙNĦŸȚȚÙŸŸÍŨÜJĘŴĠŰŸĠŸŮÚǾŊĦĚ
n J ŸJÑŅÑWȚHĚ F-I ŸĚŸĚŅŸĚlk ŸĚF 5t:ff ŸĚPjtJ i[ TtHt<r¥ ŸŸĚŸŸĚjJ . 
iE ŸĚr:b T ŸĚIT! ŸÚĜĚŊȚĦÑWŸĚÍȚĴȚỲĠŸĚPIuJ, 8 ]LYC f,JA 19951f4 J3 Ÿ¥ŨŊĚ
80 H İĿŸĚ1 ŸİÒWGŊĒŊJȚȚÍWŸ£ËŸÙȚȚÙŊ¥ǾĚŸÍȚÍȚĤŊȚWĚ120 A JȚȚÙŸ¢ĹŖĚ§R:ffi, 
ŸŸŸŸŸĦŸŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸIJJÚŊŇŸĦÓ§ŸŸĔȚȚĚ
¥' ŸŸĚŸŸĦĚŸPŖĚ@l rIJ It U fl J1P. ŎŸĚ;j( 3f!l}t; ? 
ĠÜŎŸŸØǾĠŸŸŠŸŸŸŸŸẀŸŸŸŸÜÜŸĚ
ŸĘĠŸŸŸHĚŸPŸŸÑŸŸÜÜŸŸŸÜĽŸŸŸĚ
ÚÙÙŸĤÜĚ{iE)!i[. 
ŸWĚ8 ** ut B ŸŊÚËȚÍÍÙĚitT j).J :k:k tit: ŸĚill [J tz: 5l:r ŬKŖŸĚ$ 
ŸHĚ ŸŸÓŸHĚŁŸŸȚȚÙŸŸÜȚŸĜŸŸŸŸŸŸĻŸĚ
ŸPĞŸŸÕÕŸÜÜÙŨŨĤPŸŸĦĚŸĮĠŸŸPĠŸHĚ00 
ĖŸŸŎŸŸÜÓŸŸŸŸŸĤĖĠÙŨŨMĠŸŸHĚwr* 
r:p / J \ 'lP: ĦÙŨŨŸĚ(j') /3 -=f Fx. !ffl5!!T-ŸŊJǾĦĚ
ẄWĤGŲĤĠŸĦŸTÚŸHĚ S ĞŔÚËŊŊ£ÜẄLWĠŲŸÚÙËFÙŊŨÚÑŸQȚŸØĪŶJȚØĚ
f1j, itt l=l1fi fkF Ff tE.1f ĴȚŨŃȚWŸȚŲÚ¥JÙÙŨÙĚ1Jf iW MtEff.:fJ • {S ŸHĚ
ŅĨŊŇËŌÙŨÙÙĞŅŸËȚÑŸJĤÑĿŨŲŸŸHĚ ÜŸËÍȚĦŸËWĠĚĜÍĲĲİŸÙÙVĚ
ÍĮÍĮĦİÍŨŸŸĞĦĚ milt. ŸŬĠÓJWWGŸŸŸÍ£ÙWWĻĦĠÜÙWWWĚ
ŸÙŨŨŔŊŸĠÚȚȚŨĠȚȚŸŔŊĦŸHĚ ŸŸŸŸŸÜŸĠÜĠĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 11 (First Analyst) 
$ S 1IiZ:xq-ilt litl ŸĚrfr m j§ ŸĚ11 
'E2 -:fr: i14 nB ŸĚ
S Wi: j 998 - 8 - 20 
DUI iflili I=J ŊŇŸŸŸŨWŊȚÍÜÙGŊĚ
BACKGROUND 
Dun 8 JGj[.*:# ŊÙĤŸÍWÓŸWĒĚ.. ŸŸŸŸĠĚ
BACKGROUND 
own ŎŸŸÕÕÜŸŸŸŸĠÜÔŸĦŸŸŸĚ
ELABORATION 
ŲÙÑŸĚȚȚJÑŸHĚ R ŸĚ1m 00 ŸĚŸŸİĲJJȚÚĚŸĚ0lu]1cm ŁŸĚŸŸĴȚÚŖĚfm:h . 
ÙNŸËNĚØPÚŦÚÍFÜĜWŸŸĠŸŮŲẀHĚ t:3 JlJYC$JA19951¥4}j /G3iU 
80 B 7"C5l.1 ŸŖWĴĜȚŨŊȚĚÍÙŪȚȚÙŸÙŊÚWŨÚĚŸIHȚĤŸŲŸĚ120 B :rr.5t 1 ŸĞŲĦHĚ
'hAI -h JŲÜĠWŲŲĤĤŲŸĤWŪJÍŊMĴŲËĤŲȘŲWŲĦĒGIĦŪÔÑJĚrt -.; •• • J.; II '-1 ŸHĤĒĒH ĦŸĚ"". /,)'1 AJ..X1L .. ÚŊÒIŅGŊJÚŸ H ŸĦĚ ŸẄĚËWWŊÙŸĒǾŅŊŲÒŸĚn ŶËĒGĴËÒĦĦJJJŲĦĦËHŸĒĚŸĚHI] ŊŸŸÍĒȚİÍGĚ
ÍWŸŸQUÖĦÙŊĽŨȚŨÚĚŨWŸÙȚJŤ£ĜËÌĤHĦŸĚŨËĴGŸŸĒĚ
ŸÜŲÕŊŸÍGȚĤŲĚs ŸÚJÍLWÚȚȚÙŨŸŊĜĦȚŰŬ ·ȚŪȚUŸ·ŸĚQ ĦŸÙJËËŸ·ŮĚTŸ·ÌĦỲJĚ jWJ 
r=F,I ŸĤÜĤŚĚ"'(, =BJ Il* -hn -'fjT .1:.1' 11'171, U )L' ÜŸĚw. ŸĴŅĚ#.- ;,!; oj;; i--;, ĴØHĤĴĴĴĴŸĚŸŸĚŸĦŸĚŸĚijJ .... f..:.U.." ,T' J1=, ..!A,,·,rp""J/ !.Jl.1;1 ŸĚ HÍŸŨŊĴJŨĦĦŊĒĒGĒĚ AC:..k.Ar.tH..J7" ......... "'Y'·.' ...... ..J 
FmfiJ3t. 
DUrv a JcJ!tffix.J" a *t¥JltJi!f 
INTERPRET AnON 
ÓĮĠĠŸHĚŁİĒĿŸÜŸŸĠĠĦŸŸMŸ£ŸŸĖĚ
fJ, -'01lt[IT)nt, B İĒĿÜ£WȚÙĴȚÚŖŸŲȚŲȚŎĤŸĚ( ŊËŸŸĤ ÕKŊŸÙĞŊĞÒÚ¥Ĥ
IUJ:!V) ŸŸÕÕÖĤŊÜŸÙŨŨĤĤWẂŸWÜĦĚ ẄÍĒŎĠŊŅĤGŘŨÛPĠÙŸHĚ fiG 
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Chinese Sample 11 (First Analyst) 
ĠŸŸŐŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĤĖĠÙŨÙŠĠŸŸHĚŸÚĠĚ
ŸIŊŘŸŸŸĚĮØFŸ£İŇŸJÙJWĦĚ
DlN a ŸŸŸŨLWŸÜW¥ŊŸŊÙËȚĚ
INTERPRET A nON 
ÞÍØŸÕÕĠÙĨWĚ S ŸËÙË£ÜẄȚŸÕÕŸÙŖŅŸÑÔPÙŸĢĹWȚÙĚ
ŸŊHĚ ut a ÍȚŨGĠJŲĒȚŸWNĦȚÙŸŊØŸÜÙÓÍŊËGŴŊŊŨNȚȚÙÚŊŬĚ ỲŠŸHĚ
S ŸŅŊËÑŨŨÙŖŅ®ÍÑÔÙŨŨĚŠŲŸHĚĦŴÙFĹŊŊŸȚÍŲĠĚ( ÍĲĲİJ¥ŸĚ
ÍĮÍĮĦİÍRĦŸŊĿĞĚ . ffijJl, ŸŔŖŸÚŸJŸỲŨỲŸQÙŸÜWĻĠÙȚȚŨËWĚ
ŸẀWŠŲĠȚȚÙÚŸȚȚÙŨÙŠĦŸHĚŸŸŸŬŬŸÜĠĠÜĠMĚ
DlNI ÜÓĠŸHĚŠŸŸŸŸŠŸŸĠŲĦĚ
INTERPRETA nON 
ŸŸHĚ ŐŸËÙË£ÜŸŐŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸĚ•. ŸĠŸÜØĚ
ŸŸŸÜŸŸĦĚĦŸØĤĖŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸĚ
ŠŸÜŸẀŸĠØĦ»ĦĚŸŸŸŸÓŎŸŸŸŠÜŸŸŸĚ
;gUfrfI S ĞŇĲËŨǾŨŅ¥ŊÙÍŐŸÚŊĜŨŸŬĚ WŸĞŊŅÚŸŸŸÚŊȚȚÙÚŊŅȚȚÍG£ĴŦ­
ŸÜĦŊÒGHĚ ŸŸÙJJŸẀĠĚS JŊŨĨŸÒJJŶŊȚHŨŊÙĜËHĚ -tlJflli.!if3& § Au7f-if-7G 
ŸĦWWŸŸŸŸÜŸŸĻĠŸŸĒŪÜĽÜĒHĚŸŸØĚ
ŸĚŨŸÑŸŊŸĚ§ WI ŸÓWȚŸĚÜŸĪŎȚȚÙŊĚiIil. 
DlNll ŠŸŸĽŎŸŠŁHĚŸŸŸÑŸÜÜĦĚ
RESTATEMENT 
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Chinese Sample 11 (Second Analyst) 
* B ŨÙËŨẄÍĪŨNÚĔŅŸÜMGẀWŌŸȚȚĚ
ÙÎŸJĚ iibOB1€ 
S WJ: 1998 - 8 - 20 
DB Janpan and the US are responsible for Asian 
economy 
DUI Yen devalues fast 
BACKGROUND 
Mili, S ŸŊÜÙŸŸPŲÚŖǾHĽĴŸHĚ 8R 11 S ĤFŸŸŊŅÏİĦĬÏĚ
F-J ŸŸÍĚŸŸHĚJÖŶNŸĮÙȚĠŁŸWȚȚȚŨ£HŦĦĚ J=JlltIPJfJ1, l3 ĠŸĔȚĚ
ĠŸȚȚĮŸȚȚÙȚŨŸŸŸÜŸŸŸHĚ VŸŸÜŸŸŸĦŸŸĚ
ŸŸHĚĦŸȚȚŨŸŃĚ•. ŁŸHĚ ŐŸŸŸŸĦŸVĠŸÜĚ
ÓŸŁŸĤÕÕŸØĦĚ
DUll Weak Yen weakens Asian economy 
INTERPRET A TION 
ŸĠĪŨNŸŸŸÜŸĠĚ•• ŸĘŸØHĚŁŸŸĖŸÜŁĚ
ŸŸĤŸĢĠĦŸŸŸŠĦĚŸŸŸŸĠHĚŸŸVŸŸÜHĚ
iJ ŅÚȚȚĠĪŨNŸÕÕĚa<.JJN-m iliJl]-$eX ĤŸŸŸŸHĚŊÜŸÙŨÙŊŨŖ­
ŸŸĤŸŸŸÜĦĚÓŸŸHĚŸĖŸŸŸĤĔÜŸȚȚŸHĚ-
ȚËWŲØWŲJWŸŨ§ĦĽHĚ {EJi: S ŸŅÜÕÕŸÙŊŨŸĤÜÚŊĞÍÙÕÕĔŸŸẄȚÜŸĚ
1J. WWŸŌHĚ 6Jj 17 B, ŸĚS ȚÚŶÚȚȚÙŖĦJŮŖÍŊŅĞİŸ¥ĿĤÜJWŊĞÜWŲȘÚJĚT -ft-j 
ÕŸÜWFẄŸĠĦĚ t9&, 7 Jj 30 B, S ĠŸÍȚĠŸȚȚȚĻÙȚǾĤJWKĚ
ffi Ē ŸØŖÍŊŅĒĚ 7HCnr!J)Fo, ŁĪ£ŸŸĖĤÍG·ØÓĦÍÏÎĦĨĚ I1jL5l. 
1 ŸĞŇŸŸĚ143.668 İŇŸÍĚŸŖŇHĚ ŨËÙŸĦŪPŸĞÙŨGŨỲŊĚ[J 4--W01t 'Ai 
-# "JL,JmTtm" , ÜŸŸİŸŔŊȚŅŸĠĠÍŸĠŸŪĜÙÙŊĦĚ
Dum Japan and US did not influence the stock market 
INTERPRETATION 
DUIV The pros and cons of weak Yen to Japanese 
economy 
INTERPRETATION 
M B ŸİÍÑÚWĚ S ŸĲËRǾŨÖŊŸÚHĠĠŸÙGĨÚĚill [J ŲŲĤ£ĮŸŸŸĚ
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Chinese Sample 11 (Second Analyst) 
h, ŸŸŸŸHĚŐŸŸŸŸŸÜŲŸĜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸȚĚ
ŸŸĞŸŸŬŬŸÜĦĠĤŸŸĚ•. ÓŸĠŸŸPĠFHĚn 
ĖŸËŨÚĚB ŊPÜYÍWŅÓĤJWŨŸĨJJŸŊȚJĤJŦÙŐĘÒǾĚIJjciE.'lt, rmf'j( 
ŸIÚŘỲNŸŸẀŸĚB ØŸȚȚÙÒŸŸŸŊĦÙÙĦĚ
DUV The pros and cons of weak Ycn to US economy 
INTERPRET A TION 
M T ŸĚ00 31HJt S JW!J!Z «t)(;j" ŸĚ/liI P& iJlYHJ!.I Wi ŸĚ-t-% 1i 
ŸŊHĚ :ilt IJ ȚȚŨĒŸŲŸÍWŸŸŊØĹÍŨW¥ŊÙŨŨŸGYWŸŨŨÙÚŊĦĚ fM, 
B ŊPŸÜGŊŅŸŸŨNÙŨÙĚŅŊŲŸHĚ PŨŸËŊŃȚŸĠĚ( 1997£f:it 
ÍĮŅĮĦİÍŨŸİŇĞĚ. mIl3., ŸÍJŖĴŸŅÑĔŸŸÙŨTÍŸŊÚWŸÜŲĻĠȚȚÙÚŸĚ
ŸÙŨŨŨŊÙȚÚȘÜŅŸȚȚÙŨÙŨŊŸŸHĚ ŸŸŸŸŸÜĠĠÜĠĦĚ
DWI Weak Yen benefits .Japan and the US 
INTERPRETATION 
ŸRHĚ ĮŊPÜYÜÓÑŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸĦĚŸĠĦÜØĚ
ŸÓŸÜŸŸĦĚĦŸØĤĖĠŸŸŸŲŪŸŸŸHĚŸŸĠŸĚ
ŸŸÜŸĒŸÚȘØĦĒĦĚŸŐŸŸŸĮŸŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŸĚ
:trnJTff R ŸŸȚŎŨÙGĤŊÙŸŸÚŊĚĜÍŸHÍĦĚ ȚĔŸŅŅŊÙJJŸȚȚÙŨÍÙÜȚŸȚȚW£ĴĴĤ­
ŸÓ§ŊÒŘHĚ ŸĮŊWŎJŸǾJPJĚB ŊŇGŊŅÑŊŊĞŲÙŸËŨÙHĚ ÖŊWÜŸŸĚ§ ÙPŨŊÚŨŨŸĚ
ŸŸWWŸÓŸŸÜŸŸǾĢŸŸĒŪÜĽŸĒHĚŸŸŸĚ
ĨWŨÔŸŸŲĶŊPŊŸĔŲŸÜŸŴȚŲĦÚÜŨĦĚ
DUVII Japan and US should not have been sclfh;h 
RESTATEMENT 
fA Ii::, EJ ŸĚŸĚF:EI ŸŸĚJili ȚŸĚf5Uti + JMj ŅŸĚ8 ŸĚŁĘŸĚffrI ŸÚĦÙUŨĚa<J 
ŸŸĠŸĦĮİŇŸÜŸÜŸĦĚŸŸÙŨŨŸÜĚ . ÜĶŸÜÚȘĚ
ŸHĚ ŸÜŸÜŸŎŸĠÓPŸŸŸŸŸŸÜŲÚȘĠĠÜĚ
ȚWȚȚŸŸHĚ ÜŅŲẀŁŸĠŸŸÜŸ«ŸŸĦĚŸÜŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ŎŶÒŸȚȚÙŸĠŸŸÜŸÜŸŔŸŸŸHĚŸØĖŸĚ•. ŸĠĚ
ÍŨȚØÍȚĠŸWŸÙȚŨŊËĦYĦĚ ĒÍŸĒĚ ŸĠHĚ ŁŸŅĤPÕÕ§JĪŲHWŨĹĻŸ§ĤWWĚ
**. 
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Chinese Sample 12 (Original) 
1'lli7J\ #ilJ ŸẄWNĚŸÚĚjg &t 
ÙÎŸJĚ *L-"lS 
ŃǾËŸJĚ 1998 - 8 - 25 
ŸŸŸÙŨÙŸĒŸŸŸĒĚ§m, ŸĒŸŸĒ»ŸYĤŸŸĚ
ŸĦÓÜŸŸȚÙŸŠĦĚŸŸĦÙŨÙHĚŸŬŬÜŸŸŸŸẄŸĦĚ
a:Ir 6P; ŸȚWĚ/. -' Frt IE 
J.9,..JIR..ILd-r l)(,.,C.'. 
l&Fo, ŸŔNẄÙŊÚŸŸȚŲȚĹJÜÙÓŠĠȚÌÍÙÍÌÌĠİÞHĚ i£R1993 
ŸŸĠ¥ŊWÍȚŸÌĬÌİÞĦĚ § ÙPÍŊŊŸÙŨŊŸŨÔĠHŊĦŅ¥ŊÕÕĠÍȚİĪÍĤHĚ
ŸĻĿŸŸÙŨÙŸŸĚ%z=, PÕÕŸOŸWÙĦÓÍȚŸŸŠĚ
ĜȚŊÚWŸÙNÍȚĨÌŸÍĤĦĚ A:tJC ftt:Hf)at ỲNÙĠŸȚȚŨŸÍNPŊJÓÙÙŁĚ
ŸŸHĚÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŲŲÓĦŸŸÜĦĚŸÕÕŁŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸĠŸŸŠĦŸŸÜŸUPȚȚÙYŸŸĤŸŸÜWWŸĚ
ĠŸŸŚĦĚŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸĠŸŬŬŸĔŸŸĦHĚŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸĽHĚŸŠĦ»ŬŬŸŠHĚŸŸŸŸŸÙŨÙŸŸĠĠȚÙĒĠĚ
ĦŸŠĒĦĚŸŸŸŨÔŸŸĦŁĒŸĦTĦĒĦĚ
ŸÕÕĦİŊŘŸĦHĚ §ŸÜŸĦHĚŸŸĦŸŸŸÜŸŸŸĚ
ĒŸŸĒŸÜĦĚŸŸĠŸŸĠĖŸĦĠŸŸŸŲŪÓ§ŸĦĚ
WĔĪŊŅÑȚJŊŸĚŸŸĚ*115 , ŲĦŸÍËȚĚ{£ ffillW-ŸŸŊȚŸĚq:q'tJ)} UŨĮŸHĚŸĚ00 
Ũ¥ŊŸŠȚÙŸŸĦĠĚ•• ŸÜȚÙŸŸØĦĚỲNŸŸŁĦĚWM. 
ŸŸŸŠÓǾŸHĚŸŬŬŸŸÜŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸWŨŸŸĦVĚ
FÓŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÓŸĠĦĚ
z-*, ŸÙŨÙÜÜŸŸȚÙŸÜHĚŸŸŸŸĦŸÜŠŸĦĚŸĚ
ŸÜŸŸHĚĦŃŬŸÕÕŎÓŸŞÜȚĠĦĚŸŸŸHĚŸĨŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸŸŸĦŠĦŸŸȚWŸŸĦĠÓÜÜŸĻĦĚ
ĖŸŸHĚŸŠŸĤŲŤŸŸŸHĚŸŸFÜŸŸŸŸĦÍ¥ŊĚ
ȚȚÙŨŸĿĚ WNĦŸŸFŸÕÕĚ§:!it. ÙÜŸŸIŸŸÚÍÑÙÚȚŊWŊÙȚŲÍÙÙŪHĚ i£ 
1995/,f--1f, [:g ĔŊÍÑŸÓÙÙŸĚŸĚ** ŁŸWŸĚi1HYlJ..:t;Jt,8j Jb 15016 
flj ÍĲÌÍRĦŸŊŇHĚ W1:kI'J<JI WWŸÍŘGȚÚWVÎĬŖÚ·Ě1'. ÙËŃĘGĤȚJŸÑFŁŁĚ
ĠŸŸĦOŸŸĠŸŸØHĚŸŸŸŸPÓŸĦŸĦÜĦĚ
ŸŸHĚ ŸȚȚŊÓÚŸŸUŨËÙÙŞGÍŊŸHĚ nJt.·] ŲĤÏÙNĦÚŎȚǾŸĠŸĠÍGȚŊĚ
I5ILJJ • 
• ÙŨÙĤŸŸÓHĚŸÕÕŸŸŸĻĻÜÜŸĠFŸĒŸŠŸĚ
ĦĒŸŸŸHĚÓŸŠŠĦÙŨŨȚÙFŸŸŸŸŸÓŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸPŲŊȚÙËŸVÒĚ $i5l&tlfff.6- jj)Z}i: -1'-li fl/j,g[l, ŸÙȚØĠÍȚŁWŸĚ
PÙŨŸŸŸÜÙŨÙŸŸĦŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÜŸŸĦĚ
Ĥ®ŸFÜŸŸŸÓĦÜĤŸŸŸŸŸŸŠŸFĦHĚ
ŸŸŸŸĨŸJĚŸŃŬ«ĠŸŸÜȚÙŸŸĽŸĘŸŸŸÓŸĚ
00 ŸĚĪWŸȚÎÜŸŊ£ÍWHYHĦŸẀÚẀŊĴĚ ŶĦÌJĴÙŊÜŸŅŊŸĔŊÍÚŸĪWŸŸÔŸÍŔĚ
ŸŸĠŸŸŸŸŸĴĚÓŸŸPŸŸŠĽȚWŸĦÜĴĚŸĦŸĚ
ÍŔŸÓŸŸŸÍȚHĚÜŸŸŸŸŸÜŸŸŸHĚŸŸĦĚ ŸŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ẄĴȚĠHŊŠȚÙŸÍËËĦJȚŨŃŊȚÙŊȚÙÚŸĦĚ ĲÑÜÓÙTJŸŸŸ GĴÚHŸŠŁŸÍŨĚ
ĦŸĴĚĔÓŸŁĦĚŸÓŸŸŸŸŸĒĦĤÜŸĒŸĒŸŸĚ
fEr!" .-·pHtJ8tJt.B; ÜÙŨÙĨJŊŸŨŠŊÍÍŎWÛJÞ€HĚ {Ex;ffPll 
til B t!WT:l:B I'fJ 1M attYbtiut' ŸJỲĤĦĜĚjV: Jr, ŸĚili Q WÍŸŸĚŸĪWŸĦĚ
ŸĚffJ IJ}J J1II rB # 9llIJ)t ffJifut* IT-trhfr:!fq§j-: " ft 00 ŸĚ11 iif 
ŸŸŸPĖŸŸŸUOȚWŸŸĦĚĒŸĠÜPØŸÜŸŸHYHĦĚ
ŃŨW£FHŸHPĚÙȚẀŨŸĞÏĴĚ1M ŸŠÜĚI'J<J ŸŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 12 (First Analyst) 
i1la7J\ #JfJ ŸÞŨĚ\)J JÍŰŸĚ
ici1f: ĠÒĤŸĚ
R AA: 1998 - 8 - 25 
D UI ŸĚ00 ;IJ ĖŅŔŸȚÙȚWŊŨÚĚa 
BACKGROUND 
ŸŬŬŸÜŴĒĦŸĦĒĚŸÜHĚŸĒĦŸ»ŸŸŸĤĦŸĚ
ŸĦÓŸÕÕŸȚÙŸĚ•. ÜŸĦÙŨÙHĚ ŸÕÕÕÕŸŸŸÓŸŸĦĚ
ŨĴWŸJÙWWJÍİĚFŶŸÍĤĦĚ
DUll ŊWĦĤÍĠŸỲĲÙÚÙŸȚËŊÚŸÕÕŨȚÔÙÓŠŊÙWĦĚ
ELABORATION 
ŸŸŃŬHĚ ŸŸẄĴȚĴŲŸŸŰİWÎWÍÑȚȚŨŊĦÚĴÚŸJȚĦȚŨÌÌĠÙÞHĚ {)(1A1993 
ÍȚJŸĠŶÚÙĞWJȚĦȚŦŸĬÌŨÞĦĚ § ĻWŲȚŊŊŸÚÍŊŸÕÕĖŨŊĦĜŊỲŖĚ00 ŸJȚĦȚİĪĤWHĚ
ŸĻÖŸŸÜŴŸŸĠŸĶHĚPŸŸŸŸȚÙĦŸŸŸŸĦĚ
ĜŊỲŖWWŸÚȚJȚĦȚĨÌŸÍĤĦĚ AfX, ÜJŸWWŸHĚ tEi*#ifflmEjijJtiijfE 
ŸŸHĚĦŸŸŸJÍŰŸÕÕÙŨŨȚÙŸŠŸÜŸĦĚŸÕÕŁŸÓĦĠĚ
JÍŰŸŸŸĠŸŸŠĦŸŸÜŸUŸŨŨÙRŸĜŊỲŖĤŸŸȚȚÙŸŸĚ
ĠŸŸŸĦĚŸŸŸŸHĚŸȚȚ¥ĠŸŸŸĠŸŸĦHĚŸŬŬŸĚ
ŸŸŸHĚŸŸĦŸ®ŸĦHĚŸÓŸŸŸŸĜŊỲŖÕÕŸĠȚȚĒŸĚ
ÜŸŠĒHĚÜŸŸŸŸŸŠŤĒĦŸŸĦĒĦĚ
Dum ŸȚÙÙWWǾFŊŸŊËÑŊËĚŸĚtIt WIDJlt ŪJŨȚŸĚ1£ 
NON - VOLITIONAL CAUSE 
ŸŬŬĦİŊŘŸŠHĚ §Ũ¥ŊÜŸĦHĚŠŸĦŸŸŸÙŨŨPŸÍ¥ŊĚ
"kE B" .us. N: 10 /ri- m ±n 13*.-v */r:.ft/r -I' ĒŸGĚ'. ',-" Ĥ·Ÿ ÙWŊŨĚJ=t M ŸĚ-rt" ŸGǾÒŬĚ l!::!!ii 71" MtJJ:C 37:«1.. fJPY" ŨÍŪĞŸĚWŸŨĚŸPŊĚI=S ŪŸĦĚ
t;jjJlJ;If:: it ŞŸĚŸËÏǾ§ĒĚ, r2 mIT aq ŸJÛĚr.; rp l¥.15tfi 8 ŸHĚ ŸĚ00 
ŸŸĦȚÙŸŸĦĠŸŸŸÜȚȚØŸØĦĚŸŸŸŁHĚŸÓŸĚ
ÕÕŸŸĦŸŸŸHĚŸŸŅ¥ŊĦÜŸŸHĚŸŸŬŬŸẀŸŸĚ•• 
FÓŸŸŸHĚŸŸÕÕŸŸŸPĠÙŨÙŸŸŸŲŪŸŸÜĠĠĦĚ
z - ŸHĚ rPJ tit Wi m ŸǾȚŸĚiJf ŸĚ00, J;J..jj J ÒÏĤŊŸWÙŊŶJĜĚŸĚŸŸĦĚ :1q 
ȚÛĦŸËĦËĻŸHĚ ŨÙŨŃŬŸȚȚÙŊĦŎŸŊÍŸŁÖĦŊĒĚt"%;. ŨËŸŸHĚ ŠĤWŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸÕÕĜŊỲŖŸĦŨĴWĦŸŸȚWŸŸŸĠŸĚ•• ŸĻĦĚ
DUIV ÙȚÙÙŊĦWŅËÜPŸŸȚWŊŸĚ
INTERPRET A TION 
ĖŸŸHĚŸŸŸĤŲŤŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸÜŸŸŸŸĦŸĚ
ÕÕŸHĚ ÜŸŸŸŸÕÕÕŸĦĚPÙŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŲŲHĚŸĚ
19951f-&f-, t?S1 itiiJ ŸWȚWĚ72 ŸĚ* ĤĠŸĚa'J ȚŸĚŸĨŸĤĶĚtfll ŸĚ*Jt i6'i ŸĚ150{Z. 
ŸÍPŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŅŸŸŨŨÙŸÎÑŸĦĚŴŸŸĦÜŁŸĚ
ÚWŦȚÙŸĦŸŸÜĠŸŸİHĚŸŬŬŸŸŴŸŸÜŸĦÜĚ. 
• M, ŸŸÓĠŸĦŸĦHĚȚWŬŬŸFÜŸŸĠŸĠŸĚ
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Chinese Sample 12 (First Analyst) 
ŸŨŨÚŊĦĚ
D UV ŸĚ00 00 ŸĚik& JJl flJIJ:I& ŸĚftHfi! 
ELABORATION 
ŸÙŨÙĤŸŸÓHĚŸÕÕÕÕŸŸŸÙŨŨŸŸĠŠŸĒŸŸŸĚ
ĦŪŸŸŸHĚŸŸĦŠÜÜȚÙFÜŸŸÜŸŸÜŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸÙĦĚĹĖJÙĞĜŨŸŨŠȚNŸŸÙÒĤÍGŸ·ŪIŊŘÜĦĚ ÜJPØĠÍȚŁŸĚ
JÙÜŨŨȚÕŸŸŸĚttl ŠKŊÙWWŨÙFŸŸHĚ ffiI * I&t m*t ŸÙŨĦŸỲŲŊŊÚŘËËŨĦĚ
Ĥ®ŸÙĞĜĦMÍÙNỲNMÙÜŸÙŨÙ Ĥ ·WȚȚÙĤȚȚŊÙŪŸÜŸŊĖŨŊŸŠKŊÙĞĜŸHĚ
ĴWWŅŸŅĠŊŸŊÙJJĚ ŸŊ§WNĠŊȚĞĜȚẀËŊĖÞÍŸŸŲĻWŲÙŨŨĮ·ĴWĪWÚÜ¥ŨÚŸÍŸĚ
ŬŬŦŸŸŸÜÜŸĠŸŸŸĴĚÙŨÙŸŸŸŸŸĦĠŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸĠŸŸŸĦŸĴĚŸĦUÕÕŸŸĦÙŨŨŸĴWWĚ•• ; ŸĦŠKŊĚ
ŸŸŸŎŸŸŸHĚŦẀĻĻŸŸŸÜŸŸŸHĚŸŸĦĚŸŸŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŸŠȚÙŸŸŸŸŸĦĦĚŸŸÓŸŤŸŸĦŁŸŸĚ
ŸŸĚĠŸŸŤĦĚPŸŸŸŸPŸĒĦĤȚȚÙŸĒȚÕĒŸŰĚ
11:; i!" fJj -' .pf-tlllS 1tLfr; :Ui lli 5UXl irk JfJ ;z. tk-;E , :(f: ŸLWĚG(J 1l 
fO B ¥Wr:l:lJ. O"J ŸŅŨĚŸŶĤPĚfilE q, ŸĚŸỲWJĚŸHĚŸĚll\ 0 ȚŅŸŅŸÍGĴÙŅĚĪGŸĦĚ
DUVI ÓŠĦȚÙŸÜŸŸÜŸUŸŸĚ
NON - VOLITIONAL CAUSE 
ŸĚŸĚM J]! fhl9HI!PJr ŸÓËÕĠÍŸŨÙĚiliiH ŸJĚ " ŨŸĚÍËŨÍŸŘÑĚffii 
ŸÖŲWŰWȚWPÏŨ GŊŨĚŁËŸȚWŸĦȚŊĚ-1I -:fE;ruQW. n ŨÒWȚȚŸĚl.U T ŸŸÍŊĠŸĚ
J1l {EJi,[I. fO jff,] ŸĚJt ÍWŸĚŸŸĚm ĻŸĚŸÙȚŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 12 (Second Analyst) 
rAII'i!J1J 1&xt ŸŸĚÚŦŸĚ
ÙȘŸJĚ ĠŸŸĚ
S M: 1998 - 8 - 25 
DB Sactions don't always work 
DUI America uses sactions frequently 
BACKGROUND 
ŸŬŬŸÜŴĒŸŸĠĒĚŸÜHĚŸĒŸŸĒŸŸŸĤĦŸĚ
ŸĦŸŸÕÕŸȚÙŸĚ•. ŸŸĦŸHĚŸÕÕÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚ
ŸŖŊȚỲĚUHT Ii. }1ft 
DUll Detailed examples of American action 
ELABORATION 
ŸŃŬHĚ ŸÕÕẄLÚÚŸŸÍĤŲŸÜÍȚȚWŊĦĠŸȚĦŊÍÙÍÌÌĠĹÞHĚ {J()A1993 
1f: ŸŸĠŸŊWJȚŲĚŸȚĦŊĬÌĹÞĦĚ § HIJ 1JJ 5t ¥IJ ŸĚ00 1fftJ. ŸĚ00 ŸJȚŨİĚ51-, 
ŸĻŌŸŸÜPŸŸĠŸĶHĚPÕÕŸŅȚWȚÙMŸJȚŨŸŸĦĚ
ŸÙĠŸÙŅÍŅĨÌĖÍĤĦĚAlJC ŸŸWŲŠWĚȚWÙĠŸȚȚŨWÍWŸŸÙŁĚ
ŸŸHĚĦŸŸŸŸŸÕÕŸȚÙŸŠŸÜŸĦĚŸÕÕŁŸŸŠŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŠĦŸŸÜŸUPȚȚÙŸŸŸĤĔŸÜWWŸĚ
ĠŸŸŸĦĚŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸĠŸÕÕFĦŸŸŠHĚŸÕÕŸĚ
ŸŸŸHĚŸĚ•• ŸÕÕŸĦHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÜȚÙĒŸĚ
ÜŸŠĒHĚÜÜŸŬŬŸŸĦŁ«Ě•• d.". 
Dum America wants to lead the world 
NON - VOLITIONAL CAUSE 
ŸŬŬÜŨŅGŸĦHĚ §ŸÜŸĦHĚŠŸĦŸŸŸÜŴŸŸĚ
«ŸŸĒŸÜĦĚŸŸĠŸŸĠĖŸĦĠŸŸŸȚȚÙÓ§ŸĦĚ
WȚŸŅŊŸĚŸĚŞJŌŸWŪȚÙŃŬĚ, ŸĚir.:t£ 00 ŸJÛĠĚ9::11'fj *-11: ĮŸHĚŸĚ00 
ŸŸĦȚÙŸĚ•• ĠÓĦŸĦȚÙŸŸØĦĚJW£ŸŸNĦĚŸÓŸĚ
ÕÕŸŸŠÓŠŸHĚŸŬŬŸĦÜŸŸHĚŸŸÕÕŸWŨŸŸĦŁĚ
FÓŸŸŸHĚŸÙĠÕÕŸŸÓÕÕŸFŸŸŸÕÕŸŸÑĠĠĦĚ
YĤŸHĚŸÜÜÜŸŸŸŸŬŬHĚŸŪŸŸĦŸÜŸŸĦĚŸĚ
ŸÜŸŸHĚĦŃŬŸÕÕŌŸWWŸÓŸĠĦĚŸĠŸHĚŸĦÜĚ
ŸHĚ ŸÕÕŸŸĚ••• ŸŸŸĦȚWĦĠĦÜÜŸĻĦĚ
DUIV Sanctions hurt America at the same time 
INTERPRETATION 
ĖŸŸHĚŸĦŸĤÜŸŸŸHĚŸŸỲŊĜÜŸŸŸŸĦŸĚ
ÕÕŸHĚ FŸŸÑŸÕÕŸŸĦĚŸÜŸŸÜÓŸŸŸĔHĚtt 
1 9951f:-1f, [Z3 fuiJ ŠŸĚŸĚŸĚ* * ĮGŸW£Ěm W!!k hYt f.4j )t 15016 
ŸǾÍĲÌȚĬŸŊŇHĚ ÍÜŸŸŅŸIĪÙÚÜÙWÎĬØŊÍĤĦĚ ÙŰJĖÍJJŸÑFNŸĚ
ŸŸŸĦÞŸÕÕŸŸŸØHĚŸÕÕŸŸPÓŸÜŸĦÜĦĚ
ŸŸHĚŸÕÕÓĠŸŸŸĦHĚJW£ÕÕŸFŸŸĦĠŸĠŸĚ
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Chinese Sample 12 (Second Analyst) 
ŸÍËÚŖĦĚ
DUV Some Americans are against sanctions 
ELABORA TION 
DUVI America is getting weaker 
NON - VOLITIONAL CAUSE 
ŸĚ00 fVJ JJIl pq % 9l!!J Jt ŸIÙËÙÚĠ GÍĔÍİŨÚŨÙŊÙŨĚÚŸȚJĚ " ŸĚ00!li 1J 00 
ŸŸŸPĦĠŸŸÚŖŸĻŸŸĦĚĒŸŸÜÙŨŨİŸÕÕŸŸŸĚ
J:1l {£}X ,m,*l1 Jm] ŸŊWĚ1tJtJ ŸŸĚm ŁGŸĚŸĚŸŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 13 (Original) 
ŸȚWŸŲŸŸÍPŊÍĪĚ
ici;f: ĠŸWÙĚ
ŎŸJĚ 1998 - 8 - 26 
ĮŸÎÌÍĨHĚ ŸÕÕŸÙȚÙWGŸĔÙÙİWĤØŸŲÙÍHĚ İWÚŊWŨŸŸØȚPŊÓÜĦĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸŸŸŸŸŸȚW§ŸŸ±ŸŸĤĠŸŸŲĦĚŸŸĚ
fti!&:Jff21 B ŸÍWÙHĚ ŸÍĖŸŸŸŸÍĪĻĲNĤȘHĚJL+ ĻŸŸHĚ
300$ A ŲŲWŸŨËÙÚĦĚ
Ÿ±ŸŸŸŸŸŲŸÍĖŸŸŸHĚȚȚÙŸŸŸȚWŸĻŸUİĚ
ŸŸĒŸ±ĦĻŸĠĠŸĒŸFŸŸĚ•• ŸĚŸÜŸĠĦĚ
ŁŸŸŸŸÕÕWWÜĤŸĠŸŸHĚUŨŲĠŸŸİŸÕÕÕÕŸĦĚ
ŸÕÕWWŸŸŴŲÚŨȚÙŸŸŸĚŮŦŸĚĠĜÚỲŊÖŊĦÚŸĠŸWŦĮŸĚ713 ŸŸŊÙĚ
ÍĖŸŊŅĪHĚ ŸŬŬÜŸŸŸŸŸȚȚÙWWÜĤŸŸNŸŸŸÖŊĦÚÕÕŸĠĚ
ŸŸĦĚŸĠŸŸŸŸŸȚWŸȚPŊÓFĠĠUŸŸŸĠŸĦĚM 
ŸĦĚ ŨŸÜĦPUŸŸŸÜĻĦ±ĦHĚŸŸŸŸŸŲŸŸĚ
%. ȚÙÒJËJŨŊËÍØÍĲËŸĦĚ
ŸÕÕŸÍĖÜĤŸŸŲŸŸHĚŸÕÕĻŸŸĔĦÎÍĘŸĠŸȚȚŨĚ
ŸHĚ ŸĠŸŸŲŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÕÕWWŸŸŸŸŸŸŸWŦÖŊĦÚĚ
ŦĦĔŸĠĦĻŸĠŸȚWŸŃŸŸŸĦŸĤŸĦŸĦĚŸ­
nOO. ŸŸŸŸẀŸŸŸŸŲŸÖŊĦÚŸŸÕÕĖĠŸĤĽŸÕÕĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸÜŸŸŸŸŸȚȚŨHĚŸŸŸĦŅŲŸŸŸĖȚWÙȚĚ
ŸĠŸŃJWÙŨŨŅOPŸĤĠŸĠÍŸŊWĠŸŅŲHĚȚĦŠÍĹĴŸĹFFÍȚÙWŨŊĚ
i§:1: ÍWÙÙWŸĜŊŸŸÚŊĦĚ
ÓÜĤŸÍŊÕÕÍWŦŸÒĚ ŸĠŸŊWȚËÎÍÌÌŸÍŊĠŅGĮŅŲĚŸJWŸİĚJj 
ŶŨŸŸHĚ ŸȚȚŨGŸĨÎÌÌŊŊŸŊWHĚ ŸĖȚWŸĻŸPÙŸŸÜŠŸHĚ ,g. 
$ i)t:(£ pg ŸŸHŸĚĜŊGŸĚĠŸŸWWŸĚm ŸĚtrHit'iH!t 7 600 JJ ŸŊĚŇŪŸĚt1: 
ŸHĚ ŸŲŸÜŸŸĠŸŸŸÓŸŸĦĚ_A. ĦĠŸĦĚ_ 
±. ŸŸŸŸÕÕŸÜÜMŸHĚĤĨŸŪŅŸŸÜŸÜŲŸĚ
milt1ffi!I, ĲWȚŸWWŴŸȚŨJȚTŸĚtHhWr ÙWŨŊŸŊŸŠĲPŸĚŸJËÍÏĠÒĦĚ M 
ŸĠŸŲŸŸĖĦŸĦĚÜĤŸĦŸŸFÓĦĻ±ŸŸŸŸĚ
ŸŁHĚ ŸŸŇỲÚŲÚJŸŸŃ¥ÙŨȚȚĚĞÒŸŸÜŸŁÙËŊPŊHĚ 60% NŅGĲŃŸĚ
JĜ£ĖŸŸÜĦĚŸĘŸŸŸŴŠĦĚŨŸÜŸŸŲÜÜŸÜÓĚ
ŸĦŸŅPŸĦŸŸǾĖȚWŸ§ŸĦĚŸŸŸŲŸÜŸŸĦĚ
ŸŸŦÕÕŸJĜ£ŸŌĦŊWFĔŸHĚŸĦFĠŸŸŸŸĦȚÙŸĚ
ŸŸŦŅŸŸÜŸĦŅŸHĚŸŸŸŸŲŠŸŠŸĤŸŸŌĚ
ŸŸÌÜŸŲŤPĻĠŸNŸŸHĚŸĠŸŲŠŸHĚĦŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸÜĠ¥ÜPŸŸWŨĦŸĦĠÜŸŸĦĚ
ŸÕÕŸŸĖȚWŸŲŸĦĶŸHĚÜĤÑŸÜŁŸŸWŸŸĠĚ
ĖĠŸŸHĚŸŸĦĽĖȚŨŸŸÕÕŸĠŸŸÜŸŸWWŸHĚ
ŸŸŸÕÕŸȚĦŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸĠÓĖŸŸĒŸŸ§ŸĒĚ
ŃJŞMŸÜĦĚ ŸŁÍÜĤŸŲÖŊŅŨĠÍJȚÕÕŸŊŨŸĦĚ ŅPŊŸĦĚ ŸŃÜŸȚŨWÜĚ
ŸŸÔPHĚŸŸŸÕÕŸŸŸŅØŸĦĚÜĤÑŸĠŸŸŸŸĻŸĚ
ÜĤŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŸŲŸŸŸŸ§HĚŸŸŸŸĦĚĠŸŴÜĚ
ŸŸŸÜŸŸĠĦĚPÓŸŸĠÜĠŸŸŸŸŸȚŨHĚ- @fWJ 
ŸÜŸŴÜŸŸĠŸŸÜŸĦÓŸŸŸŲŸŸĦŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 13 (First Analyst) 
ÜJȚWŸŲŸŸÓĒŊ§ĒĚ
lC*: *1fti 
B M: 1998 - 8 - 26 
DUI ŸÑŸŸŸËĤĲŲȚWŨŊÜĚ
ELABORATION 
8}320B, ŸÕÕÖŊJÙŨÙÜĤŸGWWÍÙĹWØÍŪNHĚ İWÚŊWŨŸŸØŅPŊÓFĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸŸŦŸŸŸȚWŸÜŸ±ŸŸĤĠŸŸŲĦĚŸŸĚ
ftWlJff21 f3 ŸÍÍŨHĚ ŸJŊJWŸQJŊŲËÜWÍĪĻŸĤȘHĚ JL+ ĻŸÜHĚ
300$ A ŲWWŸŨËÙÚĦĚ
DUll J£ŸŊĪWȚŊŸÙWĚ
ELABORA TION 
Dum ŸŸŊȘÙĪÙLŸWÙÙÓȚȚŸWŸŲÏŖŸJŸWȚWÙÙWŸĚ
ELABORA TION 
ŸĚ00 ĘTWÜŸȚWËŊHÚĚr zFo, ŸĚ00 HȚȚÙŊÍWŎJĔŸŶŊÍÎÍĚŸĦĚ:&::&iHi?i 
ŸHĚ ŸĠŸŸŲŸŸŸŸĦŸŸŲŪŸÜĦŸŎŸŸŸÜŸĚ
ŸĠĔŸĠÜĻŸĠUŨÑŸŸŸŸŸÑŸĤŸĦŸĦĚŸ­
ŸÕÕHĚ ĦŸŸÜÓŸŸŸØUŲŸÓŸŸŸĖĠŸĤĽŸÕÕĚ
ŸŸŸĠŸĦŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸĠŅŲŸŸŸĖĠŸĚ
ŸĠŸŸËWËËHŨŎĚĖŸĤ*11: ŸÑŸĚJtiJl ĜŅŸĚT. r. {B 't; ŚŸĹFFJȚȚĖÍŊĚ
ŸŸÍŸŸŸĜĮŸÍŊĦĚ
DUlY ŸȚŊĤÚÚŨMÙȚŊWŊÙÙNÙĦŸŅQÍËÙËŸŊĚ-
ELABORA TION 
ÓŸȚWŨÚÜȚȚŨĤȚȚŨHĚ J!* r!l.iif?21 003f·1J ĠĜŲŸŅŲĚJŅËŸŸİŶĨĚ
ŸŊȚWŬKŊHĚ ÜẂŲÚŊĨÎÌÌŊŊŸİĬHĚ JŨŨJŸ JȚŨȚŸĻŸPWŸŸŬKŊHĚ HŸĦĚ
$ i)ttE P,J ŸĚ-$ WGÍGŸĚĠŸŸĚfl{JtHfl ŸŨWÑÙÜJĔWĚT 600 JJ ŸŊŇŠKŊÍŶWĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŲŸÜŸŸŸŅŸŸŸĠŸĦĚŸŸHĚŸĠŸHĚŸĚ
±. ĖŸŸŸÕÕŸÕÕÜŬŸHĚĤĽŸŸŅȚWŸÜŸŸŲŸĚ
m$ib"ffiI, ŸÍGŃŸŸWĖȚÒÛŸÑJÑŸŲÍWÍÌŲĻĒÑÍWŸJËŊŅËĦĠÒĦĚ Wi 
ŸĠÜŲŬKŊŸŸŸŸĦĚŸȚWŸ«ŸFÓŸĻ±ŸŸŸȚÍĤ
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Chinese Sample l3 (First Analyst) 
m, ŸĠÑŲŸŸŸŸŸȚȚŊÒĦŸŸŸŸŸHĚÕÕĘŸŸŸĚ
:(:£"$ftpgm, 40 % ŸŸŸĚili rJ. ŸŸÜŸŨQŲŪËÍĻĴȚȚŊWŊŨŸĚ
ŸŸŸŅŸŸŸŸŸNÓȚWŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŲŸÜŸÔŸĚ
ŸĚŸŨÙÙĚ00:If:::(£ ŸŸĚ11 $ J'GiSHt(1), JWĜŸĚÙÙŸĚtll ŸŊÙJȚŨĚÙÙÓŦWŨÑÙŸĚ
ŸŸŌŅȚÙŸÜŸĦŅŸHĚŸŸŸŸŲŸŸŠŸĤŸŸÍÍĚ
ŸŸÌŸŸŲŤȚWĻĠĦŁĦĖHĚÜĠŸŲŸŸHĚĦŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸȚȚÙŸĠĠPŸĦŸĦŸĦÜŸŸŸĦĚ
DUV ŸŸŊĪŸȚȚŸŎÍĜȚŊFŊÛĚ
ELABORA TION 
ŸŸŸŸŸȚWŸŲŸŸŸĠHĚŸȚWŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŎĠĚ
ĖĠŸŸHĚŸŸĦĽŸȚWWWŸÕÕŸĠŸŸŴŸŸWWŸHĚ
ØĢŸÕÕŸŸĦŸŸ£ŸŸHĚŸĠŸĖȚWŸĒĚ•• §ŸĒĚ
ŃÍŊMŸÜJĦĚ IÖŊŅȚĦWÜJȚŨŨẀŊŸÙWÕÕŸŊËŸHĚ ŸËÓËHĚ ŸŃÜŸŦŨŨŸĚ
ĦĻŸŸĚŸŸŸÕÕŸ§ĦȚÙŸĦĚĖȚWŸŸĠÜŸĦĻŎĚ
ĖȚWŸĦŸŸŸŸÑŲŸŸŸŸ§HĚŸOŸŸĦĚĠŸPŸĚ
ŸŸŸÜŸŸŸHĚPÓŸÜĠŸĠŸȚȚÙŸŸĖȚWHĚĤŸŸĚ
ŸÜŸŴŸŸÕÕĠŸŸÜŸȚÙŸŸŸŸŲŸŸĦŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 13 (Second Analyst) 
ĖȚWŸŲŸŸÜŲŃŬĚ
ÙÎŸ·Ě ĠŸWÙĚ
8M: 1998- 8- 26 
DB Pharmaceutical plant bombed in Sudan 
DUI America bombed plant 
ELABORATION 
ĮŸPĮHĚŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸİŸĦFĚ
ŸŸŸĠWŨŸŸŸŸĖŸŦÜŸ±ŸŸĤĠŸŸŲĦĚm$ 
ȚWŸŊȚȚÎÍĚ8 ŸÍÖHĚ ŸÙÍĶŊWQGŸUÞĴÍĪĻŸWJHĚ ]1+ ĻŸĤȚÚÚHĚ
300$ A ĒŃŸŸŅËÙÚĦĚ
DUll Demonstration after the attack 
ELABORA TION 
Dum Clinton's explanation 
ELABORATION 
DUIV Sudan proves that is makes medicine 
ELABORA TION 
1mm:ft:JJffii1rm, ÙËĠĬĒŊWËËÎÍÌÌŊȚĤÍŊĠĜWŸŅŲĚŸŸFJŮĚ}] 
ÜŸMĲHĚ JĽȚȚWÍŦĨÎÌÌŊŊŸŊŇHĚ ŊŸŊWȚŨŸŸĻŸJŬWŸŸMĲHĚ HŸHĚ
ĖÙĞËW£ŸŸĠŁĲĠŸŸÍẄŸGȚȚÍĦŸWWÑĤŲŸỲÚWØĬÌÌŊÚŸŊNŸŊŸĚ
ŸHĚ ŸŲŸÜÓŸĠŸŸŸÓŸŸĦĚŸŸHĚĦĠŸĦĚ• 
±. ŸFŸĦÕÕĦŸĠĿŸHĚĤ®ŸŌŅPŸÜŸØUŲŸĚ
ŸĖWÓËËŅHĚ ŸIÚŨÍŨWÜJȚWÚTŸWȚWŃŲPØÙWŸÖÚŲĮĲÜŊŠŦÙËWÒĦĚ 1m 
ŸĠŸŲŸŸŸĦŸĦĚĖȚWŸŸŸFÓĦĻ±ŸŸŸÍŲĚ
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Chinese Sample 13 (Second Analyst) 
!g, ÚËĠŸŲĨJŸŸȚĶÍŠȚȚĚĞÒJÙÙJŨÞÜÚŊỲŖŸËȚÜHĚ 60 % jJ{]f=Jit 
ŸĖȚȚŸÜHĚŸĘÚŊỲŖȚĶ£ÙŨÙŌĚ. • ŸÜŸŸŲĦŸȚȚÙÜŸĚ
ŸŸŸŅŸŸĦŸĦŐŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸŸŸŲŸÜŸŸĦĚ
ŸŸŁÕÕŸŸŸŸĦŸŸĔŸHĚŸĦŸĦŸŸŸŎĚ•• ŸĚ
ÜŸĻŅŸŸÜŸĦŅŸHĚŸŸŸŸŲŸŸŸŸĤŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸŲŤŸĻŸŸŸĠŸHĚ€ĠŸŲŠĨJHĚĦŸŸŸĚ
ŸWWÜĠĠÜŸŸĦWWĦŸĦÜÓŸŸĦĚ
DUV Reactions from Sudanese government 
ELABORA TION 
ŸÕÕŸĦĖÑŸŲŸÜŸŸHĚĖÑŸÜŸŸŸŸŸŁĠĚ
ĖĠŸÙĪĿĚ tR:5Eif& 1m ĴŪŸÑŲẀJŸĚ00 ĮŸĚŸŸÞŸĚlID t:lIJ'Vti5C 
ŸŸŸŬŬŸŸĦŸŸÜŸŸHĚŸĠÓĖÑŸĒŸĦ§ŸĒĚ
ŃJŞŪPÙÜJĦȚŅŨŊÑÍĖÑŲŅŨŊÍȚĠGȚŲŸŸŊÍŊËŸĦĚ IWIM. ŸŸŸŸŦŨŨĦŸĚ
ŸŸÔŸHĚŸĘŸŸŸŸĦŲŲŸĦĚĖÑŸĠŸŸŸŸĻŸĚ
ĖÑŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŲŸŸȚĶŸ§HĚŸWWŸŸĦĚĠĽŸŸĚ
ŸŸ«ÜŸŸŸĦĚŸÓŸŸĠŸĠŸŸŸŸŸÑHĚĤĨŸĚ
WWÜŸŸŸŸŬŬŸŸŸÜŸŸÜŸŸŸŲŸŸĦŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 14 (Original) 
ŸĚUĒŸĴȚŅÑŸĚlliffrAA 
i2*: ŸÍGŨŸĚ
BM: 1998-8-28 
ŸŸĠĠŸĦÜÓŸÓĠPŸȚȚŲÓĻĻŸHĚŸĠŸĠĻÜĚ
ŸĪWİĚŸWGÒĪÍŊŸHÜȚŅỲŊŸÙĔỲVĦĚ JȚŨŸŨŅŨȚŨŊÜŴŪÚWĚ ĔWÓŊŸHÜĚ
ŸÜŎŸŸŸĠĨŤĦĦĚĠĦŸŸHĚĠÜĠŸŸĦÓ¥ĦĚ
ÎÌŸĠÙÚÚŅŁŊPÍŊŸŸȚŨỲŊÜĤẀẀŸHÜĦĚ ŊŸŊȚJJPÍŊŸĔWĻĻÍŸŊŨŅĚ
ÚŖŬGWŊĜŨGÍĲÜŸŸŸĦĚ
ŸĦÜÓȚŅỲŊĚ•• ŸRȚÙŸŸÜĠĠİŸĠŸȚȚŲÓŸÜĤŸĚ
ŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸŸĠŸPÓŸĠŸĔŸŸĤŸĦŸŸĚ
h, ÞŸȚȚŲÓÍGŨŲŲĦÑÍŊŸŠŸĦŸŠĦŴĠŸŸĤŸĠĚ
ŸŸĠĦĚ**, İŸĖŸÕÕĠĠŸPŸŸŸŸÜĻŸÙŨÙŸPĚ
ÓŸȚÙÜĠHĚŸŸĻȚWŸÜŸŸİĦŸŸPÓŸŸĻŤŸĚ
•• ŸĦĔHĚŸĠÜŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŸĦHĚŸĦĠĠŸĻĚ
ŸŸĦĚŸŸĠŸÜŸŸŸŸŸHĚÜŸŸŸĦĚŸŨŨÙŸŸŸŸĚ
ŴÜŸŸŸĦHĚFJȚŨĦÓŸŸÕÕŸNŸŸŸŸĦĚĦŸRŸĚ
ŸĦŸĦĚŸŸŸĠŸĠŸŸĻÜŸĠHĚŤĦŸŸŸŸHĚ#t 
ÓŸŠĠŸĦÓŸÙŨÙŸŸŸŸĚ•. ŸŸÓŸĦŸØÜŸĦĚ
ŸĦÜŸĠĠŁŸĠȚȚÙHĚŸŸŸÜĦŸĠŸĚ•• ŸŸĚ•. 
ŸŸĔĚ•• ŸŸÜHĚŸŸŸŸŸĠĒFŸĚ•• ", ŸÜŸĚ
WM*fi"m$l'19. ŸÕÕŸŸÕÕŸĠĠŸĒŸŸĦĚ
ŸĦÜŸŸŸŸÙŨÙŸŸŸŸŸĤŸŸŸŸȚÙŸĦĚŸĖĠĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸĦŸØŸŸĚŸŸŸĠŇȚȚŸŸŸŸŸĔŸĚ
m. ŸŸŸŸPŸÕÕŸÓĦÓPÓĠ¥ŸĤĦĠĦĚŸŸÎĚ
ŸHŸÓŸŸĠPÓÜĠŸȚȚŨHĚ n, ĦĠŸĠĠĦĚŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸÓĦĚŸÓ«ŸŸŸŸŪÓŸŸŸÓŸWWŸŸĖĔHĚŸĚ
ŸÕÕFŸÜŸŸÓĒŸŸȚWÓĠĠĒĦĚŸŸŸŸĦŸŸŸĚ
ŸÜŸŸŸFĚ•. ŸÕÕÓŸĔĠŸÞĒŸŸŸŸĦ»Ě.• 
ŸŸPĠHĚȚWWWŸŸĦĔĦĚÓĔWWŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĪŸĦĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸȚWĶŸĦĚŸŸÜÜŸÌŸŸŇŸŸŨŨÙUŸPÓĚ
ŸŸHĚȚWŸŸŸĦÓPĦĦĚŸ®ÜŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
ÓŸĦĚŸŸŸŸȚÙÓŸĠĠŸHĚŸÕÕŸŸŸȚȚŸĻÜĬŸĚ
-=P. 
ftt W3 fllitti: Ww. tll9J * ŸĚJL.' J1ltflli * . ŸĚWI, 9J * fll.1fZ-ll! ŸĚ
ŸÜHĚŸĦFŸĠŸPĦĚȚWĤĠŸÜĠŸŁŸHĚĦÓŸÑĚ
ŸŸŸŸÓŸHĚŸŸHĚŸĔŸŸŸŸŸÜŸĤÜŸŠŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸŸÜŸĦĚŸŸŸŸŸĦFŸĒĠŸĠĒHĚŪŸĚ
§ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚÓŸĦHĚĦŸŸĦĠŸÜŸMŸĚ
ÕÕŸŸŸŸÓŸŸĠŎŸŸŸŸĒĠŸĠĒĦŸĦĚŸŸÜĚ
flJ7tfJTll!. "*;ffJ*" ȚȚÚŲŪŊŦŨÞȚŸÖȚÚŖẀŸİÙWŨŨÙŨȚŪĔŨÓĜȚŸĚ
ŸÙŨÙĦĚ ŸŸPÍŊŸĦÓÜĦŸĠŠŸŸĠŸĤŸÜŸȚWĚ
•. ŸŸŸPŸĤŸĠĠŸŸĦŸHĚPÓŸŸŸŸĠŸŸĚ
ĠH®ŸĚfl2J. -¥ lE ȚWŸĚWi1A. ÙŎ¥ŊÚŸĚ- HŸĦĚ
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Chinese Sample 14 (First analyst) 
ÖĨĞÚĪÍĴȚŅÑŸJÙŨŲĚ{jt M 
ie1f: JȚŞÍŦŸĚ
a Wi: 1998 - 8 - 28 
DUI ÙËÕÕĴŲŸĠŨŊÚŊÙÙŖȚŊWȚǾÚĚ
VOLITIONAL RESULT 
ŸŸĠĠŸĦÜŸŸŸĠPŸPÓÓŸHĚŸĠĠĠŠŸĚ
ŸĨŨJØĚÍȚȚPJĪÍHŦHŸŁKŊÚȚÍËÙÍÙÍŸĦĚ :ffB<JlIlflHiWiiJi. ỲŊWÓHŦHŸĚ
JȚȚÜĦŸŸ¥ŸĖŁĦĦĚĦĦŸŸHĚĠĠĠŸŸPÓĚ•• 
ÎÌÍȚÚȚÑŸŲȘŊŦŦÍŊĚŸĚĠĮKŊŸĤẀÒŸHŸĦĚ ŸJȚŨJĚGG1JfO{jtMti:ilr 
ÍŊÍŨŸĮKŊÜŸŸŸĦĚ
DillI Ė¥ĠȚŊWȚǾÚŸŸÍŊŸŸĤÑŸŸŸĚ
BACKGROUND 
ŸĦÜŸĮKŊĚ•• ŸYȚÙŸŸŸĠĠİ¥ĠŸPÓŸŸĤŸĚ
PŸHĚŸŸŸŸÕÕŸĠŸPĻĻŸŸŸĔŸŸĤŸŸŸŦĚ
h, ẄŸỲÚWÓÍŦŪĦNÍŊĮKŊŸŸĦŸĚ•• PĦŸĮKŊĤŸĠĚ
ŸŸĦĦĚ**, İ¥ŸŸŸĠĠĮKŊPŸŸÍŦŸŬŬŠÜŴŴỲŊWĚ
M*ffm., ŸŸĻŸŸÕÕŸŸØĦŸŸỲÚWÓĦŸĻNŸĚ
•• ŸĠĔHĚŸĠÜŸŸŸŴŸĠĦŸŸĚŸPŸŸĦĻĚ
ŸŸĦĚŸŬŬŸ¥ŸŸŸŸŸŸHĚÓȚWŸŸĦĚŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
PŸŸŸŸMHĚFŸPÓŸŸŸŸŴŲŪŸŸŸĦĚĦŸYŸĚ
ŸŸWĻĦĚ
Dum ỲŊŨPŊÜHŸÍÙŸÍËJÜŸWËŅGÔĠĠÙŊÚỲŊŨĚ
BACKGROUND 
ŸŸŸŸÜĠŸŸŸÜŸĠHĚŁĦŸŸŸÍŦHĚW 
ÓŸĦĠŸĚ••• ÙŨÙŸŸŸŸŸHĚŸÕÕÓŸĦȚWİÜŸĦĚ
ŸĦÜŸĠĠȚȚĖŸÜHĚŸŸŸŤŸŸŸŸĚ•• ȚÕŸŸĚ
ŸÙŨÙŸĚ•• ŸŸŸHĚŸŸÌŸŸĠĒFŸĦŸĒHĚŸÜŸĚ
ỲÚWÓĠȚÙĒȚȚÙĖŸĦĚ ŸÕÕĮKŊȚÕÕÕŸĠĠĮKŊĒÓÜĦĚ
DUN PÍŊÜŸŸŅØŸÜŸŸÓÜÓŸŸĚ
ELABORATION 
ŸĦÜŸĮKŊŸŸPPMŸŸŸĤŸĦŸŸȚȚŸĦĚŸĦŸĚ
ŸŸÕÕÕÕŸŸŸØŸÜHĚŴŸŸĠŲŪŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĚ
m, ÜŸŸŸŸÍŊÕÕĠŸĦŸPÓŸĠĮKŊĤĦĠĦĚŸ¥ÎĚ
ŸHĚ ŸÓŸŸĠỲÚWÓÜĠŸŸHĚİŸHĚ ĦĠŸĠĠHĚaww 
ŸỲÚWÓHĚ ŸÓĒŸȚWJȚŞĠĒȚWĚ•• ŸÓŸPJŸĦĖĔHĚŸĚ
ŸÍ¥ŊÙNĦØUĤÍŲÍŨÖŊÙȚŲÓĚ ĒÎWŸÜŸŊȘŸĒĚ. ÍŸĞŶŅÑÙÑWÑÖĠĠẀŸĚ
ŸÜŁJȚȚŸŸĠHĚŸŸŪŸŸŸŸŸĒŸŸÓĚ•• ". a 
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Chinese Sample 14 (First analyst) 
ŸÕÕPŸHĚĔŸĠŸĦĔĦĚÓĠŸŸŸŸĦŸŸŸŁŸHĚ
ŸŸŸÛŸŸĶŸĦĚŸŸÜĠŸÌŸŸŇŸŸŨŨÙUŸŸÓĚ
**, ŸŸŸŸŸÓŸŸĦĚŸĽŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŪŸĚ
M.. ŸŸŸŸŸÓPĠĠÛHĚŸÕÕŸŸŸȚȚÓĻŸŸŸĚ
-fo. 
DW PŪŸPŸOĤŸŸŸÒŸŸŸŸĚ
INTERPRETATION 
PÓJÒWȚĹŸÙ§ŐŅNJȚÕŲJȚJWĠŅGŊKŊŊÒHŅMWÙWȚĹĠĦĚ ŸŪWŲHĚ r:f:t*:fOf:ilHi 
ŸÜHĚŅPŊÓ¥ŸŞŸÚĜŸPĦĚ W£ĤŸİWŨĴȚŎĠȚÙŨŖÜÛHĚ PĤPŨŸPĚ
}j(f!ljt!pjxfJL. {f3:Ji:. ŊËĠŸŸHĠŨȚȚÙŁȚŨÍŸĤWŊŊŲÙÙŊÜÛŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸĦĚŸŸÓŸŅPŊĦÔŸĒĠŸĦĒHĚŸŸĚ
§ŸŸŸŸĦŸŸȚȚÙŸĚ.• ŸĚ•.•• ŸŸĠŸŸŸPŸĚ
ÕÕĠŸŸŸPŸ¥ŸŸĦŸŸŸĒĠŸĠĒĦWWĦĚŸŸÜĚ
flJ?tfJTit!, "**,Jm" ÙNŅȚŨÙŊÓÚŸÍŸŸ·JUMŸĚTi-kOO:fOfftWJ(J9 
ŸȚÙĦĚ ŊËŸPŶÚJȚÕŸÕÕŸĦŸĠŠȚÙĠŸŸĤŸÜŸŴĚ
•. ŸŸŸPŸĤŲJȚJWĠĠŸŸĦŸHĚĦÕÕŸŸŸŸĠŸÕÕĚ
*, i§:1J {r.{:f. iE ŸŸĚWÍÍȚŸĚÙŊǾÙŅŊŸĚ- ,w.. 
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Chinese Sample 14 (Second Analyst) 
ÍȚȚÙĤŨȚŸĴȚ§ŸŨŨŅȚÚŲÓĚ
12*: ĦŸÚŊŸĚ
BM: 1998-8-28 
DB The West improves its relationship with Iran 
DUI French foreign minister visit Iran 
VOLITIONAL RESULT 
DUll Disagreements between Iran and the West 
BACKGROUND 
ŸĦÓŸŸĚ•• ŸRȚÙŸŸÕÕĠĠİ¥ĠŸŸÓŸĦĤŸĚ
ŸŸHĚŸŸŸŸŸÜĠŸPÓĠ¥ŸĔŸŸĤŸŸĦÓĚ
h, ÞŸŸÓŸŲŲĦPŸŸŸȚȚŨÑŸŸĦPĠŸŸĤŸĠĚ
ŸŸĠĦĚ**, İŸŸŸÕÕĠĠŸŸŸĻŸŸÕÕĻŸÙŨÙŸĦĚ
ÓŨŨÙȚȚŸŸHĚ ÜŸGĻŸŸŸŸŸØŸŸŸĽÓĦŸĻŁŸĚ
•• ŸĦĔHĚŸĠÜŸŸŸŸŸĠŸŸĦHĚŸĦĠŸŸĻĚ
ŸŸĦĚŸŸŸĠŸŸŸĦŸŸHĚÓĦŸŸĦĚŸŸĠŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸŸŠĚFŸĽÓŸŸŸŸŸŸŸŸÕÕĚ.• ÕÕŸŸĚ(J<]qrttt.. 
Dum The relationship is impro"ing 
BACKGROUND 
ŌŸŸŸĠĠŸŸĻÜŸĠHĚŁĦŸŸŸŸHĚfjr 
ÓŸȚWĠŸĦÓĦÙŨŨŸŸĜŊKŖŸĦHĚŸŸÓŸĚ•• ØÜŸĚ
ŸŸÜŸĠĠȚÙŸŸȚȚÙHĚŸŸŸĚ•• ŸĦŸĚ•• ŸŸŸĚ
ŸŸȚWĚ•• ŸĦŸHĚŸŸŸÓŸĠĒŸŸÜĦĒHĚŸÜŸĚ
ĦÓÜȚÙĒÜĠŸĦĚŸÕÕŸŸÕÕŸĠĠŸ»ÓŸĚ
DUN Several Western countries arc ntt('mpting to 
improve relationship with Inm 
ELABORATION 
ŸĦÜŸŸŸŸÜŸMŸŸŸĤŸÑŸŸȚȚŸĦĚŸĠŸĚ
ŸŸŸŸĠĦŁØŸŸĚŸŸŸĦ€ŸŸŸŸÓŸĔĦĚ
*, ŸŸŸŸŸŸÕÕŸŸÜÓȚÚŲŸŸŸŸĤĖĠĦĚŸĦÎĚ
ŸHĚ ŸÜŸŸÜPÓĦĠÓŸĚİŸHĚ ĦĠŸĠĠĦĚĻÜŸĚ
ŸŸÓHĚŸŁĒŸŸŸĠĒÓŸĦŸÓŸŸŸŸĖĔHĚŸĚ
ŸÕÕFŸÜŸȚÚŲÓĒŸŸÓŠŸĠĒĦĚŸÜŸŸŴŸŸŸĚ
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Chinese Sample 14 (Second Analyst) 
ŸÜŁŸŸŸĠHĚŸÕÕŸŸŸŸŸŸĒŸŸŸŸÜĒĦŚĚ
ŸÕÕPŸHĚŸŸŸŸĖĔĦĚÓĔŸŸŸŸĖŸŸŸŠŸHĚ
ŁŸŸÒŸŲŲĶŸĦĚŸŸÜÜĠÌŸŸŸŸŸȚȚUŸPÓĚ
ŸŸHĚȚWŸŸŸĦÓŸĦĦĚŸĽĦŸŸÕÕŸŸŸŸĔŸŸĚ
M.. ŸŸŸŸĦÓĦŸĠŸHĚŸÕÕŸŸŸȚȚÜĻĦĬŸĚ
ŸĦĚ
DUV There are common ŦŲŬẀŪTŸĚtn ŸUJËËĒŸĚ
INTERPRETATION 
PÓËWÙĹŸPŐŅNĠĒŸĠŸIÒŘŊŅŨÑWÓPĦĚ :Jirru, ŲJŮĠĠĒŸJÙŨWŸĚ
ŸÜHĚŸŸFŸĠŸPĦĚŸĤĠŸŸĠŸŸÒHĚPÓŸPĚ
ÚÚŸÚGŨJĦJWÜŸĴÚĒÚGŔHĚ ỲŠŸHĚ ŸĠŸJGWHĠŸȚÍŁÍÍŨWŃĦĤWŊŊȚMĞŎŨȚĚŲŚŸĚ
JJȚĴŸŊŸĨĿÚŔHŸÖŊPĦĦĚ ŅWŸŨÍŸĴÚĒØŸŅĒFŸĚẀÙWŸŊĠĒĚ, ŸÍȚĚ
§ĦŸŸŸĦŨWŸȚȚÙÜĦĚMaa, ĦŸŸŸĠŸÕÕĦPÍȚĚ
ÕÕŸĜJŸÙŸŸÕỲÖŊŸŸĠÙĻŸÍWŊÍŊŸŁĲĚĒĠŸŊQŅĒĚŸWĪĜĦĚ 1ill9itl 
flJ%tJTj1t "**,JYI" ȚWŸÍȚÙWÚǾŸ¥JŞMÙÙØŸȚȚÙŨȚWŨPÓŅŨĲĚ
ŸŸĦĚŸŸPÚÚĠĒPÓŸĦŸĠŸĠĠŸŅŨĲĤŸĦŸPĚ
ŸĦĚŸŸĦŪŸĤŲJŮĠÓŸÕÕĦŸHĚPÓŸŸŸŸĠŸŸĚ
*, ŸÚÚÓŸŸWŃĦŸÓÙĻÜŸŸĤŸĦĚ
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Appendix II Original and Analysed Versions of 
English Sam pies 
English Sample 1 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Monday, 2 November 1998 
Page: 14 
Author: James R. Whelan 
(Mr. Whelan is the author of six books on Latin 
America, including a history of Chile.) 
Title: Chile's Pinochet Fought Marxist Violence 
Text: 
Chilean Gen. Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, now under arrest in 
London pending judgment on his case by the British House of 
Lords, neither sought power nor exercised it in a manner we 
normally associate with dictators. Ultimately, he relinquished 
control of the Chilean government voluntarily and conducted a 
smooth restoration of civilian rule. To evaluate his actions, you 
must understand the circumstances of the attempted Marxist 
takeover of Chile in the 1970s. 
Salvador Allende reached the presidency of Chile in 1970 
with only 36% of the vote, barely 40,000 votes ahead of the 
candidate of the right. In Mr. Allende's 1,000 days of rule, Chile 
degenerated into what the much-lionized former Chilean 
president Eduardo Frei Montalva (father of the current 
president) called a "carnival of madness." Eleven months before 
the fall of President Allende, Mr. Frei said: "Chile is III the throes 
of an economic disaster: not a CrISIS, but a veritable 
catastrophe. ..." 
Shortly after those remarks were made, the legal ground 
beneath the Allende presidency began to crumble. The Chilean 
Supreme Court, the Bar Association and the leftist Medical 
Society, along with the Chamber of Deputies and provincial 
heads of the Christian Democrat Party, all warned that Allende 
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was systematically trampling the law and constitution. By 
August 1973, more than a million Chileans --- half the work 
force --- were on strike, demanding that Allende go. Transport 
and industry were paralyzed. On Sept. 11, 1973, the armed 
forces acted to oust Allende, going into battle against his 
gunslingers. Six hours after the fighting erupted, Allende blew 
his head off in the presidential palace with an AK 47 given to 
him by Fidel Castro. 
By the time the generals had completed their takeover, 
they were heroes to at least two-thirds of the Chilean 
population. But they came under a heavy propaganda attack 
from abroad. Much of the vilification emanated from Moscow. 
But it also came from the then-powerful left in Western Europe. 
Part of the fury stemmed from a misreading among European 
socialists of what Chilean "socialism" was all about. In Chile, the 
socialist Party was the party of Maoist-style violence. 
After the coup, Mr. Frei again spoke out. In a moving 
letter to the head of the World Union of Christian Democracy, 
Italy's Premier Mariano Rumor, the former Chilean president 
wrote: "The military have saved Chile .... Civil war was planned 
by the Marxists ... the economy of Chile was headed for disaster 
... this country is destroyed." In these sentiments, he was joined 
by Chile's then two other living ex-presidents. One of them, 
Gabriel Gonzalez, said he "did not have words to ask the armed 
forces for having liberated us from the Marxist claws." Looking 
ahead, they have saved us and will permit us to live in 
democracy the totalitarian apparatus which had been 
prepared to destroy us has itself been destroyed ... ." 
Such judgments --- expressed by mere Chileans --- would 
not, however, spare the military the wrath of leftist political 
elites around the world. To counter the still existing well-armed 
and well-funded guerrilla and urban terrorist forces, the 
embattled government created, in 1974, a military intelligence 
agency which --- before Mr. Pinochet disbanded it in 1978 ---
would become a rogue elephant responsible for most of the 
human rights abuses. What is seldom spoken of is that most of 
the victims were terrorists. Before Fidel Castro sentenced him 
to 30 years in prison in 1989, Cuban Gen. Patricio de la Guardia 
bragged at his "trial" of his service in Chile during the Allende 
years. he said he had led part of an international para-military 
brigade -- one that the Chilean government estimated to number 
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about 15,000. 
In June 1974, the Communist Party in Chile reiterated its 
doctrine that the right to use violence was "non-negotiable." 
But the talk of violence was muted for a time as the party 
attempted to gain political allies. In 1976, however, party 
ideologue Volodia Teitelboim in a radio Moscow broadcast 
spoke of the need to "rethink the military problem," adding that 
Communists could not be "Gullivers bound hand and foot by 
legality." 
On April 5, 1977, a group of cashiered Chilean military 
men in London announced the formation of a "Front of 
Democratic Armed Forces of Chile in Exile." A second such 
group was formed the same day in Brussels and a third shortly 
afterwards in Communist East Berlin. On April 6, a spokesman 
named Jaime Estevez said in a Radio Moscow broadcast that the 
purpose of these Soviet-backed entities was to lead the fight "for 
the overthrow of the fascist junta." In August of that year, the 
Central Committee of the Chilean Communist Party constituted 
itself as "The General Staff of Revolution." 
In 1979, one month after the S andinistas shot their way 
into power in Nicaragua, Chilean Communist Party Secretary 
General Luis Corvalan said Chile "could become the second 
Nicaragua." A month later, he warned that "if fascism is not 
eradicated ... terrorism would find in Chile a wide open field for 
its action." a year later, from his Moscow refuge, Corvalan 
proclaimed a new era of "acute violence." Corvalan endorsed 
guerrilla warfare, terrorism and a massive armed uprising. 
By 1986, increasingly legalized political activity in Chile 
was gathering momentum in preparation for what would be free 
elections in 1988. early that year, the military stumbled onto 
part of one of the largest clandestine arms shipments in the 
history of the hemisphere, enough to arm 5,000 men. It was 
traced to Cuba. that same year, a meticulously planned 
assassination plot involving 70 terrorists narrowly missed killing 
Gen. Pinochet; five of his escorts were murdered. 
In the aftermath of each of these incidents, the 
government cracked down on the terrorist groups. Inevitably, 
innocent people were affected. The armed underground 
responded with stepped-up sabotage --- and a campaign of 
assassinations of police officers. Among many examples: On 
April 2, 1988 three youths murdered police Corp. Alfredo Rivera 
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Rojas, a 35-year-old father of two, while he was carrymg 
groceries home in Santiago. 
There were innocent victims on both sides of this civil war, 
but the fact is that far fewer died in Chile than did in most Latin 
conflicts in this century. The Rettig Commission --- named by 
the first post-military government to investigate human rights 
abuses and headed by a former Allende minister --- counted a 
total of 2,279 dead and missing on both sides. The first three 
months of fighting claimed 1,261 of the victims. 
What the Chilean military arguable the most 
professional and disciplined in all of Latin America --- left 
behind was a nation incomparably better off than the wreckage 
they inherited. But General Pinochet's opponents have never 
forgotten their defeat. 
English Sample 1 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Chile's Pinochet fought Marxist violence 
DUI The actions of Pinochet 
(Circumstance) 
Chilean Gen. Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, now under arrest in 
London pending judgment on his case by the British House of 
Lords, neither sought power nor exercised it in a manner we 
normally associate with dictators. Ultimately, he relinquished 
control of the Chilean government voluntarily and conducted a 
smooth restoration of civilian rule. To evaluate his actions, you 
must understand the circumstances of the attempted Marxist 
takeover of Chile in the 1970s. 
DUll Salvador Allende's catastrophic reign 
(Background) 
Salvador Allende reached the presidency of Chile in 1970 
with only 36% of the vote, barely 40,000 votes ahead of the 
candidate of the right. In Mr. Allende's 1,000 days of rule, Chile 
degenerated into what the much-lionized former Chilean 
president Eduardo Frei Montalva (father of the current 
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president) called a "carnival of madness." Eleven months before 
the fall of President Allende, Mr. Frei said: "Chile is In the throes 
of an economIC disaster: not a CrISIS, but a veritable 
catastrophe. . .. " 
Shortly after those remarks were made, the legal ground 
beneath the Allende presidency began to crumble. The Chilean 
Supreme Court, the Bar Association and the leftist Medical 
Society, along with the Chamber of Deputies and provincial 
heads of the Christian Democrat Party, all warned that Allende 
was systematically trampling the law and constitution. By 
August 1973, more than a million Chileans --- half the work 
force --- were on strike, demanding that Allende go. Transport 
and industry were paralyzed. On Sept. 11, 1973, the armed 
forces acted to oust Allende, going into battle against his 
gunslingers. Six hours after the fighting erupted, Allende blew 
his head off in the presidential palace with an AK 47 given to 
him by Fidel Castro. 
DUIII The succeeding government is loved by 
Chileans and loathed by the world 
(Antithesis) 
By the time the generals had completed their takeover, 
they were heroes to at least two-thirds of the Chilean 
population. But they came under a heavy propaganda attack 
from abroad. Much of the vilification emanated from Moscow. 
But it also came from the then-powerful left in Western Europe. 
Part of the fury stemmed from a misreading among European 
socialists of what Chilean "socialism" was all about. In Chile, the 
socialist Party was the party of Maoist-style violence. 
DUIV The Military saved Chile from Marxist 
violence 
(Elaboration) 
After the coup, Mr. Frei again spoke out. In a moving 
letter to the head of the World Union of Christian Democracy, 
Italy's Premier Mariano Rumor, the former Chilean president 
wrote: "The military have saved Chile .... Civil war was planned 
by the Marxists ... the economy of Chile was headed for disaster 
... this country is destroyed." In these sentiments, he was joined 
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by Chile's then two other living ex-presidents. One of them, 
Gabriel Gonzalez, said he "did not have words to ask the armed 
forces for having liberated us from the Marxist claws." Looking 
ahead, they have saved us and will permit us to live in 
democracy the totalitarian apparatus which had been 
prepared to destroy us has itself been destroyed ... ." 
DUV Chilean Communists' violence acts 
(Elaboration) 
Such judgments --- expressed by mere Chileans --- would 
not, however, spare the military the wrath of leftist political 
elites around the world. To counter the still existing well-armed 
and well-funded guerrilla and urban terrorist forces, the 
embattled government created, in 1974, a military intelligence 
agency which --- before Mr. Pinochet disbanded it in 1978 ---
would become a rogue elephant responsible for most of the 
human rights abuses. What is seldom spoken of is that most of 
the victims were terrorists. Before Fidel Castro sentenced him 
to 30 years in prison in 1989, Cuban Gen. Patricio de la Guardia 
bragged at his "trial" of his service in Chile during the Allende 
years. he said he had led part of an international para-military 
brigade -- one that the Chilean government estimated to number 
about 15,000. 
In June 1974, the Communist Party in Chile reiterated its 
doctrine that the right to use violence was "non-negotiable." 
But the talk of violence was muted for a time as the party 
attempted to gain political allies. In 1976, however, party 
ideologue Volodia Teitelboim in a radio Moscow broadcast 
spoke of the need to "rethink the military problem," adding that 
Communists could not be "Gullivers bound hand and foot by 
legality." 
On April 5, 1977, a group of cashiered Chilean military 
men in London announced the formation of a "Front of 
Democratic Armed Forces of Chile in Exile." A second such 
group was formed the same day in Brussels and a third shortly 
afterwards in Communist East Berlin. On April 6, a spokesman 
named Jaime Estevez said in a Radio Moscow broadcast that the 
purpose of these Soviet-backed entities was to lead the fight "for 
the overthrow of the fascist junta." In August of that year, the 
Central Committee of the Chilean Communist Party constituted 
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itself as "The General Staff of Revolution." 
In 1979, one month after the Sandinistas shot their way 
into power in Nicaragua, Chilean Communist Party Secretary 
General Luis Corvalan said Chile "could become the second 
Nicaragua." A month later, he warned that "if fascism is not 
eradicated .. . terrorism would find in Chile a wide open field for 
its action." a year later, from his Moscow refuge, Corvalan 
proclaimed a new era of "acute violence." Corvalan endorsed 
guerrilla warfare, terrorism and a massive armed uprising. 
By 1986, increasingly legalized political activity in Chile 
was gathering momentum in preparation for what would be free 
elections in 1988. early that year, the military stumbled onto 
part of one of the largest clandestine arms shipments in the 
history of the hemisphere, enough to arm 5,000 men. It was 
traced to Cuba. that same year, a meticulously planned 
assassination plot involving 70 terrorists narrowly missed killing 
Gen. Pinochet; five of his escorts were murdered. 
In the aftermath of each of these incidents, the 
government cracked down on the terrorist groups . Inevitably, 
innocent people were affected. The armed underground 
responded with stepped-up sabotage --- and a campaign of 
assassinations of police officers . Among many examples: On 
April 2, 1988 three youths murdered police Corp. Alfredo Rivera 
Rojas, a 35-year-old father of two, while he was carrying 
grocenes home in Santiago. 
DUVI Though lives were lost, Chile did better than 
most Latin American countries 
(Interpretation) 
There were innocent victims on both sides of this civil war, 
but the fact is that far fewer died in Chile than did in most Latin 
conflicts in this century. The Rettig Commission --- named by 
the first post-military government to investigate human rights 
abuses and headed by a former Allende minister --- counted a 
total of 2,279 dead and missing on both sides. The first three 
months of fighting claimed 1,261 of the victims. 
DUVII Chilean military led by Pinochet left behind a 
nation better off than the wreckage they inherited 
(Evaluation) 
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What the Chilean military arguable the most 
professional and disciplined in all of Latin America --- left 
behind was a nation incomparably better off than the wreckage 
they inherited. But General Pinochet's opponents have never 
forgotten their defeat. 
English Sam pIe 1 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Chile's Pinochet fought Marxist violence 
DUI Sets framework to assess Pinochet 
(Circumstance) 
Chilean Gen. Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, now under arrest in 
London pending judgment on his case by the British House of 
Lords, neither sought power nor exercised it in a manner we 
normally associate with dictators. Ultimately, he relinquished 
control of the Chilean government voluntarily and conducted a 
smooth restoration of civilian rule. To evaluate his actions, you 
must understand the circumstances of the attempted Marxist 
takeover of Chile in the 1970s. 
DUll Allende rules badly, creates chaos and is 
overth rown 
(Volitional Cause) 
Salvador Allende reached the presidency of Chile in 1970 
with only 36% of the vote, barely 40,000 votes ahead of the 
candidate of the right. In Mr. Allende's 1,000 days of rule, Chile 
degenerated into what the much-lionized former Chilean 
president Eduardo Frei Montalva (father of the current 
president) called a "carnival of madness." Eleven months before 
the fall of President Allende, Mr. Frei said: "Chile is 10 the throes 
of an economic disaster: not a CrISIS, but a veritable 
catastrophe. ..." 
Shortly after those remarks were made, the legal ground 
beneath the Allende presidency began to crumble. The Chilean 
Supreme Court, the Bar Association and the leftist Medical 
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Society, along with the Chamber of Deputies and provincial 
heads of the Christian Democrat Party, all warned that Allende 
was systematically trampling the law and constitution. By 
August 1973, more than a million Chileans --- half the work 
force --- were on strike, demanding that Allende go. Transport 
and industry were paralyzed. On Sept. 11, 1973, the armed 
forces acted to oust Allende, going into battle against his 
gunslingers. Six hours after the fighting erupted, Allende blew 
his head off in the presidential palace with an AK 47 given to 
him by Fidel Castro. 
DUIII Military popular but attacked from abroad 
(Antithesis) 
By the time the generals had completed their takeover, 
they were heroes to at least two-thirds of the Chilean 
population. But they came under a heavy propaganda attack 
from abroad. Much of the vilification emanated from Moscow. 
But it also came from the then-powerful left in Western Europe. 
Part of the fury stemmed from a misreading among European 
socialists of what Chilean "socialism" was all about. In Chile, the 
socialist Party was the party of Maoist-style violence. 
DUIV More detail on extent of popularity 
(Elaboration) 
After the coup, Mr. Frei again spoke out. In a moving 
letter to the head of the World Union of Christian Democracy, 
Italy's Premier Mariano Rumor, the former Chilean president 
wrote: "The military have saved Chile .... Civil war was planned 
by the Marxists ... the economy of Chile was headed for disaster 
... this country is destroyed." In these sentiments, he was joined 
by Chile's then two other living ex-presidents. One of them, 
Gabriel Gonzalez, said he "did not have words to ask the armed 
forces for having liberated us from the Marxist claws." Looking 
ahead, they have saved us and will permit us to live in 
democracy the totalitarian apparatus which had been 
prepared to destroy us has itself been destroyed ... ." 
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DUV Government under threat, sets up military 
intelligence agency, communists threaten violence, 
greater political liberalization but violence continues 
(Elaboration) 
Such judgments expressed by mere Chileans --- would 
not, however, spare the military the wrath of leftist political 
elites around the world. To counter the still existing well-armed 
and well-funded guerrilla and urban terrorist forces, the 
embattled government created, in 1974, a military intelligence 
agency which --- before Mr. Pinochet disbanded it in 1978 ---
would become a rogue elephant responsible for most of the 
human rights abuses. What is seldom spoken of is that most of 
the victims were terrorists. Before Fidel Castro sentenced him 
to 30 years in prison in 1989, Cuban Gen. Patricio de la Guardia 
bragged at his "trial" of his service in Chile during the Allende 
years. he said he had led part of an international para-military 
brigade -- one that the Chilean government estimated to number 
about 15,000. 
In June 1974, the Communist Party in Chile reiterated its 
doctrine that the right to use violence was "non-negotiable." 
But the talk of violence was muted for a time as the party 
attempted to gain political allies. In 1976, however, party 
ideologue Volodia Teitelboim in a radio Moscow broadcast 
spoke of the need to "rethink the military problem," adding that 
Communists could not be "Gullivers bound hand and foot by 
legality." 
On April 5, 1977, a group of cashiered Chilean military 
men in London announced the formation of a "Front of 
Democratic Armed Forces of Chile in Exile." A second such 
group was formed the same day in Brussels and a third shortly 
afterwards in Communist East Berlin. On April 6, a spokesman 
named Jaime Estevez said in a Radio Moscow broadcast that the 
purpose of these Soviet-backed entities was to lead the fight "for 
the overthrow of the fascist junta." In August of that year, the 
Central Committee of the Chilean Communist Party constituted 
itself as "The General Staff of Revolution." 
In 1979, one month after the S andinistas shot their way 
into power in Nicaragua, Chilean Communist Party Secretary 
General Luis Corvalan said Chile "could become the second 
Nicaragua." A month later, he warned that "if fascism is not 
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eradicated ... terrorism would find in Chile a wide open field for 
its action." a year later, from his Moscow refuge, Corvalan 
proclaimed a new era of "acute violence." Corvalan endorsed 
guerrilla warfare, terrorism and a massive armed uprising. 
By 1986, increasingly legalized political activity in Chile 
was gathering momentum in preparation for what would be free 
elections in 1988. early that year, the military stumbled onto 
part of one of the largest clandestine arms shipments in the 
history of the hemisphere, enough to arm 5,000 men. It was 
traced to Cuba. that same year, a meticulously planned 
assassination plot involving 70 terrorists narrowly missed killing 
Gen. Pinochet; five of his escorts were murdered. 
In the aftermath of each of these incidents, the 
government cracked down on the terrorist groups. Inevitably, 
innocent people were affected. The armed underground 
responded with stepped-up sabotage --- and a campaign of 
assassinations of police officers. Among many examples: On 
April 2, 1988 three youths murdered police Corp. Alfredo Rivera 
Rojas, a 35-year-old father of two, while he was carrying 
grocenes home in Santiago. 
DUVI Far fewer died in Chile than in other Latin 
Am erican conflicts 
(Evaluation) 
There were innocent VIctIms on both sides of this civil war, 
but the fact is that far fewer died in Chile than did in most Latin 
conflicts in this century. The Rettig Commission --- named by 
the first post-military government to investigate human rights 
abuses and headed by a former Allende minister --- counted a 
total of 2,279 dead and missing on both sides. The first three 
months of fighting claimed 1,261 of the victims. 
DUVII Military left Chile in a better state than 
before 
(Evaluation) 
What the Chilean military arguable the most 
professional and disciplined in all of Latin America --- left 
behind was a nation incomparably better off than the wreckage 
they inherited. But General Pinochet's opponents have never 
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forgotten their defeat. 
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English Sam pie 2 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Wednesday, 4 November 1998 
Page: 10 
Author: Doug Bandow 
(Mr. Bandow IS a semor fellow at the Cato 
Institute.) 
Title: Don't Get Out the Vote 
Text: 
Elections bring out the worst in good government actIvIstS. 
You can't watch television, go to church or even buy groceries in 
peace --- TV ads, pastors and supermarket bags all shout 
"register and vote." But voting only encourages politicians. 
Every election generates hand-wringing over the 
indifference of Americans, who vote in lower numbers than the 
citizens of almost all other advanced democracies. Washington 
Post columnist Colbert King recently chided America's 
nonvoters, contending that "the worlds's voteless think you're 
out of your mind." 
But why? Blacks flocked to the polls in South Africa in 
1994, and example cited by Mr. King, to determine the direction 
of their society. In most other nations, politics and elections 
matter more than in America, where the growth of markets, and 
especially economic globalization, increasingly constrains 
government. In his book, "The Agenda: Inside the Clinton White 
House," Bob Woodward recounts President Clinton"s frustration 
at having to trim his proposed pork-barrel projects to avoid 
upsetting the bond markets. 
Americans have lowered their expectations of government. 
People no longer believe political crusaders to be ennobling. 
Hillary Clinton's attempt to develop a "politics of meaning" and 
Bill Kristol' s proposal that Uncle S am promote "national 
greatness" both met with a great collective yawn --- and rightly 
so. 
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At the same time, many people realize that elections don't 
make much difference. The point is not just the obvious one, 
that no one vote matters in any but the rarest instance. Even if 
your vote actually determined an election, it probably wouldn't 
matter, because the election probably doesn't matter. 
Say you voted for Bill Clinton in 1992 because you agreed 
with his criticism of President Bush for encouraging trade with 
China, barring refugees from Haiti and failing to offer middle-
class tax relief. Your candidate was elected ... and Mr. Bush's 
policies prevailed. And what was at stake in 1996? Bob Dole 
promised to increase federal spending, just not quite as fast as 
Mr. Clinton would; Mr. Dole's position as one of the leading tax 
hikers in Congress belied his proposed tax cut. 
Republicans won control of Congress in 1994 and slowly 
turned into Democrats. Spending rose, new programs were 
created, taxes grew more complex and progressive, regulations 
wee increased, and early gains in areas like welfare were scaled 
back. This past session Republicans joined Democrats in 
boosting corporate welfare; Speaker Newt Gingrich single-
handedly preserved Archer Daniels Midland's place on the 
federal dole. The GOP wouldn't even block funding of the 
permcIOUS International Monetary Fund; the two parties argued 
only over what meaningless conditions to attach to the funding 
bill. 
Admittedly, at the margin a Democratic Congress might 
spend a bit more. But the end point, ever more expansive and 
expenSIve government, would be the same. Moreover, 
Democrats would at least be more honest in their objectives. 
The GOP disguises its apostasy with dishonest rhetoric about 
shrinking government. 
None of this is the suggest that there are never good 
individual candidates. But they almost never win, Absent term 
limits, incumbents usually triumph; and the longer they serve, 
the greater their propensity to champion the interest of 
bureaucrats and interest groups over that of average citizens. 
Yes, residents of Kosovo might believe American nonvoters 
to be crazy, as Colbert King argues. But an election in Kosovo 
would actually matter. However Americans vote today, most 
will continue to lead prosperous, rewarding privates lives; unlike 
the poor Kosovars, they don't need politics to rescue them from 
mIsery. A failure to vote, then, sends a message of confidence 
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III the country as well as one of disgust with politicians. 
There are reforms that could make voting more 
meaningful --- strict term limits and an option for "none of the 
above," to name two. But until they are enacted, a refusal to 
vote may be the most potent protest possible. 
English Sample 2 (First Analyst) 
Analyst Text: 
DB Americans are not enthusiastic about voting 
DUI A large number of Americans are indifferent 
to elections 
(Restatement) 
Elections bring out the worst in good government actIvIstS. 
You can't watch television, go to church or even buy groceries in 
peace --- TV ads, pastors and supermarket bags all shout 
"register and vote." But voting only encourages politicians. 
Every election generates hand-wringing over the 
indifference of Americans, who vote in lower numbers than the 
citizens of almost all other advanced democracies. Washington 
Post columnist Colbert King recently chided America's 
nonvoters, contending that "the worlds's voteless think you're 
out of your mind." 
DUll In most other countries politics and elections 
matter more than in America 
(Non-Volitional Cause) 
But why? Blacks flocked to the polls in South Africa in 
1994, and example cited by Mr. King, to determine the direction 
of their society. In most other nations, politics and elections 
matter more than in America, where the growth of markets, and 
especially economic globalization, increasingly constrains 
government. In his book, "The Agenda: Inside the Clinton White 
House," Bob Woodward recounts President Clinton"s frustration 
at having to trim his proposed pork-barrel projects to avoid 
upsetting the bond markets. 
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DUIII People no longer believe in political crusades 
to be ennobling 
(Non-Volitional Cause) 
Americans have lowered their expectations of government. 
People no longer believe political crusaders to be ennobling. 
Hillary Clinton's attempt to develop a "politics of meaning" and 
Bill Kristol' s proposal that Uncle Sam promote "national 
greatness" both met with a great collective yawn --- and rightly 
so. 
DUIV Why elections does not matter 
(Non-Volitional Cause) 
At the same time, many people realize that elections don't 
make much difference. The point is not just the obvious one, 
that no one vote matters in any but the rarest instance. Even if 
your vote actually determined an election, it probably wouldn't 
matter, because the election probably doesn't matter. 
Say you voted for Bill Clinton in 1992 because you agreed 
with his criticism of President Bush for encouraging trade with 
China, barring refugees from Haiti and failing to offer middle-
class tax relief. Your candidate was elected ... and Mr. Bush's 
policies prevailed. And what was at stake in 1996? Bob Dole 
promised to increase federal spending, just not quite as fast as 
Mr. Clinton would; Mr. Dole's position as one of the leading tax 
hikers in Congress belied his proposed tax cut. 
Republicans won control of Congress in 1994 and slowly 
turned into Democrats. Spending rose, new programs were 
created, taxes grew more complex and progressive, regulations 
wee increased, and early gains in areas like welfare were scaled 
back. This past session Republicans joined Democrats in 
boosting corporate welfare; Speaker Newt Gingrich single-
handedly preserved Archer Daniels Midland's place on the 
federal dole. The GOP wouldn't even block funding of the 
permclOUS International Monetary Fund; the two parties argued 
only over what meaningless conditions to attach to the funding 
bill. 
Admittedly, at the margin a Democratic Congress might 
spend a bit more. But the end point, ever more expansive and 
expenSIve government, would be the same. Moreover, 
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Democrats would at least be more honest in their objectives. 
The GOP disguises its apostasy with dishonest rhetoric about 
shrinking government. 
DUV Voters do not have faith in individual 
candidates either 
(Non-Volitional Cause) 
None of this is the suggest that there are never good 
individual candidates. But they almost never win, Absent term 
limits, incumbents usually triumph; and the longer they serve, 
the greater their propensity to champion the interest of 
bureaucrats and interest groups over that of average citizens. 
DUVI A 
confidence in 
politicians 
(Purpose) 
failure to vote, then, sends a message of 
the country as well as one of disgust with 
Yes, residents of Kosovo might believe American nonvoters 
to be crazy, as Colbert King argues. But an election in Kosovo 
would actually matter. However Americans vote today, most 
will continue to lead prosperous, rewarding privates lives; unlike 
the poor Kosovars, they don't need politics to rescue them from 
misery. A failure to vote, then, sends a message of confidence 
in the country as well as one of disgust with politicians. 
DUVII There are reforms that could make voting 
more meaningful 
(Interpretation) 
There are reforms that could make voting more 
meaningful --- strict term limits and an option for "none of the 
above," to name two. But until they are enacted, a refusal to 
vote may be the most potent protest possible. 
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English Sample 2 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Readers should not vote 
DUI Few Americans exercise their right to vote 
(Circumstance) 
Elections bring out the worst in good government actIvIsts. 
You can't watch television, go to church or even buy groceries in 
peace --- TV ads, pastors and supermarket bags all shout 
"register and vote." But voting only encourages politicians. 
Every election generates hand-wringing over the 
indifference of Americans, who vote in lower numbers than the 
citizens of almost all other advanced democracies. Washington 
Post columnist Colbert King recently chided America's 
nonvoters, contending that "the worlds's voteless think you're 
out of your mind." 
DUll Politics and elections matter less ID America 
(Solutionhood) 
But why? Blacks flocked to the polls in South Africa in 
1994, and example cited by Mr. King, to determine the direction 
of their society. In most other nations, politics and elections 
matter more than in America, where the growth of markets, and 
especially economic globalization, increasingly constrains 
government. In his book, "The Agenda: Inside the Clinton White 
House," Bob Woodward recounts President Clinton"s frustration 
at having to trim his proposed pork-barrel projects to avoid 
upsetting the bond markets. 
DUIII Attempts to change this situation has failed 
(Elaboration) 
Americans have lowered their expectations of government. 
People no longer believe political crusaders to be ennobling. 
Hillary Clinton's attempt to develop a "politics of meaning" and 
Bill Kristol' s proposal that Uncle Sam promote "national 
greatness" both met with a great collective yawn --- and rightly 
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so. 
DUIV There is little difference between the two 
main parties 
(Elaboration) 
At the same time, many people realize that elections don't 
make much difference. The point is not just the obvious one, 
that no one vote matters in any but the rarest instance. Even if 
your vote actually determined an election, it probably wouldn't 
matter, because the election probably doesn't matter. 
Say you voted for Bill Clinton in 1992 because you agreed 
with his criticism of President Bush for encouraging trade with 
China, barring refugees from Haiti and failing to offer middle-
class tax relief. Your candidate was elected ... and Mr. Bush's 
policies prevailed. And what was at stake in 1996? Bob Dole 
promised to increase federal spending, just not quite as fast as 
Mr. Clinton would; Mr. Dole's position as one of the leading tax 
hikers in Congress belied his proposed tax cut. 
Republicans won control of Congress in 1994 and slowly 
turned into Democrats. Spending rose, new programs were 
created, taxes grew more complex and progressive, regulations 
wee increased, and early gains in areas like welfare were scaled 
back. This past session Republicans joined Democrats in 
boosting corporate welfare; Speaker Newt Gingrich single-
handedly preserved Archer Daniels Midland's place on the 
federal dole. The GOP wouldn't even block funding of the 
permclOus International Monetary Fund; the two parties argued 
only over what meaningless conditions to attach to the funding 
bill. 
Admittedly, at the margin a Democratic Congress might 
spend a bit more. But the end point, ever more expansive and 
expenSIve government, would be the same. Moreover, 
Democrats would at least be more honest in their objectives. 
The GOP disguises its apostasy with dishonest rhetoric about 
shrinking government. 
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DUV Good individual candidates usually don't beat 
incumbents 
(Non-Volitional Cause) 
N one of this is the suggest that there are never good 
individual candidates. But they almost never win, Absent term 
limits, incumbents usually triumph; and the longer they serve, 
the greater their propensity to champion the interest of 
bureaucrats and interest groups over that of average citizens. 
DUVI Failure to vote is actually a message of 
confidence 
(Evaluation) 
Yes, residents of Kosovo might believe American nonvoters 
to be crazy, as Colbert King argues. But an election in Kosovo 
would actually matter. However Americans vote today, most 
will continue to lead prosperous, rewarding privates lives; unlike 
the poor Kosovars, they don't need politics to rescue them from 
misery. A failure to vote, then, sends a message of confidence 
in the country as well as one of disgust with politicians. 
DUVII Readers should not vote 
(Motivation) 
There are reforms that could make voting more 
meaningful --- strict term limits and an option for "none of the 
above," to name two. But until they are enacted, a refusal to 
vote may be the most potent protest possible. 
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English Sample 3 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Thursday, 5 November 1998 
Page: 10 
Author: Grace Kennan Warnecke 
(Ms Kennan Warnecke is president of the New 
York-based Sovus Business Consultant and co-founder and chair 
of the Volkhov Business Incubator.) 
Title: The Indomitable Russian Spirit Keeps Business 
Alive 
Text: 
VOLKHOV, Russia -- It's bootstrap time in Russia. For the 
past six years, foreign capital has flooded into Russia, attracted 
by this sprawling country with its highly educated populace and 
vast emerging markets. That's over now. financial pipelines are 
drying up, squeezing Russian businesses and consumers. It's 
hard to find much to cheer about in Russia these days. But in 
this bleak economic landscape the resilience of some of the 
country's small businesses is a testament to the irreversibility of 
the change in mentality that transpired during the past seven 
years. 
I saw that resilience first-hand when visiting this city in the 
Leningrad oblast, or district, in northern Russia. My visit was to 
the "Volkhov Incubator," a nonprofit program set up in 1995 to 
help entrepreneurs to their feet. The Incubator is one of about 
a dozen such programs in Russia whose functions include 
leasing office space to small businesses, providing credit and 
equipment leasing, and offering basic business courses 
otherwise unavailable in the regions. While a nonprofit 
enterprise, the Incubator is not about giving freebies; those 
businesses that fail to pay back their loans or make rent 
payments are forced out. 
Upon hearing of Russia's financial meltdown, I feared for 
the future of the Incubator. The reality was not the disaster that 
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I had anticipated. As usual in Russia, people carryon. In 
Moscow, with the ruble falling, restaurants list prices in "YEs" 
(or Yankee Equivalents). Away from the glittering Moscow orbit, 
most people live so close to subsistence that, on the surface, 
"the crisis" does not have a great impact. Those I visited kept 
harvesting their potatoes and canning vegetables, fruits and 
jams for winter, as they moaned about the devaluation of the 
ruble. The most visible manifestation of the "crisis" has been an 
orgy of shopping that left bare shelves in many stores. But the 
ruble's plunge seems to be accepted either with denial or 
stoicism. 
The 48 businesses that have been started and sustained 
through the Incubator's efforts are surviving in near impossible 
economic conditions. While some businesses will undoubtedly 
suffer should these conditions not improve, others are finding 
ways to prosper. 
Tanya Shitova, who runs "Salon Chic," a small knitwear 
manufacturing firm, reported that orders had increased because 
the ruble's devaluation made imported goods too expensive for 
the Russian consumer. many local manufacturing firms are 
showing improved sales as well. Those sales may be offset by 
higher prices for raw materials, but after seven years of talk 
about increasing domestic production, local production has now 
become essential and far more attractive. 
Of course, the Leningrad 0 b I a s t is not representative of 
Russia as a whole. It has been more entrepreneurial than many 
Russian regions, and was not hit as hard as the Moscow region, 
partly because local banks had not poured money into 
government Treasurys as had Moscow-based banks. 
Nevertheless, many people are withdrawing their money from 
banks altogether, or moving it into the larger banks,in particular 
Sberbank, the central government savings bank. But it is the 
very lack of sophistication in the banking and payments system 
that has insulated some of the small businesses around the city. 
"The reason our businesses are healthy is because they are very 
basic and simple. Not one of our clients owned a debit or credit 
card, thus their money was still available to them," says Igor 
Grusdev, general director of the Volkhov Incubator. 
Noone however is under the illusion that this situation is 
tenable for long. Unfortunately, the economic program devised 
by Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov offers little prospect of 
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improvement for these entrepreneurs. Ask any what they need t 
survive, and they will put it simply: political stability, low 
inflation and low taxes. Instead, they have political confusion, 
rising inflation and tax authorities who are squeezing businesses 
in a desperate attempt to meet impossible revenue targets. Even 
those who want to play by the rules cannot keep track of laws 
that change monthly and government authorities who operate 
on a presumption of criminality. "People waste their time trying 
to interpret the law," says Maxim Vyshnovsky, the deputy 
director of finance at the Incubator. "The government;s attitude 
to business is guilty until proven innocent. There has to be 
more trust." 
as In many countries, small business owners in Russia, 
while complaining about long hours, unjust laws, taxes and the 
hostile business environment, are determined to survive. Many 
have no choice as their business is their only hope of an income, 
others simply can no longer accept working for a loss-making 
industry. Their tenacity is Russia's best chance of seeing better 
days. 
While there is little hope for an awakening at the federal 
level at this stage, there is much local officials could do to 
encourage entrepreneurs in their regions. Those regions that 
create stable environments for local business --- with minima 
taxation, consistent, transparent regulation and enforcement of 
the rule of law --- will be rewarded with businesses that weather 
the financial crisis and manage to grow, creating wealth and jobs 
in the process. 
Should local government rise to the challenge, the outside 
world could help. Incubator-type programs that invest in small 
and medium-sized businesses go a long way to changing both 
the attitudes and economic fortunes in Russia's regions. 
Seemingly minor investments such as housing and equipment 
leasing help businesses survive by giving them access to credit 
they would not otherwise have and protecting them to some 
extent from criminal elements. 
N one of this , however, can be divorced from what 
happens in Moscow. Small business has an opportunity to 
generate growth and prosperity in Russia, but only if the 
country's political leaders remove some of the many obstacles 
in its path. 
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English Sample 3 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Small businesses struggle to survive against all 
odds 
DUI Russia is in crisis and small businesses are 
suffering 
(Restatement) 
VOLKHOV, Russia -- It's bootstrap time in Russia. For the 
past six years, foreign capital has flooded into Russia, attracted 
by this sprawling country with its highly educated populace and 
vast emerging markets. That's over now. financial pipelines are 
drying up, squeezing Russian businesses and consumers. It's 
hard to find much to cheer about in Russia these days. But in 
this bleak economic landscape the resilience of some of the 
country's small businesses is a testament to the irreversibility of 
the change in mentality that transpired during the past seven 
years. 
DUll Examples of how businesses around Leningrad 
oblast cope under pressure 
(Elaboration) 
I saw that resilience first-hand when VIsItIng this city in the 
Leningrad 0 b I as t, or district, in northern Russia. My visit was to 
the "Volkhov Incubator," a nonprofit program set up in 1995 to 
help entrepreneurs to their feet. The Incubator is one of about 
a dozen such programs in Russia whose functions include 
leasing office space to small businesses, providing credit and 
equipment leasing, and offering basic business courses 
otherwise unavailable in the regions. While a nonprofit 
enterprise, the Incubator is not about giving freebies; those 
businesses that fail to pay back their loans or make rent 
payments are forced out. 
Upon hearing of Russia's financial meltdown, I feared for 
the future of the Incubator. The reality was not the disaster that 
I had anticipated. As usual in Russia, people carryon. In 
Moscow, with the ruble falling, restaurants list prices in "YEs" 
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(or Yankee Equivalents). Away from the glittering Moscow orbit, 
most people live so close to subsistence that, on the surface, 
"the crisis" does not have a great impact. Those I visited kept 
harvesting their potatoes and canning vegetables, fruits and 
jams for winter, as they moaned about the devaluation of the 
ruble. The most visible manifestation of the "crisis" has been an 
orgy of shopping that left bare shelves in many stores. But the 
ruble's plunge seems to be accepted either with denial or 
stoicism. 
The 48 businesses that have been started and sustained 
through the Incubator's efforts are surviving in near impossible 
economic conditions. While some businesses will undoubtedly 
suffer should these conditions not improve, others are finding 
ways to prosper. 
Tanya Shitova, who runs "Salon Chic," a small knitwear 
manufacturing firm, reported that orders had increased because 
the ruble's devaluation made imported goods too expensive for 
the Russian consumer. many local manufacturing firms are 
showing improved sales as well . Those sales may be offset by 
higher prices for raw materials, but after seven years of talk 
about increasing domestic production, local production has now 
become essential and far more attractive. 
Of course, the Leningrad 0 b I as t is not representative of 
Russia as a whole. It has been more entrepreneurial than many 
Russian regions, and was not hit as hard as the Moscow region, 
partly because local banks had not poured money into 
government Treasurys as had Moscow-based banks. 
Nevertheless, many people are withdrawing their money from 
banks altogether, or moving it into the larger banks,in particular 
Sberbank, the central government savings bank. But it is the 
very lack of sophistication in the banking and payments system 
that has insulated some of the small businesses around the city. 
"The reason our businesses are healthy is because they are very 
basic and simple. Not one of our clients owned a debit or credit 
card, thus their money was still available to them," says Igor 
Grusdev, general director of the Volkhov Incubator. 
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DUIII The financial system and government policy 
hamper the growth of small businesses 
(Interpretation) 
No one however is under the illusion that this situation is 
tenable for long. Unfortunately, the economic program devised 
by Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov offers little prospect of 
improvement for these entrepreneurs. Ask any what they need t 
survive, and they will put it simply: political stability, low 
inflation and low taxes. Instead, they have political confusion, 
rising inflation and tax authorities who are squeezing businesses 
in a desperate attempt to meet impossible revenue targets. Even 
those who want to play by the rules cannot keep track of laws 
that change monthly and government authorities who operate 
on a presumption of criminality. "People waste their time trying 
to interpret the law," says Maxim Vyshnovsky, the deputy 
director of finance at the Incubator. "The government;s attitude 
to business is guilty until proven innocent. There has to be 
more trust." 
DUIV The tenacity of small businesses is Russia's 
best chance of seeing better days 
(Evaluation) 
As in many countries, small business owners in Russia, 
while complaining about long hours, unjust laws, taxes and the 
hostile business environment, are determined to survive. Many 
have no choice as their business is their only hope of an income, 
others simply can no longer accept working for a loss-making 
industry. Their tenacity is Russia's best chance of seeing better 
days. 
DUV While there is little hope for an awakening at 
the federal level at this stage, there is much help local 
officials and outside world could do to encourage 
entrepreneurs in their regions 
(Interpretation) 
While there is little hope for an awakening at the federal 
level at this stage, there is much local officials could do to 
encourage entrepreneurs in their regIOns. Those regions that 
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create stable environments for local business --- with mInIma 
taxation, consistent, transparent regulation and enforcement of 
the rule of law --- will be rewarded with businesses that weather 
the financial crisis and manage to grow, creating wealth and jobs 
in the process. 
Should local government rise to the challenge, the outside 
world could help. Incubator-type programs that invest in small 
and medium-sized businesses go a long way to changing both 
the attitudes and economic fortunes in Russia's regions. 
Seemingly minor investments such as housing and equipment 
leasing help businesses survive by giving them access to credit 
they would not otherwise have and protecting them to some 
extent from criminal elements. 
DUVI Small business has 
growth and prosperity in 
country's political leaders 
obstacles in its path 
(In terp reta tio n) 
an opportunity to generate 
Russia, but only if the 
remove some of the many 
None of this , however, can be divorced from what 
happens in Moscow. Small business has an opportunity to 
generate growth and prosperity in Russia, but only if the 
country's political leaders remove some of the many obstacles 
in its path. 
English Sample 3 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB The indomitable Russian spirit keeps business alive 
DUI Despite 
some small firms 
mentality 
(Circumstance) 
the change in 
are resilient, 
economic 
showing 
conditions, 
change in 
VOLKHOV, Russia -- It's bootstrap time in Russia. For the 
past six years, foreign capital has flooded into Russia, attracted 
by this sprawling country with its highly educated populace and 
vast emerging markets. That's over now. financial pipelines are 
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drying up, squeezing Russian businesses and consumers. It's 
hard to find much to cheer about in Russia these days. But in 
this bleak economic landscape the resilience of some of the 
country's small businesses is a testament to the irreversibility of 
the change in mentality that transpired during the past seven 
years. 
DUll Presents essential detail about the financial 
situation in Russia and the way business cope 
(Elaboration) 
I saw that resilience first-hand when visiting this city in the 
Leningrad oblas t, or district, in northern Russia. My visit was to 
the "Volkhov Incubator," a nonprofit program set up in 1995 to 
help entrepreneurs to their feet. The Incubator is one of about 
a dozen such programs in Russia whose functions include 
leasing office space to small businesses, providing credit and 
equipment leasing, and offering basic business courses 
otherwise unavailable in the regions. While a nonprofit 
enterprise, the Incubator is not about giving freebies; those 
businesses that fail to pay back their loans or make rent 
payments are forced out. 
Upon hearing of Russia's financial meltdown, I feared for 
the future of the Incubator. The reality was not the disaster that 
I had anticipated. As usual in Russia, people carryon. In 
Moscow, with the ruble falling, restaurants list prices in "YEs" 
(or Yankee Equivalents). Away from the glittering Moscow orbit, 
most people live so close to subsistence that, on the surface, 
"the crisis" does not have a great impact. Those I visited kept 
harvesting their potatoes and canning vegetables, fruits and 
jams for winter, as they moaned about the devaluation of the 
ruble. The most visible manifestation of the "crisis" has been an 
orgy of shopping that left bare shelves in many stores. But the 
ruble's plunge seems to be accepted either with denial or 
stoicism. 
The 48 businesses that have been started and sustained 
through the Incubator's efforts are surviving in near impossible 
economic conditions. While some businesses will undoubtedly 
suffer should these conditions not improve, others are finding 
ways to prosper. 
Tanya Shitova, who runs "Salon Chic," a small knitwear 
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manufacturing firm, reported that orders had increased because 
the ruble's devaluation made imported goods too expensive for 
the Russian consumer. many local manufacturing firms are 
showing improved sales as well. Those sales may be offset by 
higher prices for raw materials, but after seven years of talk 
about increasing domestic production, local production has now 
become essential and far more attractive. 
Of course, the Leningrad 0 b I a s t is not representative of 
Russia as a whole. It has been more entrepreneurial than many 
Russian regions, and was not hit as hard as the Moscow region, 
partly because local banks had not poured money into 
government Treasurys as had Moscow-based banks. 
Nevertheless, many people are withdrawing their money from 
banks altogether, or moving it into the larger banks,in particular 
Sberbank, the central government savings bank. But it is the 
very lack of sophistication in the banking and payments system 
that has insulated some of the small businesses around the city. 
"The reason our businesses are healthy is because they are very 
basic and simple. Not one of our clients owned a debit or credit 
card, thus their money was still available to them," says Igor 
Grusdev, general director of the Volkhov Incubator. 
DUIII Despite currently favourable 
by central government likely to make 
(Background) 
situation, action 
things worse 
No one however is under the illusion that this situation is 
tenable for long. Unfortunately, the economic program devised 
by Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov offers little prospect of 
improvement for these entrepreneurs. Ask any what they need t 
survive, and they will put it simply: political stability, low 
inflation and low taxes. Instead, they have political confusion, 
rising inflation and tax authorities who are squeezing businesses 
in a desperate attempt to meet impossible revenue targets. Even 
those who want to play by the rules cannot keep track of laws 
that change monthly and government authorities who operate 
on a presumption of criminality. "People waste their time trying 
to interpret the law," says Maxim Vyshnovsky, the deputy 
director of finance at the Incubator. "The government;s attitude 
to business is guilty until proven innocent. There has to be 
more trust." 
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DUIV But small businessmen determined to survive 
(Evaluation) 
As in many countries, small business owners in Russia, 
while complaining about long hours, unjust laws, taxes and the 
hostile business environment, are determined to survive. Many 
have no choice as their business is their only hope of an income, 
others simply can no longer accept working for a loss-making 
industry. Their tenacity is Russia's best chance of seeing better 
days. 
D UV Things could 
adopted pro-business 
(Interpretation) 
be improved if local government 
policies 
While there is little hope for an awakening at the federal 
level at this stage, there is much local officials could do to 
encourage entrepreneurs in their regions. Those regions that 
create stable environments for local business --- with minima 
taxation, consistent, transparent regulation and enforcement of 
the rule of law --- will be rewarded with businesses that weather 
the financial crisis and manage to grow, creating wealth and jobs 
in the process. 
Should local government rise to the challenge, the outside 
world could help. Incubator-type programs that invest in small 
and medium-sized businesses go a long way to changing both 
the attitudes and economic fortunes in Russia's regions. 
Seemingly minor investments such as housing and equipment 
leasing help businesses survive by giving them access to credit 
they would not otherwise have and protecting them to some 
extent from criminal elements. 
DUVI But everything depends ultimately on central 
government action 
(Interpretation) 
None of this , however, can be divorced from what 
happens in Moscow. Small business has an opportunity to 
generate growth and prosperity in Russia, but only if the 
country's political leaders remove some of the many obstacles 
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III its path. 
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English Sam pie 4 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Friday-Saturday, 6-7 November 1998 
Page: 14 
Author: David Malpass 
(Mf. Malpass is chief international economist 
at Bear Stearns) 
Title: The Wrong Battle for Europe 
Text: 
The economIC battle line is a familiar one. Europe's 
politicians fight for growth and jobs while its central bankers 
retaliate with calls for independence and price stability. For 
now, Europe's central bankers are safe from the political 
onslaught. In fact, they are using the political criticism to 
bolster their case for central bank autonomy and secrecy. And 
their campaign is having some impact. During this week's 
battle, even some of Europe's newly elected social-democratic 
leaders wee forced to repeat their total support for whatever the 
bankers decide. German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder's office 
conceded the high ground by asking central bankers to 
stimulate growth only when it does not conflict with the goal of 
price stability. 
But these are the wrong battles for Europe to be fighting. 
Growth and price stability are allies, not enemies . Price stability 
causes growth by allowing producers and consumers to lengthen 
their planning horizons, enjoy lower interest rates and spend 
less time on price arbitrage. Equally, growth causes price 
stability. Growth makes national debt burdens less onerous and 
encourages tax cuts, both antidotes for inflation. As an 
economy grows, it adds jobs and becomes more efficient with 
more output chasing the money supply. 
Trouble is, the present fight will slow down Europe's 
massive growth potential. The politicians should be using their 
valuable time to fight for productivity gains, better education 
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and lower labor taxes rather than tackling the central bankers . 
They should be arguing that faster growth is the best path to 
price stability. And instead of reacting defensively, the central 
bankers should agree with the politicians that faster growth 
would be better and would further the goal of price stability. 
And the central bankers should use this opportunity to 
shine sunlight on their own operations. They should state a 
clear rule on which they want to be evaluated. When a central 
banker is confronted by a politician requesting rate cuts, one 
knee-jerk answer is to say "none of your business." A more pro-
growth, anti-inflation answer is to open the books and show that 
whenever the currency is stronger than the agreed-on value, the 
central bank prints more money, matching supply with demand. 
In this way, the politician can be co-opted into helping mcrease 
the demand for the currency by promoting labor reform, 
improving the investment climate and leaving more of the 
economy in the hands of the private sector. 
The politicians are not wrong in complaining about 
anaemic growth. Simply by bringing the unemployed back into 
the labor force, many European countries should be growing 4% 
per year. Again, this is not inflationary, it is price stabilizing. 
To sum up, Europe is fighting the wrong battle. When a 
new currency is born, it can be protected in two ways : by giving 
all power to the central bank and praying; or by stating very 
clearly the value of the money and the steps the central bank 
must follow when the value changes. Instead of fighting over 
interest rates, Europe should be looking for ways to simplify the 
job of the central bank. Monetary policy should be guided by a 
clearly defined price rule in which the monetary base is 
increased when the currency is strong and reduced when it is 
weak. This approach would help Europe achieve price stability 
with maximum levels of growth and employment rather than 
minimum levels. 
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English Sample 4 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB European politicians and bankers should not fight 
the economic battle 
DUI Bankers and politicians are fighting a war 
(Background) 
The economic battle line is a familiar one. Europe's 
politicians fight for growth and jobs while its central bankers 
retaliate with calls for independence and price stability. For 
now, Europe's central bankers are safe from the political 
onslaught. In fact, they are using the political criticism to 
bolster their case for central bank autonomy and secrecy. And 
their campaign is having some impact. During this week's 
battle, even some of Europe's newly elected social-democratic 
leaders wee forced to repeat their total support for whatever the 
bankers decide. German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder's office 
conceded the high ground by asking central bankers to 
stimulate growth only when it does not conflict with the goal of 
pnce stability. 
DUll Reasons why they should not be fighting 
(Interpretation) 
But these are the wrong battles for Europe to be fighting. 
Growth and price stability are allies, not enemies. Price stability 
causes growth by allowing producers and consumers to lengthen 
their planning horizons, enjoy lower interest rates and spend 
less time on price arbitrage. Equally, growth causes price 
stability. Growth makes national debt burdens less onerous and 
encourages tax cuts, both antidotes for inflation. As an 
economy grows, it adds jobs and becomes more efficient with 
more output chasing the money supply. 
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DUIII They should be working together 
(Interpretation) 
Trouble is, the present fight will slow down Europe's 
massive growth potential. The politicians should be using their 
valuable time to fight for productivity gains, better education 
and lower labor taxes rather than tackling the central bankers. 
They should be arguing that faster growth is the best path to 
price stability. And instead of reacting defensively, the central 
bankers should agree with the politicians that faster growth 
would be better and would further the goal of price stability. 
DUIV The central bankers should 
opportunity to shine sunlight on their own 
(Interpretation) 
use this 
operations 
And the central bankers should use this opportunity to 
shine sunlight on their own operations. They should state a 
clear rule on which they want to be evaluated. When a central 
banker is confronted by a politician requesting rate cuts, one 
knee-jerk answer is to say "none of your business." A more pro-
growth, anti-inflation answer is to open the books and show that 
whenever the currency is stronger than the agreed-on value, the 
central bank prints more money, matching supply with demand. 
In this way, the politician can be co-opted into helping increase 
the demand for the currency by promoting labor reform, 
improving the investment climate and leaving more of the 
economy in the hands of the private sector. 
DUV The politicians are not wrong in complaining 
about anaemic growth 
(Interpretation) 
The politicians are not wrong in complaining about 
anaemic growth. Simply by bringing the unemployed back into 
the labor force, many European countries should be growing 4% 
per year. Again, this is not inflationary, it is price stabilizing. 
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DUVI Europe is fighting the wrong battle 
(Restatement) 
To sum up, Europe is fighting the wrong battle. When a 
new currency is born, it can be protected in two ways: by giving 
all power to the central bank and praying; or by stating very 
clearly the value of the money and the steps the central bank 
must follow when the value changes . Instead of fighting over 
interest rates, Europe should be looking for ways to simplify the 
job of the central bank. Monetary policy should be guided by a 
clearly defined price rule in which the monetary base is 
increased when the currency is strong and reduced when it is 
weak. This approach would help Europe achieve price stability 
with maximum levels of growth and employment rather than 
minimum levels. 
English Sample 4 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB European politicians and bankers are fighting the 
wrong battle 
DUI Europe's 
onslaught, with a 
stabilizing 
(Background) 
central bankers 
dispute over 
face 
growth 
a political 
vs. price 
The economic battle line is a familiar one . Europe's 
politicians fight for growth and jobs while its central bankers 
retaliate with calls for independence and price stability. For 
now, Europe's central bankers are safe from the political 
onslaught. In fact, they are using the political criticism to 
bolster their case for central bank autonomy and secrecy. And 
their campaign is having some impact. During this week's 
battle, even some of Europe's newly elected social-democratic 
leaders wee forced to repeat their total support for whatever the 
bankers decide. German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder's office 
conceded the high ground by asking central bankers to 
stimulate growth only when it does not conflict with the goal of 
price stability. 
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DUll But growth and price stability are allies, not 
enemies 
(Interpretation) 
But these are the wrong battles for Europe to be fighting. 
Growth and price stability are allies, not enemies. Price stability 
causes growth by allowing producers and consumers to lengthen 
their planning horizons, enjoy lower interest rates and spend 
less time on price arbitrage. Equally, growth causes price 
stability. Growth makes national debt burdens less onerous and 
encourages tax cuts, both antidotes for inflation. As an 
economy grows, it adds jobs and becomes more efficient with 
more output chasing the money supply. 
DUIII Both politicians and central bankers need to 
respond in different ways 
(Interpretation) 
Trouble is, the present fight will slow down Europe's 
massive growth potential. The politicians should be using their 
valuable time to fight for productivity gains, better education 
and lower labor taxes rather than tackling the central bankers. 
They should be arguing that faster growth is the best path to 
price stability. And instead of reacting defensively, the central 
bankers should agree with the politicians that faster growth 
would be better and would further the goal of price stability. 
DUIV Central bankers should link the value of the 
currency with the money supply 
(Interpretation) 
And the central bankers should use this opportunity to 
shine sunlight on their own operations. They should state a 
clear rule on which they want to be evaluated. When a central 
banker is confronted by a politician requesting rate cuts, one 
knee-jerk answer is to say "none of your business ." A more pro-
growth, anti-inflation answer is to open the books and show that 
whenever the currency is stronger than the agreed-on value, the 
central bank prints more money, matching supply with demand. 
In this way, the politician can be co-opted into helping lDcrease 
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the demand for the currency by promoting labor reform, 
improving the investment climate and leaving more of the 
economy in the hands of the private sector. 
DUV Growth is possible through labor market 
refo rm s 
(Interpretation) 
The politicians are not wrong in complaining about 
anaemic growth. Simply by bringing the unemployed back into 
the labor force, many European countries should be growing 4% 
per year. Again, this is not inflationary, it is price stabilizing. 
DUVI Monetary policy should be decided by the 
exchange rate in order to help the economy 
(Restatement) 
To sum up, Europe is fighting the wrong battle. When a 
new currency is born, it can be protected in two ways: by giving 
all power to the central bank and praying; or by stating very 
clearly the value of the money and the steps the central bank 
must follow when the value changes. Instead of fighting over 
interest rates, Europe should be looking for ways to simplify the 
job of the central bank. Monetary policy should be guided by a 
clearly defined price rule in which the monetary base is 
increased when the currency is strong and reduced when it is 
weak. This approach would help Europe achieve price stability 
with maximum levels of growth and employment rather than 
minimum levels. 
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English Sample 5 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Tuesday, 10 November 1998 
Page: 12 
Author: John T. Addison 
(Mr. Addison is an adjunct fellow of the Centre 
for the Study of American Business at Washington University in 
St. Louis, Missouri and professor of economics at the University 
of South Carolina.) 
Title: Blair rolls back Thatcher's umon reforms 
Text: 
For some time after he took office in May last year, British 
Prime Minister Tony Blair really did seem like a breath of fresh 
air. He came in the wake of the mind-numbing mediocrity and 
drift of the previous Conservative government. More to the 
point, he appeared intent on maintaining much of Margaret 
Thatcher's legacy. The omens were favorable: greater 
independence for Britain's central bank, fiscal responsibility, a 
new emphasis on welfare-to-work programs, a commitment to 
maintaining Britain's new-found competitiveness, and a certain 
distancing of the labour Party form its traditional bedrock of 
support, the unions. Perhaps the designation "New Labour" was 
appropriate after all. 
To be sure, there were also some ominous undertones. 
One was Mr. Blair's intention to embrace the European Union 
"Social Chapter," a document that promotes labor market re-
regulation. Another was his commitment to introduce a 
minimum wage of £3.60 ($6.00) an hour, thereby overturning 
John Major's 1993 abolition of statutory wage fixing machinery. 
But both measures were widely perceived as diversions, not 
materially detracting from the surprisingly competitive thrust of 
New Labour's overall policy portfolio. 
However, with this year's publication of the British 
government's White Paper "Fairness at Work," it is clear that a 
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number of the Thatcher unIon reforms, painstakingly 
established over a 10-year period, are to be overturned. Those 
reforms had dealt a blow to a powerful union movement that 
had brought down an earlier Conservative government, 
disrupted many essential public services and contributed to 
Britain's economic malaise and unenviable position as the "sick 
man of Europe ." 
There are not the 1970s and the power of the unions is 
today more obviously constrained by extensive privatization and 
the forces of international competition. But Britain's economic 
transformation owes everything to deregulation, of which labor-
market reforms and the attack on the entrenched UllIon 
monopoly were a key component, Mr. Blair's "reforms," which 
have not received the attention they deserve, seek to establish 
compulsory unionism and, among other things, to strengthen 
dismissals protection. Overall, they speak to Mr. Blair's 
acceptance of a "social Europe," wedded to the notion of 
fundamental workers' rights in the European Union. 
Mr. Blair proposes that all employers with over 20 
employees be compelled to recognize a union within an 
"appropriate" bargaining unit. all that is required is for a 
majority of workers to vote for recognition, provided that this 
majority constitutes at least 40% of those eligible to vote . 
Alternatively, where a plurality of the workers are union 
members to begin with, recognition will follow automatically. 
What this means in practice is that the voluntaristic philosophy 
has been overturned by this return to the 1970s. 
Equally important are new limits on an employer's 
freedom to dismiss striking workers. The government proposes 
that those dismissed for taking part in an official union strike 
that obeys existing labor law be able to complain of unfair 
dismissal to an industrial tribunal. This is a major change, as 
the law now allows strikers to be dismissed without penalty 
unless the employer's decision can be shown to be motivated by 
anti-union animus. The employer's option to dismiss the entire 
labor force is removed at a stroke. 
One other change worth mentioning is a weakening of the 
various rather technical but essentially democratic balloting 
procedures currently in place before unions can go on strike. 
The inevitable result of the proposed simplifications sought by 
the government is that the unions' strike threat power IS 
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increased. 
Next, the White Paper threatens to increase dismissal costs 
severely. British law already discourages hiring by defining the 
grounds for unfair dismissal. But there is currently a rough 
upper limit of £11,300 ($18,800) on the compensation that 
workers can claim. Mr. Blair's plans to abolish this limit will 
lead employers to be still more cautious in who they hire. Those 
most at risk, as with so much European legislation, are the less 
skilled. Employers might react by relying further on contacts of 
limited duration, termed rather sniffily "atypical work" by 
Europeans. But the government is wise to this, since it also 
proposes that workers should no longer be able to waive their 
rights to unfair dismissal awards under fixed-term contracts of 
one year's duration or more. Employers will presumable 
respond by using temporary contracts of less than one year, at 
least until this option is also foreclosed to the . Finally, the 
government proposes to limit the qualifying period before 
employee are entitled to dismissals protection, from two years 
to one. 
None of this is new outside of Britain. The White Paper's 
limitations on the freedom of contract share the same pedigree 
as continental European practices. If "Fairness at Work" heralds 
other intrusive legislative action, the government must have 
some form of rolling action plan in mind. The same was of 
course true of Mrs. Thatcher, whose legacy is six pieces of major 
union legislation. This, of course, would be Thatcher in reverse. 
Mr. Blair has claimed that there will be no changes in labor law 
regarding secondary strikes and the closed shop. But there is 
more than one way to skin a cat, and in the interim the 
immediate measures promised in the White Paper will probably 
increase union bargaining power. 
It is alarming that the restoration of union powers and the 
restrictions on freedom of contract charted here have not been 
better scrutinized. In part, this reflects the pronounced 
weakness of Her Majesty's Opposition. This democratic deficit 
is pernicious because, given other disadvantages, Britain can ill 
afford Mr. Blair's new laws. The Thatcher reforms were 
achieved at no small cost and dislocation. They are only now 
beginning to bear fruit. It would be a tragedy were Mr. Blair's 
genUIne popularity to obscure the costs of policies that, 
however well-intentioned, threaten to fritter away the Thatcher 
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inheritance. 
In its diagnosis of the culture of relations at work, New 
Labour is as guilty of the same hubris as its socialist precursors. 
Unfortunately, the jibe that New Labour is old Labour in smart 
suits is beginning to have the ring of authenticity. 
English Sample 5 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Blair rolls back Thatcher's union reforms 
DUI For some time after he took office, Blair 
seems to be continuing with Thatcher's legacy 
(Circumstance) 
For some time after he took office in May last year, British 
Prime Minister Tony Blair really did seem like a breath of fresh 
air. He came in the wake of the mind-numbing mediocrity and 
drift of the previous Conservative government. More to the 
point, he appeared intent on maintaining much of Margaret 
Thatcher's legacy. The omens were favorable: greater 
independence for Britain's central bank, fiscal responsibility, a 
new emphasis on welfare-to-work programs, a commitment to 
maintaining Britain's new-found competitiveness, and a certain 
distancing of the labour Party form its traditional bedrock of 
support, the unions. Perhaps the designation "New Labour" was 
appropriate after all. 
To be sure, there were also some ominous undertones. 
One was Mr. Blair's intention to embrace the European Union 
"Social Chapter," a document that promotes labor market re-
regulation. Another was his commitment to introduce a 
minimum wage of £3.60 ($6.00) an hour, thereby overturning 
John Major's 1993 abolition of statutory wage fixing machinery. 
But both measures were widely perceived as diversions, not 
materially detracting from the surprisingly competitive thrust of 
New Labour's overall policy portfolio . 
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DUll However a number of the Thatcher union 
reforms are to be overturned 
(Restatement) 
However, with this year's publication of the British 
government's White Paper "Fairness at Work," it is clear that a 
number of the Thatcher union reforms, painstakingly 
established over a 10-year period, are to be overturned. Those 
reforms had dealt a blow to a powerful union movement that 
had brought down an earlier Conservative government, 
disrupted many essential public services and contributed to 
Britain's economic malaise and unenviable position as the "sick 
man of Europe." 
These are not the 1970s and the power of the unions is 
today more obviously constrained by extensive privatization and 
the forces of international competition. But Britain's economic 
transformation owes everything to deregulation, of which labor-
market reforms and the attack on the entrenched union 
monopoly were a key component, Mr. Blair's "reforms," which 
have not received the attention they deserve, seek to establish 
compulsory unionism and, among other things, to strengthen 
dismissals protection. Overall, they speak to Mr. Blair's 
acceptance of a "social Europe," wedded to the notion of 
fundamental workers' rights in the European Union. 
DUIII Blair adopted policies to restore union power 
which is against Thatcherism 
(Elaboration) 
Mr. Blair proposes that all employers with over 20 
employees be compelled to recognize a union within an 
"appropriate" bargaining unit. all that is required is for a 
majority of workers to vote for recognition, provided that this 
majority constitutes at least 40% of those eligible to vote. 
Alternatively, where a plurality of the workers are union 
members to begin with, recognition will follow automatically. 
What this means in practice is that the voluntaristic philosophy 
has been overturned by this return to the 1970s. 
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DUIV An employer's freedom to dismiss striking 
workers is curbed 
(Elaboration) 
Equally important are new limits on an employer's 
freedom to dismiss striking workers. The government proposes 
that those dismissed for taking part in an official union strike 
that obeys existing labor law be able to complain of unfair 
dismissal to an industrial tribunal. This is a major change, as 
the law now allows strikers to be dismissed without penalty 
unless the employer's decision can be shown to be motivated by 
anti-union animus. The employer's option to dismiss the entire 
labor force is removed at a stroke. 
DUV Blair changes the balloting procedures and 
makes strike easy 
(Elaboration) 
One other change worth mentioning is a weakening of the 
various rather technical but essentially democratic balloting 
procedures currently in place before unions can go on strike. 
The inevitable result of the proposed simplifications sought by 
the government is that the unions' strike threat power IS 
increased. 
DUVI The 
dismissal costs 
(Elaboration) 
White Paper 
severely 
th rea ten s to increase 
Next, the White Paper threatens to increase dismissal costs 
severely. British law already discourages hiring by defining the 
grounds for unfair dismissal. But there is currently a rough 
upper limit of £ 11 ,300 ($18,800) on the compensation that 
workers can claim. Mr. Blair's plans to abolish this limit will 
lead employers to be still more cautious in who they hire. Those 
most at risk, as with so much European legislation, are the less 
skilled. Employers might react by relying further on contacts of 
limited duration, termed rather sniffily "atypical work" by 
Europeans. But the government is wise to this, since it also 
proposes that workers should no longer be able to waive their 
rights to unfair dismissal awards under fixed-term contracts of 
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one year's duration or more. Employers will presumable 
respond by using temporary contracts of less than one year, at 
least until this option is also foreclosed to the. Finally, the 
government proposes to limit the qualifying period before 
employee are entitled to dismissals protection, from two years 
to one. 
DUVII Blair is reversing the Thatcherite policies 
(Interpretation) 
None of this is new outside of Britain. The White Paper's 
limitations on the freedom of contract share the same pedigree 
as continental European practices. If "Fairness at Work" heralds 
other intrusive legislative action, the government must have 
some form of rolling action plan in mind. The same was of 
course true of Mrs. Thatcher, whose legacy is six pieces of major 
union legislation. This, of course, would be Thatcher in reverse. 
Mr. Blair has claimed that there will be no changes in labor law 
regarding secondary strikes and the closed shop. But there is 
more than one way to skin a cat, and in the interim the 
immediate measures promised in the White Paper will probably 
Increase union bargaining power. 
DUVIII Blair and the Labour Party is wrong to adopt 
these policies 
(Evaluation) 
I t is alarming that the restoration of union powers and the 
restrictions on freedom of contract charted here have not been 
better scrutinized. In part, this reflects the pronounced 
weakness of Her Majesty's Opposition. This democratic deficit 
is pernicious because, given other disadvantages, Britain can ill 
afford Mr. Blair's new laws. The Thatcher reforms were 
achieved at no small cost and dislocation. They are only now 
beginning to bear fruit. It would be a tragedy were Mr. Blair's 
genuine popularity to obscure the costs of policies that, 
however well-intentioned, threaten to fritter away the Thatcher 
inheri tance. 
In its diagnosis of the culture of relations at work, New 
Labour is as guilty of the same hubris as its socialist precursors. 
Unfortunately, the jibe that New Labour is old Labour in smart 
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suits IS beginning to have the nng of authenticity. 
English Sample 5 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Blair rolls back Thatcher's union reforms 
DUI New Labour came to power with a surprisingly 
competitive thrust to its overall policy portfolio 
(Circumstance) 
For some time after he took office in May last year, British 
Prime Minister Tony Blair really did seem like a breath of fresh 
air. He came in the wake of the mind-numbing mediocrity and 
drift of the previous Conservative government. More to the 
point, he appeared intent on maintaining much of Margaret 
Thatcher's legacy. The omens were favorable: greater 
independence for Britain's central bank, fiscal responsibility, a 
new emphasis on welfare-to-work programs, a commitment to 
maintaining Britain's new-found competitiveness, and a certain 
distancing of the labour Party form its traditional bedrock of 
support, the unions. Perhaps the designation "New Labour" was 
appropriate after all. 
To be sure, there were also some ominous undertones. 
One was Mr. Blair's intention to embrace the European Union 
"Social Chapter," a document that promotes labor market re-
regulation. Another was his commitment to introduce a 
minimum wage of £3.60 ($6.00) an hour, thereby overturning 
John Major's 1993 abolition of statutory wage fixing machinery. 
But both measures were widely perceived as diversions, not 
materially detracting from the surprisingly competitive thrust of 
New Labour's overall policy portfolio. 
DUll But planned trade union reforms will damage 
the Thatcher legacy 
(Restatement) 
However, with this year's publication of the British 
government's White Paper "Fairness at Work," it is clear that a 
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number of the Thatcher ulllon reforms , painstakingly 
established over a 10-year period, are to be overturned. Those 
reforms had dealt a blow to a powerful union movement that 
had brought down an earlier Conservative government, 
disrupted many essential public services and contributed to 
Britain's economic malaise and unenviable position as the "sick 
man of Europe." 
These are not the 1970s and the power of the unions is 
today more obviously constrained by extensive privatization and 
the forces of international competition. But Britain's economic 
transformation owes everything to deregulation, of which labor-
market reforms and the attack on the entrenched union 
monopoly were a key component, Mr. Blair's "reforms," which 
have not received the attention they deserve, seek to establish 
compulsory unionism and, among other things , to strengthen 
dismissals protection. Overall , they speak to Mr. Blair ' s 
acceptance of a "social Europe," wedded to the notion of 
fundamental workers' rights in the European Union. 
DUIII Details of the proposed reforms 
(Elaboration) 
Mr. Blair proposes that all employers with over 20 
employees be compelled to recognize a union within an 
"appropriate" bargaining unit. all that is required is for a 
majority of workers to vote for recognition, provided that this 
majority constitutes at least 40% of those eligible to vote. 
Alternatively, where a plurality of the workers are union 
members to begin with, recognition will follow automatically. 
What this means in practice is that the voluntaristic philosophy 
has been overturned by this return to the 1970s. 
DUIV Details of the proposed reforms 
(Elaboration) 
Equally important are new limits on an employer's 
freedom to dismiss striking workers. The government proposes 
that those dismissed for taking part in an official union strike 
that obeys existing labor law be able to complain of unfair 
dismissal to an industrial tribunal. This is a major change, as 
the law now allows strikers to be dismissed without penalty 
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unless the employer's decision can be shown to be motivated by 
anti-union animus. The employer's option to dismiss the entire 
labor force is removed at a stroke. 
DUV Details of the proposed reforms 
(Elaboration) 
One other change worth mentioning is a weakening of the 
various rather technical but essentially democratic balloting 
procedures currently in place before unions can go on strike. 
The inevitable result of the proposed simplifications sought by 
the government is that the unions' strike threat power IS 
increased. 
DUVI Details of the proposed reforms 
(Elaboration) 
Next, the White Paper threatens to increase dismissal costs 
severely. British law already discourages hiring by defining the 
grounds for unfair dismissal. But there is currently a rough 
upper limit of £11,300 ($18,800) on the compensation that 
workers can claim. Mr. Blair's plans to abolish this limit will 
lead employers to be still more cautious in who they hire. Those 
most at risk, as with so much European legislation, are the less 
skilled. Employers might react by relying further on contacts of 
limited duration, termed rather sniffily "atypical work" by 
Europeans. But the government is wise to this, since it also 
proposes that workers should no longer be able to waive their 
rights to unfair dismissal awards under fixed-term contracts of 
one year's duration or more. Employers will presumable 
respond by using temporary contracts of less than one year, at 
least until this option is also foreclosed to the. Finally, the 
government proposes to limit the qualifying period before 
employee are entitled to dismissals protection, from two years 
to one. 
DUVII Current proposals could lead to even further 
rolling back of Thatcherite trade union laws 
(Interpretation) 
None of this is new outside of Britain. The White Paper's 
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limitations on the freedom of contract share the same pedigree 
as continental European practices. If "Fairness at Work" heralds 
other intrusive legislative action, the government must have 
some form of rolling action plan in mind. The same was of 
course true of Mrs. Thatcher, whose legacy is six pieces of major 
union legislation. This, of course, would be Thatcher in reverse. 
Mr. Blair has claimed that there will be no changes in labor law 
regarding secondary strikes and the closed shop. But there is 
more than one way to skin a cat, and in the interim the 
immediate measures promised in the White Paper will probably 
Increase union bargaining power. 
DUVIII Proposals show New Labour in its true colours 
(Evaluation) 
It is alarming that the restoration of umon powers and the 
restrictions on freedom of contract charted here have not been 
better scrutinized. In part, this reflects the pronounced 
weakness of Her Majesty's Opposition. This democratic deficit 
is pernicious because, given other disadvantages, Britain can ill 
afford Mr. Blair's new laws. The Thatcher reforms were 
achieved at no small cost and dislocation. They are only now 
beginning to bear fruit. It would be a tragedy were Mr. Blair's 
genuine popularity to obscure the costs of policies that, 
however well-intentioned, threaten to fritter away the Thatcher 
inheri tance. 
In its diagnosis of the culture of relations at work, New 
Labour is as guilty of the same hubris as its socialist precursors. 
Unfortunately, the jibe that New Labour is old Labour in smart 
suits is beginning to have the ring of authenticity. 
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English Sample 6 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Wednesday, 11 November 1998 
Page : 1 0 
Author: Naomi Schaefer 
(Ms. Schaefer IS an intern at The Wall Street 
Journal's editorial page.) 
Title: The Bard, Barred 
Text: 
"The feminists are offended by the selection [sic] works 
from a sexist European canon that is approached traditionally." 
So wrote Lin Wright, then chairman of the theater 
department at Arizona State University, in a 1996 letter to 
professor Jared Sakren, warning him to shape up or ship out. 
Later that year, after a number of these warnings, Mr. Sakren 
was fired for relying too heavily on the "sexist European canon." 
Shakespeare, in particular. 
We're used to hearing such politically correct sentiments 
from professors at America's top universities. Although less 
widely publicized, they are also commonplace at state 
institutions. And the tentacles of political correctness have 
spread far beyond literature, history and the social sciences. 
In 1994 ASU hired Mr. Sakren, then a director at the 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival, to "establish a nationally 
respected actor trammg program." Mr. Sakren had an 
impressive resume, having trained the movie actors Annette 
Bening, Kelly McGillis and Val Kilmer, among others. Mr. 
Sakren, who has also taught at Yale and the Juilliard School 0 
performing arts, explained to me that he "saw this as an 
opportunity to be in on the founding of a brand new program, 
one of some significance." Yet by the end of his second year, 
Mr. Sakren was facing a department set on changing his 
curriculum or ending his appointment. 
In an Oct. 11, 1995, letter to Robert Wills, dean of ASU's 
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College of Fine Arts, Ms. Wright allows that Mr. Sakren is a 
"good acting teacher," but then declares that "the problem is 
that what he has brought to the work does not match the 
explicit goals of the department." Those goals, according to the 
department's mission statement, include "confronting our 
theatrical heritage." 
Mr. Sakren's courses take what he calls a "conservatory 
approach" to theatre. He uses plays -- mainly by Shakespeare, 
Congreve and Ibsen -- to work with students on acting out 
particular scenes. that sounds like what you'd expect from 
acting class. 
It wasn't what Mr. Sakren's colleagues expected, however. 
He received another memo from his department head explaining 
that "there is a tension between the use of a Euro-American 
canon of dramatic literature and production style vs. post-
modern feminist/ethnic canons and production styles." Ms. 
Wright continued: "Each of us must be accountable -- to 
students, other areas within the department, to the chair, to the 
dean. No one, particularly in this political climate, is a free 
agent." Academic freedom, anyone? 
The charges against Prof. Sakren soon expanded. Ms. 
Wright accused him of discriminating against a handicapped 
student. Upon hearing of the charge, that student wrote to the 
department: "Although it is true that a faculty member of the 
theater department did discriminate against me, it was not Mr. 
Sakren. I have known Mr. Sakren for well over a year in which 
time he has never made any such comments." Despite this 
clarification, the charges remain on Mr. Sakren' s record. 
Mr. Sakren has gotten rave reviews from former students, 
including Ms. Bening. One student, who describes herself a 
feminist, wrote a letter to the department explaining that "Mr. 
Sakren has been part of my positive experiences here. I hope we 
can keep him." 
But Mr. Sakren hasn't had any luck appealing his dismissal 
through the university, even though Ms. Wright has admitted 
destroying letters written by students in Mr. Sakren' s defense. 
Now Mr. Sakren has taken his case to the courts. He is 
suing the university charging racial discrimination: His firing, he 
contends, resulted from his European descent and his use of 
works written by male European playwrights. With the lawsuit 
pending, Mr. Sakren's colleagues refuse to comment on the 
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matter. ASU spokeswoman Nancy Neff would say only that "we 
encourage many varieties of teaching to benefit the students." 
According to Bradford Wilson of the National Association 
of Scholars, "there has been a rise in the number of suits [like 
Mr. Sakren's] largely because there are more legal resources 
available to litigate these issues." 
While it is hardly heartwarming that a new area is opening 
up for lawsuits, it seems long overdue in the realm of U>S> 
academia. Once colleges kept personnel matters secret because 
it was believed that only a select few scholars were capable of 
making these kind of decisions. But now that everyone has an 
ax to grind, professors are no longer judged on the scholarship 
of their work. Perhaps exposing there problems to the legal 
light of day will inject some fairness back into the system. 
English Sam pie 6 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Sakren is unfairly sacked 
DUI Lin Wright accused Jared Sakren of being a 
sexist and sacked him 
(Elaboration) 
"The feminists are offended by the selection [sic] works 
from a sexist European canon that is approached traditionally." 
So wrote Lin Wright, then chairman of the theater 
department at Arizona State University, in a 1996 letter to 
professor Jared Sakren, warning him to shape up or ship out. 
Later that year, after a number of these warnings, Mr. Sakren 
was fired for relying too heavily on the "sexist European canon." 
Shakespeare, in particular. 
DUll Politically 
American universities 
(Interpretation) 
correct sen tim en ts permeates 
We're used to hearing such politically correct sentiments 
from professors at America's top universities . Although less 
widely publicized, they are also commonplace at state 
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institutions. And the tentacles of political correctness have 
spread far beyond literature, history and the social sCIences. 
DUIII Sakren who is in trouble with the department 
has an impressive resume 
(Elaboration) 
In 1994 ASU hired Mr. Sakren, then a director at the 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival, to "establish a nationally 
respected actor training program." Mr. Sakren had an 
impressive resume, having trained the movie actors Annette 
Bening, Kelly McGillis and Val Kilmer, among others. Mr. 
Sakren, who has also taught at Yale and the luilliard School 0 
performing arts, explained to me that he "saw this as an 
opportunity to be in on the founding of a brand new program, 
one of some significance." Yet by the end of his second year, 
Mr. Sakren was facing a department set on changing his 
curriculum or ending his appointment. 
DUIV The charges against Sakren 
(Elaboration) 
In an Oct.ll, 1995, letter to Robert Wills, dean of ASU's 
College of Fine Arts, Ms. Wright allows that Mr. Sakren is a 
"good acting teacher," but then declares that "the problem is 
that what he has brought to the work does not match the 
explicit goals of the department." Those goals, according to the 
department's mission statement, include "confronting our 
theatrical heritage." 
Mr. Sakren' s courses take what he calls a "conservatory 
approach" to theatre. He uses plays -- mainly by Shakespeare, 
Congreve and Ibsen -- to work with students on acting out 
particular scenes. that sounds like what you'd expect from 
acting class. 
It wasn't what Mr. Sakren' s colleagues expected, however. 
He received another memo from his department head explaining 
that "there is a tension between the use of a Euro-American 
canon of dramatic literature and production style vs. post-
modern feminist/ethnic canons and production styles." Ms. 
Wright continued: "Each of us must be accountable -- to 
students, other areas within the department, to the chair, to the 
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dean. No one, particularly in this political climate, is a free 
agent. " Academic freedom, anyone? 
The charges against Prof. Sakren soon expanded. Ms. 
Wright accused him of discriminating against a handicapped 
student. Upon hearing of the charge, that student wrote to the 
department: "Although it is true that a faculty member of the 
theater department did discriminate against me, it was not Mr. 
Sakren. I have known Mr. Sakren for well over a year in which 
time he has never made any such comments." Despite this 
clarification, the charges remain on Mr. Sakren's record. 
D UV Despite of favorable fact for Sakren he is still 
dismissed 
(Elaboration) 
Mr. Sakren has gotten rave reviews from former students, 
including Ms. Bening. One student, who describes herself a 
feminist, wrote a letter to the department explaining that "Mr. 
Sakren has been part of my positive experiences here. I hope we 
can keep him." 
But Mr. Sakren hasn't had any luck appealing his dismissal 
through the university, even though Ms. Wright has admitted 
destroying letters written by students in Mr. Sakren's defense. 
DUVI Sakren has taken his case to court 
(Volitional Result) 
Now Mr. Sakren has taken his case to the courts . He is 
suing the university charging racial discrimination: His firing, he 
contends, resulted from his European descent and his use of 
works written by male European playwrights. With the lawsuit 
pending, Mr. Sakren's colleagues refuse to comment on the 
matter. ASU spokeswoman Nancy Neff would say only that "we 
encourage many varieties of teaching to benefit the students." 
DUVII An increasing number of scholars go to court 
because there are more legal resources available 
(Interpretation) 
According to Bradford Wilson of the National Association 
of Scholars, "there has been a rise in the number of suits [like 
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Mr. Sakren's] largely because there are more legal resources 
available to litigate these issues." 
DUVIII Exposing problems to the legal light of day 
will inject some fairness back into the system 
(In terp retation) 
While it is hardly heartwarming that a new area is opening 
up for lawsuits, it seems long overdue in the realm of U>S> 
academia. Once colleges kept personnel matters secret because 
it was believed that only a select few scholars were capable of 
making these kind of decisions. But now that everyone has an 
ax to grind, professors are no longer judged on the scholarship 
of their work. Perhaps exposing there problems to the legal 
light of day will inject some fairness back into the system. 
English Sam pie 6 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Sakren was unfairly sacked by "politically correct" 
opponents 
DUI Sakren was sacked in 1996 after a number of 
warning about the content of his course 
(Elaboration) 
"The feminists are offended by the selection [sic] works 
from a sexist European canon that is approached traditionally." 
So wrote Lin Wright, then chairman of the theater 
department at Arizona State University, in a 1996 letter to 
professor Jared Sakren, warning him to shape up or ship out. 
Later that year, after a number of these warnings, Mr. Sakren 
was fired for relying too heavily on the "sexist European canon." 
Shakespeare, in particular. 
DUll Such 
spreading 
(Interpretation) 
politically co rrect sen tim en ts are 
We're used to hearing such politically correct sentiments 
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from professors at America's top universItIes. Although less 
widely publicized, they are also commonplace at state 
institutions. And the tentacles of political correctness have 
spread far beyond literature, history and the social sciences. 
DUIII Sakren had an excellent track record, but was 
in trouble within two years 
(Elaboration) 
In 1994 ASU hired Mr. Sakren, then a director at the 
Alabama Shakespeare Festival, to "establish a nationally 
respected actor training program." Mr. Sakren had an 
impressive resume, having trained the movie actors Annette 
Bening, Kelly McGillis and Val Kilmer, among others. Mr. 
Sakren, who has also taught at Yale and the Juilliard School 0 
performing arts, explained to me that he "saw this as an 
opportunity to be in on the founding of a brand new program, 
one of some significance." Yet by the end of his second year, 
Mr. Sakren was facing a department set on changing his 
curriculum or ending his appointment. 
DUIV Sakren was attacked by colleagues first for 
the content of his teaching, then on a false charge of 
discrimination 
(Elaboration) 
In an Oct. 11, 1995, letter to Robert Wills, dean of ASU's 
College of Fine Arts, Ms . Wright allows that Mr. Sakren is a 
"good acting teacher," but then declares that "the problem is 
that what he has brought to the work does not match the 
explicit goals of the department." Those goals, according to the 
department's mission statement, include "confronting our 
theatrical heritage." 
Mr. Sakren's courses take what he calls a "conservatory 
approach" to theatre. He uses plays -- mainly by Shakespeare, 
Congreve and Ibsen -- to work with students on acting out 
particular scenes. that sounds like what you'd expect from 
acting class. 
It wasn't what Mr. Sakren's colleagues expected, however. 
He received another memo from his department head explaining 
that "there is a tension between the use of a Euro-American 
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canon of dramatic literature and production style vs. post-
modern feminist/ethnic canons and production styles." Ms. 
Wright continued: "Each of us must be accountable -- to 
students, other areas within the department, to the chair, to the 
dean. No one, particularly in this political climate, is a free 
agent." Academic freedom, anyone? 
The charges against Prof. Sakren soon expanded. Ms. 
Wright accused him of discriminating against a handicapped 
student. Upon hearing of the charge, that student wrote to the 
department: "Although it is true that a faculty member of the 
theater department did discriminate against me, it was not Mr. 
Sakren. I have known Mr. Sakren for well over a year in which 
time he has never made any such comments." Despite this 
clarification, the charges remain on Mr. Sakren's record. 
DUV Despite support from students, Sakren failed 
in an internal appeal against his dismissal 
(Elaboration) 
Mr. Sakren has gotten rave reviews from former students, 
including Ms. Bening. One student, who describes herself a 
feminist, wrote a letter to the department explaining that "Mr. 
Sakren has been part of my positive experiences here. I hope we 
can keep him." 
But Mr. Sakren hasn't had any luck appealing his dismissal 
through the university, even though Ms. Wright has admitted 
destroying letters written by students in Mr. Sakren' s defense. 
DUVI Sakren is now suing the university 
(Volitional Result) 
Now Mr. Sakren has taken his case to the courts. He is 
suing the university charging racial discrimination: His firing, he 
contends, resulted from his European descent and his use of 
works written by male European playwrights. With the lawsuit 
pending, Mr. Sakren's colleagues refuse to comment on the 
matter. ASU spokeswoman Nancy Neff would say only that "we 
encourage many varieties of teaching to benefit the students." 
DUVII This is only one of many such cases 
(Interpretation) 
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According to Bradford Wilson of the National Association 
of Scholars, "there has been a rise in the number of suits [like 
Mr. Sakren's] largely because there are more legal resources 
available to litigate these issues." 
DUVIII The law should get involved in sorting out US 
academia 
(Interpretation) 
While it is hardly heartwarming that a new area is opening 
up for lawsuits, it seems long overdue in the realm of U>S> 
academia. Once colleges kept personnel matters secret because 
it was believed that only a select few scholars were capable of 
making these kind of decisions. But now that everyone has an 
ax to grind, professors are no longer judged on the scholarship 
of their work. Perhaps exposing there problems to the legal 
light of day will inject some fairness back into the system. 
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English Sample 7 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Thursday, 12 November 1998 
Page: 10 
Author: Hana Bet-EI 
(Ms. Bet-EI is a fellow of the Reuter Foundation 
Programme, Green College, Oxford 
Title: Lessons of the Great War 
Text: 
Monarchs and elected leaders from across Europe paid 
homage yesterday to the dead of a devastating conflict that 
ended 80 years earlier. Everywhere, it seemed that people were 
repeating the first lines of the poem that has come to symbolize 
the destruction: "In Flanders Fields the poppies blow, Between 
the crosses, row on row ... " But the Great War is still with us; 
our lives would be very different today had it not been fought. 
Death and destruction had occurred before, and certainly 
they have since, but never quite so pointlessly. For those who 
went to war in August 1914, it was presented as a wonderful 
opportunity: a defining battle for hegemony in Europe; a 
magnificent flash of adventure that would be over by Christmas; 
"The War To End All Wars." 
It all went horribly wrong, as we now know. Throughout 
four years of combat, over 11 million men were killed or 
wounded; the lives of all European citizens were halted, often 
permanently damaged; the economies of all combatant nations 
were devastated; and many of the political and cultural precepts 
of the Western world were shattered beyond repair. This was 
the first total war, one that degraded its participants beyond 
recognition, legitimizing death and suffering as a way of life and 
leaving little behind but hat, sorrow and despair. And it all 
started because an Austrian archduke was assassinated. 
But, of course, it was more complex than that. Europe had 
been spoiling for war for a long time. Once Germany was 
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unified in 1870, it entered into open competItIOn for supremacy 
with Britain. They were the superpowers of their ear, the most 
industrialized nations, with the best armies and the most 
sophisticated weapons. The term "arms race" was born at this 
time . Long before anyone even dreamed of nuclear weapons, 
the world watched with fascination as both counties, and several 
others, developed weapons of mass slaughter. The tank was 
created during the war, as were fighter aircraft. 
As the amount and the destructive potential of weapons 
grew, so did the size of armies. Apart from Britain, the 
Continental nations all moved to a system of conscription ahead 
of the war. With this innovation, a small professional corps 
could be inflated overnight into an army of millions. Within 
days after war was declared, a significant percentage of Europe's 
male population was taken out of civilian circulation and placed 
in a battlefield. The combination of millions of weapons and 
men meant the stage was set for huge battles. The war then 
turned into an insatiable monster, constantly demanding more 
men and weapons. All economies focused on the war machine. 
Throughout the Continent, all mining and industry worked for 
one single purpose: munitions. 
This Great War defined the 20th century. it was the event 
that ended European leadership and heralded U.S. supremacy. It 
perhaps did not create the Russia Revolution, but it speeded it 
along, and made it difficult for other nations to intervene: They 
were either at war themselves or, later, too shattered to do 
anything but observe in horror. it ended empires that had 
lasted centuries --- the Hapsburg, Ottoman and in effect the 
Czarist --- and defined many new nation states, often along 
ethnic lines. Whereas the former empires had frequently bee 
polyglot, now the new states contained "minorities," and issue 
that still haunts us. The war also made state intervention 
acceptable. Since it turned every citizen into a servant of the 
state for four years, it was now expected to supply work or 
compensate for the lack of it. In other words, the Great War 
laid the seeds of the current welfare states. Most important, the 
first world war gave us the second. 
The war ended with the armistice Europe remembered 
yesterday, but it was sealed with the Treaty of Versailles, in 
1919. and that document clearly decided subsequent events: 
But politically humiliating Germany, and impoverishing it even 
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further than the destruction of the war had done, it made 
feelings of revenge and hatred endemic. No one will ever know 
whether these passions made another war inevitable, but that 
was the way they were seen by one lowly individual: Adolf Hitler. 
The Great War ended 80 years ago today: I t is a sobering 
thought, even after a century of appalling death and destruction. 
Or rather, precisely because of such a century. If those were the 
first killing fields of modern times, how could so many others 
have followed? To those who dismiss such questions, it is 
perhaps worth noting that historic irony is still very much alive: 
The Hapsburg archduke whose assassination led to the war was 
killed by a radical Serb nationalist. In Sarajevo, no less. and 
yet, Europe has spent the past few years trying to quell the 
passions of war that have been ignited in the Balkans. As we end 
a century with troubles again in that corner of Europe, we must 
not forget the consequences of war. 
English Sam pie 7 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB We must learn lessons of the Great War 
DUI Why we are remembering the Great War 
(Restatement) 
Monarchs and elected leaders from across Europe paid 
homage yesterday to the dead of a devastating conflict that 
ended 80 years earlier. Everywhere, it seemed that people were 
repeating the first lines of the poem that has come to symbolize 
the destruction: "In Flanders Fields the poppies blow, Between 
the crosses, row on row " But the Great War is still with us; 
our lives would be very different today had it not been fought. 
DUll A brief assessment of the war 
(Elaboration) 
Death and destruction had occurred before, and certainly 
they have since, but never quite so pointlessly. For those who 
went to war in August 1914, it was presented as a wonderful 
opportunity: a defining battle for hegemony in Europe; a 
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magnificent flash of adventure that would be over by Christmas; 
"The War To End All Wars." 
It all went horribly wrong, as we now know. Throughout 
four years of combat, over 11 million men were killed or 
wounded; the lives of all European citizens were halted, often 
permanently damaged; the economies of all combatant nations 
were devastated; and many of the political and cultural precepts 
of the Western world were shattered beyond repair. This was 
the first total war, one that degraded its participants beyond 
recognition, legitimizing death and suffering as a way of life and 
leaving little behind but hat, sorrow and despair. And it all 
started because an Austrian archduke was assassinated. 
DUIII The start of the war 
(Elaboration) 
But, of course, it was more complex than that. Europe had 
been spoiling for war for a long time. Once Germany was 
unified in 1870, it entered into open competition for supremacy 
with Britain. They were the superpowers of their ear, the most 
industrialized nations, with the best armies and the most 
sophisticated weapons. The term "arms race" was born at this 
time. Long before anyone even dreamed of nuclear weapons, 
the world watched with fascination as both counties, and several 
others, developed weapons of mass slaughter. The tank was 
created during the war, as were fighter aircraft. 
As the amount and the destructive potential of weapons 
grew, so did the size of armies. Apart from Britain, the 
Continental nations all moved to a system of conscription ahead 
of the war. With this innovation, a small professional corps 
could be inflated overnight into an army of millions. Within 
days after war was declared, a significant percentage of Europe's 
male population was taken out of civilian circulation and placed 
in a battlefield. The combination of millions of weapons and 
men meant the stage was set for huge battles. The war then 
turned into an insatiable monster, constantly demanding more 
men and weapons. All economies focused on the war machine. 
Throughout the Continent, all mining and industry worked for 
one single purpose: munitions . 
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DUIV The effect and legacy of the war 
(Elaboration) 
This Great War defined the 20th century. it was the event 
that ended European leadership and heralded u.s. supremacy. It 
perhaps did not create the Russia Revolution, but it speeded it 
along, and made it difficult for other nations to intervene: They 
were either at war themselves or, later, too shattered to do 
anything but observe in horror. it ended empires that had 
lasted centuries --- the Hapsburg, Ottoman and in effect the 
Czarist --- and defined many new nation states, often along 
ethnic lines. Whereas the former empires had frequently bee 
polyglot, now the new states contained "minorities," and issue 
that still haunts us. The war also made state intervention 
acceptable. Since it turned every citizen into a servant of the 
state for four years, it was now expected to supply work or 
compensate for the lack of it. In other words, the Great War 
laid the seeds of the current welfare states. Most important, the 
first world war gave us the second. 
The war ended with the armistice Europe remembered 
yesterday, but it was sealed with the Treaty of Versailles, in 
1919. and that document clearly decided subsequent events: 
But politically humiliating Germany, and impoverishing it even 
further than the destruction of the war had done, it made 
feelings of revenge and hatred endemic. No one will ever know 
whether these passions made another war inevitable, but that 
was the way they were seen by one lowly individual: Adolf Hitler. 
DUV The same danger that triggered the Great War 
still exist therefore lessons must be leant 
(Restatement) 
The Great War ended 80 years ago today: It is a sobering 
thought, even after a century of appalling death and destruction. 
Or rather, precisely because of such a century. If those were the 
first killing fields of modern times, how could so many others 
have followed? To those who dismiss such questions, it is 
perhaps worth noting that historic irony is still very much alive: 
The Hapsburg archduke whose assassination led to the war was 
killed by a radical Serb nationalist. In Sarajevo, no less. and 
yet, Europe has spent the past few years trying to quell the 
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passions of war that have been ignited in the Balkans. As we end 
a century with troubles again in that corner of Europe, we must 
not forget the consequences of war. 
English Sample 7 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB The effects of the first world war were far 
reaching and are still with us 
DUI Despite 
remembrance day,the 
(Resta tem en t) 
the historic symbolism of 
effects of the war were real 
Monarchs and elected leaders from across Europe paid 
homage yesterday to the dead of a devastating conflict that 
ended 80 years earlier. Everywhere, it seemed that people were 
repeating the first lines of the poem that has come to symbolize 
the destruction: "In Flanders Fields the poppies blow, Between 
the crosses, row on row " But the Great War is still with us; 
our lives would be very different today had it not been fought. 
DUll The war began in high hopes, but ended in 
disaster 
(Interpretation) 
Death and destruction had occurred before, and certainly 
they have since, but never quite so pointlessly. For those who 
went to war in August 1914, it was presented as a wonderful 
opportunity: a defining battle for hegemony in Europe; a 
magnificent flash of adventure that would be over by Christmas; 
"The War To End All Wars." 
It all went horribly wrong, as we now know. Throughout 
four years of combat, over 11 million men were killed or 
wounded; the lives of all European citizens were halted, often 
permanently damaged; the economies of all combatant nations 
were devastated; and many of the political and cultural precepts 
of the Western world were shattered beyond repair. This was 
the first total war, one that degraded its participants beyond 
recognition, legitimizing death and suffering as a way of life and 
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leaving little behind but hat, sorrow and despair. And it all 
started because an Austrian archduke was assassinated. 
DUIII The reasons the war was so destructive 
(Elaboration) 
But, of course, it was more complex than that. Europe had 
been spoiling for war for a long time. Once Germany was 
unified in 1870, it entered into open competition for supremacy 
with Britain. They were the superpowers of their ear, the most 
industrialized nations, with the best armies and the most 
sophisticated weapons. The term "arms race" was born at this 
time. Long before anyone even dreamed of nuclear weapons, 
the world watched with fascination as both counties, and several 
others, developed weapons of mass slaughter. The tank was 
created during the war, as were fighter aircraft. 
As the amount and the destructive potential of weapons 
grew, so did the size of armies . Apart from Britain, the 
Continental nations all moved to a system of conscription ahead 
of the war. With this innovation, a small professional corps 
could be inflated overnight into an army of millions . Within 
days after war was declared, a significant percentage of Europe ' s 
male population was taken out of civilian circulation and placed 
in a battlefield. The combination of millions of weapons and 
men meant the stage was set for huge battles. The war then 
turned into an insatiable monster, constantly demanding more 
men and weapons . All economies focused on the war machine . 
Throughout the Continent, all mining and industry worked for 
one single purpose: munitions. 
DUIV The effects of the war; the destruction of 
empires, and sowing the seeds for the second world war 
(Elaboration) 
This Great War defined the 20th century. it was the event 
that ended European leadership and heralded U.S . supremacy. It 
perhaps did not create the Russia Revolution, but it speeded it 
along, and made it difficult for other nations to intervene: They 
were either at war themselves or, later, too shattered to do 
anything but observe in horror. it ended empires that had 
lasted centuries --- the Hapsburg, Ottoman and in effect the 
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Czarist --- and defined many new nation states, often along 
ethnic lines. Whereas the former empires had frequently bee 
polyglot, now the new states contained "minorities," and issue 
that still haunts us. The war also made state intervention 
acceptable. Since it turned every citizen into a servant of the 
state for four years, it was now expected to supply work or 
compensate for the lack of it. In other words, the Great War 
laid the seeds of the current welfare states. Most important, the 
first world war gave us the second. 
The war ended with the armistice Europe remembered 
yesterday, but it was sealed with the Treaty of Versailles, in 
1919. and that document clearly decided subsequent events: 
But politically humiliating Germany, and impoverishing it even 
further than the destruction of the war had done, it made 
feelings of revenge and hatred endemic. Noone will ever know 
whether these passions made another war inevitable, but that 
was the way they were seen by one lowly individual: Adolf Hitler. 
DUV The first world war started in the Balkans, 
and that area is still a source of conflict 
(Restatement) 
The Great War ended 80 years ago today: It is a sobering 
thought, even after a century of appalling death and destruction. 
Or rather, precisely because of such a century. If those were the 
first killing fields of modern times, how could so many others 
have followed? To those who dismiss such questions, it is 
perhaps worth noting that historic irony is still very much alive: 
The Hapsburg archduke whose assassination led to the war was 
killed by a radical Serb nationalist. In Sarajevo, no less. and 
yet, Europe has spent the past few years trying to quell the 
passions of war that have been ignited in the Balkans. As we end 
a century with troubles again in that corner of Europe, we must 
not forget the consequences of war. 
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English Sample 8 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Wednesday, 18 November 1998 
Page: 10 
Author: Ralph Peters 
(Mr. Peters, a retired U.S. Army officer, is a 
novelist and author of the forthcoming book, "Fighting For the 
Future: Will America Triumph?" (Stackpole, 1999)) 
Title: It's Wonks vs. Warlords, and Guess Who Wins 
Again? 
Text: 
It wasn't Saddam Hussein who blinked last weekend, it was 
U.S. President Bill Clinton. With combat aircraft finally poised to 
strike Iraq, the president clutched at another of Saddam' s 
teasers and called off the attack. Then Mr. Clinton wondered if 
he had done the right thing and re-started the attack cycle, only 
to break off a second effort when offered a few more form-
letter-from-Baghdad promises. In doing so, the president, like a 
country boy facing a cardsharp, fell for the tired old con game 
yet again, and missed what might have been his best opportunity 
to break the cycle of frustration in dealing with Iraq. 
For once, the U.S. had global support or acquiescence for 
military action. The time was right. But Mr. Clinton's resolve 
failed him. Reportedly, there was some debate among the 
president's senior advisors prior to the final military stand-
down, but it can only have been superficial. The White House 
claims that the deciding factor was the likelihood of 10,000 
Iraqi deaths, which Mr. Clinton feared would turn world opinion 
against the U. S . 
Perhaps, at some opportune moment, one of America's 
military leaders should summon the courage to explain to Mr. 
Clinton that deaths do tend to occur in military operations and 
that, before threatening the use of force, the president might 
want to consider that unpleasant reality. Warfare kills people 
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and destroys objects. The dream of "bloodless war" remams 
just that. Contrary to the nonsense droned out by Washington 
think tanks perhaps the most inappropriately termed 
institutions in history the application of military power 
remains an equation of flesh and blood and destruction. 
But there is even more at stake here than another botched 
go-round with Iraq. Mr. Clinton has sent signals of cowardice 
and irresolution not only to S addam but to warlords, 
demagogues and captains of terror everywhere. Not only is the 
administration reluctant to risk its own military personnel, it 
worries about hurting its enemies. On a brutally practical level, 
those anticipated Iraqi casualties would have occurred because 
so many of Iraq's sensitive sites are now in or near urban areas. 
America has just told the world that this strategy of surrounding 
military targets with humanity --- turning one's won citizens into 
hostages --- works against the greatest military power in history. 
This undercuts all the hyper-expensive military might of the u.s. 
armed forces. 
The White House claim that the risk of enemy casualties 
deterred the strike, meant to sound humane, will only further 
accelerate the urbanization of warfare, for which the U.S. and 
its military remain determinedly unprepared. When the U.S. and 
its allies are finally forced to fight, in Iraq or elsewhere, the 
death toll and attendant destruction will be far higher than they 
might have been had Mr. Clinton found the courage to match his 
rhetoric with action. 
President Clinton is the problem. Again and again, he has 
rattled the sword he knows not how to wield, and he has 
claimed victories when nothing has been achieved. Surrounded 
by close advisers whose sheltered, privileged lives have left them 
unprepared to deal with foreign leaders who will lie and cheat 
shamelessly to survive, who will sacrifice their own people to 
extend their grip on power, and who will kill without concern. 
Mr. Clinton has taken us the final step into the age of wonks vs. 
warlords, of the weak-willed and comfortable vs. the ruthless 
and determined. Guess who is going to win this bar fight? 
Many other points might be made, from the woeful lack of 
military experience in the inner circles of the Clinton 
administration, to its substitution of disparate infatuations and 
class prejudices for an integrated foreign policy. But all such 
matters are secondary to the problem of a president for whom 
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opllllOn polls are the only sure guide to decision making, for 
whom safety is ever more important than achievement, and for 
whom nothing is really worth fighting for. 
English Sam pie 8 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Clinton, the weak leader, fails t contain Iraq 
DUI It was not Saddam Hussein who blinked last 
weekend, it was Bill Clinton 
(Background) 
It wasn't Saddam Hussein who blinked last weekend, it was 
U.S . President Bill Clinton. With combat aircraft finally poised to 
strike Iraq, the president clutched at another of Saddam' s 
teasers and called off the attack. Then Mr. Clinton wondered if 
he had done the right thing and re-started the attack cycle, only 
to break off a second effort when offered a few more form-
letter-from-Baghdad promises. In doing so, the president, like a 
country boy facing a cardsharp, fell for the tired old con game 
yet again, and missed what might have been his best opportunity 
to break the cycle of frustration in dealing with Iraq. 
DUll Clinton failed to take the opportunity for 
fears of casualty and public opinion 
(Interpretation) 
For once, the U.S. had global support or acqUlescence for 
military action. The time was right. But Mr. Clinton ' s resolve 
failed him. Reportedly, there was some debate among the 
president's senior advisors prior to the final military stand-
down, but it can only have been superficial. The White House 
claims that the deciding factor was the likelihood of 10,000 
Iraqi deaths, which Mr. Clinton feared would turn world opinion 
against the U. S . 
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DUIII Clinton should accept that war involves loss 
of life 
(Interpretation) 
Perhaps, at some opportune moment, one of America's 
military leaders should summon the courage to explain to Mr. 
Clinton that deaths do tend to occur in military operations and 
that, before threatening the use of force, the president might 
want to consider that unpleasant reality. Warfare kills people 
and destroys objects. The dream of "bloodless war" remains 
just that. Contrary to the nonsense droned out by Washington 
think tanks perhaps the most inappropriately termed 
institutions in history the application of military power 
remams an equation of flesh and blood and destruction. 
DUIV 
but others 
(Volitional 
Clinton sends 
that human 
Result) 
the message to not only Iraq 
hostage strategy works 
But there is even more at stake here than another botched 
go-round with Iraq. Mr. Clinton has sent signals of cowardice 
and irresolution not only to Saddam but to warlords, 
demagogues and captains of terror everywhere. Not only is the 
administration reluctant to risk its own military personnel, it 
worries about hurting its enemies. On a brutally practical level, 
those anticipated Iraqi casualties would have occurred because 
so many of Iraq's sensitive sites are now in or near urban areas. 
America has just told the world that this strategy of surrounding 
military targets with humanity --- turning one's won citizens into 
hostages --- works against the greatest military power in history. 
This undercuts all the hyper-expensive military might of the U.S. 
armed forces. 
DUV Clinton's action is counter-productive 
(Evaluation) 
The White House claim that the risk of enemy casualties 
deterred the strike, meant to sound humane, will only further 
accelerate the urbanization of warfare, for which the U. S. and 
its military remain determinedly unprepared. When the U.S. and 
its allies are finally forced to fight, in Iraq or elsewhere, the 
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death toll and attendant destruction will be far higher than they 
might have been had Mr. Clinton found the courage to match his 
rhetoric with action. 
DUVI Clinton is too weak to fight the war 
(Restatement) 
President Clinton is the problem. Again and again, he has 
rattled the sword he knows not how to wield, and he has 
claimed victories when nothing has been achieved. Surrounded 
by close advisers whose sheltered, privileged lives have left them 
unprepared to deal with foreign leaders who will lie and cheat 
shamelessly to survive, who will sacrifice their own people to 
extend their grip on power, and who will kill without concern. 
Mr. Clinton has taken us the final step into the age of wonks vs. 
warlords, of the weak-willed and comfortable vs. the ruthless 
and determined. Guess who is going to win this bar fight? 
DUVII Clinton only cares about public opinion, not 
principles 
(Volitional Cause) 
Many other points might be made, from the woeful lack of 
military experience in the inner circles of the Clinton 
administration, to its substitution of disparate infatuations and 
class prejudices for an integrated foreign policy. But all such 
matters are secondary to the problem of a president for whom 
opinion polls are the only sure guide to decision making, for 
whom safety is ever more important than achievement, and for 
whom nothing is really worth fighting for. 
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English Sample 8 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Clinton is too weak a leader to protect the world 
DUI Clinton backed down twice against Baghdad, 
bought off by cheap promises 
(Background) 
It wasn't Saddam Hussein who blinked last weekend, it was 
u.s. President Bill Clinton. With combat aircraft finally poised to 
strike Iraq, the president clutched at another of Saddam's 
teasers and called off the attack. Then Mr. Clinton wondered if 
he had done the right thing and re-started the attack cycle, only 
to break off a second effort when offered a few more form-
letter-from-Baghdad promises. In doing so, the president, like a 
country boy facing a cardsharp, fell for the tired old con game 
yet again, and missed what might have been his best opportunity 
to break the cycle of frustration in dealing with Iraq. 
DUll The time was right for attack, but Clinton 
reportedly feared that casualties would be too high 
(Interpretation) 
For once, the U.S. had global support or acquiescence for 
military action. The time was right. But Mr. Clinton's resolve 
failed him . Reportedly, there was some debate among the 
president's senior advisors prior to the final military stand-
down, but it can only have been superficial. The White House 
claims that the deciding factor was the likelihood of 10,000 
Iraqi deaths, which Mr. Clinton feared would turn world opinion 
against the U.S. 
DUIII Implicit in the threat of war is that you are 
willing to kill people 
(Evidence) 
Perhaps, at some opportune moment, one of America's 
military leaders should summon the courage to explain to Mr. 
Clinton that deaths do tend to occur in military operations and 
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that, before threatening the use of force, the president might 
want to consider that unpleasant reality. Warfare kills people 
and destroys objects. The dream of "bloodless war" remains 
just that. Contrary to the nonsense droned out by Washington 
think tanks perhaps the most inappropriately termed 
institutions in history the application of military power 
remams an equation of flesh and blood and destruction. 
DUIVa (Boundary disagreement with the 1st analyst) 
Clinton's irresolution has signalled his weakness to 
warlords around the world 
(Circumstance) 
But there is even more at stake here than another botched 
go-round with Iraq. Mr. Clinton has sent signals of 
and irresolution not only to Saddam but to 
demagogues and captains of terror everywhere. 
cowardice 
warlords, 
DUIVb (Boundary disagreement with the 1st analyst) 
The US had told the world it is reluctant to attack 
military targets in civilian areas 
(Elaboration) 
Not only is the administration reluctant to risk its own military 
personnel, it worries about hurting its enemies. On a brutally 
practical level, those anticipated Iraqi casualties would have 
occurred because so many of Iraq's sensitive sites are now in or 
near urban areas. America has just told the world that this 
strategy of surrounding military targets with humanity ---
turning one's won citizens into hostages --- works against the 
greatest military power in history. This undercuts all the hyper-
expensIve military might of the U.S. armed forces . 
DUV The current US strategy means that casualties 
will be higher than they need to be 
(Evaluation) 
The White House claim that the risk of enemy casualties 
deterred the strike, meant to sound humane, will only further 
accelerate the urbanization of warfare, for which the U.S. and 
its military remain determinedly unprepared. When the U.S. and 
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its allies are finally forced to fight, in Iraq or elsewhere, the 
death toll and attendant destruction will be far higher than they 
might have been had Mr. Clinton found the courage to match his 
rhetoric with action. 
DUVI Clinton is not as ruthless as his enemies 
(Restatement) 
President Clinton is the problem. Again and again, he has 
rattled the sword he knows not how to wield, and he has 
claimed victories when nothing has been achieved. Surrounded 
by close advisers whose sheltered, privileged lives have left them 
unprepared to deal with foreign leaders who will lie and cheat 
shamelessly to survive, who will sacrifice their own people to 
extend their grip on power, and who will kill without concern. 
Mr. Clinton has taken us the final step into the age of wonks vs. 
warlords, of the weak-willed and comfortable vs . the ruthless 
and determined. Guess who is going to win this bar fight? 
DUVII Clinton is too focused on opllllOn polls and 
safety, and feels that nothing is worth fighting for 
(Evaluation) 
Many other points might be made, from the woeful lack of 
military expenence m the mner circles of the Clinton 
administration, to its substitution of disparate infatuations and 
class prejudices for an integrated foreign policy. But all such 
matters are secondary to the problem of a president for whom 
opinion polls are the only sure guide to decision making, for 
whom safety is ever more important than achievement, and for 
whom nothing is really worth fighting for. 
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English Sample 9 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Friday-Saturday, 20-21 November 1998 
Page: 6 
Author: Robert A. Sirico 
(Father Sirico is president of the Acton 
Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan .) 
Title: Human Failure Isn't Market Failure 
Text: 
The meltdown of Asian markets, combined with a high-
profile hedge fund failure in the U.S., has revived the familiar 
charge that capitalist greed and pervasive market failure are the 
sources of economic crisis. What happened to Asian economies 
and to one hedge fund has become a metaphor for the systemic 
moral failings of capitalism itself. 
"It is beginning to be accepted that global capitalism is in 
serious trouble," writes John Gray in The Nation, echoing 
sentiments widely shared on the political left. In apocalyptic 
tones, he predicts the coming "breakdown of global laissez-
faire." Even more bluntly, the editor of the National Catholic 
Reporter wrote recently that given this year's events and the 
plight of the poor everywhere, "one thing seems clear to me: 
capitalism doesn't work." 
Both editorials are symptomatic of a resurgence of old-
fashioned anticapitalist moralizing, consisting primarily of 
flawed economic analysis and a generous dollop of 
redistributionist ethics. Their solutions are predictable: They 
desire more regulatory control and redistribution of the world's 
resources by means of government policy. It's an old story but 
with a postsocialist twist. Clearly, the left (secular and 
religious) is hoping that recent financial troubles will serve as a 
rejoinder to everyone who crowd about the failure of central 
planning after 1989. 
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The problem is that it requires ideological blinders to 
regard the Asian meltdown and the failure of a hedge fund as a 
crisis of capitalism. There events have explanations having to 
do with mundane issues of money and finance. Economists who 
have looked carefully at the issue have concluded that the Asian 
failures are due to preferential lending policies that boosted 
some economic sectors beyond the point the market could 
sustain. These policies were sustained by financial subsidies and 
leaky banking supervision that allowed lenders to underestimate 
risk and overestimate consumer demand. This is not a market 
failure . Indeed, since markets entail both profits and losses, it is 
a demonstration that the market is working as it should. 
As for the hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management, its 
investment strategy was based on a mathematical model 
formulated to notice small yield and price discrepancies in 
bonds and currencies, with programmed buying and selling 
based on certain assumptions about the future. The model was 
constructed based on historical patterns that held well for two 
year, generating returns upwards of 40%. 
I t so happens that not all price patterns from the past hold 
in the future, contrary to the assumptions of the model. During 
the dark days of August and September, when the prices and 
yields took a wholly new tum, the risk that had earned the firm 
such spectacular profits came back to back to devour it. 
What we see in this case is not institutional failure but 
human failure. Successful investors sometimes forget that the 
future cannot be known with certainty by anyone. it is a 
peculiar trait of human nature that we are, time and again, 
inclined to believe our inherent ignorance can be overcome. 
There is nothing wrong with speculation, and, indeed, if 
making good judgments about an unknown future helps 
coordinate economic maladjustments, that's all to the good, 
The problem arises when arrogance tempts us to believe in our 
own infallibility. It is this very hubris that leads some 
intellectuals to embrace the folly of central planning. 
What does any of this have to do with corporate greed or 
the failures of the capitalist system? Nothing. Critics who say it 
does have confused human error with a social structure of sin 
itself. We must focus the penalties for failure more particularly 
on those firms that are responsible. This is the system called 
profit and loss, one that has been compromised in an age of 
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bailouts and loan guarantees and investment houses that are 
declared too big to fail. 
In short, there is nothing wrong with the market economy 
that an enhancement of market signaling cannot correct. That's 
not a very earth-shattering conclusion, and it certainly doesn't 
feed the desire for revolutionary upheaval to avert a financial 
apocalypse. 
No economic system can rid the world of human fallibility, 
and none should try. But major elements of the left have not yet 
accepted the reality that the market economy, whatever its 
flaws,is no longer merely an option. It is not capitalism that is 
III cnSlS but the remnants of state planning, which those on the 
left still defend with misguided moral passion. 
English Sam pie 9 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Human failure isn't failure of the capitalist system 
DUI Some financial failures lead people to believe 
capitalism itself has failed 
(Circumstance) 
The meltdown of Asian markets, combined with a high-
profile hedge fund failure in the U.S., has revived the familiar 
charge that capitalist greed and pervasive market failure are the 
sources of economic crisis. What happened to Asian economies 
and to one hedge fund has become a metaphor for the systemic 
moral failings of capitalism itself. 
DUll The left proclaims that capitalism has failed 
(Circumstance) 
"It is beginning to be accepted that global capitalism is in 
serious trouble," writes John Gray in The Nation, echoing 
sentiments widely shared on the political left. In apocalyptic 
tones, he predicts the coming "breakdown of global laissez-
faire." Even more bluntly, the editor of the National Catholic 
Reporter wrote recently that given this year's events and the 
plight of the poor everywhere, "one thing seems clear to me: 
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capitalism doesn't work." 
Both editorials are symptomatic of a resurgence of old-
fashioned anticapitalist moralizing, consisting primarily of 
flawed economic analysis and a generous dollop of 
redistributionist ethics. Their solutions are predictable: They 
desire more regulatory control and redistribution of the world's 
resources by means of government policy. It's an old story but 
with a postsocialist twist. Clearly, the left (secular and 
religious) is hoping that recent financial troubles will serve as a 
rejoinder to everyone who crowd about the failure of central 
planning after 1989. 
DUIII The Asian financial crisis is not due to market 
failure 
(Elaboration) 
The problem IS that it requires ideological blinders to 
regard the Asian meltdown and the failure of a hedge fund as a 
crisis of capitalism. There events have explanations having to 
do with mundane issues of money and finance. Economists who 
have looked carefully at the issue have concluded that the Asian 
failures are due to preferential lending policies that boosted 
some economic sectors beyond the point the market could 
sustain. These policies were sustained by financial subsidies and 
leaky banking supervision that allowed lenders to underestimate 
risk and overestimate consumer demand. This is not a market 
failure. Indeed, since markets entail both profits and losses, it is 
a demonstration that the market is working as it should. 
DUIV The hedge fund failure is not due to market 
failure 
(Elaboration) 
As for the hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management, its 
investment strategy was based on a mathematical model 
formulated to notice small yield and price discrepancies in 
bonds and currencies, with programmed buying and selling 
based on certain assumptions about the future . The model was 
constructed based on historical patterns that held well for two 
year, generating returns upwards of 40%. 
It so happens that not all price patterns from the past hold 
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in the future, contrary to the assumptions of the model. During 
the dark days of August and September, when the prices and 
yields took a wholly new turn, the risk that had earned the firm 
such spectacular profits came back to back to devour it. 
DUV The crisis is not due to market failure but 
human failure 
(Restatement) 
What we see III this case is not institutional failure but 
human failure. Successful investors sometimes forget that the 
future cannot be known with certainty by anyone. it is a 
peculiar trait of human nature that we are, time and again, 
inclined to believe our inherent ignorance can be overcome. 
There is nothing wrong with speculation, and, indeed, if 
making good judgments about an unknown future helps 
coordinate economic maladjustments, that's all to the good, 
The problem arises when arrogance tempts us to believe in our 
own infallibility. It is this very hubris that leads some 
intellectuals to embrace the folly of central planning. 
DUVI There is nothing wrong with market economy 
(Evaluation) 
What does any of this have to do with corporate greed or 
the failures of the capitalist system? Nothing. Critics who say it 
does have confused human error with a social structure of sin 
itself. We must focus the penalties for failure more particularly 
on those firms that are responsible. This is the system called 
profit and loss, one that has been compromised in an age of 
bailouts and loan guarantees and investment houses that are 
declared too big to fail. 
In short, there is nothing wrong with the market economy 
that an enhancement of market signaling cannot correct. That's 
not a very earth-shattering conclusion, and it certainly doesn't 
feed the desire for revolutionary upheaval to avert a financial 
apocalypse. 
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DUVII Capitalism has not failed 
(Evaluation) 
No economic system can rid the world of human fallibility, 
and none should try. But major elements of the left have not yet 
accepted the reality that the market economy, whatever its 
flaws,is no longer merely an option. It is not capitalism that is 
In CrISIS but the remnants of state planning, which those on the 
left still defend with misguided moral passion. 
English Sample 9 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Human failure isn't market failure 
DUI The challenge that capitalism now faces 
(Circumstance) 
The meltdown of Asian markets, combined with a high-
profile hedge fund failure in the U.S., has revived the familiar 
charge that capitalist greed and pervasive market failure are the 
sources of economic crisis. What happened to Asian economies 
and to one hedge fund has become a metaphor for the systemic 
moral failings of capitalism itself. 
DUll The critics 
failed to analyse the 
(Circumstance) 
are wrong because 
situation correctly 
they have 
"It is beginning to be accepted that global capitalism is in 
serious trouble," writes John Gray in The Nation, echoing 
sentiments widely shared on the political left. In apocalyptic 
tones, he predicts the coming "breakdown of global laissez-
faire." Even more bluntly, the editor of the National Catholic 
Reporter wrote recently that given this year's events and the 
plight of the poor everywhere, "one thing seems clear to me: 
capitalism doesn't work." 
Both editorials are symptomatic of a resurgence of old-
fashioned anticapitalist moralizing, consisting primarily of 
flawed economIC analysis and a generous dollop of 
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redistributionist ethics. Their solutions are predictable: They 
desire more regulatory control and redistribution of the world's 
resources by means of government policy. It's an old story but 
with a postsocialist twist. Clearly, the left (secular and 
religious) is hoping that recent financial troubles will serve as a 
rejoinder to everyone who crowd about the failure of central 
planning after 1989. 
DUIII Why recent problems are specific to that 
situation, not endemic 
(Elaboration) 
The problem IS that it requires ideological blinders to 
regard the Asian meltdown and the failure of a hedge fund as a 
crisis of capitalism. There events have explanations having to 
do with mundane issues of money and finance. Economists who 
have looked carefully at the issue have concluded that the Asian 
failures are due to preferential lending policies that boosted 
some economic sectors beyond the point the market could 
sustain. These policies were sustained by financial subsidies and 
leaky banking supervision that allowed lenders to underestimate 
risk and overestimate consumer demand. This is not a market 
failure . Indeed, since markets entail both profits and losses, it is 
a demonstration that the market is working as it should. 
DUIV The hedge fund failure is not due to market 
failure 
(Elaboration) 
As for the hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management, its 
investment strategy was based on a mathematical model 
formulated to notice small yield and price discrepancies in 
bonds and currencies, with programmed buying and selling 
based on certain assumptions about the future. The model was 
constructed based on historical patterns that held well for two 
year, generating returns upwards of 40%. 
It so happens that not all price patterns from the past hold 
in the future, contrary to the assumptions of the model. During 
the dark days of August and September, when the prices and 
yields took a wholly new tum, the risk that had earned the firm 
such spectacular profits came back to back to devour it. 
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DUV Not institutional failure but human failure 
(Restatement) 
What we see 10 this case is not institutional failure but 
human failure. Successful investors sometimes forget that the 
future cannot be known with certainty by anyone. it is a 
peculiar trait of human nature that we are, time and again, 
inclined to believe our inherent ignorance can be overcome. 
There is nothing wrong with speculation, and, indeed, if 
making good judgments about an unknown future helps 
coordinate economic maladjustments, that's all to the good, 
The problem arises when arrogance tempts us to believe in our 
own infallibility. It is this very hubris that leads some 
intellectuals to embrace the folly of central planning. 
DUVI Market mechanisms should be enhanced, not 
weakened 
(Evaluation) 
What does any of this have to do with corporate greed or 
the failures of the capitalist system? Nothing. Critics who say it 
does have confused human error with a social structure of sin 
itself. We must focus the penalties for failure more particularly 
on those firms that are responsible. This is the system called 
profit and loss, one that has been compromised in an age of 
bailouts and loan guarantees and investment houses that are 
declared too big to fail. 
In short, there is nothing wrong with the market economy 
that an enhancement of market signaling cannot correct. That's 
not a very earth-shattering conclusion, and it certainly doesn't 
feed the desire for revolutionary upheaval to avert a financial 
apocalypse. 
DUVII It is state planning, not capitalism, that is in 
crisis 
(Evaluation) 
No economic system can rid the world of human fallibility, 
and none should try. But major elements of the left have not yet 
accepted the reality that the market economy, whatever its 
flaws,is no longer merely an option. It is not capitalism that is 
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III cnSlS but the remnants of state planning, which those on the 
left still defend with misguided moral passion. 
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English Sample 10 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date : Tuesday, 24 November 1998 
Page: 12 
Author: Gary L. McDowell 
(Mr. McDowell is director of the Institute of 
United States Studies at the University of London.) 
Title: How to Censure Clinton: Impeach Him 
Text: 
Those who framed and ratified the U.S . Constitution 
understood what impeachment entailed. The prosecution of 
such an inquest, Alexander Hamilton wrote, "will seldom fail to 
agitate the passions of the whole community, and to divide it 
into parties, more or less friendly or inimical, to the accused." 
But if the founders understood what impeachment would mean 
for us, it seems that most of us do not understand what it meant 
to them. 
For all that has been written in recent months about 
impeachment, there remains the misperception that 
impeachment automatically means removal from office. But 
what is commonly called "impeachment" is in fact two distinct 
constitutional processes. Only the first of them --- the finding 
of credible evidence by the U.S. House of Representatives that 
an official has committed impeachable offenses --- is properly 
called impeachment. 
An article of impeachment passed by the House is the 
political equivalent of an indictment in a criminal process. It IS 
not a final judgment of guilt but a formal accusation of 
wrongdoing. Like an indictment, an article of impeachment IS 
presented to the "court" established to try cases of 
impeachment, the Senate, indicating that there is sufficient 
evidence of impeachable offenses to justify a formal trial on the 
merits of the accusations. Like a criminal court, the Senate may 
either acquit or convict based on the evidence before it. And 
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the U.S. Constitution demands removal from office only upon 
conviction. 
The failure to understand the two-part process of 
impeachment is what lies behind public opinion creeping toward 
the parliamentary move to censure the president. But while 
each house of Congress is empowered by the Constitution to 
"punish its members for disorderly behavior," there is no similar 
censorious discretion in dealing with presidential wrongdoing. 
Impeachment is the only means available to Congress whereby it 
may legitimately transcend the wall of separation between the 
legislative and executive branches in order to deal with a 
president's violation of the law. Censure, as Andrew Jackson 
said of the Senate's vote to punish him, is "wholly unauthorized 
by the Constitution and in derogation of its entire spirit." 
The best guide for the House as it debates Bill Clinton's 
fate is the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in 1868. 
Though faced with 11 articles of impeachment, Johnson escaped 
conviction by a single vote in the Senate. This victory was only 
made possible by seven Republican senators who refused to 
follow their more radical party leaders and convict. Given the 
present division of public opinion, it is more than likely that, if 
impeached, Mr. Clinton would escape conviction by a much 
wider margin. 
This point should not be missed by the public. 
Impeachment is the only constitutionally feasible way in which 
the public's wish to see the president meaningfully punished can 
be reconciled with its desire that he not be driven from office. 
Unlike censure, impeachment, even without conviction, would 
record in clear and constitutional terms the gravity of the 
president's wrongdoing; in the language of the founding fathers, 
it would be an "indelible reproach." It could not be shrugged off 
as a mere slap on the wrist. 
The calculation of any Congress considering the 
impeachment of a president must be complex because the 
political consequences are so grave. Yet there is simply no 
doubt that if the crimes of perjury, witness tampering and 
obstruction of justice had been linked to anyone other than a 
sitting president, that person would now be under indictment of 
not actually in prison. Given that fact, the House should 
conclude that impeachment is this case is not just a 
constitutionally legitimate but a politically necessary way to 
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express its disapproval of the president's actions. Whether such 
wrongs demand removal is up to the Senate . 
English Sample 10 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Impeachment, not censureship, is the way to 
punish Clinton 
DUI We do not understand what impeachment is 
(Background) 
Those who framed and ratified the U.S. Constitution 
understood what impeachment entailed. The prosecution of 
such an inquest, Alexander Hamilton wrote, "will seldom fail to 
agitate the passions of the whole community, and to divide it 
into parties, more or less friendly or inimical, to the accused." 
But if the founders understood what impeachment would mean 
for us, it seems that most of us do not understand what it meant 
to them. 
For all that has been written in recent months about 
impeachment, there remains the misperception that 
impeachment automatically means removal from office. 
DUll What impeachment is 
(Elaboration) 
But what is commonly called "impeachment" is in fact two 
distinct constitutional processes. Only the first of them --- the 
finding of credible evidence by the U. S. House of 
Representatives that an official has committed impeachable 
offenses --- is properly called impeachment. 
An article of impeachment passed by the House is the 
political equivalent of an indictment in a criminal process. It IS 
not a final judgment of guilt but a formal accusation of 
wrongdoing. Like an indictment, an article of impeachment IS 
presented to the "court" established to try cases of 
impeachment, the Senate, indicating that there is sufficient 
evidence of impeachable offenses to justify a formal trial on the 
merits of the accusations. Like a criminal court, the Senate may 
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either acquit or convict based on the evidence before it. And 
the U.S. Constitution demands removal from office only upon 
conviction. 
DUIII Why Clinton cannot be censured 
(Elaboration) 
The failure to understand the two-part process of 
impeachment is what lies behind public opinion creeping toward 
the parliamentary move to censure the president. But while 
each house of Congress is empowered by the Constitution to 
"punish its members for disorderly behavior," there is no similar 
censorious discretion in dealing with presidential wrongdoing. 
Impeachment is the only means available to Congress whereby it 
may legitimately transcend the wall of separation between the 
legislative and executive branches in order to deal with a 
president's violation of the law. Censure, as Andrew Jackson 
said of the Senate's vote to punish him, is "wholly unauthorized 
by the Constitution and in derogation of its entire spirit." 
DUIV What happened before 
(Elaboration) 
The best guide for the House as it debates Bill Clinton's 
fate is the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in 1868. 
Though faced with 11 articles of impeachment, Johnson escaped 
conviction by a single vote in the Senate. This victory was only 
made possible by seven Republican senators who refused to 
follow their more radical party leaders and convict. Given the 
present division of public opinion, it is more than likely that, if 
impeached, Mr. Clinton would escape conviction by a much 
wider margm. 
DUV Impeachment, not censureship, is the way to 
punish Clinton 
(Restatement) 
This point should not be missed by the public. 
Impeachment is the only constitutionally feasible way in which 
the public's wish to see the president meaningfully punished can 
be reconciled with its desire that he not be driven from office. 
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Unlike censure, impeachment, even without convIctIon, would 
record in clear and constitutional terms the gravity of the 
president's wrongdoing; in the language of the founding fathers, 
it would be an "indelible reproach." It could not be shrugged off 
as a mere slap on the wrist. 
DUVI Clinton should be impeached 
(Evaluation) 
The calculation of any Congress considering the 
impeachment of a president must be complex because the 
political consequences are so grave. Yet there is simply no 
doubt that if the crimes of perjury, witness tampering and 
obstruction of justice had been linked to anyone other than a 
sitting president, that person would now be under indictment of 
not actually in prison. Given that fact, the House should 
conclude that impeachment is this case IS not just a 
constitutionally legitimate but a politically necessary way to 
express its disapproval of the president's actions. Whether such 
wrongs demand removal is up to the Senate. 
English Sample 10 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Clinton should be im peached, as that is the only 
way to punish him 
DUI The public today do not understand what 
impeachment means 
(Background) 
Those who framed and ratified the U.S . Constitution 
understood what impeachment entailed. The prosecution of 
such an inquest, Alexander Hamilton wrote, "will seldom fail to 
agitate the passions of the whole community, and to divide it 
into parties, more or less friendly or inimical, to the accused." 
But if the founders understood what impeachment would mean 
for us, it seems that most of us do not understand what it meant 
to them. 
For all that has been written in recent months about 
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impeachment, there remains the misperception that 
impeachment automatically means removal from office. 
DUll Impeachment 
processes 
(Background) 
is actually two separate 
But what is commonly called "impeachment" is in fact two 
distinct constitutional processes. Only the first of them --- the 
finding of credible evidence by the U. S. House of 
Representatives that an official has committed impeachable 
offenses --- is properly called impeachment. 
An article of impeachment passed by the House is the 
political equivalent of an indictment in a criminal process. It IS 
not a final judgment of guilt but a formal accusation of 
wrongdoing. Like an indictment, an article of impeachment IS 
presented to the "court" established to try cases of 
impeachment, the Senate, indicating that there is sufficient 
evidence of impeachable offenses to justify a formal trial on the 
merits of the accusations. Like a criminal court, the Senate may 
either acquit or convict based on the evidence before it. And 
the U.S. Constitution demands removal from office only upon 
conviction. 
DUIII Impeachment, and not a censure vote, is the 
only route open to Congress 
(Elaboration) 
The failure to understand the two-part process of 
impeachment is what lies behind public opinion creeping toward 
the parliamentary move to censure the president. But while 
each house of Congress is empowered by the Constitution to 
"punish its members for disorderly behavior," there is no similar 
censorious discretion in dealing with presidential wrongdoing. 
Impeachment is the only means available to Congress whereby it 
may legitimately transcend the wall of separation between the 
legislative and executive branches in order to deal with a 
president's violation of the law. Censure, as Andrew Jackson 
said of the Senate's vote to punish him, is "wholly unauthorized 
by the Constitution and in derogation of its entire spirit." 
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DUIV The only other example is the impeachment 
of Johnson 
(Elaboration) 
The best guide for the House as it debates Bill Clinton's 
fate is the impeachment of President Andrew Johnson in 1868. 
Though faced with 11 articles of impeachment, Johnson escaped 
conviction by a single vote in the Senate. This victory was only 
made possible by seven Republican senators who refused to 
follow their more radical party leaders and convict. Given the 
present division of public opinion, it is more than likely that, if 
impeached, Mr. Clinton would escape conviction by a much 
wider margm. 
DUV Impeachment is the best way to punish 
Clinton without removing him from office 
(Evaluation) 
This point should not be missed by the public. 
Impeachment is the only constitutionally feasible way in which 
the public's wish to see the president meaningfully punished can 
be reconciled with its desire that he not be driven from office. 
Unlike censure, impeachment, even without conviction, would 
record in clear and constitutional terms the gravity of the 
president's wrongdoing; in the language of the founding fathers, 
it would be an "indelible reproach." It could not be shrugged off 
as a mere slap on the wrist. 
DUVI The Clinton case is serious and should be 
fully aired 
(Evaluation) 
The calculation of any Congress considering the 
impeachment of a president must be complex because the 
political consequences are so grave. Yet there is simply no 
doubt that if the crimes of perjury, witness tampering and 
obstruction of justice had been linked to anyone other than a 
sitting president, that person would now be under indictment of 
not actually in prison. Given that fact, the House should 
conclude that impeachment is this case is not just a 
constitutionally legitimate but a politically necessary way to 
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express its disapproval of the president's actions. Whether such 
wrongs demand removal is up to the Senate. 
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English Sample 11 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Friday-Saturday, 27-8 November 1998 
Page: 6 
A uthor: Eric Peters 
(Mf. Peters writes on automotive issues for the 
Washington Times and is a nationally syndicated columnist.) 
Title: Highways Are Safe at Any Speed 
Text: 
Remember when the U.S. Congress abolished America's 
federally mandated 55-mile-an-hour speed limit back in 1995 
and various "safety experts" clucked that this would entail a 
dramatic rise in accident and fatality rates? Well, the facts are 
in. But you probably haven't heard very much about them, 
since they tend to refute everything the experts said would 
happen. 
The U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
predicted that an additional 6,400 motorists would die annually 
as a result of rising speed limit; 1997, the year for which the 
most recent data are available, had the lowest traffic-death rate 
in U.S. history. NHTSA has been less than vigorous about 
acknowledging its erroneous prediction, perhaps because the 55 
mph speed limit gave the federal government considerable 
power over the states and provided a raison d' etre for the 
continued existence of NHTSA' s bloated bureaucracy. 
As American roads have gotten safer, speed limits have 
increased. This year New Jersey and Connecticut raised their 
limits from 55 to 65 mph, leaving only Hawaii with a limit of 55. 
Twenty-one states have a maximum limit of 65 mph; 17 states 
have a limit of 70 mph; 10 states have a limit of 75 mph. 
Montana has no posted daytime speed limit, requiring only that 
drivers maintain a "reasonable and prudent" speed. 
These higher speeds are safer because they reflect the 
normal flow of traffic --- what highway engineers call the "85th 
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percentile" speed. This is the speed most drivers will maintain 
on a given stretch of road under a given set of conditions. When 
speed limits are set arbitrarily low --- as under the old system ---
tailgating, weaving and "speed variance" (the problem of some 
cars traveling significantly faster than others) makes roads less 
safe. 
When the U.S. interstate highway system was constructed, 
the flow of traffic was monitored and speed limits set according 
to the 85th percentile rule. Until the early 1970s, most 
interstate highways were posted 70 to 75 mph. Bear in mind 
these speeds were considered perfectly safe by highway 
engineers assuming 1950s-era brake, suspensIOn and tire 
technology . 
But after the energy cnSIS of the 1970s, when the 55 mph 
limit was enacted as a fuel conservation measure, the cry that 
"speed kills" kept limits down. Even though modern cars are 
vastly more capable of traveling safely at high speed, we're 
supposed to believe that it's reckless to operate them at speeds 
considered moderate 30 years ago. 
Does speed kill? The higher your velocity, of course, the 
greater the force of any impact; therefore, the greater the extent 
of injury in the event of an impact. But this does not imply any 
greater risk of accident --- just that more damage will occur if 
there is one. Speed, by itself, does not kill. Hitting something 
does . Most highway fatalities occur at speeds of 45 mph or less. 
Translated into public policy, this means that driving 65 
(or 75) will not automatically increase the odds of you having 
any accident. There has never been a single credible study that 
says it does. People who insist that raising speed limits from one 
arbitrary number to another will somehow make highways less 
safe and cause more accidents are simply mistaken. 
Notwithstanding the facts, the new speed limits in the U.S. 
are under attack by the very same safety lobby that cried wolf 
before. Let us hope that it will soon become clear to most 
people that driving faster than a federal bureaucracy thinks is 
appropriate isn't hurting anyone --- except, of course, the 
federal bureaucracy. 
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English Sample 11 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB The newly raised speed limit is safe 
DUI Raising speed limit does not kill more people 
(Evidence) 
Remember when the U.S. Congress abolished America's 
federally mandated 55-mile-an-hour speed limit back in 1995 
and various "safety experts" clucked that this would entail a 
dramatic rise in accident and fatality rates? Well, the facts are 
in. But you probably haven't heard very much about them, 
since they tend to refute everything the experts said would 
happen. 
The U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
predicted that an additional 6,400 motorists would die annually 
as a result of rising speed limit; 1997, the year for which the 
most recent data are available, had the lowest traffic-death rate 
in U. S. history. NHTSA has been less than vigorous about 
acknowledging its erroneous prediction, perhaps because the 55 
mph speed limit gave the federal government considerable 
power over the states and provided a raison d' etre for the 
continued existence of NHTSA' s bloated bureaucracy. 
DUll As American roads have got safer speed limits 
have increased 
(Elaboration) 
As American roads have gotten safer, speed limits have 
increased. This year New Jersey and Connecticut raised their 
limits from 55 to 65 mph, leaving only Hawaii with a limit of 55. 
Twenty-one states have a maximum limit of 65 mph; 17 states 
have a limit of 70 mph; 10 states have a limit of 75 mph. 
Montana has no posted daytime speed limit, reqmrIng only that 
drivers maintain a "reasonable and prudent" speed. 
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DUIII Why the higher speeds are safer 
(Elaboration) 
These higher speeds are safer because they reflect the 
normal flow of traffic --- what highway engineers call the "85th 
percentile" speed. This is the speed most drivers will maintain 
on a given stretch of road under a given set of conditions. When 
speed limits are set arbitrarily low --- as under the old system ---
tailgating, weaving and "speed variance" (the problem of some 
cars traveling significantly faster than others) makes roads less 
safe. 
DUIV Interstate highways show the higher speed 
limits are safe 
(Evidence) 
When the U.S. interstate highway system was constructed, 
the flow of traffic was monitored and speed limits set according 
to the 85th percentile rule. Until the early 1970s, most 
interstate highways were posted 70 to 75 mph. Bear in mind 
these speeds were considered perfectly safe by highway 
engineers assuming 1950s-era brake, suspenSIOn and tire 
technology. 
D UV Why the speed limit stayed low 
(Background) 
But after the energy cnSlS of the 1970s, when the 55 mph 
limit was enacted as a fuel conservation measure, the cry that 
"speed kills" kept limits down. Even though modern cars are 
vastly more capable of traveling safely at high speed, we're 
supposed to believe that it's reckless to operate them at speeds 
considered moderate 30 years ago. 
DUVI How do fatalities occur 
(Interpretation) 
Does speed kill? The higher your velocity, of course, the 
greater the force of any impact; therefore, the greater the extent 
of injury in the event of an impact. But this does not imply any 
greater risk of accident --- just that more damage will occur if 
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there is one. Speed, by itself, does not kill. Hitting something 
does . Most highway fatalities occur at speeds of 45 mph or less. 
DUVII Raising speed limit does not kill more people 
(Elaboration) 
Translated into public policy, this means that driving 65 
(or 75) will not automatically increase the odds of you having 
any accident. There has never been a single credible study that 
says it does. People who insist that raising speed limits from one 
arbitrary number to another will somehow make highways less 
safe and cause more accidents are simply mistaken. 
DUVIII NHTSA's claims are not credible 
(Restatement) 
Notwithstanding the facts, the new speed limits in the U.S. 
are under attack by the very same safety lobby that cried wolf 
before. Let us hope that it will soon become clear to most 
people that driving faster than a federal bureaucracy thinks is 
appropriate isn't hurting anyone --- except, of course, the 
federal bureaucracy. 
English Sample 11 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB The new higher speed limit is safer than the old 
DUI Road accident and death rates have fallen 
since the national speed limit was repealed 
(Evidence) 
Remember when the U.S. Congress abolished America's 
federally mandated 55-mile-an-hour speed limit back in 1995 
and various "safety experts" clucked that this would entail a 
dramatic rise in accident and fatality rates? Well, the facts are 
in. But you probably haven't heard very much about them, 
since they tend to refute everything the experts said would 
happen. 
The U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
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predicted that an additional 6,400 motorists would die annually 
as a result of rising speed limit; 1997, the year for which the 
most recent data are available, had the lowest traffic-death rate 
in U.S. history. NHTSA has been less than vigorous about 
acknowledging its erroneous prediction, perhaps because the 55 
mph speed limit gave the federal government considerable 
power over the states and provided a raison d ' etre for the 
continued existence of NHTSA' s bloated bureaucracy. 
DUll All but one state have now raised their speed 
lim it 
(Elaboration) 
As American roads have gotten safer, speed limits have 
increased. This year New Jersey and Connecticut raised their 
limits from 55 to 65 mph, leaving only Hawaii with a limit of 55 . 
Twenty-one states have a maximum limit of 65 mph; 17 states 
have a limit of 70 mph; 10 states have a limit of 75 mph. 
Montana has no posted daytime speed limit, reqUIrIng only that 
drivers maintain a "reasonable and prudent" speed. 
DUIII The higher speeds are safer because they are 
more in line with how drivers actually drive 
(Elaboration) 
These higher speeds are safer because they reflect the 
normal flow of traffic --- what highway engineers call the "85th 
percentile" speed. This is the speed most drivers will maintain 
on a given stretch of road under a given set of conditions. When 
speed limits are set arbitrarily low --- as under the old system ---
tailgating, weaving and "speed variance" (the problem of some 
cars traveling significantly faster than others) makes roads less 
safe. 
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DUIV and DUV (Boundary disagreement with the 1st 
analyst) 
The speed limit was originally higher but was 
but modern cars are capable of traveling 
higher speeds 
(Antithesis) 
then cut, 
safely at 
When the U.S. interstate highway system was constructed, 
the flow of traffic was monitored and speed limits set according 
to the 85th percentile rule. Until the early 1970s, most 
interstate highways were posted 70 to 75 mph. Bear in mind 
these speeds were considered perfectly safe by highway 
engineers assuming 1950s-era brake, suspensIOn and tire 
technology. 
But after the energy crisis of the 1970s, when the 55 mph 
limit was enacted as a fuel conservation measure, the cry that 
"speed kills" kept limits down. Even though modern cars are 
vastly more capable of traveling safely at high speed, we're 
supposed to believe that it's reckless to operate them at speeds 
considered moderate 30 years ago. 
DUVI Speed by itself does not kill, accidents do 
(Evidence) 
Does speed kill? The higher your velocity, of course, the 
greater the force of any impact; therefore, the greater the extent 
of injury in the event of an impact. But this does not imply any 
greater risk of accident --- just that more damage will occur if 
there is one. Speed, by itself, does not kill. Hitting something 
does. Most highway fatalities occur at speeds of 45 mph or less. 
DUVII So raising the speed limit does not cause 
more acciden ts 
(Evidence) 
Translated into public policy, this means that driving 65 
(or 75) will not automatically increase the odds of you having 
any accident. There has never been a single credible study that 
says it does. People who insist that raising speed limits from one 
arbitrary number to another will somehow make highways less 
safe and cause more accidents are simply mistaken. 
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DUVIII NHTSA's claims are not credible 
(Restatement) 
Notwithstanding the facts, the new speed limits in the U.S. 
are under attack by the very same safety lobby that cried wolf 
before. Let us hope that it will soon become clear to most 
people that driving faster than a federal bureaucracy thinks is 
appropriate isn't hurting anyone --- except, of course, the 
federal bureaucracy. 
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English Sample 12 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date : Thursday, 3 December 1998 
Page : 10 
Author: Daniel Doron 
(Mr. Doron is director of the Israel Center for 
Social and Economic Progress.) 
Title: Give Incentives, Not Aid 
Text: 
JERUSALEM -- At a recent "peace and economics" 
conference here in Israel, it was suggested that the Palestinian 
Authority sell bonds to finance its ambitious development 
programs. "Who would buy them?" came a retort from a 
participating official of the Palestinian Authority. 
U.S. President Bill Clinton, who just announced a 5-year 
$900 million grant at the 40-nation Washington conference on 
Palestinian aid, would do well to contemplate this reaction. 
True, the president called on the conference participants to 
"candidly acknowledge" that past fund raising efforts have failed 
to improve Palestinian employment and living conditions. But 
the president did not ask why $1.2 billion in past aid failed to 
reverse worsening conditions and why an additional $2 billion 
poured into a corrupt Palestinian Authority will suddenly 
improve things . 
Yasser Arafat and others blame Palestinian economic 
failure on Israel and the closures it imposes after terrorist 
attacks. A full third (perhaps half, if we include East Jerusalem 
and illegal Palestinian workers) of the Palestinian labor force is 
employed by Israel. Closures , which unfairly punish the 
innocent along with the guilty, have hurt the Palestinians. But 
the estimated $100 million lost to closures equals only 2.5% of 
the PA's $4 .1. billion GNP. This shortfalls more than 
compensated for by foreign aid. 
Rather, the problem is that the Oslo process prematurely 
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imposed a temporary political settlement without adequately 
preparing the ground. It established and financed an extremely 
statist, repressive Palestinian regime that discouraged private 
investment and enterprise and caused a disastrous economIC 
decline. 
Oslo has also radicalized politics in the P A and in Israel. 
As a result, Mr. Arafat pursues policies that impose heavy 
economic costs on the Palestinians. Political turmoil in Israel has 
delayed vitally needed economic reforms, deepening a recession 
that may increase political chaos. All of this, of course, makes 
Palestinians even more dependent on Hamas "charity." 
Oslo and Wye are imposing other heavy costs on the 
Palestinians. Autonomy has raised Palestinians' morale and 
pride, liberating them from Israeli rule. But foreign aid has 
spread corruption in the P A, as it has in many countries, 
including Israel. To protect its privileges, the PA has gone much 
further than Israelis in violating personal freedom and rights. 
Like other oppressive Arab regimes, it rules by arbitrary arrest, 
kidnapping and torture. With no binding legal framework to 
protect investment and enterprise, it exhibits contempt for 
property rights. Washington's Federal District Court recently 
ordered the PA to pay $18.7 million in damages to International 
Technologies Integration after it "reassigned" ITI's contract to 
install a phone system to Padico, a conglomerate owned by the 
authority's cronies. 
This is but on instance of the rampant nepotism and 
corruption in the Palestinian Authority. So much of the $1.2 
billion allocated by donor countries has been wasted, spent on 
huge P A bureaucracies and security services, or stolen, that over 
a billion dollars in aid was withheld by various donors, while 
scores of villages remain without running water and electricity. 
Because of lack of confidence in the Authority, $2.3 billion of 
private deposits in local banks instead of being loaned to local 
businesses. Embittered, many Palestinians fall prey to anti-Israel 
incitement, often demonstrating against peace in support of 
Hamas terrorism and Saddam Hussein. 
U. S. policy ignores the lessons from the dangerous 
collapse of repressive regimes in Russia and Southeast Asia, 
where its pretense that business could be carried on as usual 
with corrupt governments exacted a high economic and political 
cost. The same illusion won't fare better in the more volatile 
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Middle East. 
The president has called on the partICIpants of the 
Washington conference to send a signal to the private sector 
that its investment in the territories is "sound," realizing, 
apparently, that only free open markets can help the Palestinians 
prosper. But peace based on economic betterment cannot 
happen before reforming systems of governance that are 
inimical t growth . donations to a dependent PA can either 
further corrupt it or be used as leverage to establish a 
framework of law there that encourages economic growth. 
Hopefully, the counsel of such advocates of economic reform 
and development a Undersecretary of State Stuart Eizenstat and 
U.S. Ambassador to Israel Ned Walker will prevail. 
The peace process must focus on making the Palestinian 
Authority a more democratic, more pro-market entity, and on 
removing Israeli trade barriers. Only this will enable the talented 
and hardworking Palestinians to reap immediate economIc 
benefits and to establish peace on solid ground. 
English Sample 12 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Political reform, not cask, is the key to regenerate 
Palestinian economy 
DUI Cash cannot help Palestinian economy 
(Elaboration) 
JERUSALEM -- At a recent "peace and economics" 
conference here in Israel, it was suggested that the Palestinian 
Authority sell bonds to finance its ambitious development 
programs. "Who would buy them?" came a retort from a 
participating official of the Palestinian Authority. 
U.S. President Bill Clinton, who just announced a 5-year 
$900 million grant at the 40-nation Washington conference on 
Palestinian aid, would do well to contemplate this reaction. 
True, the president called on the conference participants to 
"candidly acknowledge" that past fund raising efforts have failed 
to improve Palestinian employment and living conditions. But 
the president did not ask why $1.2 billion in past aid failed to 
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reverse worsening conditions and why an additional $2 billion 
poured into a corrupt Palestinian Authority will suddenly 
Improve things. 
DUll Vasser Arafat's explanation for the Palestinian 
economic failure is invalid 
(Elaboration) 
Yasser Arafat and others blame Palestinian economIC 
failure on Israel and the closures it imposes after terrorist 
attacks. A full third (perhaps half, if we include East Jerusalem 
and illegal Palestinian workers) of the Palestinian labor force is 
employed by Israel. Closures, which unfairly punish the 
innocent along with the guilty, have hurt the Palestinians. But 
the estimated $100 million lost to closures equals only 2.5% of 
the PA's $4.1. billion GNP. This shortfalls more than 
compensated for by foreign aid. 
DUIII The Oslo political settlement is damaging the 
Palestinian economy 
(Evidence) 
Rather, the problem is that the Oslo process prematurely 
imposed a temporary political settlement without adequately 
preparing the ground. It established and financed an extremely 
statist, repressive Palestinian regime that discouraged private 
investment and enterprise and caused a disastrous economIC 
decline. 
Oslo has also radicalized politics in the P A and in Israel. 
As a result, Mr. Arafat pursues policies that impose heavy 
economic costs on the Palestinians. Political turmoil in Israel has 
delayed vitally needed economic reforms, deepening a recession 
that may increase political chaos. All of this, of course, makes 
Palestinians even more dependent on Hamas "charity." 
DUIV Foreign aid has worsened the situation in the 
region 
(Evidence) 
Oslo and Wye are imposing other heavy costs on the 
Palestinians. Autonomy has raised Palestinians' morale and 
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pride, liberating them from Israeli rule. But foreign aid has 
spread corruption in the P A, as it has in many countries, 
including Israel. To protect its privileges, the PA has gone much 
further than Israelis in violating personal freedom and rights. 
Like other oppressive Arab regimes, it rules by arbitrary arrest, 
kidnapping and torture. With no binding legal framework to 
protect investment and enterprise, it exhibits contempt for 
property rights. Washington's Federal District Court recently 
ordered the PA to pay $18.7 million in damages to International 
Technologies Integration after it "reassigned" ITI's contract to 
install a phone system to Padico, a conglomerate owned by the 
authority's cronies. 
This is but on instance of the rampant nepotism and 
corruption in the Palestinian Authority. So much of the $1 .2 
billion allocated by donor countries has been wasted, spent on 
huge P A bureaucracies and security services, or stolen, that over 
a billion dollars in aid was withheld by various donors, while 
scores of villages remain without running water and electricity. 
Because of lack of confidence in the Authority, $2.3 billion of 
private deposits in local banks instead of being loaned to local 
businesses. Embittered, many Palestinians fall prey to anti-Israel 
incitement, often demonstrating against peace in support of 
Hamas terrorism and Saddam Hussein. 
DUV Experience in other regions in the world 
shows that corrupt government is the key to economic 
failure 
(Evidence) 
u. S. policy ignores the lessons from the dangerous 
collapse of repressive regimes in Russia and Southeast Asia, 
where its pretense that business could be carried on as usual 
with corrupt governments exacted a high economic and political 
cost. The same illusion won' t fare better in the more volatile 
Middle East. 
DUVI To 
system must 
(Evaluation) 
generate Palestinian 
be improved 
economy, the political 
The president has called on the participants of the 
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Washington conference to send a signal to the private sector 
that its investment in the territories is "sound," realizing, 
apparently, that only free open markets can help the Palestinians 
prosper. But peace based on economic betterment cannot 
happen before reforming systems of governance that are 
inimical t growth. donations to a dependent P A can either 
further corrupt it or be used as leverage to establish a 
framework of law there that encourages economic growth. 
Hopefully, the counsel of such advocates of economic reform 
and development a Undersecretary of State Stuart Eizenstat and 
U.S. Ambassador to Israel Ned Walker will prevail. 
The peace process must focus on making the Palestinian 
Authority a more democratic, more pro-market entity, and on 
removing Israeli trade barriers. Only this will enable the talented 
and hardworking Palestinians to reap immediate economlC 
benefits and to establish peace on solid ground. 
English Sample 12 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB The Palestinians do not need foreign aid but a 
democratic and pro-market government 
DUI Private investors 
Palestine, and previous aid 
(Elaboration) 
are reluctant to invest 
efforts have failed 
in 
JERUSALEM -- At a recent "peace and economics" 
conference here in Israel, it was suggested that the Palestinian 
Authority sell bonds to finance its ambitious development 
programs. "Who would buy them?" came a retort from a 
participating official of the Palestinian Authority. 
U.S. President Bill Clinton, who just announced a 5-year 
$900 million grant at the 40-nation Washington conference on 
Palestinian aid, would do well to contemplate this reaction. 
True, the president called on the conference participants to 
"candidly acknowledge" that past fund raising efforts have failed 
to improve Palestinian employment and living conditions. But 
the president did not ask why $1.2 billion in past aid failed to 
reverse worsenmg conditions and why an additional $2 billion 
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poured into a corrupt Palestinian Authority will suddenly 
Improve things. 
DUll The economic loss from border closures is 
small 
(Evidence) 
Yasser Arafat and others blame Palestinian economic 
failure on Israel and the closures it imposes after terrorist 
attacks. A full third (perhaps half, if we include East Jerusalem 
and illegal Palestinian workers) of the Palestinian labor force is 
employed by Israel. Closures, which unfairly punish the 
innocent along with the guilty, have hurt the Palestinians. But 
the estimated $100 million lost to closures equals only 2.5% of 
the P A's $4.1. billion GNP. This shortfalls more than 
compensated for by foreign aid. 
DUIII The economy of Palestine has suffered 
because of the Oslo peach process 
(Evidence) 
Rather, the problem is that the Oslo process prematurely 
imposed a temporary political settlement without adequately 
preparing the ground. It established and financed an extremely 
statist, repressive Palestinian regime that discouraged private 
investment and enterprise and caused a disastrous economIC 
decline. 
Oslo has also radicalized politics in the P A and in Israel. 
As a result, Mr. Arafat pursues policies that impose heavy 
economic costs on the Palestinians. Political turmoil in Israel has 
delayed vitally needed economic reforms, deepening a recession 
that may increase political chaos. All of this, of course, makes 
Palestinians even more dependent on Hamas "charity." 
DUIV Corruption is rampant in the Palestinian 
Authority 
(Elaboration) 
Oslo and Wye are imposing other heavy costs on the 
Palestinians. Autonomy has raised Palestinians' morale and 
pride, liberating them from Israeli rule. But foreign aid has 
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spread corruption in the P A, as it has in many countries, 
including Israel. To protect its privileges, the PA has gone much 
further than Israelis in violating personal freedom and rights. 
Like other oppressive Arab regimes, it rules by arbitrary arrest, 
kidnapping and torture. With no binding legal framework to 
protect investment and enterprise, it exhibits contempt for 
property rights. Washington's Federal District Court recently 
ordered the PA to pay $18.7 million in damages to International 
Technologies Integration after it "reassigned" ITI's contract to 
install a phone system to Padico, a conglomerate owned by the 
authority's cronies . 
This is but on instance of the rampant nepotism and 
corruption in the Palestinian Authority. So much of the $1.2 
billion allocated by donor countries has been wasted, spent on 
huge P A bureaucracies and security services, or stolen, that over 
a billion dollars in aid was withheld by various donors, while 
scores of villages remain without running water and electricity. 
Because of lack of confidence in the Authority, $2.3 billion of 
private deposits in local banks instead of being loaned to local 
businesses. Embittered, many Palestinians fall prey to anti-Israel 
incitement, often demonstrating against peace in support of 
Hamas terrorism and Saddam Hussein. 
DUV US development policy in Russia and SE Asia 
has failed and risks the same in the Palestinian 
authority 
(Evidence) 
U.S. policy ignores the lessons from the dangerous 
collapse of repressive regimes in Russia and Southeast Asia, 
where its pretense that business could be carried on as usual 
with corrupt governments exacted a high economic and political 
cost. The same illusion won ' t fare better in the more volatile 
Middle East. 
DUVI There will only 
Palestinian government is 
economy 
(Evaluation) 
be a lasting 
reformed 
peace if 
to help 
the 
the 
The president has called on the participants of the 
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Washington conference to send a signal to the private sector 
that its investment in the territories is "sound," realizing, 
apparently, that only free open markets can help the Palestinians 
prosper. But peace based on economic betterment cannot 
happen before reforming systems of governance that are 
inimical t growth. donations to a dependent PA can either 
further corrupt it or be used as leverage to establish a 
framework of law there that encourages economic growth. 
Hopefully, the counsel of such advocates of economic reform 
and development a Undersecretary of State Stuart Eizenstat and 
U.S. Ambassador to Israel Ned Walker will prevail. 
The peace process must focus on making the Palestinian 
Authority a more democratic, more pro-market entity, and on 
removing Israeli trade barriers. Only this will enable the talented 
and hardworking Palestinians to reap immediate economIC 
benefits and to establish peace on solid ground. 
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English Sample 13 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Monday, 7 December 1998 
Page: 6 
Author: Abraham H. Foxman 
(Mf. Foxman is national director of the Anti-
Defamation League in the United States) 
Title: The Dangers of Holocaust Restitution 
Text : 
Now that Swiss banks have reached a settlement on Nazi 
gold, investigations into that country's Holocaust-era post are 
closed and the tide has turned to investigations of other 
countries, corporations, insurance companies and institutions 
like museums. Last week General Motors and Ford became the 
latest to be named for allegedly assisting Hitler's war effort. Also 
last week, representatives of 44 nations , Jewish groups and 
other interested parties gathered in Washington at the Holocaust 
Memorial Museum to examine a variety of issues related to 
Holocaust restitution, including insurance, property and stolen 
art . 
Certainly, individuals who had bank accounts , insurance 
policies or works of art that were stolen have a right to pursue 
their claims. But when these legitimate claims become the main 
focus of activity regarding the Holocaust, rather than the unique 
horror of six million Jews, including 1.5 million children, being 
murdered simply because they were Jewish, then something has 
gone wrong. A new "industry" has sprung up, spearheaded by 
lawyers and institutions, in an effort to get what they call 
"justice" for Holocaust victims . As a Holocaust survivor, I 
question for whom they speak and how they define "justice." 
The focus must remain on discovering the truth, on revealing 
and owning up to the past. 
Lawyers have filed a civil suit against Ford, accusing it, 
through its German-base subsidiaries, of aiding the Nazi effort, 
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using slave labor and earning huge profits. Similar charges 
against GM are being documented in a book to be released next 
year. Both of the American automotive giants had plants in 
Germany, established before the war, which flourished under 
the Nazi regime and continued operations even after the U.S. 
joined the war. What they "owe" for this in dollars and cents is 
not clear, but they do owe us the truth. While the corporations' 
current leaders cannot be held culpable for what transpired 
during the Nazi era, they will be judged by how they deal with it. 
They must vigorously, voluntarily and honestly confront that 
past by opening up their archives. 
Seeking restitution is important, but at what price? Look 
at what happened in Switzerland. Yes, we got a check, but what 
about morality, reconciliation and confronting the past? The 
Swiss have yet to come to grips with the realities that their 
history, not the Jews, is their enemy, and that the settlement 
was not blackmail but a moral debt they should have paid 
voluntarily. 
What concerns me today is the zealous quest for 
restitution without regard for consequences. A protracted 
discussion and debate could bring a high price for the Jewish 
people, for history ad for memory. We need to understand that 
there is no absolute justice. Full justice could never be obtained 
from the Swiss, because we cannot put a price on the life of a 
child whom the Swiss turned back at the border when they saw 
"J" in his documents. We can only hope for a measure of 
justice, a symbolic justice that demonstrates an accounting and 
accountability. 
Since the Swiss settlement thee has been a rush for 
restitution. Some lawyers see it as an opportunity of a lifetime. 
Some politicians see it as a way to gain Jewish support. The 
$1.25 billion Swiss settlement would not have been achieved 
without the dogged efforts of lawyers and politicians, many of 
whom worked pro bono and because it was the right thing to do. 
But I do not want Holocaust victims used as political footballs or 
tickets for financial gain. One of the lead attorneys in the Swiss 
case, Ed Fagan, is now traveling the world seeking new clients. 
In Poland he remarked that if Hitler moved across Europe from 
West to East looting and robing, he, Mr. Fagan, would move from 
East to West reclaiming the losses. There is no place for 
ambulance chasers in this serious and sacred undertaking. 
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The disbursement of settlement funds has become a tug-
of-war among vying groups and lawyers. I believe, first and 
foremost , that those who have claims should receive payment. 
Holocaust survivors without specific claims should be included 
in the disbursement of funds. After claims are satisfied and 
after need survivors, who are mostly in Eastern Europe, are 
provided for, I suggest the remainder go to Israel. Not only 
would this make an important statement, but Israel has the 
greatest number of Holocaust survivors who need support. 
Israel has proportionally more children and grandchildren of 
survivors than any other nation. 
I fear that all the talk about Holocaust era assets is 
skewing the Holocaust, making the century's last word on the 
Holocaust that the Jews died not because they were Jews, but 
because they had bank accounts, gold, art and property. If you 
repeat it enough, you establish as "fact" that the reason the Jews 
were killed was because they had money. To me that is a 
desecration of the victims, a perversion of why the Nazis had a 
Final Solution, and too high a price to pay for a justice we can 
never achieve . 
I was asked on a trip to Germany if I didn't think it was 
time to put an end to dealing with the Holocaust. I answered 
that there could be no end. We owe it to history and to the six 
million who died to teach the lessons of the Holocaust to new 
generations. Those lessons will be diminished and skewed by he 
efforts to put money over morality. 
English Sample 13 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB Holocaust restitution may obscure the truth 
DUI Claims are filed against many organizations 
regarding Holocaust compensation 
(Circumstance) 
Now that Swiss banks have reached a settlement on Nazi 
gold, investigations into that country's Holocaust-era post are 
closed and the tide has turned to investigations of other 
countries, corporations, insurance companies and institutions 
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like museums. Last week General Motors and Ford became the 
latest to be named for allegedly assisting Hitler's war effort. Also 
last week, representatives of 44 nations, Jewish groups and 
other interested parties gathered in Washington at the Holocaust 
Memorial Museum to examine a variety of issues related to 
Holocaust restitution, including insurance, property and stolen 
art. 
DUll The focus must remain on discovering the 
truth not just seeking compensation 
(Interpretation) 
Certainly, individuals who had bank accounts, insurance 
policies or works of art that were stolen have a right to pursue 
their claims. But when these legitimate claims become the main 
focus of activity regarding the Holocaust, rather than the unique 
horror of six million Jews, including 1.5 million children, being 
murdered simply because they were Jewish, then something has 
gone wrong. A new "industry" has sprung up, spearheaded by 
lawyers and institutions, in an effort to get what they call 
"justice" for Holocaust victims. As a Holocaust survivor, I 
question for whom they speak and how they define "justice." 
The focus must remain on discovering the truth, on revealing 
and owning up to the past. 
DUIII The accused parties owe us the truth, not 
only the money 
(Elaboration) 
Lawyers have filed a civil suit against Ford, accusing it, 
through its German-base subsidiaries, of aiding the Nazi effort, 
using slave labor and earning huge profits. Similar charges 
against GM are being documented in a book to be released next 
year. Both of the American automotive giants had plants in 
Germany, established before the war, which flourished under 
the Nazi regime and continued operations even after the U.S. 
joined the war. What they "owe" for this in dollars and cents is 
not clear, but they do owe us the truth. While the corporations' 
current leaders cannot be held culpable for what transpired 
during the Nazi era, they will be judged by how they deal with it. 
They must vigorously, voluntarily and honestly confront that 
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past by openmg up their archives. 
DUIV The Swiss example shows glvIDg compensation 
doesn't mean people have come to grips with the truth 
(Elaboration) 
Seeking restitution is important, but at what price? Look 
at what happened in Switzerland. Yes, we got a check, but what 
about morality, reconciliation and confronting the past? The 
Swiss have yet to come to grips with the realities that their 
history, not the Jews, is their enemy, and that the settlement 
was not blackmail but a moral debt they should have paid 
voluntarily. 
DUV Why the quest for restitution can be 
damaging 
(Interpretation) 
What concerns me today is the zealous quest for 
restitution without regard for consequences. A protracted 
discussion and debate could bring a high price for the Jewish 
people, for history ad for memory. We need to understand that 
there is no absolute justice. Full justice could never be obtained 
from the Swiss, because we cannot put a price on the life of a 
child whom the Swiss turned back at the border when they saw 
"J" in his documents. We can only hope for a measure of 
justice, a symbolic justice that demonstrates an accounting and 
accountability. 
DUVI Lawyers and politicians may use the pursuit 
of restitution for their own gain 
(Elaboration) 
Since the Swiss settlement thee has been a rush for 
restitution. Some lawyers see it as an opportunity of a lifetime. 
Some politicians see it as a way to gain Jewish support. The 
$1.25 billion Swiss settlement would not have been achieved 
without the dogged efforts of lawyers and politicians, many of 
whom worked pro bono and because it was the right thing to do. 
But I do not want Holocaust victims used as political footballs or 
tickets for financial gain. One of the lead attorneys in the Swiss 
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case, Ed Fagan, is now traveling the world seeking new clients. 
In Poland he remarked that if Hitler moved across Europe from 
West to East looting and robing, he, Mr. Fagan, would move from 
East to West reclaiming the losses. There is no place for 
ambulance chasers in this serious and sacred undertaking. 
DUVII The disbursement of settlement funds can be 
problematic 
(Interpretation) 
The disbursement of settlement funds has become a tug-
of-war among vying groups and lawyers. I believe, first and 
foremost, that those who have claims should receive payment. 
Holocaust survivors without specific claims should be included 
in the disbursement of funds. After claims are satisfied and 
after need survivors, who are mostly in Eastern Europe, are 
provided for, I suggest the remainder go to Israel. Not only 
would this make an important statement, but Israel has the 
greatest number of Holocaust survivors who need support. 
Israel has proportionally more children and grandchildren of 
surVIvors than any other nation. 
DUVIII The talk about Holocaust assets may obscure 
the truth 
(Evaluation) 
I fear that all the talk about Holocaust era assets is 
skewing the Holocaust, making the century's last word on the 
Holocaust that the Jews died not because they were Jews, but 
because they had bank accounts, gold, art and property. If you 
repeat it enough, you establish as "fact" that the reason the Jews 
were killed was because they had money. To me that is a 
desecration of the victims, a perversion of why the Nazis had a 
Final Solution, and too high a price to pay for a justice we can 
never achieve. 
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DUIX 
diminished 
The lessons of Holocaust will be 
and skewed by the efforts to put money 
over morality 
(Restatement) 
I was asked on a trip to Germany if I didn't think it was 
time to put an end to dealing with the Holocaust. I answered 
that there could be no end. We owe it to history and to the six 
million who died to teach the lessons of the Holocaust to new 
generations. Those lessons will be diminished and skewed by he 
efforts to put money over morality. 
English Sample 13 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB People should focus on the truth of the Holocaust 
not Holocaust restitution 
DUI The Holocaust restitution process has moved 
on from Switzerlang to new claims 
(Circumstance) 
Now that Swiss banks have reached a settlement on Nazi 
gold, investigations into that country's Holocaust-era post are 
closed and the tide has turned to investigations of other 
countries, corporations, insurance companies and institutions 
like museums. Last week General Motors and Ford became the 
latest to be named for allegedly assisting Hitler's war effort. Also 
last week, representatives of 44 nations, Jewish groups and 
other interested parties gathered in Washington at the Holocaust 
Memorial Museum to examine a variety of issues related to 
Holocaust restitution, including insurance, property and stolen 
art. 
DUll The 
questions the 
"industry" 
(Justify) 
author, as a 
legitimacy of 
Holocaust 
the new 
survivor, 
restitution 
Certainly, individuals who had bank accounts, Insurance 
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policies or works of art that were stolen have a right to pursue 
their claims. But when these legitimate claims become the main 
focus of activity regarding the Holocaust, rather than the unique 
horror of six million Jews, including 1.5 million children, being 
murdered simply because they were Jewish, then something has 
gone wrong. A new "industry" has sprung up, spearheaded by 
lawyers and institutions, in an effort to get what they call 
"justice" for Holocaust victims. As a Holocaust survivor, I 
question for whom they speak and how they define "justice." 
The focus must remain on discovering the truth, on revealing 
and owning up to the past. 
DUIII Ford and GM have been accused and the two 
firms must be open and honest 
(Elaboration) 
Lawyers have filed a civil suit against Ford, accusing it, 
through its German-base subsidiaries, of aiding the Nazi effort, 
using slave labor and earning huge profits. Similar charges 
against GM are being documented in a book to be released next 
year. Both of the American automotive giants had plants in 
Germany, established before the war, which flourished under 
the Nazi regime and continued operations even after the U.S. 
joined the war. What they "owe" for this in dollars and cents is 
not clear, but they do owe us the truth. While the corporations' 
current leaders cannot be held culpable for what transpired 
during the Nazi era, they will be judged by how they deal with it. 
They must vigorously, voluntarily and honestly confront that 
past by opening up their archives. 
DUIV Although Switzerland handed over money, it 
has yet to come to terms with its part in the Holocaust 
(Elaboration) 
Seeking restitution IS important, but at what price? Look 
at what happened in Switzerland. Yes, we got a check, but what 
about morality, reconciliation and confronting the past? The 
Swiss have yet to come to grips with the realities that their 
history, not the Jews, is their enemy, and that the settlement 
was not blackmail but a moral debt they should have paid 
voluntarily. 
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DUV There is more at stake in this issue than just 
money 
(Interpretation) 
What concerns me today is the zealous quest for 
restitution without regard for consequences. A protracted 
discussion and debate could bring a high price for the Jewish 
people, for history ad for memory. We need to understand that 
there is no absolute justice. Full justice could never be obtained 
from the Swiss, because we cannot put a price on the life of a 
child whom the Swiss turned back at the border when they saw 
"J" in his documents. We can only hope for a measure of 
justice, a symbolic justice that demonstrates an accounting and 
accountability. 
DUVI Some involved in the restitution "industry" 
see it as a chance to further their own interests 
(Elaboration) 
Since the Swiss settlement thee has been a rush for 
restitution. Some lawyers see it as an opportunity of a lifetime. 
Some politicians see it as a way to gain Jewish support. The 
$1.25 billion Swiss settlement would not have been achieved 
without the dogged efforts of lawyers and politicians, many of 
whom worked pro bono and because it was the right thing to do. 
But I do not want Holocaust victims used as political footballs or 
tickets for financial gain. One of the lead attorneys in the Swiss 
case, Ed Fagan, is now traveling the world seeking new clients. 
In Poland he remarked that if Hitler moved across Europe from 
West to East looting and robing, he, Mr. Fagan, would move from 
East to West reclaiming the losses. There is no place for 
ambulance chasers in this serious and sacred undertaking. 
DUVII How the money should be disbursed 
(Interpretation) 
The disbursement of settlement funds has become a tug-
of-war among vying groups and lawyers. I believe, first and 
foremost, that those who have claims should receive payment. 
Holocaust survivors without specific claims should be included 
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III the disbursement of funds. After claims are satisfied and 
after need survivors, who are mostly in Eastern Europe, are 
provided for, I suggest the remainder go to Israel. Not only 
would this make an important statement, but Israel has the 
greatest number of Holocaust survivors who need support. 
Israel has proportionally more children and grandchildren of 
survIvors than any other nation. 
DUVIII Restitution should not obscure the truth 
(Evaluation) 
I fear that all the talk about Holocaust era assets is 
skewing the Holocaust, making the century's last word on the 
Holocaust that the Jews died not because they were Jews, but 
because they had bank accounts, gold, art and property. If you 
repeat it enough, you establish as "fact" that the reason the Jews 
were killed was because they had money. To me that is a 
desecration of the victims, a perversion of why the Nazis had a 
Final Solution, and too high a price to pay for a justice we can 
never achieve. 
DUIX The lessons of Holocaust should be 
taught to every new generation 
(Enablement) 
I was asked on a trip to Germany if I didn't think it was 
time to put an end to dealing with the Holocaust. I answered 
that there could be no end. We owe it to history and to the six 
million who died to teach the lessons of the Holocaust to new 
generations. Those lessons will be diminished and skewed by he 
efforts to put money over morality. 
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English Sample 14 (Original) 
Publication: Wall Street Journal Europe 
Date: Thursday, 10 December 1998 
Page: 1 0 
Author: Henrik Lumholdt 
(Mr. Lumholdt is chief economist, Bank of 
America, Spain) 
Title: Europe Should Look East 
Text: 
The economic policy debate in Europe has familiar 
undertones. European politicians insist on the need for 
economic stimulus, and warn that unless they receive sufficient 
support from monetary authorities they may expand 
government spending. Central bankers, on the other hand, are 
calling for structural reform, and promise they will stomp on 
any inflationary pressure arising from fiscal largesse. The 
debate between John Maynard Keynes and the Classical 
economists, which was thought long buried, has returned. 
Sadly, we have made little progress toward understanding that 
structural problems are not only long term, but also short-term 
impediments to growth. With each cyclical downturn implying 
ever higher levels of public debt and unemployment, the risk for 
Europe is that traditional macroeconomIC policy will be 
rendered increasingly stale. 
For a peek at where the Continent might be headed, 
Europeans should take a look at Japan. The Japanese experience 
teaches that it never seems to be the right time for structural 
reform. Either the economy is growing strongly, in which case 
opponents of change become more assertive, or the economy is 
weak, in which case the political courage to introduce 
unpopular measures is simply not there. 
According to official statistics, unemployment in Japan 
remains low compared to Europe. But it is high enough by 
Japanese standards to inhibit the consumer confidence that is 
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necessary to boost consumption. If this primarily reflects the 
workings of an overly protected domestic economy, there is also 
little to suggest that the outlook for the labor market will 
improve anytime soon. A worrying number of Japanese 
businesses , some of which might have been eliminated by 
market forces in a more competitive environment, are burdened 
by unprecedented debt level. The financial counterpart of this 
is a banking sector mired in bad debt. Fiscal spending is 
increasingly rendered impotent and fails to increase consumer 
confidence, only adding to one of the highest debt levels in the 
world. At the same time, low nominal interest rates fail to 
translate into bank lending because of low domestic return 
expectations. 
There is a risk that Europe is headed in the same direction. 
Though individual differences between countries exist, in 
general, economic growth has failed to produce jobs. Between 
1988 and 1992, Europe experienced an average GDP growth of 
2.8% and an average employment growth of 0.9%. The 
relationship between the two deteriorated in the subsequent 
five-year period, when average GDP growth was 1.8% and 
employment actually dropped an average 0.15% per year. The 
picture has improved slightly this year, to be sure,but according 
to third-quarter data from Eurostat, the EU's statistical office, 
Spain alone probably accounted for 50% of all job creation in 
the European Union in the past year. And as are as fiscal deficits 
are concerned, yes, they have come down in recent years as 
countries prepared to enter EMU, but the gross debt of European 
governments has only stabilized over the past two years after 
seeing an uninterrupted uptrend throughout the 1980s and 
1990s. 
Despite these recent, merger improvements, there's risk of 
a return to the bad old days . The European economy, with 
Germany at the center, is showing the first signs of slowing as a 
result of an international crisis affecting export markets both in 
Asia and the Americas. If this decline puts a stop to the 
fledgling job growth in core Europe some time during the first 
part of 1999, policy makers will react. Pressure for expansive 
fiscal policy will intensify. The European Central Bank might go 
along with some easing but will have reservations abut fully 
accommodating a policy that will increasingly seem to conflict 
with the Growth and Stability Pact. For good measure, this might 
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even result in a stronger euro vis-a-vis the dollar bloc, making 
sure that any weakness in the U.S. economy deriving from Latin 
America is fully translated to Europe as well. 
But will the European economy react to stimulus, 
monetary or fiscal? The trouble is that once a negative 
momentum is underway, especially in the labor market, it's 
difficult to turn around in the short term. The real earnings of 
workers might increase, particularly in Germany, but worries 
about job security could easily counter any positive effects on 
spending from fiscal incentives, as is the case in Japan. 
Monetary policy, as already suggested, might begin to soften 
only slowly and, at any rate, would be in a constant competition 
with a downward pressure on inflation, suggesting that real 
interest rates will remain relatively high in relation to real GDP 
unless the ECB shifts gears sometime during next year. The 
European financial sector, while nowhere close to the situation 
facing Japanese institutions, nevertheless threatens not to pass 
on a monetary policy stimulus in the form of credit to the real 
sectors of the economy due to its exposure to emerging market 
economIes. 
The euro has already proved a shield against currency 
crises and should be greeted as such. But it is not a shield 
against international deflationary impacts on a European 
economy hat has done little homework in terms of labor market 
reform and in allowing competition to create corporate value . 
Short- and long-term considerations must be reconciled, lest 
Europe find itself mired in the same trap of policy 
ineffectiveness that has ensnared Japan. 
English Sample 14 (First Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB European economy faces gloomy future 
DUI In Europe, we 
towards understanding that 
only bong term, but also 
growth 
(Background) 
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have made little progress 
structu ral problems are not 
short term impediments to 
The economic policy debate In Europe has familiar 
undertones. European politicians insist on the need for 
economic stimulus, and warn that unless they receive sufficient 
support from monetary authorities they may expand 
government spending. Central bankers, on the other hand, are 
calling for structural reform, and promise they will stomp on 
any inflationary pressure arising from fiscal largesse. The 
debate between John Maynard Keynes and the Classical 
economists, which was thought long buried, has returned. 
Sadly, we have made little progress toward understanding that 
structural problems are not only long term, but also short-term 
impediments to growth. With each cyclical downturn implying 
ever higher levels of public debt and unemployment, the risk for 
Europe IS that traditional macroeconomIC policy will be 
rendered increasingly stale. 
DUll The Japanese experience teaches that it never 
seems to be the right time for structural reform 
(Evidence) 
F or a peek at where the Continent might be headed, 
Europeans should take a look at Japan. The Japanese experience 
teaches that it never seems to be the right time for structural 
reform. Either the economy is growing strongly, in which case 
opponents of change become more assertive, or the economy is 
weak, in which case the political courage to introduce 
unpopular measures is simply not there. 
DUIII The problem as manifested in Japan 
(Background) 
According to official statIstIcs, unemployment in Japan 
remains low compared to Europe. But it is high enough by 
Japanese standards to inhibit the consumer confidence that is 
necessary to boost consumption. If this primarily reflects the 
workings of an overly protected domestic economy, there is also 
little to suggest that the outlook for the labor market will 
Improve anytime soon. A worrying number of Japanese 
businesses , some of which might have been eliminated by 
market forces in a more competitive environment, are burdened 
by unprecedented debt level. The financial counterpart of this 
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is a banking sector mired in bad debt. Fiscal spending is 
increasingly rendered impotent and fails to increase consumer 
confidence, only adding to one of the highest debt levels in the 
world. At the same time, low nominal interest rates fail to 
translate into bank lending because of low domestic return 
expectations. 
DUIV There 
same direction 
(Elaboration) 
is a risk that Europe is 
as Japan 
headed in the 
There is a risk that Europe is headed in the same direction. 
Though individual differences between countries exist, in 
general, economic growth has failed to produce jobs. Between 
1988 and 1992, Europe experienced an average GDP growth of 
2.8% and an average employment growth of 0.9%. The 
relationship between the two deteriorated in the subsequent 
five-year period, when average GDP growth was 1.8% and 
employment actually dropped an average 0.15% per year. The 
picture has improved slightly this year, to be sure,but according 
to third-quarter data from Eurostat, the EU's statistical office, 
Spain alone probably accounted for 50% of all job creation in 
the European Union in the past year. And as are as fiscal deficits 
are concerned, yes, they have come down in recent years as 
countries prepared to enter EMU, but the gross debt of European 
governments has only stabilized over the past two years after 
seemg an uninterrupted uptrend throughout the 1980s and 
1990s. 
DUV European economy may get worse due to 
international crisis 
(Elaboration) 
Despite these recent, merger improvements, there's risk of 
a return to the bad old days. The European economy, with 
Germany at the center, is showing the first signs of slowing as a 
result of an international crisis affecting export markets both in 
Asia and the Americas. If this decline puts a stop to the 
fledgling job growth in core Europe some time during the first 
part of 1999, policy makers will react. Pressure for expansive 
fiscal policy will intensify. The European Central Bank might go 
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along with some easmg but will have reservations abut fully 
accommodating a policy that will increasingly seem to conflict 
with the Growth and Stability Pact. For good measure, this might 
even result in a stronger euro vis-a-vis the dollar bloc, making 
sure that any weakness in the U.S. economy deriving from Latin 
America IS fully translated to Europe as well. 
DUVI European economy is unlikely to be salvaged 
by stimulus, monetary or fiscal 
(Elaboration) 
But will the European economy react to stimulus, 
monetary or fiscal? The trouble is that once a negative 
momentum is underway, especially in the labor market, it's 
difficult to tum around in the short term. The real earnings of 
workers might increase, particularly in Germany, but worries 
about job security could easily counter any positive effects on 
spending from fiscal incentives, as is the case in Japan. 
Monetary policy, as already suggested, might begin to soften 
only slowly and, at any rate, would be in a constant competition 
with a downward pressure on inflation, suggesting that real 
interest rates will remain relatively high in relation to real GDP 
unless the ECB shifts gears sometime during next year. The 
European financial sector, while nowhere close to the situation 
facing Japanese institutions, nevertheless threatens not to pass 
on a monetary policy stimulus in the form of credit to the real 
sectors of the economy due to its exposure to emerging market 
economIes. 
DUVII Euro is not going to save a flamed European 
economy 
(Elaboration) 
The euro has already proved a shield against currency 
crises and should be greeted as such. But it is not a shield 
against international deflationary impacts on a European 
economy hat has done little homework in terms of labor market 
reform and in allowing competition to create corporate value. 
Short- and long-term considerations must be reconciled, lest 
Europe find itself mired in the same trap of policy 
ineffectiveness that has ensnared Japan. 
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English Sample 14 (Second Analyst) 
Analysed Text: 
DB European should reform, or else it faces a Japan 
style depression 
DUI The 
deadlocked, and 
(Circumstance) 
European policy debate seems 
the risks are increasing 
The economic policy debate In Europe has familiar 
undertones. European politicians insist on the need for 
economic stimulus, and warn that unless they receive sufficient 
support from monetary authorities they may expand 
government spending. Central bankers, on the other hand, are 
calling for structural reform, and promise they will stomp on 
any inflationary pressure arising from fiscal largesse. The 
debate between John Maynard Keynes and the Classical 
economists, which was thought long buried, has returned. 
Sadly, we have made little progress toward understanding that 
structural problems are not only long term, but also short-term 
impediments to growth. With each cyclical downturn implying 
ever higher levels of public debt and unemployment, the risk for 
Europe IS that traditional macroeconomIC policy will be 
rendered increasingly stale. 
DUll The example of Japan shows there is always a 
reason to prevaricate on reform 
(Evidence) 
F or a peek at where the Continent might be headed, 
Europeans should take a look at Japan. The Japanese experience 
teaches that it never seems to be the right time for structural 
reform. Either the economy is growing strongly, in which case 
opponents of change become more assertive, or the economy is 
weak, in which case the political courage to introduce 
unpopular measures is simply not there. 
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DUIII The full details of Japan's economic situation 
(Background) 
According to official statIstIcs, unemployment in Japan 
remains low compared to Europe. But it is high enough by 
Japanese standards to inhibit the consumer confidence that is 
necessary to boost consumption. If this primarily reflects the 
workings of an overly protected domestic economy, there is also 
little to suggest that the outlook for the labor market will 
improve anytime soon. A worrying number of Japanese 
businesses, some of which might have been eliminated by 
market forces in a more competitive environment, are burdened 
by unprecedented debt level. The financial counterpart of this 
is a banking sector mired in bad debt. Fiscal spending is 
increasingly rendered impotent and fails to increase consumer 
confidence, only adding to one of the highest debt levels in the 
world. At the same time, low nominal interest rates fail to 
translate into bank lending because of low domestic return 
expectations. 
DUIV The steady 
economic performance 
(Background) 
deterioration 
over time 
of Europe's 
There is a risk that Europe is headed in the same direction. 
Though individual differences between countries exist, in 
general, economic growth has failed to produce jobs. Between 
1988 and 1992, Europe experienced an average GDP growth of 
2.8% and an average employment growth of 0.9%. The 
relationship between the two deteriorated in the subsequent 
five-year period, when average GDP growth was 1.8% and 
employment actually dropped an average 0.15% per year. The 
picture has improved slightly this year, to be sure,but according 
to third-quarter data from Eurostat, the EU's statistical office, 
Spain alone probably accounted for 50% of all job creation in 
the European Union in the past year. And as are as fiscal deficits 
are concerned, yes, they have come down in recent years as 
countries prepared to enter EMU, but the gross debt of European 
governments has only stabilized over the past two years after 
seemg an uninterrupted uptrend throughout the 1980s and 
1990s. 
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DUV Recent recovery threatened by world outlook 
(Elaboration) 
Despite these recent, merger improvements, there's risk of 
a return to the bad old days. The European economy, with 
Germany at the center, is showing the first signs of slowing as a 
result of an international crisis affecting export markets both in 
Asia and the Americas. If this decline puts a stop to the 
fledgling job growth in core Europe some time during the first 
part of 1999, policy makers will react. Pressure for expansive 
fiscal policy will intensify. The European Central Bank might go 
along with some easing but will have reservations abut fully 
accommodating a policy that will increasingly seem to conflict 
with the Growth and Stability Pact. For good measure, this might 
even result in a stronger euro vis-a-vis the dollar bloc, making 
sure that any weakness in the U.S. economy deriving from Latin 
America IS fully translated to Europe as well. 
DUVI There are doubts whether Europe's economy 
would respond to any kind of stimulus 
(Elaboration) 
But will the European economy react to stimulus, 
monetary or fiscal? The trouble is that once a negative 
momentum is underway, especially in the labor market, it's 
difficult to tum around in the short term. The real earnings of 
workers might increase, particularly in Germany, but worries 
about job security could easily counter any positive effects on 
spending from fiscal incentives, as is the case in Japan. 
Monetary policy, as already suggested, might begin to soften 
only slowly and, at any rate, would be in a constant competition 
with a downward pressure on inflation, suggesting that real 
interest rates will remain relatively high in relation to real GDP 
unless the ECB shifts gears sometime during next year. The 
European financial sector, while nowhere close to the situation 
facing Japanese institutions, nevertheless threatens not to pass 
on a monetary policy stimulus in the form of credit to the real 
sectors of the economy due to its exposure to emerging market 
economIes. 
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DUVII The euro is no shield against deflation and 
Europe must reform 
(Elaboration) 
The euro has already proved a shield against currency 
crises and should be greeted as such. But it is not a shield 
against international deflationary impacts on a European 
economy hat has done little homework in terms of labor market 
reform and in allowing competition to create corporate value . 
Short- and long-term considerations must be reconciled, lest 
Europe find itself mired in the same trap of policy 
ineffectiveness that has ensnared Japan. 
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Notes: 
The samples are from all available editions of Wall Street 
Journal Europe during the months of November and December 
1998 stored at London Business School. Some editions are 
missing from the collection and are unobtainable without 
considerable cost to the researcher. Since it does not affect the 
random nature of the data collection procedure it is decided 
that the missing editions are not tracked. 
There are also four samples that are not used since they 
are book reviews and such a text type does not appear in 
Grabe's (1987) list of 15 text types that are used to establish the 
genre of expository prose. For details see Grabe (1987). 
Tuesday November 3,1998 mIsslllg 
Monday November 9,1998 book revIew 
Friday/Saturday November 13/14,1998 mlsslllg 
Monday November 16,1998 mlsslllg 
Tuesday November 17,1998 mIsslllg 
Thursday November 19,1998 mIsslllg 
Monday November 23,1998 mIsslllg 
Tuesday November 3,1998 mIsslllg 
Wednesday November 25,1998 mISSIng 
Thursday November 26,1998 mIsslllg 
Monday November 30,1998 mIsslllg 
Tuesday December 1,1998 book reVIew 
Wednesday December 2,1998 mISSIng 
Friday/S aturday December 4/5,1998 book reVIew 
Tuesday December 8,1998 book reVIew 
Wednesday December 9,1998 mIsslllg 
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Appendix III Relation Definitions by Mann and 
Thorn pson (1988) 
Circumstance 
constraints on S: S presents a situation (not unrealised) 
constraints on the N+S combination: S sets a framework in 
the subject matter within which R is intended to interpret the 
situation presented in N 
the effect: R recognises that the situation presented 
in S provides the framework for interpreting N 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
Text Example: 'Probably the most extreme case of Visitors' 
Fever I have ever witnessed was a few summer ago when I visited 
relatives in the Midwest.' 
Text Example: 'P.M. has been with KUSC longer than any other 
staff member. While attending Occidental College, where he 
majored in philosophy, he volunteered to work at the station as 
a classical music announcer. That was in 1970.' 
Solution hood 
constraints on S: S presents a problem 
constraints on the N+S combination: the situation presented 
in N is a solution to the problem stated in S 
the effect: R recognises that the situation presented 
in N as a solution to the problem presented in S 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
Text Example: 'One difficulty .. .is with sleeping bags in which 
down and feather fillers are used as insulation. This insulation 
has a tendency to slip towards the bottom. You can redistribute 
the filler... .' 
In the definition of the solutionhood relation, the terms 
problem and solution are broader than one might expect. The 
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scope of problem includes: 
1 . questions 
2. requests, including requests for information 
3. some descriptions of desires, goals, intellectual 
issues, gaps in knowledge or other expressions of needs 
4. conditions that carry negative values, either 
expressly or culturally, including calamities and frustrations. 
It thus compares to Grimes' Response predicate (Grimes, 
1975). 
Elaboration 
constraints on the N+S combination: S presents additional 
detail about the situation or some element of subject matter 
which is presented in N or inferentially accessible in N in one or 
more of the ways listed below. In the list, if N presents the first 
member of any pair, then S includes the second: 
1. set: member 
2. abstract: instance 
3. whole: part 
4. process: step 
5. object: attribute 
6. generalisation: specific 
the effect: R recognises the situation presented in S 
as providing additional detail for N. R identifies the element of 
subject matter for which detail is provided. 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
From a conference announcement brochure: 
Text Example: 'Sanga-Saby-Kursgfud, Sweden, will be the site 
of the 1969 International Conference on Computational 
Linguistics, September 1-4. It is expected that some 250 
linguists will attend from Asia, West Europe, East Europe 
including Russia, and the United States. The conference will be 
concerned with the application of mathematical and computer 
techniques to the study of natural languages, the development 
of computer programmes as tools for linguistic research, and 
the application of linguistics to the development of man-
machine communication systems.' 
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Background 
constraints on N: R won't comprehend N sufficiently before 
reading text of S 
constraints on the N+S combination: S increases the ability of 
R to comprehend an element in N 
the effect: R's ability to comprehend N increases 
locus of the effect: N 
Text Example: 'Home addresses and telephone numbers of 
public employees will be protected from disclosure under a new 
bill approved by Gov. George Deukmejian. Assembly Bill 3100 
amends the Government Code, which required that the public 
records of all state and local agencies, containing home 
addresses and telephone numbers of staff, be open to public 
inspection. ' 
Enablement 
constraints on N: presents R action (including accepting an 
offer), unrealised with respect to the context of N 
constraints on the N+S combination: R comprehending S 
increases R's potential ability to perform the action presented 10 
N 
the effect: R's potential ability to perform the action 
presented in N increases 
locus of the effect: N 
Text Example: 'Training on job. A series of informative, 
inexpensive pamphlets and books on worker health discusses 
such topics as filing a compensation claim, lomsmg radiation, 
asbestos, and several occupational diseases.' 
For a catalogue and order form write to WIOES, 2520 Milvia St., 
Berkeley, CA 95704.' 
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Motivation 
constraints on N: presents an action in which R is the actor 
(including accepting an offer), unrealised with respect to the 
context of N 
constraints on the N+S combination: com pre hen din g S 
increases R's desire to perform action presented in N 
the effect: R's desire to perform action presented m 
N is increased 
locus of the effect: N 
From a personal message on an electronic bulletin board: 
Text Example: 'The Los Angeles Chamber Ballet (the ballet 
company I'm dancing with) is giving 4 concerts next week ... 
Tickets are $7.50 except for the opening night... The show is 
made up of new choreography and should be very entertaining . 
I'm in 3 pieces.' 
Evidence 
constraints on N: 
satisfactory to W 
constraints on S: 
credible 
R might not believe N to a degree 
The reader believes S or will find it 
constraints on the N+S combination: R' s comprehending S 
increases R' s belief of N 
the effect: R's belief of N is increased 
locus of the effect: N 
From a letter to the editor of 'BYTE' magazme 
Text Example: 'The programme as published for calendar year 
1980 really works. In only a few minutes, I entered all the 
figures from my 1980 tax return and got a result which agreed 
with my hand calculations to the penny.' 
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Justify 
constraints on N: none 
constraints on S: none 
constraints on the N+S combination: R ' s comprehending S 
increases R's readiness to accept W's right to present N 
the effect: R's readiness to accept W's right to 
present N is increased 
locus of the effect: N 
From an electronic bulletin board: 
Text Example: 'The next music day IS scheduled for July 21 
(Saturday), noon-midnight. I'll post more details later, but this 
is a good time to reserve the place on your calendar.' 
Several relations involve notions of cause. In broadly 
defining these relations, it is hard to include both situations that 
are intended outcomes of some action and causation that does 
not involve intended outcomes, such as physical causation. 
Because of this difficulty, we have divided the relations into 
volitional and non-volitional groups. Similarly we also divide 
them on the basis of nuclearity into cause and result groups. 
Volitional Cause 
constraints on N: presents a volitional action or a situation 
that could have arisen from a volitional action 
constraints on the N+S combination: S presents a situation 
that could have caused the agent of the volitional action in N to 
perform that action; without the presentation of 
regard the action as motivated or know 
motivation; N is more central to W's purposes 
the N-S combination than is S. 
S, R might not 
the particular 
in putting forth 
the effect: R recognises the situation presented In S 
as a cause for the volitional action presented in N 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
Text Example: 'Writing has almost become impossible so we 
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had the typewriter serviced and I may learn to type decently 
after all these years.' 
Non-Volitional Cause 
constraints on N: 
volitional action 
presents a situation that IS not a 
constraints on the N+S combination: S presents a situation 
that, by means other than motivating a volitional action, caused 
the situation presented in N; without the presentation of S, R 
might not know the particular cause of the situation; a 
presentation of N is more central than S to W's purposes III 
putting forth the N-S combination. 
the effect: R recognises the situation presented III S 
as a cause of the situation presented in N 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
From an institutional advertisement: 
Text Example: ' ... we've been able to mine our own Hon ore, 
coal, manganese, dolomite, all the materials we need to make 
our own steel. And because wed can mine more than we need, 
we've had plenty of manganese and iron ore for export.' 
An abstract from SCientific American: 
Text Example: 
'The Transfer of Technology to Underdeveloped Countries 
The elimination of mass poverty is necessary to supply the 
motivation for fertility control in such countries. Other 
countries should assist III this process, not least because they 
have a moral obligation to do so.' 
Volitional Result 
constraints on S: presents a volitional action or a situation 
that could have arisen from a volitional action 
constraints on the N+S combination: N presents a situation 
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that could have caused the situation presented in S; the situation 
presented in N IS more central to W's purposes than is that 
presented in S 
the effect: 
in N could be a cause 
locus of the effect: 
R recogmses that the situation presented 
for the action or situation presented in S 
Nand S 
Two examples from one personal letter: 
Text Example: 'U sing thumbs is not the problem but heredity 
is, and the end result is no use of thumbs if I don't do something 
now. ' 
Text Example: 'Writing has almost become impossible so we 
had the typewriter serviced and I may learn to type decently 
after all these years.' 
Non-Volitional Result 
constraints on S: 
volitional action 
presents a situation that IS not a 
constraints on the N+S combination: N presents a situation 
that caused the situation presented in S; presentation of N is 
more central to W's purposes in putting forth the N-S 
combination than is the presentation of S 
the effect: R recognises that the situation presented 
in N could have caused the situation presented in S 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
Text Example: 'The blast, the worst industrial accident in 
Mexico's history, destroyed the plant and most of the 
surrounding suburbs. Several thousand people were injured, 
and about 300 are still in hospital.' 
Purpose 
constraints on N: presents an activity 
constraints on S: presents a situation that IS unrealised 
constraints on the N+S combination: S presents a situation to 
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be realised through the actIvIty in N 
the effect: R recognises that the activity m N IS 
initiated in order to realise S 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
Text Example: 'To see which Syncom diskette will replace the 
ones you're using now, send for our free "Flexi-Finder" selection 
guide and the name of the supplier nearest you.' 
Text Example: 'Presumably, there is a competition among 
trees in certain forest environments to become as tall as 
possible so as to catch as much of the sun as possible for 
photosynthesis. ' 
Antithesis 
constraints on N: W has positive regard for the situation 
presented in N 
constraints on S: none 
constraints on the N+S combination: the situation presented 
in Nand S are in contrast (cf. CONTRAST, i.e., are (a) 
comprehended as the same in many respects, (b) comprehended 
as differing in a few respects and (c) compared with respect to 
one or more of these differences); because of an incompatibility 
that arises from the contrast, one cannot have positive regard 
for both the situations presented in Nand S; comprehending S 
and the incompatibility between the situations presented in N 
and S increases R's positive regard for the situation presented m 
N 
the effect: 
locus of the effect: 
R's positive regard for N IS increased 
N 
Text Example: 'Farmington police had to help control traffic 
recently when hundreds of people lined up to be among the first 
applying for jobs at the yet-to-open Marriott Hotel. The hotel's 
help wanted announcement --- for 300 openings --- was a rare 
opportunity for many unemployed. The people waiting in line 
carried a message, a refutation, of claims that the jobless could 
be employed if only they showed enough moxie. Every rule has 
exceptions, but the tragic and too-common tableaux of 
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hundreds or even thousands of people snaking-lining up for any 
task with a paycheck illustrates a lack of jobs, not laziness.' 
Concession 
constraints on N: W has positive regard for the situation 
presented in N 
constraints on S: W is not claiming that the situation 
presented in S doesn't hold 
constraints on the N+S combination: W acknowledges a 
potential or apparent incompatibility between the situations 
presented in Nand S; W regards the situations presented in N 
and S as compatible; recognising that the compatibility between 
the situations presented in Nand S increases R's positive regard 
for the situation presented in N 
the effect: R' s positive regard for the situation 
presented in N is increased 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
Text Example: 'Concern that this material is harmful to health 
or the environment may be misplaced. Although it is toxic to 
certain animals, evidence is lacking that it has any serious long-
term effect on human beings . ' 
Condition 
constraints on S: 
otherwise unrealised 
context of S) 
S presents a hypothetical, 
situation (relative to the 
future, or 
situational 
constraints on the N+S combination: 
situation presented in N depends 
situation presented in S 
the effect: R recognises 
situation presented in N depends 
situation presented in S 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
realisation of the 
on the realisation of the 
how the realisation of the 
on the realisation of the 
Text Example: 'Employees are urged to complete new 
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beneficiary designation forms for retirement or life insurance 
benefits whenever there is a change in marital or family status. 
We have recently had cases where divorced spouses have 
received benefits because the employee neglected to complete a 
new beneficiary form designating a new spouse or child.' 
Otherwise 
constraints on N: 
constraints in S: 
constraints on the 
situation presented 
presented in S 
presents an unrealised situation 
presents an unrealised situation 
N+S combination: realisation 
in N prevents realisation of the 
of the 
situation 
the effect: R recognises the dependency relation of 
prevention between the realisation of the situation presented In 
N and the realisation of the situation presented in S 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
From an administrative memo on an electronic bulletin board: 
Text Example: 'It's new brochure time, and that means a 
chance for new project write-ups. anyone desiring to update 
their entry in this brochure should have their copy in by Dec. 1. 
Otherwise the existing entry will be used.' 
Interpretation 
constraints on the N+S combination: S relates the situation 
presented in N to a framework of ideas not involved in N itself 
and not concerned with W's positive regard 
the effect: R recognises that S relates the situation 
presented in N to a framework of ideas not involved in the 
knowledge presented in N itself 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
Text Example: 'Steep declines In capital spending 
commitments and building permits, along with a drop in the 
money stock pushed the leading composite down for the fifth 
time in the past 11 months to a level 0.5% below its high in May 
1984. Such a decline is highly unusual at this stage in an 
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· , 
expanSIOn; 
Evaluation 
constraints on the N+S combination: S relates the situation in 
N to the degree of W's positive regard toward the situation 
presented in N 
the effect: R recognises that the situation presented 
in S assesses the situation presented in N and recognises the 
value is assigns 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
From an advertisement: 
Text Example: 'Features like our uniquely sealed jacket and 
protective hub ring make our discs last longer. And a soft inner 
liner cleans the ultra-smooth disc surface while III use. It all 
adds up to better performance and reliability.' 
Restatement* 
constraints on the N+S combination: S relates N, where Sand 
N are of comparable bulk 
the effect: R recognises S as a restatement of N 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
Text Example: 'A WELL-GROOMED CAR REFLECTS ITS OWNER 
The car you drive says a lot about you.' 
Summary 
constraints on N: N must be more than one unit 
constraints on the N+S combination: S presents a restatement 
of the content of N, that is shorter in bulk 
the effect: R recognises S as a shorter restatement of 
N 
locus of the effect: Nand S 
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Text Example: 'For top quality performance from your 
computer, use the flexible discs known for memory excellence. 
It's a great way to improve your memory and get a big bonus in 
computer performance.' 
Other Relations 
Among the relations which we have considered but have not 
formulated definitions for are Comparison, Presentational 
Seq u e n c e, Dis j un c t ion and Mea n s . We have also decided 
against a relation Quo t e . Justification for this decision 
includes: 
I. Passages that present who said what or attribute 
information to certain sources rarely relate to other text spans 
in such a way that relational propositions arise; 
2. The function of such attribution is in the domain of 
evidentiality with respect to the attributed material and thus is 
reasonably considered not as a distinct entity, but as part of the 
proposition that contains the attributional passage. 
The last three relations - Seq u en c e, Con t r as t and J 0 i n tare 
non-nucleated. 
Sequence 
constraints on N: multi-nuclear 
constraints on the combination of nuclei: A succeSSIOn 
relationship between the situations is presented in the nuclei 
the effect: R recognises the succession relationships 
among the nuclei 
locus of the effect: multiple nuclei 
Text Example: 'Peel oranges and slice crosswise. Arrange in a 
bowl and sprinkle with rum and coconut. Chill until ready to 
serve. ' 
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Contrast 
constraints on N: multi-nuclear 
constraints on the combination of nuclei: nom 0 r e 
than two nuclei; the situations presented in these two nuclei are 
(a) comprehended as the same in many respects (b) 
comprehended as differing in a few respects and (c) compared 
with respect to one or more of these differences 
the effect: R recognises the comparability and the 
difference(s) yielded by the comparison being made 
locus of the effect: multiple nuclei 
Text Example: 'Animals heal, but trees compartmentalise. 
They endure a lifetime of lllJury and infection by setting 
boundaries that resist the spread of the invading micro-
organisms. ' 
Joint 
The schema called JOINT has no corresponding relation. The 
schema is multinuclear, and no relation is claimed to hold 
between the nuclei. 
Text Example: 'Employees are urged to complete new 
beneficiary designation forms for retirement or life insurance 
benefits whenever there IS a change in marital or family status. 
Employees who are not sure of who is listed as their beneficiary 
should complete new forms since the retirement system and the 
lllsurance carner use the most current form to disburse 
benefits. ' 
Notes: 
*In the original definition, Sand N are required to be of 
comparable bulk. This requirement is ignored in the present 
analysis since N is a sentence while S a paragraph therefore they 
are unlikely to have comparable bulk. 
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Appendix IV Details of First and Second Analyst 
Differences 
English samples 
sample 1 sample 2 
MU initial circumstance restatement/circumstance 
MU initial mid 1 backqroundlvoli cause non-voli cause/solutionhood 
MU initial mid 2 antithesis non-voli cause/elaboration 
MU initial mid 3 x x 
MU mid 4 elaboration non-voli cause/elaboration 
MU end mid 5 x x 
MU end mid 6 elaboration non-voli cause 
MU end mid 7 interpretation/evaluation purpose/evaluation 
MUend evaluation interpretation/motivation 
sample 3 sample 7 
MU initial restatement/circumstance restatement 
MU initial mid 1 elaboration el ab orat ion/interpre tat ion 
MU initial mid 2 interpret at ion/backqrou n d x 
MU initial mid 3 x x 
MU mid 4 evaluation elaboration 
MU end mid 5 x x 
MU end mid 6 x x 
MU end mid 7 interpretation elaboration 
MU end interpretation restatement 
sample 8 sampJe 10 
MU initial backqround backqround 
MU initial mid 1 interpretation elaboration/background 
MU initial mid 2 interpretation/eVidence elaboration 
MU initial mid 3 x x 
MU mid 4 voli result/circum&elab * elaboration 
MU end mid 5 x x 
MU end mid 6 evaluation x 
MU end mid 7 restatement restatement/evaluation 
MU end voli cause/evaluation evaluation 
VŠÜŸŨŤĚ 11 sample 12 
MU initial evidence elaboration 
MU initial mid 1 elaboration elaboration/evidence 
MU initial mid 2 elaboration evidence 
MU initial mid 3 evidence/antithesis x 
MU mid 4 background/antithesis evidence/elaboration 
MU end mid 5 x x 
MU end mid 6 interpretation/evidence x 
MU end mid 7 elaboration/evidence evidence 
MU end restatement evaluation 
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English samples 
sample 13 sample 14 
MU initial circumstance background/circumstance 
MU initial mid 1 interpret ation/justifV evidence 
MU initial mid 2 elaboration background 
MU initial mid 3 elaboration x 
MU mid 4 interpretation elaboration/background 
MU end mid 5 elaboration x 
MU end mid 6 interpretation elaboration 
MU end mid 7 evaluation elaboration 
MU end restatementlenablement elaboration 
differences: 26/97 
26.80412 per cent 
agreement 71/97 
73.19587 per cent 
Chinese samples 
sample 5 sample 6 
MU initial background background 
MU initial mid 1 elaboration background/elaboration 
MU initial mid 2 elaboration elaboration 
MU initial mid 3 x x 
MU mid 4 interpretation elaboration 
MU end mid 5 x x 
MU end mid 6 x x 
MU end mid 7 interpretation/elaboration elaboration 
MUend voti result/elaboration elaboration 
sample 9 sample 11 
MU initial restatement background 
MU initial mid 1 back.qround/elaboration backqround/interpretation 
MU initial mid 2 background elaboration/interpretation 
MU initial mid 3 elaboration/background x 
MU mid 4 elaboration interpretation 
MU end mid 5 x x 
MU end mid 6 elaboration/interpretation interpretation 
MU end mid 7 elaboration interpretation 
MUend interpretation restatement 
differeces : 8/84 
9.52380 per cent 
agreement 76/84 
90.47619 per cent 
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Notes: 
1 . Plain text indicates that the 1 st and 2nd analyst agree on 
the relation definitions assigned. The differences are recorded 
m italics with the 1 st analyst's conclusion comes first. 
2 . Only samples in which there are differences between 1 st 
and 2nd analyst appear in the above tables. 
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Appendix V Results of Sample Analysis 
Table 1 Result of English sample analysis 
English samples 
sample 1 sample 2 sample 3 sample 4 
MU initial circumstance restatement restatement backQround 
MU initial mid 1 background non-voli cause elaboration interpretation 
MU initial mid 2 antithes is non-voli cause interpretation interpretation 
MU initial mid 3 x x x x 
MU mid 4 elaboration non-voli cause evaluation interpretation 
MU end mid 5 x x x x 
MU end mid 6 elaboration non-voli cause x x 
MU end mid 7 interpretation purpose interpretation interpretation 
MUend evaluation interpretat ion interpretation restatement 
sample 5 sample 6 sample 7 sample 8 
MU initial circumstance elaboration restatement background 
MU initial mid 1 restatement interpretation elaboration interpretation 
MU initial mid 2 elaborat ion elaboration x interpretation 
MU initial mid 3 elaboration elaboration x x 
MU mid 4 elaboration elaboration elaboration voli result 
MU end mid 5 x x x x 
MU end mid 6 elaboration voli result x evaluation 
MU end mid 7 interpretation interpretation elaboration restatement 
MUend evaluation interpretation restatement voli cause 
sample 9 sample 10 sample 11 sample 12 
MU initial circumstance background evidence elaboration 
MU initial mid 1 circumstance elaboration elaboration elaboration 
MU initial mid 2 elaboration elaboration elaboration evidence 
MU initial mid 3 x x evidence x 
MU mid 4 elaboration elaboration backQround evidence 
MU end mid 5 x x x x 
MU end mid 6 restatement x interpretation x 
MU end mid 7 evaluation restatement elaboration evidence 
MUend evaluation evaluation restatement evaluation 
sample 13 sample 14 
MU initial circumstance backQround 
MU initial mid 1 interpretation evidence 
MU initial mid 2 elaboration background 
MU initial mid 3 elaboration x 
MU mid 4 interpretation elaboration 
MU end mid 5 elaboration x 
MU end mid 6 interpretation elaboration 
MU end mid 7 evaluation elaboration 
MU end restatement elaboration 
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Chinese samples 
sample 1 sample 2 sample 3 sample 4 
MU initial restatement background background circumstance 
MU initial mid 1 evidence background background interpretation 
MU initial mid 2 evidence elaboration x elaboration 
MU initial mid 3 x x x x 
MU mid 4 evidence elaboration elaboration elaboration 
MU end mid 5 x x x x 
MU end mid 6 x x x x 
MU end mid 7 evidence voli result x elaboration 
MUend evaluation restatement interpretation restatement 
sample 5 sample 6 sample 7 sample 8 
MU initial background background elaboration circumstance 
MU initial mid 1 elaboration background interpretat ion elaborat ion 
MU initial mid 2 elaboration elaboration interpretation elaboration 
MU initial mid 3 x x x x 
MU mid 4 interpretation elaboration interpretation elaboration 
MU end mid 5 x x x x 
MU end mid 6 x x interpretation x 
MU end mid 7 interpretation elaboration interpretation evaluation 
MUend voli result elaboration interpretation restatement 
sample 9 sample 10 sample 11 sample 12 
MU initial restatement restatement background background 
MU initial mid 1 background elaboration background elaboration 
MU initial mid 2 ŞŠȘŸŦŲŬẀŪTĚ elaboration elaboration non-voli cause 
MU initial mid 3 elaboration x x x 
MU mid 4 elaboration voli cause interpretation interpretation 
MU end mid 5 x x x x 
MU end mid 6 elaboration x interpretation x 
MU end mid 7 elaboration voli result interpretation elaboration 
MUend interpretation purpose restatement non-voli cause 
MU initial sample 13 VŠÜŸŨŤĚ 14 
MU initial mid 1 elaboration voli result 
MU initial mid 2 elaboration background 
MU initial mid 3 x x 
MU mid 4 x x 
MU end mid 5 elaboration background 
MU end mid 6 x x 
MU end mid 7 x x 
MUend elaboration elaboration 
elaboration interpretation 
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* For explanations on the meaning of MU initial, MU initial 
mid 1 and so forth see Endnote 1 in Chapter seven. 
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